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Introduction
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3

C
hemical bonding is, without a doubt, one of the most significant and fundamental

concepts in chemistry, because it describes the interaction that binds atoms together

to form molecules. Understanding the nature of chemical bonds is essential for every

chemist, because it provides the skills to predict and comprehend molecular properties. However,

it needs to be stressed that chemical bonds are only a concept, and not a physical observable

for which a unifying theory exists. Therefore, a great variety of different bonding models, which

attempt to uncover the theoretical foundations of this concept, have emerged over the past 100

years. A comprehensive review of these concept was recently published by Frenking et al.1

The origin of those bonding models dates back to 1916, when G. N. Lewis introduced the

notion of electron pair bonding,2 which is also known as covalent bonding.3 The idea is that

a covalent bond corresponds to a pair of electrons shared between two atoms. A solid line

connecting these two atoms (e.g. H–H) is used to indicate a covalent bond. This type of

representation – the Lewis structure – is still commonly used to portray bonds (Figure 1 shows

two examples of Lewis structures). However, Lewis’ electron pair bond was purely based on

empirical findings, and, at that time, it was lacking a physical foundation.1 Soon after the

introduction of electron pair bonding, it was postulated that quantum mechanics is necessary

for a physically sound description of chemical bonding.4 The year 1927, when Heitler and

London published their quantum mechanical description of the H2 molecule, can be regarded

as the advent of quantum chemistry.5 In that work, they uncovered that the introduction of

ionic resonance forms (i.e. H+ H – and H– H +) results in an energetic stabilization of the

wavefunction of the H2 molecule. Pauling’s work to unify Lewis’ empirical findings and the

new insights provided by quantum chemistry can be regarded as the reason for the continuing

success of Lewis structures.6 Even today, solid lines are used to represent bonds; however, the

question arises if every solid line is, in fact, an electron pair shared between two atoms.

Figure 1: Two molecules represented by Lewis structures: Water (H2O, left) and ethene
(C2H4, right). Each bond between two atoms is represented by a line connecting the two
atoms. In the water molecule, there are two non-bonded electron pairs at the oxygen, which
are referred to as lone pairs. In the ethene molecule, there are two lines representing a C – C
double bond, i.e. there are two electron pairs shared between the two carbon atoms.

Besides the rule of two, which describes Lewis’ observation of electron pair bonding, Lewis

also established the rule of eight,4 which is better known as the octet rule (this term was later
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introduced by Langmuir).7–9 This rule describes Lewis’ finding that most atoms in molecules

tend to have a noble gas configuration.4 Accordingly, for elements of the second period and

beyond, eight electrons, corresponding to four electron pairs, are usually found inside the valence

shell of the atom, while for hydrogen atoms a noble gas configuration corresponds to the electron

configuration of helium, which has two valence electrons. The octet rule is fulfilled for all

molecules in Figure 1: The oxygen atom of H2O, for example, has two lone pairs (accounting

for four valence electrons) and two O–H bonds, which add another four electrons to its valence

electron count, giving a total of eight valence electrons.

In many cases, a bonding description based on Lewis’ concepts works remarkably well,

however, in other cases, alternative procedures and modifications to the original concept must

be applied. One shortcoming of Lewis structures is the assumption that bonds are shared

between two atoms (rule of two). While this is a good approximation for a great number of

bonds, there are many exceptions of molecules containing bonds which are delocalized over

the whole molecule.6 One prominent example for a highly delocalized bonding situation is

Figure 2: Two resonance struc-
tures of benzene, which are equally
significant for its bonding descrip-
tion.

Figure 3: Sulfurhexafluoride, SF6, is a molecule,
which is often represented by a hypervalent Lewis
structure (left, the sulfur atom has 10 valence elec-
trons). However, the bonding can also be described
by non-hypervalent resonance structures (right).

the benzene molecule.10–12 Lewis structure a) in Figure 2 has three double bonds, but the

arrangement of the three double bonds in Lewis structure b) is just as valid. Accordingly, none

of the arrangements is favored over the other, and both Lewis structures are equally significant.

Ultimately, the ”real” bonding situation is described by an average of these two representations.

This effect is known as resonance, and the Lewis structures, which are required to account for

the ”real” bonding situation, are called resonance structures.

Lewis’ original model also fails for molecules containing atoms, which, at first glance, violate

the octet rule.7,13,14 Such atoms are termed hypervalent.14 Lewis took note of the fact that

some atoms violate the octet rule, however, he stated that it holds for the vast majority of

compounds.2 If the bonding situation in these molecules is only represented by electron pair

bonds between two atoms (two-center two electron bonds), d-orbitals must contribute to the

bonding (only four bonds can be obtained from s- and p-orbitals alone). However, it has
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been shown that d-orbitals play no role in bonds involving elements from the second and third

period,15–17 which has also been shown by Stalke et al. experimentally.18

Alternative bonding models which go beyond Lewis’ theory, such as multi-center multi-

electron bonding, have been proposed.19–23 It is also possible to represent the bonding situation

in supposedly hypervalent molecules with the introduction of non-hypervalent resonance struc-

tures. In Figure 3, such resonance structures are given for SF6, for which hypervalent Lewis

structures are conceivable.24 Furthermore, traditional Lewis structures do not convey bond

polarity, which results in attractive electrostatic interactions between two bonded atoms due

to the higher tendency of the more electronegative atom to attract the bonding electrons.4,25

This is the origin of many molecular properties and is, therefore, an integral part of chemical

bonding. Bond polarity also restricts the rule of two, because the electron pair is not shared

equally between two atoms – the electrons will be more localized at the more electronegative

atom. In his seminal paper from 1916, Lewis already distinguished between polar and non-

polar bonds,2 but no solution was presented to quantify bond polarity. Empirically, differences

in tabulated electronegativities give an impression on how polarized a bond is,25–27 but in order

to quantify bond polarity, more sophisticated approaches outside the scope of the Lewis picture

must be consulted. For example, a method to compute tailor-made electronegativities based on

quantum chemical methods was presented by Rahm & Hoffmann.28

Although modifications to Lewis’ original concepts, such as the introduction of resonance

structures, can remedy some of its shortcomings, a quantum chemical treatment of chemical

bonding is inevitable, because it provides the theoretical foundation of that concept. In his paper

from 1939, Pauling attempted to unify Lewis’ electron pair bonding and quantum chemistry,

which is why he can be regarded as the first mediator between these two concepts.6 In most

contemporary studies on chemical bonding, quantum chemical methods are complemented by a

description based on Lewis structures.29 Every aspect of chemical bonding, which goes beyond

Lewis’ original concept, is considered to be an effect (e.g. resonance). Hence, the question arises

if an effect is only an artefact arsing from the shortcomings of Lewis structures or if it has a

direct influence on a molecular property.

As such, the concept of chemical bonding is neither inherent to a molecular wavefunction

nor to an electron density. No ”bonding operator” exists, which can be applied on a molecular

wavefunction to yield chemical bonds. The quantum chemical valence bond (VB) theory gives

orbitals, which can be readily related to features of Lewis structures,30,31 however, the molec-

ular orbital (MO) theory and density functional theory (DFT), which are much more popular

in contemporary quantum chemistry, give orbitals which are mostly delocalized over the whole

molecule.32–34 Therefore, it is often impossible to link MOs to Lewis structures. Consequently,

the development of bond analysis methods is necessary to extract information on chemical bond-

ing in terms of the Lewis picture from a wavefunction or an electron density.35 It is possible to
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differentiate between three types of bond analysis methods: Orbital space methods, real space

methods and energy space methods.36 Orbital space methods, such as the natural bond orbital

approach, give localized orbitals, which can be linked to features of Lewis structures like bonds

and lone pairs.37 For real space methods, on the other hand, the notion of an orbital does not

exist.38–40 Instead, a real space function, such as the electron density,38 is analyzed topolog-

ically. A partitioning of the electron density defines atoms inside a molecule and topological

criteria can be applied to identify bonds.41 Examples for real space bond analysis methods

are the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM), which analyzes the electron den-

sity,38,41 and the electron localization function (ELF),39 which analyzes a function measuring

the localization of electrons. Energy space methods analyze chemical bonding in terms of en-

ergy contributions. For example, in an energy decomposition analysis (EDA), the interaction

energy between two atoms is decomposed into physically meaningful terms, such as orbital and

electrostatic interactions and repulsion between electron pairs.35,42 The mere fact that a large

variety of bond analysis methods exists emphasizes that chemical bonds are, in fact, only a

concept.

The main focus of the present thesis is the analysis of chemical bonds in light of a comple-

mentary bonding analysis. The systems which are regarded are well known to every chemist,

however, in some of the systems, the bonding situation is ambiguous, because a description

based on a single Lewis structure is not feasible. The intention of the present thesis is to shed

light on the bonding situation in these systems, and to resolve misconceptions concerning out-

dated Lewis representations. Moreover, this thesis aims to provide a better understanding of

chemical bonding in these systems, and to give an impression on the information value provided

by a complementary bonding analysis. The topics of the present thesis can be assigned into

three categories:

1. A complementary bonding analysis and the Lewis picture – Can a complementary

bonding analysis confirm the Lewis description of some well known inorganic systems, or

do we need to rethink about how bonding situations are represented by Lewis structures?

2. The transformation of chemical bonds – Can a complementary bonding analysis

reveal how the nature of chemical bonds changes in the course of a reaction?

3. From structure correlation to bonding correlation – Can the bonding situation

in a carefully chosen array of crystal structures represent a chemical reaction, or rather,

is there a way to experimentally monitor a chemical reaction using X-ray diffraction in

combination with the tools provided by a complementary bonding analysis?

This thesis is comprised of published papers, submitted manuscripts and full research reports.

There are four published papers in the first category (a complementary bonding analysis
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and the Lewis picture), two submitted manuscripts in the second category (The trans-

formation of chemical bonds), and one submitted manuscript and a full research report in

the third category (From structure correlation to bonding correlation). In the following

paragraphs, the contents of these works is briefly outlined to show what is to come in the present

thesis.

A complementary bonding analysis and the Lewis picture

The systems which are examined in this part have been chosen, so that a broad spectrum of

fundamental bonding concepts is covered. Ionic and covalent interactions will be classified, and

ambiguous bonding situations involving resonance and hypervalency will be tackled. This part

will not only provide a deep understanding of the bonding situation in these systems, but the

complex bonding situations, which are investigated, will put a complementary bonding analysis

to the test.

Figure 4: The HnXOH model compounds, for which the X – O bond was analyzed by a
complementary bonding analysis.

The first of these papers entitled ”A Variety of Bond Analysis Methods, One Answer? An

Investigation of the Element – Oxygen Bond of Hydroxides HnXOH”36 gives a good first im-

pression on the information value provided by a complementary bonding analysis in that a

systematic array of element-oxygen bonds (the element is from the second or third period) of

hydroxide model compounds, which are depicted in Figure 4, is analyzed. This study provides a

deep insight into the nature of element-oxygen bonds and it is shown how different bond analysis

methods complement each other. Ultimately, the complementary bonding analysis performed

in this study allows for a classification of the element-oxygen bonds into different categories:

Ionic, highly polarized, polarized covalent, and charge shift bonds can be identified. The latter

refers to a bonding type, which cannot be represented by a single Lewis structure.43,44 Instead,

it is required to describe charge-shift bonds using covalent and ionic resonance structures. The

most prominent example for a charge shift bond is the F–F bond of the F2 molecule, so even

some supposedly simple bonding situations cannot be described by a single Lewis structure.43,44

This paper is the first of its kind, because properties from a variety of bond analysis methods

are compared to each other in a systematic way. This reveals how they can complement each
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other to give an unambiguous picture of the bonding situation of the element-oxygen bond.

Figure 5: Two disiloxane molecules (H3SiOSiH3) at different Si – O – Si angles.

After gaining an understanding of the information value provided by a complementary bond-

ing analysis, this knowledge can be transferred to comprehend molecular properties. In the

second paper attached to this thesis – ”Covalency and Ionicity Do Not Oppose Each Other

– Relationship Between Si-O Bond Character and Basicity of Siloxanes”45 – the basicity of

siloxanes is inspected in relation to the Si–O bond character. The oxygen atom bridging the

two silicon atoms of a siloxane unit is known to only act as a weak base, which results in the

formation of weak hydrogen bond complexes.46–50 However, it was found that the basicity of

the oxygen atom can be increased if the Si–O–Si angle is decreased (see Figure 5). In this

study, the Si–O bond character was investigated for H3Si–O–SiH3 model compounds at dif-

ferent Si–O–Si angles using a complementary bonding analysis. The aim of this study is to

identify the factors responsible for the increased basicity of the oxygen atom at low Si–O–Si

angles. Furthermore, cyclic siloxane systems with inherently low Si–O–Si bond angles, which

pose interesting systems due to the increased basicity, are investigated.

The next two papers deal with systems, where it is not straightforward to find appropriate

Lewis structures. The paper ”Investigating the Resonance in Nitric Acid and the Nitrate Anion

Based on a Modern Bonding Analysis”51 deals with the bonding in a very common anion found

in inorganic chemistry – the nitrate anion (NO3
– ). A variety of resonance structures must be

considered to adequately describe its bonding situation (see Figure 6). The resonance in the

nitrate anion and related compounds (HNO3 and FNO3) is investigated using a complementary

bonding analysis. Additionally, a wavefunction of potassium nitrate (KNO3) obtained from an

X-ray wavefunction refinement (XWR) is investigated. An XWR provides a way to determine a

wavefunction from X-ray diffraction data,52,53 and, thus, allows for an experimental investigation

of the bonding situation.

In the paper ”Revisiting a historic concept using quantum crystallography: Are phosphate,

sulfate and perchlorate anions hypervalent?”54 the concept of hypervalency is tackled. Phos-

phate, sulfate and perchlorate anions are often represented by Lewis structures with hypervalent

phosphorus, sulfur and chlorine atoms (see Figure 3).18,55 In this study, a complementary bond-
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Figure 6: A variety of resonance structures of NO3
– , HNO3 and FNO3. The numbers at the

bottom of each column signify the valence electron count of the nitrogen atom. The nitrogen
atom in the resonance structures of the last column have more than eight valence electrons,
which rules out these bonding representations.

Figure 7: Hypervalent and non-hypervalent bonding representations of phosphate (PO4
3– ),

sulfate (SO4
2– ) and perchlorate (ClO4

– ) anions.

ing analysis was employed to determine if hypervalent representations are in fact significant,

or if alternative bonding models need to be considered. In addition to theoretical calculations

performed on the isolated anions, an X-ray wavefunction refinement was conducted for stru-

vite (MgNH4PO4 · 6 H2O), lithium sulfate (Li2SO4 ·H2O) and potassium perchlorate (KClO4)

crystals.
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The transformation of chemical bonds

In the course of a chemical reaction, chemical bonds are formed, while others are cleaved. The

formation of a chemical bond is a continuous process, which can be monitored by properties

obtained from a complementary bonding analysis. If these properties are related to the potential

energy surface along the reaction coordinate, a deeper understanding of the chemical reaction

is obtained. In this part, nucleophilic substitution reactions of second order (SN2) are ana-

lyzed. This reaction type has been studied extensively,56–61 but, using a complementary bonding

analysis an even deeper understanding of SN2 reactions is provided.

Two submitted manuscripts are attached to this thesis which investigate a nucleophilic

substitution reaction of second order (SN2) at silicon centers. In the first manuscript, the role

of hydrogen bonding in gas-phase SN2 reactions at silicon centers is uncovered. The reaction

pathway is modeled for a variety of systems, which are depicted in Figure 8. With the help

Figure 8: Depiction of the silicon systems XSiR3X, which were used to investigate the influence
of hydrogen bonding on SN2 reactions at silicon centers.

of an energy decomposition analysis,35,42 it is revealed that weak hydrogen bonds between the

methyl or methoxy groups and the nucleophile (Cl– or F– ) lead to an energetic stabilization

along the reaction pathway. In some cases, this even results in the formation of stable reaction

complexes.57 In the second paper, the reaction pathway of an SN2 reaction at a silicon center

(Cl– + H3Si–Cl −−→ ClSiH3 + Cl– ) is compared to the corresponding reaction at a carbon

center (Cl– +H3C–Cl −−→ ClCH3 +Cl– ). The purpose of this study is to uncover the difference

between the stable transition complex separating the reactants from the products (minimum in

the potential energy surface) in the silicon system,57 and the unstable transition state, which is

obtained for the carbon system (saddle point in the potential energy surface).62 Figure 9 shows

a schematic representation of the potential energy surface along the reaction pathway for the

carbon and silicon systems.
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of the potential energy surface along the reaction pathway
of SN2 reactions at silicon (Cl– + H3Si – Cl −−→ ClSiH3 + Cl– ) and carbon centers (Cl– +
H3C – Cl −−→ ClCH3 + Cl– ).

Figure 10: Pentacoordinated silicon systems which are used to study a nucleophilic addition
of the nitrogen atom to the silicon atom using structure and bonding correlations.

From structure correlation to bonding correlation

The studies of the SN2 reactions, which were just outlined, are purely of theoretical nature.

Determining an experimental reaction pathway is an ambitious task, and usually most ex-

perimental information is obtained from indirect measurements complemented by theoretical

calculations. To get access to a ’molecular movie’ through femtosecond electron diffraction or
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the use of X-ray free electron lasers, an enormous experimental and financial effort is required.

Bürgi’s and Dunitz’s structure correlation approach offers an indirect way to get experimental

access to a reaction pathway based on a static crystal structure analysis.63–67 In that approach,

a dynamic process of a particular molecular fragment (this can correspond to a reaction) can

be simulated by regarding a variety of crystal structures containing that fragment. Due to the

influence of the crystal environment, the fragment will be deformed and polarized in each of

the crystal structures, and is ”frozen” by its environment. By bringing the crystal structures

into a reasonable chronological sequence, the dynamic process can be simulated indirectly. Cor-

relations of structural parameters can be uncovered, and interpreted in a chemical way. In

a full research report attached to this thesis, the structure correlation approach is extended

to a bonding correlation approach in that correlations with bond properties obtained from a

complementary bonding analysis are considered instead of purely geometrical parameters. The

formation of a pentacoordinated silicon atom following a nucleophilic attack is modeled by a

variety of crystal structures containing the organosilicon fragment depicted in Figure 10. The

substituent X is varied in all crystal structures to tune the strength of the N···Si interaction.

By choosing substituents which result in weak, medium and strong N···Si interactions, a nucle-

ophilic approach of the nitrogen atom towards the electrophilic silicon atom can be simulated.

Both structure and bonding correlations are found, and analyzed in a chemical way.

All studies attached to the present thesis investigate a complicated bonding situation in

an inorganic system. In every study, modern bond analysis methods are applied to study the

bonding situation, but the original Lewis picture will not be disregarded. Some studies may

show the limits of Lewis’ bonding model, but its usefulness will be demonstrated throughout

the entire thesis. Before turning to these studies in detail, a brief overview of the evolution of

bonding models and theoretical foundations of the methods applied in this study are provided.
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Chapter 1

The Evolution of Chemical Bonding

Concepts

1.1 Chemical bonding as an empirical concept

In Lewis’ groundbreaking paper The Atom and the Molecule, which was published in 1916,2

he summarized his lectures on electron pair bonding which he held from the year 1902. Lewis

realized that his concept violates classical physics, in that two negatively charged electrons

would repel each other and not form pairs. He stated that, ”electric forces between particles

which are very close together do not obey the simple law of inverse squares which holds at greater

distances”.2 He assumed that valence electrons arrange at the corners of a cube (cubic atoms).

Ideally, there is an electron located at each of the eight corners of the cube (this corresponds to

Figure 1.1: Representation of Lewis’ cubic atoms. A: Two separate halogen atoms with
seven valence electrons; B and C: The two halogen atoms connect its vertices to form an
X2 molecule, with both atoms acquiring a valence electron count of eight. Reprinted with
permission from G. N. Lewis, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1916 38(4), 762-785. ©Copyright 1916
American Chemical Society.

a noble gas configuration). A fully occupied cube can be obtained by the formation of electron

pair bonds. For example, a fluorine atom has seven valence electrons, and, thus, it is missing one

electron to have all corners of its cube occupied by an electron. If the vertices of two fluorine

15
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”cubes” with only one electron connect, two electrons are shared between the two cubes, and an

electron pair bond is formed (see Figure 1.1). This model also works for double bonds (where

the faces of two cubes are connected), but fails for triple bonds. This is why Lewis introduced

the concept of tetrahedral atoms, which also accounts for the formation of triple bonds.2

Although the name Lewis is commonly associated with the electron pair bond, Langmuir

contributed significantly in the further development of the concept. In papers published between

1919 and 1920, he introduced the term covalence and defined the octet rule.3,7, 13 In 1923, Lewis

published his book Valence and the Structure of Atoms and Molecules, where he first took

note of the emerging quantum theory.4 While he acknowledged that this theory provides the

physical foundations of chemical bonding, he also expressed his dislike towards the emerging

field of quantum mechanics. In his book, Lewis introduced highly important concepts, such

as bond polarity, electronegativity and partial charges of atoms. Furthermore, he introduced

his definition of acids and bases: A base is a compound, which acts as an electron pair donor,

and an acid is an electron pair acceptor.4 He also differentiated between shared-electron bonds

and dative bonds, which are two variants of covalent bonding.4 In contrast to a shared-electron

bond, where each of the bonded atoms provides one electron for a chemical bond, a dative bond

is formed between a lone pair donor (Lewis base) and a lone pair acceptor (Lewis acid) (e.g.

NH3 + BH3 −−→ H3N–BH3). In one chapter of his book, he noted that there is a series of

compounds containing atoms which violate the rule of eight.4 Nowadays, these fundamental

concepts are still being taught in undergraduate chemistry lectures.

1.2 Chemical bonding as a quantum mechanical concept

In 1926, Schrödinger introduced his famous Schrödinger equation, which was employed to com-

prehend the electronic structure of atoms.68 Its time-independent version is given in Equation

1.1, where Ĥ denotes the Hamilton operator, E the energy and ψ the wavefunction of the

system.68

Ĥψ = Eψ (1.1)

A wavefunction, which is obtained from the solution of this eigenwert problem, describes a quan-

tum mechanical system in its entirety. According to Born’s interpretation of the wavefunction,

the probability of finding an electron in the volume element dτ at the point r is proportional to

|ψ(r)|2dτ , which entails that the electron density of a molecule can be calculated from its molec-

ular wavefunction.69 For a hydrogen-like system (one nucleus and one electron) the Hamilton

operator can be written as follows (Equation 1.2).70

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ = − ~
2me

∇2 − Ze2

4πε0r
(1.2)
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The Hamilton operator of hydrogen-like atoms is the sum of the kinetic energy operator T̂ =

− ~
2me
∇2 (where ~ is the reduced Planck constant (~ = h

2π
), me the mass of an electron and ∇2

the Laplace operator) and the potential energy operator V̂ = − Ze2

4πε0r
(where Z is the charge

of the atomic number, e the elementary charge of an electron, ε0 the vacuum permittivity and

r the electron-nucleus distance).70 An analytical solution of the Schrödinger equation is only

feasible for hydrogen-like atoms. For systems with more than one electron, on the other hand,

the application of numerical procedures and approximations is required.

In 1927, Heitler and London applied the newly introduced Schrödinger equation to compre-

hend the bonding in the H2 molecule.5 In their work, they were able to show that two neutral

hydrogen atoms attract each other due to quantum mechanical interference between the two

one-electron wavefunctions of the hydrogen atoms. A wavefunction can either have a negative

or positive sign, and, thus, both constructive and destructive interference, giving rise to attrac-

tive (bonding) and repulsive (anti-bonding) configurations, is obtained. In the ground-state H2

molecule, two electrons are located inside the bonding orbital, which corresponds to a singlet

state.70 The Pauli exclusion principle states that a maximum of two electrons with opposite

spin can occupy a spatial orbital.71 This establishes the connection between quantum chemistry

and Lewis’ empirical bonding model, although it was shown that the cause of chemical bonding

is quantum mechanical interference, and not the pairing of electrons.

In Lewis’ paper The Chemical bond from 1933, he addresses the problem that quantum

theory cannot satisfy ”qualitative chemical demands”.72 Pauling, on the other hand, supported

both quantum theory and Lewis’ bonding model. In his paper The Nature of the Chemical

Bond from 1939, Pauling attempted to relate Lewis’ electron pair bond to quantum theory.6 In

fact, the continuing success of Lewis’ electron pair model can be attributed to Pauling’s work.

Pauling was a defender of the valence bond theory, which was the quantum chemical concept de-

rived from Heitler’s and London’s treatment of the H2 molecule.1 The orbitals which constitute

the wavefunction obtained form the valence bond approach can be readily related to features

of Lewis structures, because they are usually located at a single atom (core orbitals or lone

pairs), or between two atoms (bonds).31 The introduction of an adequate number of resonance

structures remedies the shortcomings of localized Lewis structures outlined in the Introduction.

There is an obvious link between the valence bond approach and Lewis structures, and thus,

it is often more intuitive to analyze valence bond calculations. Although valence bond theory

started off as the standard procedure to calculate molecular wavefunctions, it is only of minor

importance in contemporary quantum chemistry. The greatest shortcoming of this approach is

the fact that valence bond calculations are computationally expensive and they converge very

slowly, which makes them unfeasible in most chemical systems.31 Nowadays, the great majority

of molecular wavefunctions are computed from molecular orbital (MO) theory and density func-

tional theory (DFT), which are much less computationally expensive, and, therefore, they are
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suitable for more complex chemical systems. However, the resulting molecular orbitals are rarely

localized between two atoms,37 which makes it harder to link them to Lewis structures, but the

resulting MOs have a predictive power of their own. The frontier MO theory, for example, can

reliably predict the reactivity of two reactants by analyzing the interaction between the highest

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of one molecule and the lowest unoccupied molecular or-

bital (LUMO) of the other molecule.73 Nevertheless, if one wishes to analyze bonding in terms

of the Lewis picture and valence bond calculations are no option, bond analysis methods must

be applied to extract bonding information from a molecular wavefunction. In the following,

MO, DFT and VB approaches are briefly outlined as methods to calculate wavefunctions.



Chapter 2

Foundations of quantum chemistry

2.1 The molecular orbital approach

As stated in the preceding chapter, the Schrödinger equation (Equation 1.1) poses the funda-

mental eigenwert problem, which determines the electronic properties of quantum mechanical

systems, such as atoms and molecules.68 For hydrogen-like atoms, the Hamilton operator only

consists of two terms: The kinetic energy operator of one electron and the potential energy

operator, which corresponds to the electron-nucleus attraction.70 For a molecule with N atoms

and n electrons, the Hamilton operator is written as follows:70

Ĥ = − ~2

2me

n∑
i=1

∇2
i −

~2

2

N∑
K=1

1

MK
∇2
K +

N∑
K=1

N∑
L>K

ZKZLe
2

4πε0RKL
+

n∑
i=1

n∑
i>j

e2

4πε0rij
−

N∑
K=1

n∑
i=1

ZKe
2

4πε0rKi
(2.1)

The first two terms correspond to the kinetic energy operator of n electrons and N nuclei. The

third and fourth terms account for the nuclei-nuclei and electron-electron repulsion. Finally,

the last term gives the electron-nucleus attraction.

For many-body systems, the Schrödinger equation cannot be solved analytically, and thus,

approximations and numerical procedures must be applied.70 According to the Born-Oppen-

heimer approximation, the molecular Hamilton operator Ĥ can be split into an electronic

Hamilton operator Ĥe and a nuclear Hamilton operator Ĥn, which only contains the terms that

concern the nucleus (kinetic energy of the nuclei and nucleus-nucleus repulsion).74 After appli-

cation of this approximation, the electronic and nuclear Hamilton operator can be dealt with

separately. According to the orbital approximation, a molecular wavefunction can be built

up from one-electron wavefunctions – the molecular orbitals, Φ.75 Within this approximation,

electron-electron interactions are neglected. The exact solution of the Schrödinger equation for

hydrogen-like atoms gives atomic orbitals, and thus, it is assumed that a linear combination of

19
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atomic orbitals yields molecular orbitals. This corresponds to the LCAO-MO approxima-

tion (LCAO = linear combination of atomic orbitals), which forms the basis of MO theory.76

Equation 2.2 gives the linear combination, which generates the ith molecular orbital φi from

atomic basis functions χr of atom r (a basis function is used to describe an atomic orbital).70

φi =
∑
r

criχr (2.2)

A multiplication of a spatial molecular orbital with a spin coordinate (α or β) yields two spin

orbitals. According to the Pauli principle each electron must have a unique set of quantum

numbers, and thus, only a single electron can occupy such a spin orbital.77 Consequently, two

electrons with opposite spin can occupy a spatial molecular orbital. From the Pauli principle, it

also follows that an electronic wavefunction is antisymmetric under particle interchange, or in

other words, the wavefunction must change its sign if two electrons indices are exchanged. This

criterion is satisfied if a Slater determinant containing all spin orbitals is applied to represent

the molecular wavefunction.78

The Hartree-Fock approach is a procedure to numerically solve the Schrödinger equation un-

der consideration of the approximations and principles outlined in the preceding paragraph.78–83

In this approach, the electron-electron repulsion is accounted for by the central field approxima-

tion, according to which an electron moves in the average field exerted by all other electrons.70

For each of the n molecular orbitals, a Hartree-Fock equation is formulated:

F̂Φ1(1) = ε1Φ1(1)

F̂Φ2(1) = ε2Φ2(1)

F̂Φ3(1) = ε3Φ3(1)

...

F̂Φn(1) = εnΦn(1) (2.3)

The Fock operator F̂ is defined as follows (Equation 2.4).

F̂ = ĥ+
n∑
i=1

(2Ĵi − K̂i) (2.4)

The one-electron Hamilton operator ĥ corresponds to the Hamilton operator if electron-electron

repulsion is completely neglected. The Coulomb operator Ĵ introduces the electron-electron re-
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pulsion by application of the central field approximation, and the exchange operator K̂ accounts

for the energy contribution originating from the exchange of electrons in the same spin state.

Because the Coulomb and exchange operators already contain molecular orbitals, it follows

that the Hartree-Fock equations can only be solved iteratively under application of the varia-

tion principle, which states that the energy of an approximate wavefunction is always higher

than the energy of the true wavefunction.70 Consequently, the final wavefunction is obtained

by minimizing the total energy. Because molecular orbitals are required for the first step of the

Hartree-Fock approach, an initial MO guess (e.g. from a Hückel calculation84) is required.

One shortcoming associated with wavefunctions obtained from the Hartree-Fock approach

directly follows from the application of the central field approximation, which ignores electron

correlation.70 In the central field approximation, the electron-electron repulsion is overesti-

mated, because electrons cannot avoid each other in an average field of electrons. In reality,

the motion of electrons is correlated, so that the electron-electron repulsion is minimized (dy-

namic correlation).70 Another shortcoming of the Hartree-Fock approach is the fact that only

a single Slater determinant corresponding to one possible electron configuration is considered

(static correlation). The total energy of a wavefunction is lower if more than one configuration is

considered.70 Post-Hartree-Fock methods, such as the configuration interaction,85 perturbation

theory86 and coupled cluster calculations,87 attempt to remedy these shortcomings. In coupled

cluster calculations, for example, the molecular wavefunction is expressed as a weighted linear

combination of the ground-state Slater determinant and others corresponding to exited states.70

2.2 Density Functional Theory

Post-Hartree Fock methods are computationally expensive, which often makes the computation

of large systems unfeasible. For these systems, the density functional theory (DFT) is sometimes

the only practical alternative, since its computational effort is less demanding.88 As opposed

to the wavefunction-based Hartree-Fock approach, DFT is based on the electron density ρ.89,90

According to the Hohenberg-Kohn existence theorem, the ground-state energy of a molecule can

be expressed as a function of its ground-state electron density (E[ρ]), which is itself a function

of the position.89 A function of a function is called a functional – hence the name ”density

functional theory”. Equation 2.5 shows the ground-state energy of a molecule as a functional

of its ground-state electron density.70

E[ρ] = T [ρ] + Vee[ρ] +

∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr (2.5)

T [ρ] and Vee[ρ] are the kinetic energy and electron-electron repulsion functional, respectively.

The last term, where v(r) is the external potential exerted by the nuclei, corresponds the
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electron-nuclei attraction.

The Hohenberg-Kohn variational theorem, which is analogous to the variation principle for

wavefunctions, states that it is not possible for the energy functional of a trial electron density

E[ρ′] to be lower than the true ground-state energy of the molecule.90 To derive the ground-

state electron density, Kohn and Sham introduced a reference system with n non-interacting

electrons in an external potential vref (r), which is chosen so that the electron density of the

reference system is identical to the true homogeneous electron density.90 Equation 2.6 gives

the Hamilton operator for such a reference system, href , which is expressed as the sum of

one-electron Hamilton operators of the n electrons, hKSi .70

href =
n∑
i=1

hKSi , hKSi = − ~2

2me

∇2
i + vref (ri) (2.6)

The one-electron Kohn-Sham orbitals ΦKS
m are eigenfunctions to the one-electron Kohn-Sham

Hamilton operator (Equation 2.7).70

hKSi ΦKS
m (i) = εKSm ΦKS

m (i) (2.7)

After solving these equations iteratively and self-consistently using an equivalent procedure to

the one applied in the Hartree-Fock method, the electron density can be calculated from the

one-electron Kohn-Sham orbitals according to Equation 2.8.70

ρ =
m∑
i=1

|ΦKS
m |2 (2.8)

While the true homogeneous electron density can be determined from the reference system,

the functionals T [ρ] and Vee[ρ] in Equation 2.5 remain unknown. The total energy functional

can be expressed as the sum of contributions from the non-interacting reference system and

correction terms which introduce the effects neglected in a non-interacting system – ∆T [ρ] and

∆Vee[ρ]. If the two correction terms are summed up and termed the exchange-correlation energy

functional, Exc[ρ], the total energy functional can be expressed as follows:70

E[ρ] = Tref [ρ] +
1

2

∫ ∫
ρ(~r1)ρ(~r2)

r12

d~r1d~r2 +

∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr + Exc[ρ] (2.9)

The main challenge of the DFT approach is to find approximations to the exchange-correlation

energy functional, because it is unknown. Many different approaches, such as the local density

approximation (LDA)91,92 or the local spin density approximation (LSDA)93 which rely on

expressions for a uniform electron gas, have been developed. The so called hybrid functionals,

such as B3LYP,94,95 which are applied in the present thesis, make use of exchange and correlation
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contributions derived from a variety of different methods, such as Hartree-Fock, with empirical

scale factors.

2.3 The valence bond approach

Nowadays, most molecular wavefunctions are computed by MO theory, however, modern valence

bond methods are still being developed up to this day.30,96 Especially in the field of bonding

analysis, valence bond methods enjoy great popularity, because they offer a direct link to the

Lewis picture of chemical bonding.96 In the following, the theoretical foundations of valence

bond theory are briefly outlined.

In valence bond theory, the molecular wavefunction is represented by a combination of

functions ΦK , which can be related to explicit covalent and ionic Lewis structures (equation

2.10).30

ψ =
∑
K

CKΦK (2.10)

Each of the valence bond structures ΦK can be represented by atomic orbitals or hybridized

atomic orbitals. They are spin eigenfunctions which are antisymmetric with respect to the

permutation of two electron indices.96 For a molecule A–B, one covalent structure (A–B)

and the two ionic structures (A+ B– and A– B+) must be considered, and by application of

Equation 2.10, the wavefunction of A–B can be expressed as follows:96

ψAB = CA−BΦA−B + CA+ B−ΦA+ B− + CA− B+ΦA− B+ (2.11)

The energetic stabilization of the covalent valence bond structure stems from the resonance of

Figure 2.1: Left: Resonance between two covalent forms with opposite spin (↑↓ and ↓↑)
leads to an energetic stabilization of the covalent valence bond structure Φcov, right: Reso-
nance between the covalent and ionic resonance structures leads to an energetically stabilized
molecular wavefunction

the two covalent forms with opposite spins (A↑↓B and A↑↓B).96 Figure 2.1 shows a schematic

representation of this stabilization. If the bond is primarily covalent, the covalent structure Φcov
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will be lower in energy than the ionic structures φion,1 and φion,2. For a primarily ionic bond,

on the other hand, it is the other way around. The mixing of ionic and covalent valence bond

structures will lower the energy of the molecular wavefunction with respect to the energy of

the individual covalent and ionic valence bond structures (see Figure 2.1).96 The stabilization

energy is termed the charge-shift resonance energy RECS.43,44 Even in homopolar bonds A–A,

the introduction of ionic forms (A+ A– and A– A+) lowers the energy of the molecular wave-

function. For example, the wavefunction of the hydrogen molecule H2 is expressed in terms of

the three resonance forms H–H, H+ H– and H– H+.31 In fact, there are bonds which would

not be stable if charge shift resonance was neglected (e.g. F–F). Shaik et al termed them as

charge shift bonds which they proposed as a whole new family of bonds.43,44

In practice, an active shell, which contains all electrons that contribute to the bonds of

interest, is defined. In order to generate all possible valence bond structures, the active electrons

are assigned to valence atomic orbitals or to hybridized atomic orbitals.96 For example, for an

SN2 reaction (A– + B–C −−→ A–B + C– ) valence bond structures with four active electrons,

which can be assigned to three active orbitals located at A, B and C, must be generated. Four of

these structures are: A– B–C, A–B C– , A– B+ C– and A• B– C•, each of which constitutes

a term in Equation 2.10.

In the valence bond self-consistent field (VBSCF) method, the structure coefficients CK

and orbitals which make up the valence bond structures ΦK are simultaneously optimized to

minimize the energy of the molecular wavefunction.97 The breathing orbital valence bond

(BOVB) method is an extension to the VBSCF method, which enhances the accuracy of the

calculated energies.98 In this method, the orbitals are allowed to be different in each of the

individual valence bond structures.98 Figure 2.2 shows the three resonance structures of H2. In

Figure 2.2: Representations of the valence bond structures of the H2 molecule in terms of
the VBSCF and BOVB methods.

the VBSCF method, each of the orbitals are the same in the three valence bond structures –

the orbitals making up the covalent H–H bond are equivalent to the hydrogen lone pair orbital
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in either of the ionic structures. However, the lone pair orbital contains two electrons, and thus,

it is somewhat ”inflated”, while the empty orbital ”shrinks”. This orbital deformation is taken

into account in the BOVB method.98

2.4 Basis sets

A basis set refers to a set of one-electron functions which are used to build up molecular orbitals,

Kohn-Sham orbitals or valence bond structures.70,99 These functions are referred to as basis

functions, which (in most cases) represent atomic orbitals. For example, a linear combination of

basis functions is used to generate molecular orbitals in the LCAO-MO approach (see Equation

2.2).70,99 Any arbitrary function can be used as a basis function, but Gaussian functions have

proven to work particularly well for this purpose.99

gijk = Nxiyjzke−αr
2

(2.12)

Equation 2.12 gives the general expression for a Gaussian basis function, where N corresponds

to a normalization constant.99 The coefficients i, j and k are either 0, 1 or 2, and determine

the type of basis function. If i+ j + k = 0 (one possible combination), an s-type basis function

is obtained; if i + j + k = 1, the basis function is of p-type (three possible combinations);

and if i + j + k = 2, a d-orbital basis function is obtained (six possible combinations). The

expression in Equation 2.12 corresponds to a primitive Gaussian, which does not account for

the characteristic cusp close to the nucleus. This can be remedied by application of contracted

Gaussian functions, which correspond to a linear combination of primitive Gaussian functions,

see equation 2.13.99

χo =
∑
n

dongn (2.13)

Many different basis sets are available, which differ in terms of the parameter α in Equation

2.12, the number of primitive Gaussian functions, and the contraction coefficients don. STO-3G

is a minimal basis set, where each atomic orbital is described by a single primitive Gaussian

function.100 Such a basis set is computationally inexpensive, but the calculated energies are of

poor quality. N -ζ basis sets, where each atomic orbital is represented by N basis functions,

are computationally more expensive, but energies obtained form such basis sets are more ac-

curate.99 For split valence basis sets, the atomic core orbitals are represented by a single basis

function, which reduces the computational cost. For example, in the basis set 6-311G, which

was introduced by Pople, the atomic core orbital is build up from a single basis function which

is comprised of six primitive Gaussian functions, while each atomic valence orbital is made up of

one basis function built up from three primitive Gaussian functions and another two basis func-
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tions each corresponding to a single primitive Gaussian function.101 In basis set 6-311+G(p),

the + refers to an additional diffuse function and (p) signifies that a p-type basis function is used

as a polarization function.101 As the name implies, diffuse functions make the basis functions

more diffuse, which is required when dealing with anions. The p-type polarization function can

polarize s-orbital type basis functions, and enhances the flexibility of the basis set. Accordingly,

p-orbitals can be polarized by d-type basis functions, such as in the basis set 6-311+G(p,d).101

There is a great variety of basis sets available, which are parameterized for a certain range of

elements. Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets (such as cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, referring to

double and triple ζ basis sets, respectively), are optimized for post-Hartree-Fock methods, and

contain polarization functions by definition.102 The prefix aug- (e.g. aug-cc-pVTZ ) refers to the

augmented version of Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets, which contain additional dif-

fuse functions.103 The triple valence def2-TZVP basis set was used on several occasions in this

thesis, because it is parameterized for a great variety of elements. The variety of different basis

sets is huge, and it is an important task to find a an appropriate basis set for the calculation.



Chapter 3

Foundations of quantum

crystallography

In the previous Chapter, it was shown how wavefunctions can be derived from quantum chemi-

cal methods. No experimental input (apart from empirical density functionals within the DFT

approach and dispersion corrections) is required to perform such calculations. A geometry

optimization based on quantum chemical methods can determine the global minimum of the

potential energy surface, however, if one wishes to obtain an experimental structure other ap-

proaches must be followed. In the present chapter, it is shown how X-ray diffraction experiments

can provide experimental crystal structures, and how the emerging field of quantum crystallog-

raphy104–106 offers a way to get improved structures (Hirshfeld Atom refinement (HAR))107,108

and wavefunctions fitted to an experimental diffraction pattern (X-ray constrained wavefunction

fitting (XCW)).53 In the present thesis, the combined approach of HAR and XCW – an X-ray

wavefunction refinement (XWR) – is applied to get an ”experimental” wavefunction, which

can be analyzed in terms of chemical bonding.52,109 Before the theoretical foundations of these

quantum crystallographic procedures are presented, a brief survey of standard X-ray diffraction

studies is presented.

3.1 Basics of crystallography and diffraction

The structure of a crystal is characterized by periodically repeating structural motifs, such as

atoms, molecules or ions. A space lattice is a three-dimensional array of points corresponding to

the locations of these structural motifs. A unit cell, which can reconstruct the entire structure of

the crystal by translational displacements (like bricks in a wall), is an imaginary parallelepiped

that contains one unit of the space lattice.110 A unit cell can be formed by connecting neigh-

boring lattice points by a straight line, and it can be described by the unit cell parameters

27
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Table 3.1: The seven crystal systems and their rotational symmetry.

System Axial lengths Angles Rotational symmetry
Cubic a = b = c α = β = γ = 90° four C3 axes
Tetragonal a = b 6= c α = β = γ = 90° one C4 axis
Orthorhombic a 6= b 6= c α = β = γ = 90° three C2 axes
Trigonal a = b = c α = β = γ 6= 90° one C3 axis
Hexagonal a = b 6= c α = β = 90° γ = 120° one C6 axis
Monoclinic a = b 6= c α = γ = 90° β 6= 90° one C2 axis
Trinclinic a 6= b 6= c α 6= β 6= γ 6= 90° none

a, b and c, which are the lengths of the unit cell axes, and α, β and γ, which are the angles

between them.110 The crystal system classifies a unit cell in terms of its rotational symmetry.

All seven crystal systems, and the corresponding rotational symmetry are listed in Table 3.1.110

The symmetry of a crystal can be described by one of the 230 space groups.110 The unit cell is

the smallest unit which contains the entire symmetry of the space group.

The crystal structure can be determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments. The

wavelength of X-rays is in the region of 10−10 m, and thus, it is comparable to the separation of

lattice planes, which can be defined by the Miller indices h, k and l (the lattice plane intersects

the unit cell at a/h, b/k and c/l, where h, k and l are positive or negative integers).111 Therefore,

it was (correctly) postulated that X-rays scatter when they pass through a crystal.112–115 The

lattice planes can be regarded as semi-transparent mirrors, which reflect the X-ray. According

to Bragg’s law, constructive interference occurs if the condition nλ = 2d sin(Θ) is fulfilled.113

Accordingly, a reflection can be observed if the X-rays hit the lattice plane at a certain angle

Θ, which depends on the wavelength λ and the separation of lattice planes d (if n > 1, the

reflection is of second order; in most cases it is absorbed by d). The scattering of X-rays is

caused by the interaction between the photons and the electron density of the unit cell.110 The

scattering power of a single atom depends on its electron density distribution ρ(r), and is given

by its scattering factor f (equation 3.1).110

f = 4π

∫ ∞
0

ρ(r)
sin(kr)

kr
r2dr with k =

4π

λ
sin(Θ) (3.1)

The amplitude of a wave diffracted by the lattice plane hkl is given by Equation 3.2, where Fhkl

is the structure factor.

Fhkl =
∑
j

fj · eiφhkl(j) with φhkl(j) = 2π(hxj + kyj + lzj) (3.2)

Accordingly, the structure factor for the reflection hkl depends on the scattering factor of all

atoms j inside the unit cell and their coordinates xj, yj and zj. The intensity of a reflection Ihkl,
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which can be measured at the detector, is proportional to the square modulus of the structure

factor Fhkl, that is, Ihkl = F ∗hklFhkl.
110 If all structure factors are known, the electron density of

the crystal can be calculated with Equation 3.3, which is known as the Fourier synthesis of the

electron density.110

ρ(r) =
1

V

∑
hkl

Fhkle
−2πi(hx+ky+lz) (3.3)

So, in principle, the electron density of the unit cell can be determined from the intensity

measured at the detector. However, one cannot simply take the square root of the intensity,

because the phase of the structure factor remains unknown. A variety of methods has been

developed to overcome this obstacle, which is known as the phase problem.116 Nowadays, direct

methods are the most widely used approaches to overcome the phase problem.117,118 Ultimately,

it is possible to solve the structure, but the coordinates and thermal parameters, which are

obtained from this first model, need to be refined. In the structure refinement step, these

parameters are adjusted to give the best fit between observed intensities and those calculated

from the model of the structure.110

3.2 Structure refinement

After the structure solution step, initial positions of non-hydrogen atoms are determined. How-

ever, not all elements may be correctly assigned, hydrogen atoms are missing, the initial posi-

tions are not very accurately determined, and displacement parameters are unresolved. In the

structure refinement step, all elements are assigned to their correct positions, hydrogen atoms

are added to the structure, and the positions are refined until the calculated intensities give the

best fit to the observed ones.119 This is achieved by application of a least-squares refinement

procedure. From the present atomic model, structure factors are calculated from Equation 3.2,

and then the calculated intensities F 2
c are compared to the experimental (observed) ones F 2

o .119

By variation of the atomic parameters, the function shown in Equation 3.4 is minimized.119

M =
∑

w(F 2
o − F 2

c )2 (3.4)

After each refinement step, the atomic positions are more accurately determined, and a more

reliable electron density map is obtained. Therefore, hydrogen atoms can be added to the

structure, and the non-hydrogen atoms can be described by ellipsoids, which result from the

anisotropic atomic displacements.119

The quality of a structure model can be judged by a variety of residual factors, such as the

R-value (Equation 3.5), the weighted R-value (Equation 3.6) and the goodness of fit (Equation
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3.7).119

R =

∑ ||Fo| − |Fc||∑ |Fo| (3.5)

wR =

[∑
w(F 2

o − F 2
c )2∑

wF 2
o

]1/2

(3.6)

S =

[∑
w(F 2

o − F 2
c )2

(NR −Np)

]1/2

(3.7)

In the course of the refinement, the R-value and its weighted variant must converge to smaller

values (ideally, the R-value should be below 0.05), and the goodness of fit should be S ≈ 1.119

For the calculation of structure factors, atomic scattering factors must be known (see Equa-

tion 3.2). However, the electron density of an atom is required for the calculation of atomic

scattering factors (see Equation 3.1), and thus, different approaches to obtain scattering factors

from theoretical calculations exist, because there are different approaches to model and calculate

the electron density of an atom. The simplest approach is the independent atom model (IAM),

which is based on spherical atomic electron densities, which are obtained from Hartree-Fock

calculations performed on isolated atoms.110 This model disregards aspherical atomic features,

which are caused by the formation of bonds and lone pairs. Despite that approximation, an IAM

is sufficient to accurately predict the positions of non-hydrogen atoms, because the majority

of the electron density is centered at the nucleus, and is not greatly affected by the aspherical

shape of the valence shell. However, if one wishes to acquire accurate electron-density distribu-

tions and element-hydrogen bond distances, an IAM is not applicable, because the determined

X–H bond distances are too short. This is caused by the fact that hydrogen atoms, which are

bonded to other atoms, do not have core electrons, because their single electron is located in

the valence shell.120 This is remedied in a Hirshfeld atom refinement (HAR), where aspheri-

cal atomic electron densities are calculated from quantum chemical calculations.53,108,120,121 In

a multipole refinement, aspherical atomic features are modeled by application of the Hansen-

Coppens-formalism.122 In the present thesis, this type of refinement will not be applied, so only

the theoretical foundations of HAR, as part of an X-ray wavefunction refinement (XWR), will

be discussed in the following section.

3.3 X-ray wavefunction refinements

The X-ray wavefunction refinement (XWR)52,109 is a two step procedure consisting of a Hirshfeld

atom refinement (HAR)53,108 followed by an X-ray constrained wavefunction fitting (XCW).?, 123

In the HAR step, a crystal structure refinement with aspherical atomic scattering factors is

performed. This approach results in an improved structure compared to the IAM.108,120,121
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In the XCW step, a wavefunction is fitted to the experimental diffraction data based on the

structure obtained from HAR.

Hirshfeld atom refinement

As mentioned before, describing the atomic electron density in terms of spherical atoms, which

corresponds to the IAM, is a valid approach if structural parameters of non-hydrogen atoms

are of interest. However, aspherical features, which are caused by bonds and lone pairs, are

disregarded in this model. The Hirshfeld atom refinement, which is based on scattering factors

derived from the aspherical Hirshfeld atoms, remedies this shortcoming.108 Before starting

the least-squares refinement step, tailor-made Hirshfeld atoms are calculated from an electron

density obtained from a quantum chemical calculation (such as Hartree-Fock or DFT) on the

formula unit of the crystal structure.53 The electron density is partitioned into atomic electron

densities by application of Hirshfeld’s stockholder partitioning scheme.124 Equation 3.8 gives

the formalism to calculate the electron density of atom A inside any molecule.124

ρA(r) = wA(r) · ρmolecule (3.8)

The weight function wA is calculated from the ratio of the promolecular atomic electron density

of atom A centered at its origin (ρ0
A(r−rA)) and the promolecular density of the whole molecule,

which is the sum of all promolecular atomic densities centered at their origin inside the molecule

(see Equation 3.9).108

wA(r) =
ρ0
A(r − rA)∑
B ρ

0
B(r − rB)

(3.9)

Atoms in crystals are not stationary due to thermal atomic motion, and thus, the thermally

smeared Hirshfeld atoms must be considered.108 They are calculated by linking the static

Hirshfeld atom ρA to the thermally smeared Hirshfeld atom < ρA > with the probability

distribution of atom A PA via a convolution (Equation 3.10).108

< ρA >= ρA ? PA (3.10)

The atomic scattering factor fA is ultimately obtained from the Fourier transform of the ther-

mally smeared Hirshfeld atom ρA.108 Then, a least-squares refinement is performed and a refined

crystal structure is obtained. From that refined structure, new Hirshfeld atoms are computed

and another least-squares refinement is performed. This procedure is repeated until convergence

of the structural parameters.108

It has been shown that the anisotropic displacement parameters (ADPs), which describe the

thermal motion of atoms, and the hydrogen-element bond lengths are more accurate and precise
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than the parameters obtained from the IAM.108,120,121 In contrast to the IAM, it is also possible

to refine ADPs for hydrogen atoms.108,121,125 Because aspherical features of the electron density

are taken into account, the residual factors generally indicate a model with a superior quality

with respect to the IAM.108,120,121

X-ray constrained wavefunction fitting

In the preceding section, it was shown how a wavefunction can be computed by quantum

chemical methods. Of course, it is possible to perform a wavefunction calculation based on the

experimental geometry obtained from HAR. However, effects of the crystal environment, such

as intramolecular interactions and the electric field exerted by the surrounding molecules (the

crystal field), are neglected. In principle, the information of these crystal effects is contained

in the experimental diffraction data. In addition, electron correlation can be extracted from

the experimental structure factors.126 The X-ray constrained wavefunction fitting (XCW) is an

approach to fit a wavefunction to the structure factors from an X-ray diffraction experiment,

thus taking the mentioned effects and other experimental effects into account.107

The variation principle of quantum chemistry states that an approximate wavefunction can-

not be lower in energy than the true wavefunction, which is why the best possible wavefunction

within the Hartree-Fock approach is found by minimization of the energy. Within the XCW

approach, the Lagrangian L, which is the sum of the wavefunction energy and an experimental

penalty, is minimized with respect to the wavefunction coefficients c (see Equation 3.11).53

L = EQM [ψ(c)] + λχ2 (3.11)

The first term in Equation 3.11 corresponds to the energy of a single-point calculation (e.g.

Hartree-Fock). The second term can be regarded as a penalty to the Lagrangian – if the

deviation between the observed and calculated structure factors is high, the penalty to the

Lagrangian will be high.107 Equation 3.12 gives the definition of the parameter χ2, which is a

measure of the deviation between observed and calculated structure factors.107

χ2 =
1

Nr −Np

Nr∑
n

|Fcalc(n)− Fobs(n)|2
σ2(n)

(3.12)

Therefore, an optimum between two criteria – a minimal energy and a smallest possible de-

viation from the observed structure factors – must be found. In the first step of the XCW,

the parameter λ is set to zero. Consequently, the first iteration of XCW corresponds to a

purely quantum chemical single-point calculation, because the term introducing the experimen-

tal penalty disappears. The parameter λ is then slowly increased in a stepwise manner, thus

introducing more and more experimental data to the fitted wavefunction.107 At some point,
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the wavefunction fit can no longer meet the requested convergence criteria and comes to an

end. The fitted wavefunction includes experimental effects, and can therefore be regarded as

an ”experimental” wavefunction. It has been shown, that the XCW does not only account for

crystal effects, but also other phenomena, which are not accounted for by the quantum chemical

methods, such as correlation and relativistic effects.126 Generally, the residual factors indicate

a higher quality of the model with respect to the HAR.52

3.4 X-ray diffraction experiments in practice

After giving an overview of the models applied to extract a structure from an X-ray diffraction

pattern, this section will deal with the experiment itself. First of all, a crystal is required

to perform such an experiment. However, there are some strict requirements to the crystal,

especially if an XWR is performed based on the diffraction data obtained from that crystal.

The quality of the crystal is of particular importance. Ideally, it should have well defined faces,

it should not be split, and twinning should not be an issue.110 Furthermore, the size of the

crystal should not be larger than the diameter of the X-ray beam, which is usually around 150

µm. If the crystal is too large, X-ray absorption effects can become an issue. Especially, if the

crystal structure contains heavy elements, absorption effects need to be accounted for in the

data reduction step.110 The crystallization of crystals can be a tedious process, but the many

crystallization techniques will not be discussed in this thesis.

Once a suitable crystal is found, an X-ray diffraction experiment can be performed. The

crystal structures, which are discussed in the present thesis, were either measured at a home

diffractometer or at a diffractometer inside a large research facility utilizing synchrotron ra-

diation. The home diffractometer corresponds to a Bruker D8 Venture equipped with a IµS

microfocus Moκα radiation source and a Photon 100 detector in shutterless mode. The reason

why X-ray diffraction experiments were also performed at large synchrotron facilities is the

higher intensity of the X-rays provided by the radiation source, and the high quality of the

detector.127 For that purpose, regular trips to the synchrotron SPring-8 in Japan were con-

ducted. Figure 3.1 shows the experimental set-up of the diffractometer at SPring-8, which will

be explained in the following.

The goniometer head (part 1 in Figure 3.1) carries a small needle to which the crystal is

mounted. The needle is made from materials, such as cactus needles, glass or plastics, that

do not greatly contribute to the background profile measured at the detector. The goniometer

head is fixed to the goniometer, which can orient the crystal in a desired position relative to the

X-ray beam. The goniometer can move along three axes, which correspond to parts 2, 3 and

4. The rotation axis around the angle φ (part 2) moves the crystal around its own axis. The

angle χ orients the crystal along the circular segment defined by part 3. The third rotation axis
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Figure 3.1: The diffractometer at SPring-8 beamline BL02B1 in Japan, Hyogo. The compo-
nents 1 - 9 are explained in the main text.
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(part 4) rotates the whole goniometer around the angle ω. A high degree of freedom is required

to measure a complete data set, which is achieved by driving the crystal to all orientations,

where the crystal faces are oriented to the X-ray beam so that constructive interference can

occur. Part 5 is the collimator, which directs the X-ray beam from the synchrotron source in

a parallel orientation through the crystal. The positions and intensities of the reflections are

measured by the detector, which corresponds to part 6. At beam line BL02B1, the detector

is a curved image plate with a large area, which enables the simultaneous detection of a large

number of reflections. The advantage of this kind of detector is the high dynamic range, which

allows for the simultaneous detection of strong and weak reflections. Another reason for the

superiority of SPring-8 data sets is the low temperature (around 20 K) at which the data sets

can be measured. This is achieved by part 7, which corresponds to the cryogenic system based

on a helium cooling mechanism. Part number 8 is a camera, which is directed towards the

crystal. The video recorded by the camera is transmitted to a monitor (part 9). Before a

measurement can be started, the position of the crystal must be oriented in the middle of the

crosshair displayed on the screen using the screws at the goniometer head. This makes sure

that the X-rays hit the center of the crystal.

A measurement strategy, which determines the drive range or position of the rotation axes

φ, ω and χ, must be specified. Using the diffractometer set up at SPring-8, a measurement

takes a couple of hours. The time includes exposure times and the readout time of the detector.

Measurements with other detectors, such as pixel detectors, only take a small fraction of that

time (in some cases, only a couple of minutes).128 After the measurement is completed, the

images recorded by the detector must be analyzed. This is done in the data reduction step,

which includes the unit cell determination from the position of the reflections (indexing step),

the integration of the intensities of the reflections (integration step), and the scaling of reflections

from different detector images (scaling step).110 The scaling step also includes an absorption

correction and other corrections, where the loss of intensity caused by the absorption of X-

ray beams through the crystal is corrected. Ultimately, a file containing the hkl -indices of

the reflections, and their intensities is obtained (hkl-file). Using that file and the unit cell

parameters, the space group can be determined, and finally, the structure can be solved and

refined following the procedure outlined in the previous sections.119
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Chapter 4

Bond analysis methods

In the preceding two chapters, it was shown how wavefunctions can be derived from quantum

chemical and quantum crystallographic approaches. The main focus of the present study is the

analysis of chemical bonds. While valence bond calculations give localized orbitals, which can

be easily related to features of Lewis structures,30,31 the MO theory gives molecular orbitals,

for which bond analysis methods must be applied to extract orbitals or properties that make an

analysis based on the Lewis picture feasible. The bond analysis methods, which are used in the

current thesis are: The Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM),38 the Natural bond

orbital (NBO) approach,37 the electron localizability indicator (ELI),40 and energy decomposition

analyses (EDA) based on the Ziegler-Rauk scheme.129 In this Chapter, only these bond analysis

methods are briefly introduced. Of course, more methods exist, however, due to the high number

they cannot all be introduced in this chapter. Further methods which are applied in this study

are the Roby bond index,130 for which a detailed description is given in Chapter 6, and the

Q-analysis,28 which will be introduced in Chapter 5.

4.1 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules

The Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) is based on a topological analysis of the

electron density.38,131 The electron density ρ can be obtained from the molecular orbitals by

application of Equation 4.1.131

ρ =
Ne∑
i=1

|φi|2 (4.1)

The electron density only depends on the three spatial coordinates x, y and z, so that it can be

analyzed like any other mathematical scalar function. In the first step of the QTAIM analysis,

a search for critical points, where the gradient of the electron density disappears (∇ρ = 0), is

conducted.131 A critical point can be classified according to its three cartesian components of

37
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the curvature (λ1, λ2 and λ3), which are obtained from the diagonalized Hessian matrix of the

electron density, see Equation 4.2.131

D(~r) =


∂2ρ
∂x2 0 0

0 ∂2ρ
∂y2 0

0 0 ∂2ρ
∂z2

 =

 λ1 0 0

0 λ2 0

0 0 λ3

 (4.2)

There are four types of critical points, which are classified by the sign of λ1, λ2 and λ3. Table

4.1 lists all types of critical points with the corresponding sign of λ1, λ2 and λ3.131 A nuclear

Table 4.1: The four types of critical points of the electron density, and the corresponding
signs of λ1, λ2 and λ3. ω gives the number of non-zero elements of the Hesse matrix and σ
the sum of signs.

λ1 λ2 λ3 [ω,σ]
Nuclear attractor - - - [3,-3]

Bond critical point + - - [3,-1]
Ring critical point + + - [3,+1]
Cage critical point + + + [3,+3]

attractor is a local maximum of the electron density. Its position corresponds to the center of an

atomic core.131 Therefore, a nuclear attractor is obtained for each of the atoms in the system.

A bond critical point is a saddle point of the electron density, which can be linked to a bonded

interaction between two nuclear attractors.131 There is one minimum along the bond axis, and

two maxima perpendicular to it. Ring critical points can be found in ring planes. There is one

maxima perpendicular to the ring plane, and two minima are located within the ring plane.131

A cage critical point, which is a local minimum of the electron density, can be found inside cages

defined by the positions of nuclear attractors.131 Bond paths are paths of maximum electron

density, which link the nuclear attractors to the bond critical points.41,132 Therefore, they are

an indication of bonded interactions. Figure 4.1 shows an example molecule, for which a critical

Figure 4.1: Nuclear attractors, bond critical points and bond paths of the example molecule
(see Lewis structure on the right hand side), which was analyzed to provide a better under-
standing for the concepts described in this chapter.
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point search was performed. The nuclear attractors are located at the atomic positions, and

the orange balls give the positions of the bond critical points. For each of the bonds a single

bond critical point is obtained, and they are always located closer to the more electropositive

element. Consequently, their position can be related to the bond polarization. The black lines

connecting the bond critical points and nuclear attractors are the bond paths.

The trace of the Hesse matrix (∇2ρ(~r) = λ1 +λ2 +λ3) corresponds to the Laplacian, which is

a measure of charge accumulation. Regions of negative Laplacian values correspond to valence

shell charge concentrations (VSCC), while positive regions of the Laplacian are valence shell

charge depletions (VSCDs).131,133 Figure 4.2 shows different representations of the Laplacian.

Representation 1) shows a contour plot of the Laplacian, which reveals the distribution of

Figure 4.2: 1) Contour map of the Laplacian (red regions: negative Laplacian; blue regions:
positive Laplacian), 2) Iso-surface of the Laplacian at an iso-value of 0, 3) Iso-surface of the
Laplacian at a negative iso-value, 4) Iso-surface of the Laplacian at an even more negative
iso-value.

VSCCs and VSCDs inside the example molecule. The regions around the bond critical points

of covalent bonds correspond to VSCCs, because in covalent bonds electron density is always

accumulated in the bonding region.131 The electron density originates from the region around

the atomic cores, which therefore correspond to VSCDs.131 Representation 2) shows the iso-

surface of the Laplacian at an iso-value of 0.131 Holes in that iso-surface correspond to VSCDs,

which can be related to nucleophilic regions of the molecule.131 Representation 3) and 4)

show iso-surfaces of the Laplacian at negative iso-values. In representation 3), the iso-value was

chosen, so that the VSCCs corresponding to bonded interactions are revealed. In representation

4), an even higher iso-value is plotted, which reveals a VSCC around the oxygen atom, which

can be associated to oxygen’s lone pairs.

For the characterization of the bonded interactions, a variety of properties at the bond critical

points can be regarded. The value of the Laplacian at the bond critical point reveals whether
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covalent or ionic interactions prevail. If the value of the Laplacian is negative, electrons are

accumulated in the bonding region, and the bonded interaction is covalent.131 If the Laplacian at

the bond critical point is positive, on the other hand, ionic interactions to the bonded interaction

are more significant.131 The value of the electron density at the bond critical point often

correlates with the strength of the bonded interaction. Another property, which is usually

inspected at the bond critical point, is the ellipticity ε, which is defined in Equation 4.3.131

ε =
λ1

λ2

− 1 (4.3)

For bonds with a cylindrical symmetry along the bond axis (single and triple bonds), ε ≈ 0.

For elliptical bonds, such as double bonds, ε > 0, and for weak interactions, the ellipticity has

usually even higher values.131

The QTAIM analysis also provides access to atomic properties, such as atomic charges.131

In that approach, the boundary of an atomic basin is defined by a so called zero-flux surface,

where the scalar product of the gradient of the electron density and the normal vector (~n)

disappears, see Equation 4.4.131

∇ρ(~r) · ~n = 0 (4.4)

The gradient of the electron density starts off at a nuclear attractor, but never passes through

the zero-flux surface. At the bond critical point, the zero-flux surface intersects with the bond

path. From the definition of an atom, it is straightforward to calculate a charge associated to

an atomic basin by taking the difference between the charge of the nucleus (Z) and the number

of electrons inside the atomic basin. The latter can be calculated by integration of the electron

density within the limits of the zero-flux surface of the atomic basin Ω, see Equation 4.5.131

q(Ω) = Z −
∫

Ω

ρ(~r)d~r (4.5)

The delocalization index δ(A,B) gives the number of electron pairs shared between the

atomic basins of A and B.134 It can therefore be analyzed as a bond index. The delocalization

index can be calculated from Equation 4.6.

δ(A,B) = 2|Fα(A,B)|+ 2|F β(A,B)| (4.6)

F σ(A,B) denotes the Fermi correlation between the atomic basins A and B, see Equation 4.7.

F σ(A,B) = −
∑
i

∑
j

Sij(A)Sji(B) (4.7)

Sij(A) and Sji(B) are the overlap integrals of the two spin orbitals φi and φj of spin σ integrated
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over the atomic basins A and B.134

4.2 Natural bond orbitals

Molecular orbitals are often delocalized over the whole molecule, which makes an analysis based

on the Lewis picture unfeasible. Natural bond orbitals, on the other hand, can be readily linked

to features of Lewis structures, because they are either localized between two atoms (bond

orbitals) or at a single atom (lone pair or core orbitals).37,135–137 Molecular orbitals and natural

bond orbitals are part of a series ranging from completely localized atomic orbitals (AOs) to

the delocalized molecular orbitals (MOs).37 The sequence from most localized to least localized

orbital type is: atomic orbitals, natural atomic orbitals, natural hybrid orbitals, natural bond

orbitals, natural localized molecular orbitals, and molecular orbitals.37

Natural atomic orbitals (NAO), which can be regarded as atomic orbitals that are optimized

with respect to the molecular environment, are derived from atomic orbitals under consideration

of two criteria: They must ideally have an electron population of N ≈ 2, and they must enable

a quick convergence to the electron density of the molecule.37,138 The NAO of an isolated atom

is, therefore, identical to the respective AO. Based on the NAOs, a natural population analysis

(NPA) can be carried out.138 This enables the computation of atomic populations by summing

up the populations of all NAOs centered at the atom. The charge of atom A can be computed

from the difference of the nuclear charge and the electron population of atom A, see equation

4.8.138

qA = ZA −
∑
i

Ni (4.8)

Natural hybrid orbitals (NHOs) are built up from a linear combination of NAOs centered

at a single atom.139 In the NBO picture, lone pairs correspond to a single NHO, while natural

bond orbitals are formed by a linear combination of two NHOs.37 The NBO of a bond between

atoms A and B is derived from NHOs centered at these two atoms. The linear combinations of

these NHOs gives one bonding and one anti-bonding NBO (BD(A–B) and BD∗(A–B)), see

Equation 4.2.37

BD(A–B) = cAhA + cBhB

BD∗(A–B) = cBhA − cAhB (4.9)

The weights cA and cB are denoted as the polarization coefficients, because they can be related

to the polarization of the A–B bond.37 Generally, the bonding NBOs, which can be associated

with bonds in the Lewis picture, have an electron population of ≈ 2. The anti-bonding NBOs,

on the other hand, do not exit in the traditional Lewis picture. The Lewis-type donor orbitals,

such as lone pair or bond orbitals, can interact with the anti-bonding acceptor orbitals. This
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interaction, which is known as (negative) hyperconjugation, diminishes the electron population

of the donor orbitals, so that their electron population is slightly below two.37 At the same time,

the electron population of the anti-bonding orbitals is greater than zero. These interactions

reveal the significance of resonance structures.37 Figure 4.3 gives an overview of different types

of orbitals which are obtained from an NBO analysis.

The natural localized molecular orbitals follow the NBO in the series outlined above. They

are obtained by mixing NBOs with their delocalized part.140 The NLMO/NPA bond orders are

obtained by combining the results of the NLMO analysis and NPA.37

In the natural resonance theory, which is a part of the NBO framework, the wavefunction of

a molecule is approximated by a linear combination of density matrices, which each correspond

to the localized part of an NBO structure. From the optimized coefficients, weights of the NBO

structures can be calculated, and, thus, a quantitative analysis of resonance is possible.141,142
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Figure 4.3: Top row: A natural bond orbital which is formed by two natural hybridized
orbitals centered at the carbon atoms of the C – C bond, middle row: σ- and π-type natural
bond orbitals of a C – C double bond, bottom row: Two natural hybridized orbitals, which can
be attributed to the two lone pairs of the oxygen atom. The Lewis structure of the molecule
is depicted in Figure 4.1

.
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4.3 Electron localizability indicator

Just like the electron density, the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D), is a scalar field, which

can be analyzed topologically. The ELI-D measures the localization of electrons: High values

of the ELI-D are found in regions of high electron localization.40 The method is based on the

electron localization function (ELF) which was introduced by Silvi.39 In the following, the idea

behind this approach is briefly outlined.

In the ELI-D approach, the space is partitioned into micro-cells with a variable volume Vi,

which is chosen, so that each of the micro-cells contains the same number of same spin electron

pairs Dσσ.40 This volume can be calculated from Equation 4.10, where g(ai) denotes the Fermi

hole curvature at the center of a micro-cell ai.
40

Vi ≈
(

12Dσσ

g(ai)

)3/8

(4.10)

The charge of each micro-cell Qσ
i can be approximately determined by multiplying the volume

Vi with the same spin electron density ρσ at ai, see Equation 4.11.40

Qσ
i ≈ ρσ(ai)Vi (4.11)

The ELI-D γσD can now be calculated from Equation 4.12.40

γσD(ai) =
Qσ
i

(Dσσ)3/8
≈ ρσ(ai)

Vi
(Dσσ)3/8

= ρσ(ai)ṼD(ai) (4.12)

In regions, where the number of same spin electron pairs Dσσ is low, electrons are highly

localized. Consequently, the volume Vi is required to be large in these regions, because each

micro-cell must contain the same number of same spin electron pairs, and thus, a high ELI-

D value is obtained. For infinitesimal small values of Dσσ, the ELI-D can be regarded as

continuous, see Equation 4.13.40

γσD(r) = ρ(r)ṼD(r) = ρ(r)

(
12

g(r)

)3/8

(4.13)

Just like the electron density utilized in the QTAIM approach, a topological analysis of the

ELI-D yields zero-flux surfaces, which define basins.40 In contrast to the electron density, these

ELI-D basins can be related to bonds, lone pairs and atomic shells.40 The A–B bond basin is in

contact with the core basins of atoms A and B (disynapticity). Lone pair basins, one the other

hand, are only in contact with the core basin of a single atom (monosynapticity). An integration

of the electron density inside these basins corresponds to an electron population, which can be
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analyzed in a chemical way.40 For example, bond basins with a high bond polarization give low

electron populations, while bond basins of highly covalent single bonds contain approximately

two electrons.36

4.4 Energy decomposition analysis

In an energy decomposition analysis (EDA), the interaction energy ∆Eint between two frag-

ments A and B is decomposed into three terms: The electrostatic interaction ∆Eelstat, the Pauli

repulsion ∆EPauli, and the orbital interaction ∆Eorb.
35,42,129 In the first step of an EDA, two

molecular fragments need to be defined. For example, if the bond between the two hydrogen

atoms of H2 is analyzed, these fragments correspond to two hydrogen atoms. The wavefunc-

tions (ψA and ψB) and energies (EA and EB) of these two fragments are calculated, and then

the interaction energy ∆Eint is calculated from the difference between the total energy of the

molecule, EAB, and the sum of the energies of the two fragments (Equation 4.14).42

∆Eint = EAB − (EA + EB) (4.14)

The electrostatic interaction energy ∆Eelstat can be obtained from the interaction between the

frozen charge densities of the two fragments at the equilibrium geometry of the molecule.42 This

quasiclassical Coulomb interaction, which is (almost) always an attractive component to ∆Eint,

is calculated from Equation 4.15.42

∆Eelstat =
∑
αεA

∑
βεB

ZαZβ
Rαβ

+

∫
drVB(r)ρA(r)+

∫
drVA(r)ρB(r)+

∫ ∫
dr1dr2

ρA(r1)ρB(r2)

r12

(4.15)

In the next step of the EDA, the product wavefunction ψAψB and the corresponding energy

E0
AB is calculated.42 This wavefunction, which violates the Pauli principle, is antisymmetrized

and renormalized to give the wavefunction Ψ0 with the energy E0. The Pauli repulsion can be

calculated from the difference between E0
AB and E0 (Equation 4.16).42

∆EPauli = E0
AB − E0 (4.16)

The Pauli repulsion is always repulsive, because additional constrains are introduced to the

wavefunction following the antisymmetrization of the wavefunction.42

The wavefunction ψ0 is then relaxed to give the final wavefunction of the molecule ψAB.42

The energy difference between the final energy of the molecule EAB and the energy of the
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pre-relaxed molecule E0
AB gives the orbital interaction (Equation 4.17).42

∆Eorb = EAB − E0
AB (4.17)

The orbital interaction is always attractive, because it is obtained from a wavefunction opti-

mization, which introduces the mixing of orbitals.42 If an empirical dispersion correction is

applied, the dispersion energy Edisp constitutes another term to Eint.

So far, the EDA is not yet implemented for post-Hartree Fock methods, so only Hartree-Fock

and DFT calculations can be analyzed.42



Part III

A complementary bonding analysis and

the Lewis picture
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Chapter 5

A variety of Bond Analysis Methods,

One Answer?

In the paper ”A variety of Bond Analysis Methods, One Answer? An Investigation of the

Element-Oxygen Bond of Hydroxides HnXOH, the X–O bond of HnXOH model compounds

is investigated using a complementary bonding analysis, which is comprised of a natural bond

orbital analysis, a QTAIM analysis, an analysis of the ELI-D, valence bond calculations, and

two types of EDAs. This study will give an impression on the information value provided by

each of the bond analysis methods, and the the nature of the X–O bond is uncovered. The

study was published in Chemistry – A European Journal in 2018.

A part of the analysis of this paper (about 50%) was performed during my master’s thesis

at the AG Grabowsky. The following list contains all aspects, which I have performed as part

of my doctoral thesis:

• I wrote about 90% of the text

• I am responsible for all figures

– I created Figures 1, 4, 10, 11 as part of my doctoral thesis

– All other figures were redone based on figures from my master’s thesis

• I am responsible for all tables

– I created Tables 1, 3 and 4 as part of my doctoral thesis

– Table 2 was redone based on a table from my master’s thesis

• I performed and analyzed the valence bond calculations

• I performed and analyzed the energy decomposition analysis
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• I calculated the parameter Q and analyzed it

• I performed the analysis of the total energy density at the bond critical point

• All other analyses were performed as part of my master’s thesis

The following paper is printed with permission from John Wiley & sons (reference num-

ber: 4590810621050), © Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Wein-

heim.
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A Variety of Bond Analysis Methods, One Answer? An
Investigation of the Element@Oxygen Bond of Hydroxides HnXOH

Malte Fugel,[a] Jens Beckmann,[a] Dylan Jayatilaka,[b] Gerald V. Gibbs,[c] and
Simon Grabowsky*[a]

Abstract: There is a great variety of bond analysis tools that

aim to extract information on the bonding situation from
the molecular wavefunction. Because none of these can fully
describe bonding in all of its complexity, it is necessary to

regard a balanced selection of complementary analysis
methods to obtain a reliable chemical conclusion. This is,

however, not a feasible approach in most studies because it
is a time-consuming procedure. Therefore, we provide the

first comprehensive comparison of modern bonding analysis

methods to reveal their informative value. The element@
oxygen bond of neutral HnXOH model compounds (X = Li,

Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl) is investigated with a
selection of different bond analysis tools, which may be as-

signed into three different categories: i) real space bonding

indicators (quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM),
the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D), and the Raub–
Jansen index), ii) orbital-based descriptors (natural bond or-

bitals (NBO), natural resonance theory (NRT), and valence
bond (VB) calculations), and iii) energy analysis methods

(energy decomposition analysis (EDA) and the Q-analysis).
Besides gaining a deep insight into the nature of the ele-

ment@oxygen bond across the periodic table, this systematic

investigation allows us to get an impression on how well
these tools complement each other. Ionic, highly polarized,

polarized covalent, and charge-shift bonds are discerned
from each other.

1. Introduction

Extracting information about chemical bonding from a molecu-
lar wavefunction is an ambiguous task because the notion of a

chemical bond is itself a fuzzy concept that is not measurable
and can therefore not be defined rigidly.[1–7] However, no
chemist would deny that the chemical bond is a useful con-
cept! Therefore, it comes as no surprise that numerous ways of

depicting and quantifying bonded interactions, such as Bader’s
bond paths,[8] have emerged.[9–16] However, Bader pointed out
that bonded interactions are not to be confused with chemical
bonds.[17] In this paper, we will depict and quantify bonded in-

teractions by using various methods, but for brevity we will
refer to these bonded interactions as chemical bonds, al-

though we are aware of the imprecision. All methods used to
analyze chemical bonds come with their limitations—the

nature of a bond will never be captured completely by any of
these descriptors and sometimes conflicting results are ob-
tained. It can be regarded as a dilemma that the very same
wavefunction if analyzed by different methods might give op-

posing results on the existence and character of a bond.[18, 19]

However, there are hardly any studies that attempt to compare
the results from a large variety of tools on a single set of com-
pounds without focusing on a specific tool or favoring one.
We will provide such a comparison for the first time, and give

recommendations on the complementary use of the diverse
methods.

Figure 1. Optimized structures of the HnX@OH (X = Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na,
Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl) model compounds. The number of hydrogen atoms
bonded to X is chosen according to the valency of X so that neutral HnX@
OH species are obtained.
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In this paper, we study the element@oxygen bond in HnXOH
model compounds, with X being an element of the second or

third period, which are depicted in Figure 1. We have focused
on these bonds because oxygen is the most abundant element

on earth and almost all elements form stable bonds containing
oxygen. With an electronegativity of 3.4 on the Pauling

scale,[20] it is the second most electronegative element and as a
result the nature of the element@oxygen bond exhibits a great
diversity. One of the objectives of the paper is to end up with

a classification of these X@OH bonds into different categories
across all analysis tools. We expect polar covalent and ionic

bond types to emerge clearly. Another objective is to see to
what extend the recently proposed charge-shift bonds are de-
tected with these tools.[21]

Because of the many tools available, examining all of them

would be impossible in all studies. Therefore, a judicious

choice needs to be made. Bonding analysis descriptors can be
roughly divided into three different categories : There are i) de-

scriptors in the real or position space, ii) orbital-based descrip-
tors, and iii) descriptors in the energy space. We do not consid-

er any momentum space descriptors here, because they are re-
lated to dynamic properties of electrons, such as occurring in

conductors. Both ii) and iii) are Hilbert space methods, howev-

er, orbital methods involve one-particle spaces, whereas
energy methods involve n-electron determinant spaces. The

real space methods i) are somewhat special in that we can
look at critical points or integrate properties for domains,

which are defined topologically.[22]

In this paper, techniques that follow substantially different

approaches are applied for the analysis of the X@OH bonds.

They are listed in Table 1 where they are assigned into the
three categories outlined above. Both the quantum theory of

atoms in molecules (QTAIM)[23] and the analysis of the electron
localizability indicator (ELI-D), may be assigned to i), because in

both cases a real space function corresponding to the electron
density and the electron localizability, respectively, is analyzed

topologically. The Raub–Jansen index (RJI), which is a measure

of the bond polarization, is a combination of both methods
and may therefore also be assigned to i). A clear separation of
ii) and iii) is not always possible. Natural bond orbitals (NBO)
and valence bond (VB) calculations clearly belong to the realm

of ii), but energetic aspects may be analyzed nonetheless. It
might appear to be the obvious choice to assign energy de-

composition analyses to iii), however, orbital contributions to
the bond energy may be retrieved. In a Q-analysis only ener-
getic contributions are considered, so an assignment to iii) is
more unambiguous. In the following paragraphs, these tools
are briefly reviewed. A detailed description of these methods is
available in the literature.[9–16]

1.1 An overview of bond analysis methods

In the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM), the top-

ology of the electron density is analyzed. The values of the
electron density and its second derivative, the Laplacian

r21~rð Þ, at saddle points of the electron density, the bond criti-
cal points, are properties that are often inspected when discus-

sing the nature of bonds in a QTAIM analysis. The former often
correlates with the bond strength, whereas the latter can be

linked to the covalency or, alternatively, to the ionicity of the

bond.[24] The Laplacian of the electron density, r21~rð Þ, is often
regarded as a magnifying glass because many features hidden

in the electron density, which is dominated by large atomic
maxima, are revealed. Negative regions of the Laplacian are va-

lence-shell charge concentrations (VSCCs) and positive regions
are valence-shell charge depletions (VSCDs).[25, 26] Negative Lap-
lacian values at the bond critical point are therefore associated

with shared interactions, that is, covalent bonds, and positive
Laplacian values are an indication of closed shell interactions,
that is, ionic bonds. However, this classification is too short
sighted. The kinetic and potential energy densities at the bond
critical point (bcp), Gbcp and Vbcp, respectively, are further indi-
cators that allow the differentiation between shared and

closed shell interactions: The sum of the two, the total energy

density Hbcp, is negative if shared interactions are present and
positive if the bonding is almost exclusively determined by

electrostatic interactions;[27] Hbcp may be negative although the
Laplacian is positive.[28] Hence, “the employment of a positive

value of the Laplacian alone in distinguishing between closed
shell and polar covalent interactions is unsatisfactory when

2G rcð Þ > V rcð Þj j > G rcð Þ”.[29] For example, chemists would not

classify the C@O bond in carbon monoxide as purely closed
shell because of its large positive Laplacian value.[30] In this

paper, we show the behavior of the Laplacian in X@O bonds,
its connection to the total energy density, and many comple-

mentary bonding descriptors.

Table 1. Overview of the bond analysis tools applied in this study, that is, the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) including the source func-
tion, the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D), the Raub–Jansen index, the natural bond orbital analysis (NBO), the natural resonance theory (NRT), va-
lence bond calculations (VB), the Ziegler–Rauk energy decomposition analysis (EDA), and the Q-analysis in i) the real space, ii) the orbital space, and iii) the
energy space.

i) ii) iii) Key advantages

QTAIM, source function * No reference state required; applicable for experimental electron density studies
ELI-D * Lone pair and bond populations can be analyzed; shell structure is obtained
Raub–Jansen index * Measure of the bond polarity
NBO, NRT * * Widely available; clear link to Lewis structure; clear link to Coulson
VB * * Quantum mechanical rigorous Lewis structures and energies
EDA * Physically meaningful contributions to bond interaction energy
Q-analysis * New EDA-type; can be obtained from experiment
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Each nuclear attractor (i.e. , maximum of the electron densi-
ty) is associated with an atomic basin that is confined by a

zero-flux surface, where ~nr1~rð Þ ¼ 0 (~n = normal vector of the
surface). An integration of the electron density in these basins

yields atomic charges (Bader charges).[24] The delocalization
index d(A,B) gives the number of electron pairs exchanged be-

tween the atomic basins A and B—it can therefore be analyzed
as a bond order.[31] The source function is also based on the
QTAIM approach and gives information on the electron com-

munication complementary to the Laplacian.[32–34]

The electron localizability indicator (ELI-D), which is calculat-
ed from properties of the molecular wavefunction, is a scalar
field that describes the distribution of electrons: Electrons are

localized in regions of large ELI-D values.[11, 35] We only regard
the ELI-D and not the electron localization function (ELF),

which largely behaves in the same way unless highly correlat-

ed calculations are carried out.[36] As opposed to the basins of
the electron density, there are different types of ELI-D basins:

There are core basins as well as valence basins whose synaptic-
ities are characterized by the number of core basins they are

in contact with.[37] Monosynaptic valence basins are in contact
with one core basin and can be attributed to lone pairs,

whereas disynaptic valence basins, which may be associated to

bonds, are in contact with two core basins. An integration of
the electron density inside these basins yields their electron

population. The isosurfaces of high ELI-D values correspond to
localization domains that can be related to the corresponding

basins. Similar features are obtained from isosurfaces of high-
negative Laplacian values (VSCCs), which give domains of elec-

tron accumulation.[38]

A combination of the QTAIM and the ELI-D analyses is the
Raub–Jansen index (RJI), which is a quantitative measure of

bond polarity.[39] The ELI-D bonding basin of an A@B bond
overlaps with the atomic QTAIM basins of atoms A and B,

which yields two overlap regions, A\bond(AB) and
B\bond(AB), respectively. The Raub–Jansen index of atom A is

defined in Equation (1) in terms of population %, where

N(A\bond(AB)) and N(B\bond(AB)) refer to the populations of
the overlap regions.

RJI ¼ N A\bondðABÞð Þ
N A\bondðABÞð Þ þ N B\bondðABÞð Þ 100% ð1Þ

Natural bond orbitals (NBOs) are localized orbitals of Lewis
and non-Lewis type.[40, 41] The former may be related to features
of classical Lewis structures, for example, bonds and lone pairs,

whereas the latter are nonexistent in the classical Lewis pic-
ture. They are, for instance, valence antibonds or Rydberg orbi-

tals. If the bonding situation in a molecule is localized, that is,
there is no significant resonance occurring in the system, the

exact wavefunction may be sufficiently approximated by the

Lewis-type NBOs alone. In case of a completely localized bond-
ing situation, the population of Lewis-type NBOs is N = 2 and

the non-Lewis NBOs are unoccupied. However, non-Lewis-type
NBOs may serve as acceptor orbitals in hyperconjugative inter-

actions, which lead to an energetic stabilization of the mole-
cule. As a result, they are slightly occupied, whereas the popu-

lation of the corresponding donor orbitals, that is, the Lewis-
type NBOs, is slightly diminished. The NBO analysis characteriz-

es hyperconjugative interactions qualitatively and quantitative-
ly, for example, through the electron populations of donor and

acceptor orbitals and through delocalization energies. The
NBO framework also yields natural atomic charges and NLMO/

NPA (natural localized molecular orbital/ natural population
analysis) bond orders. Measures of the bond polarization are

the polarization coefficients c(A) and c(B), which correspond to

the weights of the natural hybrid orbitals of atoms A and B, re-
spectively, that make up an A@B bond.

An extension of the NBO analysis is the natural resonance
theory (NRT), which attempts to recreate the full density matrix

from resonance-weighted localized density matrices. Because
they represent a specific Lewis structure, the NRT analysis ena-
bles an investigation of the molecular resonance based on the

weights of the resonating structures.[42]

The analysis of valence bond (VB) calculations is another val-

uable tool to inspect the nature of chemical bonds.[43] The VB
wavefunction is a linear combination of wavefunctions, each of

which can be attributed to a specific Lewis formula. The com-
plete VB wavefunction is usually a linear combination of more

than one wavefunction, although it is possible to compute

purely covalent or ionic wavefunctions, which enable a calcula-
tion of covalent or ionic resonance energies when compared

to the energy of the complete wavefunction. With this proce-
dure, information on the covalency of bonds may be retrieved.

Shaik et al. used this approach to calculate the charge-shift res-
onance energies to characterize charge-shift bonds.[21]

In an energy decomposition analysis (EDA) the interaction

energy of a bond is decomposed into a number of physically
meaningful terms. In this study, the Ziegler–Rauk energy de-

composition scheme is applied.[44–46] This scheme requires the
choice of two molecular fragments that constitute the bond. A

bond can be either fragmented homolytically (i.e. , AB!AC++BC)
or heterolytically (i.e. , AB!A+++B@). The best fragmentation is
indicated by a low Pauli repulsion suggesting that the frag-

ments are prepared for bonding. The interaction energy (DEint)
of the bond is the energy difference between the molecule
and its fragments. This does not correspond to the bond disso-
ciation energy, because the fragment geometry is unchanged

compared to its geometry in the molecule. The interaction
energy may be decomposed according to Equation (2).

DE int ¼ DVelastþDEPauliþDEorb ð2Þ

DVelast is the electrostatic attraction energy, which is comput-
ed in a classical way; DEPauli and DEorb are the Pauli repulsion

and the orbital interaction, respectively.
In a very recent method, here referred to as the Q-analysis,

developed by Rahm and Hoffmann, energetic contributions to

bonding are evaluated in a different way.[47] According to this
approach, the energy change per electron upon bonding, DE

n ,

may be expressed as D(cþ D VNN þ wð Þ=n, where D(c is the
change in the average binding energy, DVNN is the change in

the nuclear repulsion, and Dw is the change in multielectron
interactions (such as the electron repulsion and exchange-cor-
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relation energies) referring to a homolytic bond formation
(AC++BC ! AB). D(c and D VNN þ wð Þ=n scaled to DE/n can be

linked to the covalency and multielectron contributions, re-
spectively. The difference between these two terms is the pa-

rameter Q, which allows a differentiation between a great vari-
ety of bonding types when plotted against the bond dissocia-

tion energy. Equation (3) gives the definition of the parameter
Q in its most convenient form for the following analysis.

Q ¼ D(c

DE=n
@ Vnn þ wð Þ=n

DE=n
ð3Þ

Here, D(c is the change in the average binding energy of an
electron, DVnn is the change in the nuclear repulsion, Dw is the

change in the multielectron interactions, and DE is the change
in energy in a homolytic bond formation; n is the total
number of electrons.

1.2 The element@oxygen bond—a great diversity

Many theoretical and experimental studies have been per-

formed on different types of element@oxygen bonds, although
systematic studies as performed here are sparse. Alabugin

et al. performed an NBO analysis on the same HnXOH model
compounds (X = B, C, N, O, F, Al, Si, P, S, Cl ; however, no alka-

line and alkaline-earth metals) with the intention to reveal hy-
bridization trends for the X@O bonds of these compounds.[48]

They found that the polarization of the X@O bond linearly de-

creases with increasing electronegativity of the element X as
indicated by the polarization coefficient c(O) and that the hy-

bridization across the PSE obtained from an NBO analysis is in
agreement with Bent’s rule.[49] In a study by Mart&n-Fern#ndez

et al. , the increase in proton affinity of the OH group in HnXOH
model compounds through non-covalent interactions with

Lewis bases was studied.[50] Gillespie and Johnson carried out a

systematic study on HnX-O-XHn model compounds, where they
regarded the X-O-X bond angles and a topological analysis of

the electron density.[51]

Studies have been performed on the H2BOH model com-

pound with the intention to verify the p character of the B@O
bond, which emerges from the strong Lewis acid character of

boron arising from its electron deficiency and the ability of
oxygen to act as a Lewis base.[48, 52–54] Similar studies were per-

formed for H2AlOH. The Al@O bond also shows a p character,
which is, however, not as pronounced as in the B@O bond.[54, 55]

The C@O single bond in H3COH (or other alcohols) is regarded

as a textbook example for polar covalent bonds.[56, 57]

The homopolar O@O bond in HOOH (hydrogen peroxide)

was identified as a charge-shift bond by Shaik et al.[21] In the
valence bond theory, charge-shift bonds are characterized by a

large resonance energy arising from the mixing of covalent

and ionic Lewis formulas. Consequently, for HOOH, the reso-
nance comprises one covalent Lewis formula, that is, HO@OH,

as well as two ionic Lewis formulas, namely, HO+@OH and
HO@+OH. This resonance leads to an energetic stabilization—

the covalent Lewis formula alone is not stable. Another promi-
nent example for a charge-shift bond is the F@F bond in the

difluorine molecule.[21] Valence bond calculations show that the
covalent formula F@F does not lead to an energetic stabiliza-

tion due to the repulsion of the fluorine lone pairs and the
bonding electrons (lone pair bond weakening effect[58]). Thus,

charge-shift bonds can be expected when electronegative and
lone-pair-rich atoms are involved in the bonding. The F@O

bond is therefore another potential candidate for a charge-
shift bond.

The Si@O bond is referred to as a highly ionic bond by some

authors,[59–62] whereas others state that it exhibits a “substantial
covalent character”.[63, 64] Gibbs et al. regard the Si@O bond as a

mixture of both—they call it the “elusive” bond.[65] The Si@O
bond in siloxane systems (i.e. , R-Si-O-Si-R’) was investigated in

terms of the experimental and theoretical electron density by
Grabowsky et al. ,[66] who confirmed the ionic nature of the Si@
O bond. A complementary NBO analysis performed by Wein-

hold and West[67] found significant hyperconjugative interac-
tions of the type LP(O)!s*(Si@R) (LP = lone pair) to be of great

significance. An increase in covalency was achieved by a de-
crease of the Si-O-Si angle.[66]

The remaining X@O single bonds are referred to as “semipo-
lar X@O bonds” by Wallmeier and Kutzelnigg.[68] In their study,

where the corresponding X@O model compounds were investi-

gated theoretically, geometrical and energetic aspects as well
as simple population analyses were performed. A QTAIM and

ELF analysis of the P@O bond in the H2POH model compound
was performed by Chestnut, who has identified it as a highly

polarized covalent bond.[69] According to Wallmeier and Kutzel-
nigg, the N@O and Cl@O bonds show many similarities, which

can be made plausible by the fact that N and Cl have similar

electronegativities.[68]

Considering the results obtained from the bond analyses, it

emerges to be meaningful to assign the X@O bonds into four
different categories : ionic bonds, highly polarized covalent

bonds, polarized covalent bonds, and charge-shift bonds. Of
course, doing so poses an oversimplification, but nevertheless

an attempt is made in this study. We will try to justify our deci-

sions by regarding all bond analysis tools performed in this
study.

2. Results and Discussion

In many cases, valuable information on chemical bonding may

already be retrieved from the analysis of bond lengths. The
beauty in this approach is the fact that they may be obtained
easily and accurately from a variety of experimental ap-

proaches. It is, however, always necessary to compare to
values from reference systems or to regard a systematically

chosen set of compounds in order to draw meaningful conclu-
sions. Moreover, bond lengths are affected by the coordination

numbers of the bonded atoms. The HnXOH model compounds

have different coordination numbers ranging from one to four,
but we cannot isolate the effect that the change in the coordi-

nation number might have.
Figure 2 shows the X@O bond lengths of the HnX-OH model

compounds plotted against the atomic number of X. It is con-
spicuous that the model compounds of the third period have
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substantially longer bond lengths than the model compounds
of the second period, which is caused by the larger atomic

radii of the third period elements. The two most electroposi-
tive elements in the third period—Na and Mg—are involved in

the longest X@O bonds. These bonds are dominated by elec-
trostatic interactions and thus, an orbital overlap, which is

maximized at small X@O bond lengths, only plays a minor role.

The Si@O bond is the shortest bond of the third period model
compounds. Starting from X = P, the X@O bond lengths in-

crease slightly. From that point on, the element X has lone
pairs, which interact repulsively with the bonding electrons

thus, resulting in longer bonds to minimize the repulsion. This
is known as the lone pair bond weakening effect.[58] In the

second period, lithium is the most electropositive element, so

it is of no surprise that the Li@O bond is the longest of the
second period model compounds. However, the Be@O bond is

comparatively short, although beryllium is the second most
electropositive element of the second period. This suggests

that the Be@O bond has a substantial covalent character. The
B@O bond is the shortest of all model compounds. This may

be related to its dative double-bond character stemming from

the capability of boron to act as a Lewis acid. The N@O and O@
O bonds are slightly longer than the C@O bond, which may be

attributed to the lone pair bond weakening effect. Curiously,
the F@O bond is slightly shorter than the proceeding bonds,
which does not agree with the predicted trend.

First conclusions have been drawn from the analysis of bond

lengths in the previous paragraph, although many of these
conclusions are highly speculative and need to be correlated
by the bond analysis tools applied in the following sections.

2.1 Quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM)

The QTAIM analysis gives bond paths for all X@O bonds regard-

less of their nature. The Laplacian of the electron density is a

descriptor within the QTAIM framework to draw conclusions
on the nature of the X@O bond. Figure 3 shows the Laplacian

of the electron density at the X@O bond critical point, r21bcp,
plotted against the electronegativity of the element X.

The plot shows that the X@O bonds are located in three sep-
arate regions characterized by the electronegativity of X and

the sign of the Laplacian. The first region is located at low elec-

tronegativities of X and high Laplacian values. This is the
region that can be associated with bonds where ionic interac-

tions dominate (ionic bonds and highly polarized covalent
bonds), because the Laplacian values are positive, that is, sug-

gesting a high degree of closed-shell interactions. The second

region is located at medium electronegativities of X and nega-
tive Laplacian values. Therefore, covalent interactions are dom-

inant in the X@O bonds associated with this region. The bonds
are still polarized towards the oxygen, but ionic interactions

play a minor role. Therefore, these bonds can be termed polar-
ized covalent. Finally, there is a region containing the O@O and

F@O bonds at high electronegativities of X and positive Lapla-

cian values. At first glance, this seems contradictory because a
homopolar bond (O@O) and a slightly polarized bond (F@O)

are not expected to have a positive Laplacian. This result hints
at the fact that the O@O and F@O bonds are charge-shift

bonds, which concurrently exhibit a covalent and ionic charac-
ter.

As discussed in the introduction, the Laplacian alone does

not allow for the differentiation between ionic and highly po-
larized covalent bonds, because its value may be positive de-

Figure 2. X@O bond lengths of the optimized structures (calculated at a
CCSD/cc-pVTZ level of theory) plotted against the atomic number of X. Figure 3. The Laplacian of the electron density at the X@O bond critical

point, r21bcp , plotted against the electronegativity of X.

Figure 4. The Laplacian of the electron density at the X@O bond critical
point r21bcp(X@O) plotted against the energy density at the X@O bond criti-
cal point Hbcp(X@O).
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spite the presence of significant shared interactions. The total
energy density at the X@O bond critical point, Hbcp(X@O),

which is the sum of the kinetic energy density Gbcp(X@O) and
the potential energy density Vbcp(X@O), gives further insight

into the X@O interactions. Negative values of Hbcp(X@O) indi-
cate that covalent interactions are of great importance, where-

as positive values are an indication of closed-shell interactions.
Figure 4 shows the Laplacian plotted against Hbcp(X@O). This
allows us not only to differentiate between ionic and highly

polarized covalent bonds, but other aspects of the X@O bonds
become apparent as well.

For the Li@O, Na@O, and Mg@O bonds both the Laplacian
and the r21bcp(X@O) values are positive, so these bonds may

be characterized as ionic bonds. The Be@O, B@O, Al@O, Si@O,
and P@O bonds have positive Laplacian values but negative

values of Hbcp(X@O)—these bonds may therefore be character-

ized as highly polarized covalent bonds. From the local expres-
sion of the viral theorem [ h2=4mð Þr21 ¼ 2G rð Þ þ V rð Þ), it fol-

lows that Hbcp(X@O) must be negative if the Laplacian is nega-
tive, which is the case for the polarized covalent bonds C@O,

N@O, S@O, and Cl@O. Interestingly, the B@O bond is associated
with a relatively high negative value of Hbcp(X@O) located in a

region where the polarized covalent bonds are located. This

may be attributed to the additional orbital overlap arising
from the B@O p bond. Also, the O@O and F@O bonds are locat-

ed in the same region of high negative values of Hbcp(X@O),
which shows the ambivalent character of the charge-shift

bonds.
Further insight is gained when the Laplacian is plotted

along the X@O bond path. In Figure 5, a selection of X@O Lap-

lacian plots is depicted (the remaining plots are provided in
the Supporting Information). It is conspicuous how the posi-

tion of the bcp along the bond path varies and hence, deter-
mines the sign of the Laplacian, which explains the ambiguous

character of the Laplacian at the bcp. An analysis of the VSCCs
and VSCDs along the bond is more meaningful. The Laplacian

plot of the model compound H3SiOH (Figure 5 a) shows fea-
tures that are inherent in ionic and highly polarized covalent

bonds. There is a pronounced VSCC close to the oxygen atom
and a plateau of positive Laplacian values at the element X

(though the plateau is shifted towards more positive values if
the bond is more ionic).

For H3COH (Figure 5 c), the plot shows two VSCCs, which is
an indication of the covalent character of the C@O bond. One
VSCC is located close the oxygen and the other one is close to

the carbon atom. The former is more pronounced than the
latter because the bond is polarized towards the oxygen atom.

The presence of two VSCCs is characteristic for all polarized co-
valent bonds (i.e. , X = C, N, Cl, S). Despite the fact that the Lap-
lacian at the P@O bond critical point is positive, that is, sug-
gesting ionic interactions to dominate, the Laplacian plot of

the model compound H2POH shows two VSCCs, which is more

reminiscent of a polarized covalent bond.
Finally, the Laplacian plot of the model compound HOOH

shows features that are characteristic for both ionic and cova-
lent bonds, which coincides with its charge-shift character :

There are two pronounced VSCCs close to both oxygen atoms
and a VSCD at the center of the O@O bond. The former is char-

acteristic for covalent bonds, whereas the latter shows the

ionic character of the bond. A similar plot is obtained for the
F@O bond, which also hints at its charge-shift character (see

the Supporting Information).
As an alternative to the Laplacian plots, it is also possible to

analyze plots of the local source function, which allows a simi-
lar analysis (Figure 5 e–h). With the bcp chosen as a reference

point for the calculation of the source function, the behavior

at this position is most relevant. A positive spike can be inter-
preted as a predominance of covalent interactions in the

bonding region (C@O), whereas a negative spike indicates the
predominance of ionic contributions (Si@O). For the O@O

bond, this behavior highlights the charge-shift character. For
the P@O bond, it must be noted that the direction of the spike

Figure 5. Plots along the bond path between the atoms X and O for a selection of HnXOH model compounds (X = Si, P, C, and O). a–d) Laplacian of the elec-
tron density, r21 and e–f) the source function S. The red line indicates the position of the bcp. The oxygen is always located at the right hand side.
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would be opposite if a different reference point would have
been chosen, for example, inside the small VSCC of Figure 5 b).

Another alternative is the investigation of bonded radii de-
fined in the QTAIM framework.[24] Gibbs et al. have shown for

X@O-bonded radii averaged over many oxide crystals that
these radii follow periodic trends useful for the characterization

of the nature of bonding in oxides.[70]

At this stage, it is already possible to differentiate between
four categories of X@O bonds based on the analysis of the Lap-

lacian, the energy densities, and the local source function:
1) ionic bonds (X = Li, Na, and Mg), 2) covalent bonds where
closed-shell interactions dominate (highly polarized covalent
bonds) (X = Be, B, Al, Si, and (P)), 3) bonds where covalent in-
teractions dominate (polarized covalent bonds) (X = C, N, (P), S,
and Cl), and 4) charge-shift bonds (X = O and F).

2.2 Analysis of the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D)

The ELI-D has basins that may be related to chemical features,
such as atomic shells, bonds (disynaptic basins) and lone pairs
(monosynaptic basins). Table 2 lists the number of monosynap-

tic X and O basins and disynaptic X@O basins as well as their
electron population.

The absence of a disynaptic X@O basin indicates that the

bond is ionic because there is no localization domain, which

can be associated to a covalent bond. This is the case for the
Li@O, Na@O, and Mg@O bonds. They may therefore be identi-

fied as ionic bonds, which has also been suggested by the

total energy density at the X@O bond critical point. There is
one monosynaptic basin on the oxygen atom, which integrates

to approximately six electrons and may therefore be related to
three oxygen lone pairs, which is in agreement with an ionic

description of the X@O bond.
The analyses of the Laplacian and the total energy density

at the X@O bond critical point have already suggested that the
X@O bonds with X = Be, B, Al, Si, and P are highly polarized co-

valent bonds. Accordingly, it comes as no surprise that disy-

naptic X@O basins are obtained for these bonds. The oxygen
atom in the Si@O and P@O bonds exhibits two monosynaptic

basins, which may be related to two oxygen lone pairs. The
dative double-bond character of the B@O bond is only slightly

evident from the analysis of the ELI-D: There is only one disy-
naptic B@O basin, which does, however, have an electron pop-

ulation greater than two, and a single monosynaptic basin on

O with an electron population, which is lower than four. For
the Al@O bond, the dative double-bond character is more evi-

dent. The analysis yields two disynaptic Al@O basins and a
single monosynaptic basin on the oxygen atom. The results for

the Be@O bond are somewhat curious. The electron population
of the disynaptic X@O basin is substantially higher than two

and the monosynaptic oxygen basin has a population substan-
tially lower than four. This observation will be discussed at a
later point when we regard the isosurfaces of the ELI-D.

The remaining X@O bonds (X = C, N, O, F, S, and Cl) each
have one disynaptic X@O basin and two monosynaptic oxygen

basins. The electron population of the disynaptic X@O basins
decreases with an increasing atomic number in both periods—

the population deviates increasingly from a value of two. The

monosynaptic basins on the oxygen and the element X absorb
the remaining electron density. Therefore, if lone-pair-rich ele-

ments are bonded, the population of the disynaptic X@O
basins is low (for X = O, F, and Cl the population is even below

one). This could possibly coincide with the charge shift charac-
ter of these bonds as stated by Shaik et al.[21] for the bonding

populations of the ELF. However, it could also be an artifact of

the nature of the electron localization methods.
The basins can be represented visually by plotting the iso-

surfaces of appropriate ELI-D isovalues. These plots are depict-
ed in Figure 6 for a selection of HnXOH model compounds (the
remaining plots are shown in the Supporting Information).

The isosurface of the model compound NaOH is exemplary

of the ionic compounds regarded in this study: There is a ring-
shaped localization domain at the oxygen atom and there is
no isovalue at which a disynaptic X@O basin is detected. For
the model compound HBeOH, there is one monosynaptic

Table 2. Results of the analysis of the ELI-D. NDSB(X@O) corresponds to
the number of disynaptic X@O basins and NMSB(O) and NMSB(X) correspond
to the number of monosynaptic basins on O and X, respectively. The
total electron population is given for these basins (in [e]).

X NDSB(X@O) Population NMSB(O) Population NMSB(X) Population

Li 0 – 1 6.04 0 –
Be 1 2.58 1 3.52 0 –
B 1 2.24 1 3.74 0 –
C 1 1.35 2 4.64 0 –
N 1 1.03 2 4.73 1 2.45
O 1 0.72 2 4.76 2 4.76
F 1 0.49 2 4.70 1 6.77
Na 0 – 1 6.09 0 –
Mg 0 – 1 6.11 0 –
Al 2 2.42 1 3.71 0 –
Si 1 1.69 2 4.42 0 –
P 1 1.40 2 4.64 1 1.96
S 1 1.13 2 4.77 2 4.14
Cl 1 0.90 2 4.82 1 6.26

Figure 6. Isosurfaces of the ELI-D for a selection of HnXOH model compounds (NaOH, HBeOH, H2BOH, and H3COH). The corresponding isovalues are given in
the plots. Regions of different isovalues are separated by red lines.
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basin at the oxygen and a disynaptic Be@O basin. These basins
are represented by a “banana”-like domain and are directed to-

wards each other like a disjoint ring. If a lower ELI-D isovalue is
chosen, these two isosurfaces combine to form a ring, which is

tilted towards the Be atom. This picture is more reminiscent of
an ionic bond. Therefore, the Be@O bond can be regarded as a

transition from an ionic to a highly polarized covalent bond
when considering the analysis of the ELI-D. The B@O double-

bond character is only slightly evident when regarding the

populations of the ELI-D basins, but it becomes more visible
when inspecting the isosurface of the disynaptic B@O basin: Its

elliptical shape can be related to the presence of a B@O p orbi-
tal. For the model compound H2AlOH a similar isosurface is ob-

tained (see the Supporting Information). The ELI-D isosurface
of the model compound H3COH is characteristic for all (highly)

polarized covalent and charge-shift HnXOH model compounds

that have X@O single bonds. There are two separate domains
at the oxygen, which can be attributed to two oxygen lone

pairs, and a spherically shaped X@O domain.
The ELI-D particularly provides valuable information on the

differentiation between ionic and highly polarized covalent
bonds. The former is present if a disynaptic X@O basin is

absent and a ring-shaped monosynaptic basin is obtained at

the oxygen atom. The analysis of the ELI-D also reveals the
dative double-bond character of the B@O and Al@O bonds and

an ambivalent Be@O bond, which presents itself to be a highly
polarized covalent bond on the edge of becoming an ionic

bond. Similar isosurface plots are obtained from the Laplacian
(see the Supporting Information), but considering the corre-

sponding Laplacian basin populations is not meaningful.

2.3 Measures of bond polarization: atomic charges and the
Raub–Jansen index

To get an impression of the polarization of the X@O bonds, the

Bader and NPA group charges, qBader and qNPA, respectively, of
the OH fragments are regarded alongside the Raub–Jansen
index of the oxygen atoms (population %). Figure 7 shows the
qBader and qNPA values plotted against the electronegativity of
the element X.

Both qBader and qNPA increase linearly with increasing electro-
negativity of X. If q¼6 0, the bond is polarized, whereas for q =

0 there is no polarization, which is only the case for the homo-
polar O@O bond. The only positive OH charge is obtained for

the FOH model compound because the F@O bond is polarized
towards the more electronegative fluorine atom. Both qBader

and qNPA show similar values for the elements with the smallest
and highest electronegativities. For the mid-region, relatively
high deviations are obtained—especially, qBader and qNPA for the

model compound H2BOH deviate by approximately 0.4 e.
The Raub–Jansen index of the oxygen atom (population %),

RIJ, which is, as outlined in the Introduction, a quantitative
measure of the bond polarization, is plotted against the elec-
tronegativity of X in Figure 8. If RIJ>50 %, the bond is polar-

ized towards the oxygen atom; if RJI = 50 %, it indicates a ho-
mopolar bond and if RJI<50 % the bond is polarized towards

the element X. As already indicated by the OH group charges,
the bond polarization decreases approximately linearly with in-

creasing electronegativity of X until it disappears for the O@O

bond (RJI = 50 %). Finally, the F@O bond is polarized towards
the fluorine atom.

Both the OH group charges and the Raub–Jansen indices
give a consistent trend of the X@O bond polarization. However,

regarding the Raub–Jansen index in other studies may be
more meaningful than analyzing atomic charges (or groups of

atomic charges) because for the RJI no reference system is re-

quired.

2.4 Natural bond orbitals (NBO)

The Lewis-type NBOs may be related to features of Lewis struc-
tures, such as core orbitals, bonds, and lone pairs. Therefore,
Lewis formulas are directly obtained from the NBO output.

However, the Lewis-type NBOs are only a good approximation
of the bonding if their electron population is close to two.
Figure 9 shows a schematic representation of the Lewis struc-
tures suggested by the Lewis-type NBOs. The composition of
the X@O and lone-pair NBOs is given in the Supporting Infor-
mation.

Figure 7. NPA and Bader OH group charges, qNPA and qBader, respectively, of
the HnX@OH model compounds plotted against the electronegativity of the
element X.

Figure 8. Raub–Jansen indices (RJIs) of the X@O bonds (X = Be, B, C, N, O, F,
Al, Si, P, S, Cl) plotted against the electronegativity of X.
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According to the NBO analysis, the Li@O, Na@O, and Mg@O
bonds are ionic, which is in agreement with the previous anal-

yses (there is no NBO associated with an X@O bond and there
are three oxygen lone-pair NBOs). However, the Be@O bond is

also identified as ionic in the context of the NBO analysis. A
B@O p-bond is suggested for the model compound H2BOH,

whereas none is found for the Al@O bond. For the remaining

X@O bonds, an X@O NBO and two oxygen lone-pair NBOs are
obtained. Starting from X = N in the second period and from

X = P in the third period, the element X has NBOs correspond-
ing to lone pairs. As shown by Alabugin et al. ,[48] the polariza-

tion coefficient c(O), which is the weight of the natural hybrid
orbital of oxygen in an X@O NBO, decreases linearly with in-

creasing electronegativity of X—it can therefore be utilized as

another tool to inspect the bond polarization (see the Support-
ing Information for the corresponding plot).

The Lewis structures depicted in Figure 9 only give a local-
ized picture of the bonding because the Lewis-type NBOs are

regarded exclusively. However, there are delocalizations that
emerge from the interaction of donor and acceptor orbitals,

corresponding to Lewis-type and non-Lewis-type orbitals, re-

spectively. Non-Lewis-type NBOs are Rydberg orbitals, valence
antibonds, or lone valencies. All ionic compounds (i.e. , X = Li,

Be, Na, and Mg) have significant interactions between the
oxygen lone pairs (donor orbitals) and lone valencies, Rydberg
orbitals at X or X@H antibonds, which result in the lowering of
the oxygen lone-pair populations. Thus, it is possible to judge
the strength of these interactions by inspecting the oxygen

lone-pair populations (see the Supporting Information). These
interactions may be regarded as minor shared, that is, cova-
lent, interactions. They are particularly prominent in the
HBeOH model compound (low oxygen lone-pair populations)
where other analysis tools have previously suggested a highly
polarized covalent bond. In the model compound H2AlOH,

there is a significant interaction that may be related to an Al@
O p bond: An oxygen lone-pair NBO with p character acts as a
donor orbital and a lone valency with p character at Al acts as

an acceptor orbital. However, the NBO analysis does not give
any indication on the charge-shift character of the O@O and

F@O bonds—they present themselves as ordinary covalent
bonds.

The natural resonance theory (NRT) is an extension to the
NBO analysis, which provides information on the resonance in

a system. The weights of the main Lewis structure are given in
Figure 9. In addition, (negative) hyperconjugation involving the

oxygen lone pairs and X@H antibonds plays a role in most X@
O model compounds. The NBO analysis has shown that minor
shared interactions are suggested for the ionic systems, so the
NRT yields covalent resonance structures also for the ionic
model compounds, which are, however, associated with a low

weight. Also, there are resonance forms for H2BOH and H2AlOH
that have X@O single and double bonds.

2.5 Valence bond (VB) calculations

Valence bond (VB) calculations allow the computation of wave-
functions containing purely ionic (HnX+@OH) or covalent (HnX@
OH) bonds. The energies of the ionic and covalent wavefunc-

tions, Eion and Ecov, respectively, may be compared to the
energy of the complete VB wavefunction Etot. Here, the differ-
ence between Etot and Eion or Ecov are termed the ionic or cova-
lent resonance energy, REion or REcov, respectively. In Figure 10,

REion is plotted against the electronegativity of X if Eion is lower
in energy than Ecov, that is, closer to Etot, and REcov is plotted if

the opposite is true.

In the first region REion<0, which suggests that covalent in-

teractions contribute to an energetic stabilization of the com-
plete VB wavefunction, but the ionic bonding character out-

weighs the covalent one. With increasing electronegativity,
REion becomes more negative in a linear fashion—thus, the co-

valent character of the X@O bond increasingly gains in signifi-
cance, because Eion departs more and more from Etot. For X = P,

Eion and Ecov are approximately the same—the ionic and cova-

lent interactions are therefore of equal significance in the P@O
bond.

The second region (where Ecov is lower than Eion) starts from
X = S. The initial increase of REcov can be attributed to an in-

crease in the covalency of the X@O bond. However, the in-
crease comes to an end at X = N and REcov decreases from that

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the localized Lewis formulas of the
HnXOH model compounds as suggested by the NBO analysis. The percen-
tages refer to the weight of the shown Lewis formulas according to the NRT.

Figure 10. Ionic or covalent resonance energy, REionic or REcovalent, respectively,
of the HnXOH model compounds plotted against the electronegativity of X.
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point on. This decrease, which implies that ionic contributions
to the bonding regain in significance, is made plausible by an

increase in the charge-shift character of these bonds. In the
analysis of the Laplacian, a charge-shift character could only be

attributed to the O@O and F@O bonds, but not to the N@O
bond. However, the N@O bond contains electronegative atoms

carrying lone pairs. Therefore, a certain charge-shift character
is to be expected.

Interestingly, the X@O bonds, which lie in the first region

(where Eion is closer to Etot than Ecov) are also the ones that
show positive Laplacian values at their bond critical points. So,
both the analysis of the Laplacian and the valence bond calcu-
lations suggest that ionic interactions are dominant in these
X@O bonds.

2.6 Energy decomposition analysis (EDA)

The bond interaction energy (Eint) may be decomposed into

physically meaningful terms by using a scheme introduced by
Ziegler and Rauk.[44] For the HnXOH model compounds, the X@
O bond is fragmented homolytically and heterolytically. The

corresponding fragments are the doublet species HnXC and COH
for the former and the closed-shell species HnX+ and @OH for

the latter. Usually, it is advisable to fragment a bond so that it
is prepared for bonding, so covalent bonds should be frag-

mented homolytically, whereas for ionic bonds a heterolytical
bond fragmentation is the judicious choice. In this study, we
chose both approaches, because valuable information may be

retrieved from either fragmentation scheme (Table 3). The
most suitable fragmentation is revealed by the lowest Pauli re-

pulsion term (DEPauli). Based on this criterion, a heterolytical
fragmentation is best suited for the Li@O, Be@O, B@O, C@O,

Na@O, Mg@O, Al@O, Si@O, and P@O bonds, whereas lower
DEPauli values are obtained for a homolytical bond fragmenta-

tion of the N@O, F@O, S@O, and Cl@O bonds. It has been

shown previously that the relative importance of the two at-
tractive terms Eorb and Velest reflects the bond character.[45] Inter-

estingly, the percentage of the orbital interactions does not
vary much in a homolytical bond fragmentation. At first

glance, it is peculiar that the percentage of orbital interactions
is even greater in highly ionic bonds (e.g. , Li@O and Na@O)

compared to the bonds that have been shown to be highly co-
valent (e.g. , C@O and S@O). However, for ionic bonds, two neu-

tral fragments are a bad approximation of the actual bonding,
because one electron must be transferred from the more elec-
tropositive fragment to the more electronegative one. This
charge transfer affects DEorb and thus, makes it more stabiliz-
ing. The electrostatic interaction between two neutral frag-

ments is very low at high distances. Consequently, it is no sur-
prise that the orbital interaction is the most stabilizing term
even for ionic bonds if a homolytical bond fragmentation is
chosen. It is also conspicuous that electrostatic interactions are
of significance for covalent bonds. This has already been
shown by the valence bond calculations where ionic resonance

forms always contribute to the bonding even for perfectly ho-

mopolar bonds. From a homolytical fragmentation, it is not
possible to directly relate to the polarization of the bond. How-

ever, the percentages of the orbital and electrostatic interac-
tions give a straightforward correlation to the X@O bond polar-

ization. An assignment into ionic, highly polarized covalent,
polarized covalent, and charge-shift bonds is not possible. For

brevity, we have only scratched the surface of an EDA. For ex-

ample, it is also possible to decompose the orbital energy into
terms stemming from orbitals of different symmetry in order

to determine the significance of s and p bonding based on
energy.

2.7 Analysis of the parameter Q

Finally, a very recent approach to analyze the bonding charac-
ter introduced by Rahm and Hoffmann[47] is regarded, which
exclusively considers energetic contributions to bonding.

The parameter Q of the X@O bonds is plotted against the

homolytic X@O bond dissociation energy DE in Figure 11—this
leads to a separation of the X@O bonds. Accordingly, they can

be divided into different regions related to a distinct bonding
character.

Table 3. Results from the Ziegler–Rauk energy decomposition analysis of a homolytical and heterolytical X@O bond fragmentation (the lowest Pauli repul-
sion is given in bold) ; the energy terms are given in [kcal mol@1] .

HnXCCOH HnX+@OH
DEint Eorb DVelast DEPauli DEint Eorb DVelast DEPauli

LiOH @105.01 @132.16 (74.5 %) @45.23 (25.5 %) 72.38 @198.70 @32.94 (13.9 %) @203.68 (73.3 %) 37.92
HBeOH @151.84 @309.68 (65.2 %) @165.61 (34.8 %) 323.65 @310.63 @101.61 (26.7 %) @278.62 (73.3 %) 69.59
H2BOH @156.62 @405.59 (63.8 %) @230.21 (36.2 %) 479.18 @337.58 @193.87 (36.7 %) @334.28 (63.3 %) 190.56
H3COH @105.02 @338.61 (64.7 %) @184.62 (35.2 %) 418.20 @318.95 @228.22 (42.7 %) @306.00 (57.3 %) 215.27
H2NOH @68.81 @251.65 (64.0 %) @141.86 (36.0 %) 324.70 @326.21 @333.94 (50.6 %) @326.24 (49.4 %) 333.51
HOOH @53.61 @273.41 (65.9 %) @141.75 (34.1 %) 361.55 @419.95 @518.65 (61.0 %) @331.12 (39.0 %) 429.82
FOH @51.35 @177.32 (71.0 %) @72.53 (29.0 %) 198.49 @537.31 @595.58 (65.4 %) @315.36 (34.6 %) 373.63
NaOH @75.44 @93.19 (73.3 %) @33.89 (26.7 %) 51.64 @156.02 @15.30 (8.2 %) @170.84 (91.8 %) 30.13
HMgOH @110.98 @173.61 (63.3 %) @92.33 (34.7 %) 154.96 @237.68 @49.70 (16.4 %) @253.64 (83.6 %) 65.66
H2AlOH @131.51 @248.55 (61.7 %) @154.14 (38.3 %) 271.19 @273.95 @91.34 (23.0 %) @304.95 (77.0 %) 122.34
H3SiOH @123.45 @276.01 (62.2 %) @167.56 (37.8 %) 321.12 @295.30 @136.75 (29.5 %) @327.59 (70.5 %) 169.04
H2POH @86.67 @246.54 (61.5 %) @154.55 (38.5 %) 314.41 @269.15 @202.58 (40.0 %) @303.79 (60.0 %) 237.22
HSOH @70.70 @272.19 (63.8 %) @154.41 (36.2 %) 355.91 @328.89 @429.53 (54.4 %) @360.54 (45.6 %) 461.18
ClOH @55.78 @240.47 (62.8 %) @142.44 (37.2 %) 327.13 @384.66 @448.42 (56.3 %) @348.38 (43.7 %) 421.15
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Negative values of Q and relatively high values of DE may be
linked to the X@O bonds, which exhibit a high degree of

charge transfer. Here, the bond formation is favored by multie-
lectron interactions (Dw), that is, the charge transfer. The Na@
O, Li@O, Mg@O, Be@O, Al@O, and P@O bonds are located in

this region—the previous analyses also attributed a high ionic
character to these bonds, although an equally high covalency

was suggested for the P@O bond.
If Q = 1, the bonding is favored exclusively by D(c, which

may be related to an orbital stabilization—thus, the bonds
around Q = 1 are covalent. This is the case for the B@O, Si@O,

C@O, and N@O bonds. Whereas the previous analyses per-

formed in this study assigned a high covalent character to the
C@O and N@O bonds, the B@O and Si@O bonds were identified

to be highly polarized covalent. However, when regarding en-
ergetic contributions to the bonding these bonds are favored

by an orbital stabilization. As mentioned in the Introduction,
the Si@O bond was termed the “elusive” bond by Gibbs

et al.[65]—this is also reflected in this study.

The third region in which the X@O bonds of this study are
located in, is associated with values of Q>1 and low bond dis-
sociation energies—this is the region, which contains the
charge-shift bonds. The charge-shift bonds are also character-

ized by negative values of D(c, but the term D(w++Vnn) is posi-
tive and thus, resists the bonding—the multielectron interac-

tions are opposing the bond formation. Besides the O@O and
F@O bonds, whose charge-shift character is most prominent in
the previous analyses of this study, the S@O and Cl@O bonds
are also located in this region. This is their first manifestation
as charge-shift bonds.

3. Comparisons and Conclusions

A selection of bond analysis tools has been applied to the X@O
bond of HnXOH model compounds (X = Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na,

Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl) with the intention to gain an insight into
the nature of the X@O bonds and to uncover how well these

different tools work together. The nature of the analysis meth-
ods is very distinct, so it is of particular interest to find out

how these tools complement each other. An attempt is made
to assign the X@O bonds into four different categories: 1) ionic

bonds, 2) highly polarized covalent bonds, 3) polarized cova-
lent bonds, and 4) charge-shift bonds. This assignment, which

will be justified by regarding the previously discussed result in
the next few paragraphs, is summarized in Table 4.

Ionic and highly polarized covalent bonds are dominated by

closed-shell interactions. Hence, other terms for highly polar-
ized covalent bonds could be “mainly ionic” or “covalent

ionic”, however, the term chosen denominates them as cova-
lent bonds in which closed-shell interactions dominate. Cova-

lent interactions are also present in ionic bonds, but play a
minor role and electrostatic interactions almost exclusively

constitute the bonding. The fact that ionic interactions domi-

nate the bonding in both ionic and highly polarized bonds is
revealed by regarding the Laplacian values at the X@O bond

critical points, r21bcp, and the plots of the Laplacian, r21,
along the bond path between X and O: r21bcp is positive and

the plots of r21 show a pronounced VSCC located at the
oxygen atom and a plateau of positive Laplacian values at the
element X. The VB calculations confirm that ionic interactions

outweigh the covalent interactions in ionic and highly polar-
ized covalent bonds: The wavefunction for the ionic structure
is lower in energy than the wavefunction of the covalent one
and therefore, closer to the energy of the wavefunction for the

complete state. The total energy density at the X@O bond criti-
cal point, Hbcp(X@O), enables a differentiation between ionic

and highly polarized covalent bonds, because for the latter
negative values of Hbcp(X@O) have been obtained, suggesting
the presence of significant shared interactions. In an energy

decomposition analysis, ionic and highly polarized covalent
bonds are best described by a heterolytical fragmentation, as

suggested by a lower Pauli repulsion. Isosurfaces of the ELI-D
also show a clear distinction between ionic and highly polar-

ized covalent bonds. For the ionic bonds, there is a ring-

shaped monosynaptic oxygen basin, which integrates to ap-
proximately six electrons, which may be linked to the presence

of three oxygen lone pairs. For the highly polarized covalent
bonds, there are disynaptic X@O basins corresponding to cova-

lent X@O bonds (the same features are obtained from isosurfa-
ces of the Laplacian). All analyses confirm that the Li@O, Na@O,

Figure 11. The parameter Q plotted against the homolytic bond dissociation
energy DE.

Table 4. Assignment of the X@O bonds into four categories: 1) ionic,
2) highly polarized covalent, 3) polarized covalent, and 4) charge-shift
bonds. * signifies the main category, while * signifies a category that
partially applies to the X@O bond.

Second period Li Be B C N O F

Ionic * *

Highly polarized covalent * *

Polarized covalent * * *

Charge shift * * *

Third period Na Mg Al Si P S Cl

Ionic * *

Highly polarized covalent * * *

Polarized covalent * * * *

Charge shift * *
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and Mg@O bonds are ionic—in addition to the analysis of the
Laplacian and the ELI-D, the analysis of the parameter Q attri-

butes a high degree of charge transfer to these bonds and the
NBO analysis yields three oxygen lone pairs and no X@O NBO.

The Be@O bond may be regarded as a transition from an
ionic to a highly polarized covalent bond, because a disynaptic

Be@O basin is obtained in the ELI-D. However, the shape of the
isosurfaces of the monosynaptic oxygen basin and the disy-

naptic Be@O basin are more reminiscent of the ring-shaped

monosynaptic oxygen basin of the ionic bonds (though sepa-
rated into two basins and tilted towards Be) and, moreover,

the NBO analysis suggests an ionic bond. The B@O, Al@O, and
Si@O bonds are revealed to be highly polarized covalent bonds

when regarding the analysis of the Laplacian and the ELI-D.
However, the Si@O and B@O bonds have been found to be co-
valent in the analysis of the parameter Q. Therefore, if purely

energetic aspects are regarded, these bonds present them-
selves as covalent bonds, whereas all other analyses suggest

them to be highly polarized covalent bonds. Both the B@O and
Al@O bonds are dative double bonds as suggested by the
analysis of the ELI-D and the NBOs. The P@O bond is a special
case where ionic and covalent interactions are present approxi-

mately to an equal extent. This is revealed by the VB analysis

where the energy of the covalent and ionic wavefunctions
have approximately the same energy. Also, r21bcp > 0 sug-

gests a bond where ionic interactions dominate, whereas the
plot of the Laplacian between P and O shows two VSCCs,

which is characteristic for covalent bonds.
The analysis of the Laplacian suggests that covalent interac-

tions are dominant in the polarized covalent bonds (i.e. , C@O,

N@O, S@O, and Cl@O): r21bcp is negative and there are two
VSCCs—one is located close to the oxygen atom and the

other one close to the element X. The VB calculations confirm
this: The energy of the wavefunction for the covalent structure

is lower than the one of the ionic structure and thus, closer to
the energy of the wavefunction for the complete state. Like

the highly polarized covalent bonds, the polarized covalent

bonds are associated with disynaptic X@O basins in the analy-
sis of the ELI-D and the NBO analysis yields X@O NBOs. With

the exception of the C@O bond, the energy decomposition
analysis implies that a homolytical bond fragmentation is best
suited for the covalent bonds.

The O@O and F@O bonds could be most unambiguously

characterized as charge-shift bonds. For these two bonds the
Laplacian clearly indicates a charge-shift character: r21bcp is
positive and the plot of the Laplacian between X and O shows

features that are inherent to ionic (VSCD around the bond criti-
cal point) and covalent bonds (VSCCs at X and O). However,

some of the other tools attribute a charge-shift character to
further X@O bonds. The VB calculations suggest that ionic in-

teractions regain significance starting from the Cl@O bond,

thus, suggesting the Cl@O, N@O, O@O, and F@O bonds to have
certain charge-shift character. The analysis of the parameter Q

shows that the S@O, Cl@O, O@O, and F@O bonds fall into the
region associated to charge-shift bonds. Accordingly, the ex-

traction of the charge-shift character of the X@O bonds poses
a particularly difficult task because the tools, which are em-

ployed do not always agree. For example, the NBO analysis
does not give any indication on the charge-shift character of

the O@O and F@O bonds, which is, however, detected when
performing an analysis of the Laplacian or VB calculations.

The X@O bond polarization decreases linearly with increas-
ing electronegativity of X (as indicated by the OH group charg-

es and the Raub–Jansen index). This result implies that the
electronegativity difference (an empirical concept) is already a

good measure of the bond polarization. However, the bond

polarization alone does not allow us to draw any conclusions
on the nature of the bond. Of course, ionic bonds can be ex-

pected if the difference in electronegativities is high, but there
is no characteristic threshold value, which indicates the pres-

ence of covalent bonds.
Only in few cases, all of the tools employed in this study

lead to an unambiguous assignment of an X@O bond into one

of the four categories suggested above. However, it would be
irrational to attribute this to the failing of one or the other of

the bond analysis methods. For example, the analysis of the
Laplacian shows that the Cl@O bond is a polarized covalent
bond, whereas the analysis of the parameter Q suggests it to
be a charge-shift bond. Rather than saying that these two

tools give conflicting information on the bonding, one can
argue that both properties are inherent to the Cl@O bond. Sim-
ilarly, one can say that the Be@O bond is an ionic bond with

substantial shared interactions, which lead to a high distortion
of the monosynaptic oxygen basin. In other words, in almost

all cases, more than one indication is needed to reveal the full
bond character.

The combination of many different bond analysis tools

proved to be a very powerful procedure for the analysis of the
X@O bonds (complementary bonding analysis). Although many

features can already be detected from a single-bond analysis
tool, others may remain hidden. Ultimately, the solitary use of

one analysis method gives a biased view on the bonding. Ap-
plying a selection of different bond analysis tools can remedy

this bias, although which ones to apply should depend on the

question to be answered. As shown in this study, the character
of the element@oxygen bond is diverse and all of the applied

tools contributed to the final conclusion—either as a confirma-
tion of previous conclusions or they revealed features, which

have not been detected previously.

4. Computational Section

Geometry optimizations were performed for the HnX-OH model
compounds (X = Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl) on a
CCSD/cc-pVTZ level of theory by using the Gaussian 09 software
package[71] (see Figure 1 for the optimized structures). A frequency
analysis was carried out to check if the resulting geometries coin-
cide with a minimum on the potential energy surface. All consecu-
tive analyses were performed on these geometries.

The QTAIM analysis was performed with AIM2000.[72] Dgrid-4.6[73]

was employed for the analysis of the ELI-D, for the calculation of
the Raub–Jansen indices (population %), and to create three-di-
mensional grids of the ELI-D as well as of the Laplacian. Isosurface
plots were generated with Moliso.[74] The valence bond calculations
were performed with the XMVB software package[75] on the BOVB/
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6-31G* level of theory. The use of the 6-31G* basis set was neces-
sary, because convergence problems occurred with the higher cc-
pVTZ basis set, which was employed for the geometry optimiza-
tion. The NBO analysis was executed with NBO 6.0.[76] When per-
forming ab initio calculations with CCSD chosen as a method, the
NBO 6.0 software package cannot provide interaction energies
from the second order perturbation theory. Thus, an additional
NBO analysis was performed on the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
For the calculation of the parameter Q, a script, which may be ob-
tained from https://github.com/martinrahm/X-analysis, was applied
to compute D(c and D(Vnn++w) (this analysis was performed on the
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory). The Ziegler–Rauk energy decompo-
sition analysis was carried out with ADF.[77]
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Chapter 6

Covalency and Ionicity Do Not Oppose

Each Other – Relationship Between

Si–O Bond Character and Basicity of

Siloxanes

In this study, a complementary bonding analysis is applied to understand the increase in ba-

sicity of the oxygen atom of the siloxane group as the Si–O–Si angle decreases. Covalent and

ionic interactions to the Si–O bonds is investigated extensively. The study was published in

Chemistry – A European Journal in 2018. The following list provides an overview of all aspects,

which I performed as part of my doctoral thesis:

• I wrote about 90% of the text with the exception of section 4.4.

• I am responsible for all figures

• I performed and analyzed the NBO analysis

• I analyzed the ELI-D

• I analyzed the QTAIM

• I analyzed the hydrogen-bond energies

The following paper is printed with permission from John Wiley & sons (reference number:

4590810881081), © Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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& Bonding Models

Covalency and Ionicity Do Not Oppose Each Other—Relationship
Between Si@O Bond Character and Basicity of Siloxanes

Malte Fugel,[a] Maxie F. Hesse,[a] Rumpa Pal,[a] Jens Beckmann,[a] Dylan Jayatilaka,[b]

Michael J. Turner,[b] Amir Karton,[b] Patrick Bultinck,[c] Graham S. Chandler,[b] and
Simon Grabowsky*[a]

Dedicated to Professor Gerald V. Gibbs on the occasion of his 90th birthday

Abstract: Covalency and ionicity are orthogonal rather than

antipodal concepts. We demonstrate for the case of siloxane
systems [R3Si@(O@SiR2)n@O@SiR3] that both covalency and

ionicity of the Si@O bonds impact on the basicity of the Si-
O-Si linkage. The relationship between the siloxane basicity
and the Si@O bond character has been under debate since

previous studies have presented conflicting explanations. It
has been shown with natural bond orbital methods that in-

creased hyperconjugative interactions of LP(O)!s*(Si-R)
type, that is, increased orbital overlap and hence covalency,
are responsible for the low siloxane basicity at large Si-O-Si

angles. On the other hand, increased ionicity towards larger
Si-O-Si angles has been revealed with real-space bonding in-

dicators. To resolve this ostensible contradiction, we perform
a complementary bonding analysis, which combines orbital-
space, real-space, and bond-index considerations. We ana-

lyze the isolated disiloxane molecule H3SiOSiH3 with varying

Si-O-Si angles, and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems
Si2H4O(CH2)n@3. All methods from quite different realms show

that both covalent and ionic interactions increase simultane-
ously towards larger Si-O-Si angles. In addition, we present
highly accurate absolute hydrogen-bond interaction ener-

gies of the investigated siloxane molecules with water and
silanol as donors. It is found that intermolecular hydrogen

bonding is significant at small Si-O-Si angles and weakens as
the Si-O-Si angle increases until no stable hydrogen-bond
complexes are obtained beyond fSiOSi = 1688, angles typically

displayed by minerals or polymers. The maximum hydrogen-
bond interaction energy, which is obtained at an angle of

1058, is 11.05 kJ mol@1 for the siloxane–water complex and
18.40 kJ mol@1 for the siloxane–silanol complex.

1. Introduction

The siloxane linkage Si-O-Si is the most common functional
group in the earth’s crust, where Si and O are the two most
abundant elements.[1, 2] Polysiloxanes (silicones [R3Si@(O@SiR2)n@
O@SiR3]) are indispensable in a wide variety of products used

in industry and our everyday lives, for example, supports for
heterogeneous catalysts, cosmetics, and coating materials.[3]

The oxygen atom linking the siloxane units exhibits low Lewis
basicity, which results in hydrophobic material properties,
whereas the analogous oxygen atom in organic ethers (R3C-O-
CR3) is considerably more basic.[4] The Si-O-Si angle in most si-
loxane compounds is between 1408 and 1808,[5–7] which is far

higher than the tetrahedral angle of about 1108 adopted by
ethers.[8] In previous studies, it has been shown that decreasing

the Si-O-Si angle leads to a significant increase in the basicity
of siloxanes.[4, 9–12] The Si-O-Si angle shows a high dynamic flexi-
bility stemming from a low Si-O-Si bending potential.[13] There-

fore, much smaller Si-O-Si angles can be imposed in strained
cyclic siloxane systems. As suggested by the angle–basicity

correlation, their basicity will be substantially higher in com-
parison to the basicity of siloxane units incorporated into
chains and consequently they have different material proper-

ties.[9, 14–18] Hence, the coordination chemistry of cyclic siloxanes
has been the focus of much recent research.[19–23]

What is the cause of the low siloxane basicity and why does
it depend on the Si-O-Si angle? The answer to this question

and also to the nature of the Si@O bond, which are two inher-
ently related aspects, are still under debate. The question has
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been addressed by West and Gibbs and their respective co-
workers from 1960 on.[4, 24, 25] The case was reopened in 2009

with an experimental electron density study of a siloxanol mol-
ecule,[9] which triggered recent theoretical investiga-

tions.[11, 12, 26–30] Still, diverging viewpoints are present and un-
reconciled:[31] although some authors ascribe a highly ionic

character to the Si@O bond,[9, 32] others state that it has a “sub-
stantial covalent character”.[11, 12, 33] Gibbs et al. regard it as the
“elusive bond”.[34]

Figure 1 depicts four different Lewis structures for disiloxane
H3Si-O-SiH3, which is the simplest member of the siloxane
family[35, 36] and therefore a popular model system. Historically,
it has been argued that the hypervalent Lewis structure (b) is

responsible for the low basicity of siloxane systems, because

the electron population of the oxygen lone pairs (LPs) is dimin-
ished as a consequence of n(O)!d(Si) back-bonding.[37] Howev-

er, this Lewis structure is considered obsolete, because d orbi-
tals at the silicon atom only serve as polarization functions.[32, 38]

Instead, Weinhold and West attribute the low siloxane basicity

to n(O)!s*(Si-R) negative hyperconjugative interactions. Lewis
structure c is a schematic representation of this bonding
model, which may be regarded as a three-center four-electron
bond.[11, 12] Within this viewpoint, the siloxane basicity decreas-
es at linear Si-O-Si angles owing to the increase in intramolecu-
lar hyperconjugative interactions of LP(O)!s*(Si-R) type,

which competes with the hydrogen bonding (which is an inter-
molecular negative hyperconjugation of LP(O)!s*(H-O)
type).[39] Although this bonding model supports a covalent Si@
O bond (high degree of electron sharing) that becomes more
covalent with increasing Si-O-Si angle, Lewis formula d sug-

gests an ionic Si@O bond, which is supported by studies based
on various real-space bonding indicators (quantum theory of

atoms in molecules, electron localization functions) carried out

by Grabowsky and co-workers and Gillespie and Johnson.[9, 10, 32]

These indicators unambiguously suggest that the Si@O bond is

highly ionic and becomes more ionic as the Si-O-Si angle in-
creases. The present contributes towards finally resolving this

ostensible contradiction. First, reliable absolute hydrogen-bond
interaction energies (computed from the high level, ab initio

W1-F12 thermochemical protocol)[40] between the disiloxane
molecule and HOX species (X = H and SiH3) were calculated at

a range of Si-O-Si angles. In addition, a variety of bonding indi-
cators were applied to examine the bonding situation in the

isolated disiloxane molecule with the Si-O-Si angle fixed be-
tween values of fSiOSi = 1058 and fSiOSi = 1808. The optimized

geometry of the isolated disiloxane molecule is depicted in
Figure 2 a. In cyclic siloxane systems, smaller Si-O-Si angles and
therefore a higher basicity may be imposed. Thus, the same

analyses are carried out for n-membered cyclic siloxanes
(Si2H4O(CH2)n@3 with n = 3, 4, 5), see Figure 2 b–d.

As chemical bonds are not uniquely defined in quantum me-

chanics, there are many different bonding descriptors that at-
tempt to extract bonding information from a molecular wave-

function.[41–43] Previous studies have shown that it is crucial to
regard a variety of those bonding indicators simultaneously,

because the properties obtained from them might comple-
ment and/or contradict each other, so that a reliable picture of

bonding can only be obtained if all aspects are considered.[44]

In this study, real-space indicators, natural bond orbital (NBO)
indicators, and a selection of bond indices are applied. The
quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM)[45] and the
analysis of the electron localizibility indicator (ELI-D),[46] both of
which are applied in this study, may be classified as real-space
indicators, because a real-space function, which corresponds

to either the electron density (in the QTAIM approach) or the
ELI-D, is analyzed topologically. One can look at critical points,
where the gradient of the real-space function disappears
(!f(~r) = 0), and integrate properties for basins that are defined
topologically by the zero-flux surface, where !f(~r)·~r = 0. In

QTAIM, these basins may be related to atoms and their integra-
tion yields atomic charges (Bader charges). In the ELI-D, basins

are related to the shell structure, bonds, and lone pairs and,

through integration of the electron density inside them, their
electron populations are obtained. The source function is an

extension of the QTAIM where the contribution of atomic
basins to the electron density at a reference point (mostly a

bond critical point) may be revealed.[47] Natural bond orbitals
(NBOs) may be associated with features of Lewis structures

Figure 1. Possible resonance structures of disiloxane. a) Classic Lewis formu-
la, b) obsolete hypervalent Lewis formula, c) Lewis formula resulting from
hyperconjugative interactions, and d) ionic Lewis formula (equivalent formu-
las are not depicted).

Figure 2. The structures regarded in this study with the angles from full ge-
ometry optimization: a) disiloxane (155.88), b) three-membered (80.88),
c) four-membered (96.28), and d) five-membered (116.18) siloxane rings.
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such as bonds and lone pairs.[39, 48] There are also non-Lewis
NBOs such as valence anti-bonds or extravalent Rydberg-type

NBOs, which normally have a low electron population. In this
study, it is of particular interest to investigate the interaction

between donor (Lewis-type) and acceptor (non-Lewis-type)
NBOs in the context of negative hyperconjugation in the silox-

ane systems (LP(O)!s*(Si-R)). We will also analyze the results
from natural resonance theory (NRT), which attempts to ap-

proximate the true density matrix with the sum of weighted

localized density matrices.[49–51] This method yields the natural
bond order, which is analyzed alongside another four bond in-
dices: The NLMO/NPA bond order (from the NBO analysis),[39]

the delocalization index (from the QTAIM analysis),[52] the Hirsh-

feld-I shared electron density index (SEDI),[53] and the Roby–
Gould bond index.[54] In Section 4, the procedure of the com-

plementary bonding analysis is described and a theoretical

background is provided for different definitions of atoms in
molecules and bond indices.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Hydrogen-bond energies of siloxane···HOX complexes

Figure 3 shows the interaction energies of the two hydrogen-

bond complexes plotted against the Si-O-Si angle. The ener-
gies were obtained according to Equation (1), where E(silox-

ane) refers to the molecular energy of the fully optimized
cyclic siloxane or partially optimized disiloxane molecule (with

frozen Si-O-Si angle), E(HOX) refers to the energy of a fully op-
timized water molecule or HOSiH3 silanol molecule, and E(silox-

ane···HOX) refers to the fully optimized cyclic siloxane···H2O

complex or partially optimized disiloxane···HOX complex.

E int ¼ EðsiloxaneÞ þ EðHOXÞ@Eðsiloxane ? ? ? HOXÞ ð1Þ

The interaction energies of both complexes decrease contin-
uously up to an Si-O-Si angle of fSiOSi = 1688, above which no

convergence for the complex geometries was achieved. Conse-
quently, hydrogen bonding becomes unfeasible for angles

higher than fSiOSi = 1688, which is similar to previous find-

ings.[9, 10] In contrast to previous results,[4, 9–11, 55] the absolute
values of the hydrogen-bond energy are reliable and can be

used as thermochemical reference properties because of the
substantially higher level of theory used. It is also evident that

H3SiOH is a significantly better hydrogen-bond donor than
water, because the corresponding interaction energies are

higher.[56] The maximum hydrogen-bond interaction energy,
which is obtained at an angle of 1058, is 11.05 kJ mol@1 for the
siloxane–water complex and 18.40 kJ mol@1 for the siloxane–sil-

anol complex. At fSiOSi = 1568, which is the calculated point
closest to the fully relaxed geometry of free disiloxane
H3SiOSiH3 (155.88, see Figure 2), the values drop to
5.75 kJ mol@1 for the siloxane–water complex and

11.17 kJ mol@1 for the siloxane–silanol complex, before they
become insignificant at Si-O-Si angles larger than 1688.

Figure 3 also shows the hydrogen-bond interaction energies

of the n-membered (n = 3, 4, 5) cyclic siloxane···HOH com-
plexes. As expected from the angle–basicity correlation, the in-

teraction energies decrease with increasing Si-O-Si angle: the
highest interaction energy is obtained for the three-membered

ring (15.80 kJ mol@1), an intermediate energy for the four-mem-
bered ring (15.01 kJ mol@1), whereas the five-membered ring

shows the lowest interaction energy (12.78 kJ mol@1). Overall,

the trend of the cyclic siloxane systems is shifted towards
higher interaction energies in relation to the disiloxane···HOH

complexes, that is, hydrogen bonding is more favorable in the
cyclic systems. The Si-O-Si angle is not the only factor deter-

mining the basicity of siloxanes, because the substitution on
the silicon also plays an important role, especially if hypercon-

jugative interactions of LP(O)!s*(Si-R) type are regarded as

the main cause of the low siloxane basicity.

2.2. Bonding analysis of the siloxane systems

2.2.1. NBO analysis

The NBO analysis enables us to look at the interaction between

Lewis-type and non-Lewis-type NBOs, and, thus, it may reveal
the negative hyperconjugation of n(O)!s*(Si-R) type in a

straightforward way (Figure 4) as it has previously been done

by Weinhold and West for permethylated siloxanes.[11, 12] In the
following, the NBOs that are involved in this interaction are in-

spected in detail.

Figure 3. The hydrogen-bond energies (zero-point vibrational energy cor-
rected) of disiloxane···HOX (X = H and SiH3) and n-membered cyclic siloxa-
ne···HOH (n = 3, 4, 5) complexes at the W1-F12/A’VTZ level of theory.

Figure 4. Hyperconjugative interaction at the linear Si-O-Si angle of the disil-
oxane model compound visualized as overlap of an oxygen lone pair NBO
(LP(O)) and the Si@H anti-bonding NBO. At the linear geometry, both
oxygen LP(O) NBOs are identical, see Figure 5.
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The NBO analysis yields two different types of oxygen lone
pair NBOs. One is completely of p character for the whole

range of Si-O-Si angles, whereas the hybridization of the other
changes from approximately sp1.4 to completely p character as

the Si-O-Si angle becomes larger (Figure 5, green and blue).

Consequently, the oxygen hybrid orbital that forms the Si@O

bond must also undergo rehybridization (Figure 5, black and
red). As the oxygen lone pair gains in p character, the p char-

acter of the oxygen bonding hybrid orbital decreases. At

fSiOsi = 1058, the oxygen bonding hybrid is approximately sp2.4,
which changes smoothly to sp character as the Si-O-Si angle

opens, which is in agreement with Coulson’s orthogonality
theorem.[57] As the hybridization of the two oxygen lone pairs

differs, particularly at bent Si-O-Si angles, their contribution to
the negative hyperconjugation is different. This may be re-
vealed by inspecting the oxygen lone pair populations

N(LP(O)), previously considered by Weinhold and West,[11] and
delocalization energies related to the LP(O)!s*(Si-H) interac-
tions (Figure 6). If N(LP(O)) is low, it follows that the negative

hyperconjugation is strong, as electron density is shifted from
the oxygen lone pairs to the s*(Si-H) NBOs.

Figure 6 shows that N(LP(O)) of the spl-type oxygen lone
pair decreases with increasing Si-O-Si angle, that is, its involve-

ment in the negative hyperconjugation becomes more signifi-
cant as it gains in p character. For the p-type lone pair, the op-

posite trend is observed: Its electron population increases
slightly. This is in agreement with the LP(O) delocalization en-

ergies. For the spl-type lone pair, the delocalization energy in-

creases, which causes a higher stabilization of the molecule re-
sulting from this interaction, whereas the delocalization energy
of the p-type oxygen lone pair decreases slightly. At nearly
linear Si-O-Si angles, the two lone pairs become indistinguisha-
ble in terms of their hybridization, their electron populations,
and delocalization energies. A natural bond orbital analysis of

the disiloxane–water complexes shows that the hydrogen

bonding is related to the hyperconjugative interaction involv-
ing the spl-type oxygen lone pair (donor orbital) and one anti-

bonding O@H orbital of H2O (acceptor orbital). Consequently,
the rehybridization of the spl-type lone pair to completely p

character is responsible for the weakening of hydrogen bond-
ing at higher Si-O-Si angles. In the Supporting Information, the

interacting orbitals are depicted alongside the respective E2

values, which are a measure of the strength of the interaction.
The results for the n-membered cyclic siloxane systems sup-

port the conclusion of the previous paragraph. For these ring
systems, Figure 5 shows that the spl-type oxygen lone pair has

a higher p character and the oxygen bonding hybrids have, in
turn, higher s character than suggested by the angular trend

in the disiloxane molecule. For the disiloxane molecule, an in-

crease in p character is indicative of stronger intramolecular
hyperconjugation and thus lower basicity. However, in the ring

systems, the jump in p character compared with the open si-
loxane molecule is associated with a decrease in hyperconjuga-

tion as evident from the increased spl electron populations of
the ring systems shown in Figure 6 and the lower delocaliza-
tion energies from the LP(O)!s*(Si-R) delocalization, also

shown in Figure 6. This decrease in hyperconjugation correlat-
ed with the increased basicity shown by the higher hydrogen-
bond energies of the ring system, illustrated in Figure 3, rein-
forces the conclusion that from the point of view of NBO anal-

ysis LP(O)!s*(Si-R) negative hyperconjugation is the driver of
the basicity. Although there is a s*(Si-C) acceptor bond in the

four- and five-membered rings, there is a s*(Si-Si) acceptor

bond in the three-membered ring. Therefore, one should not
expect the three-membered ring values to align with the four-

and five-membered rings.
The NBO analysis showed that there is an overall increase in

hyperconjugative interactions and hence covalent contribu-
tions with increasing angle. This is in line with decreased basic-

ity. However, the very same NBO analysis also reveals a differ-

ent trend, namely an increase in ionicity with increasing Si-O-Si
angle (Figure 7). Weinhold and co-workers defined the bond

ionicity in terms of the polarization coefficients of the silicon
and oxygen hybrid atomic orbitals, which form the Si@O NBO

and already applied it to the disiloxane molecules at varying
Si-O-Si angle,[11, 39] shown in Figure 7 for our calculations.

Figure 5. The hybridization in terms of percentage s and p character of the
spl-type oxygen lone pair NBO (l= %p/%s) and the oxygen atomic hybrid
orbital that is involved in the Si@O bonding NBO BD(Si-O) plotted against
the Si-O-Si angle. The second LP(O) is of pure p character and therefore not
shown here.

Figure 6. The oxygen lone pair populations, N(LP(O)), and the summed de-
localization energies, SE2, which can be attributed to the LP(O)!s*(Si-H) in-
teractions of the siloxane systems plotted against the Si-O-Si angle.
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2.2.2. Bond critical point properties

The electron density at the Si@O bond critical points (1bcp(Si-

O)) and the Si@O bond length r(Si-O) are plotted against the
Si-O-Si angle in Figure 8.

The increase in 1bcp(Si-O) and the simultaneous decrease in
r(Si-O) in the disiloxane molecules may be related to an in-

crease in the partial Si@O double bond character, as shown in
Lewis structure c in Figure 1, which is a representation of the
negative hyperconjugative interactions. For the ring system,
the same trend is observed for 1bcp(Si-O), although shifted to
higher values, which implies an even higher partial Si@O

double bond character, and, thus, overall stronger hyperconju-
gative interactions. At first glance, this is contradictory to the

higher hydrogen-bond energies of the ring systems because

stronger hyperconjugative interactions should lead to a lower
siloxane basicity. However, in the preceding section, it was

shown that the low siloxane basicity is caused by intramolecu-
lar hyperconjugation that the spl-type oxygen lone pair is in-

volved in, but when regarding 1bcp(Si-O) we see the effect from
both the spl- and p-type lone pairs.

Figure 9 shows the Laplacian (the second derivative of the
electron density) at the Si@O bond critical point r21bcp(Si-O)

plotted against the Si-O-Si angle. The Laplacian is highly posi-
tive for all Si-O-Si angles, which is an indication for a highly po-

larized Si@O bond.[44, 45] The increase in r21bcp(Si-O) indicates

that the Si@O bond becomes even more polarized as the Si-O-
Si angle becomes more linear. Interestingly, two properties at

the bond critical point of the electron density give two oppos-
ing characterizations of the Si@O bond. Although 1bcp(Si-O)

suggests an increase in covalency, r21bcp(Si-O) implies an in-
crease in ionicity. In the Supporting Information, we show the

total energy density at the Si@O bond critical point plotted

against the Si-O-Si angle. This plot also implies that the Si@O
bond becomes increasingly ionic.

2.2.3. Analysis of the source function

The source function is analyzed with respect to the contribu-

tion of the QTAIM oxygen basin to the electron density at the

Si@H bond critical points. This is of particular interest because
this contribution may be related to the hyperconjugative inter-

actions of LP(O)!s*(Si-H) type. Figure 10 depicts the sum of
the percentage contributions of the oxygen basin to the elec-
tron density at the bond critical points of all Si@H bonds of a
SiH3 group plotted against the Si-O-Si angle.

The contribution of the oxygen basin to the electron density
at the Si@H bond critical points is exceptionally high for the
whole range of Si-O-Si angles,[47] which is a measure of nega-

tive hyperconjugation. The remaining contributions come
almost exclusively from the neighboring silicon and hydrogen

atoms. After no clear trend is recognizable for the first three
data points, the contribution of the oxygen atom increases

steadily with increase in the Si-O-Si angle, which correlates

with an increase in negative hyperconjugation.

2.2.4. Analysis of the ELI-D

The electron localizibility indicator ELI-D is a measure of elec-
tron localization—electrons are less perturbed in regions

Figure 7. NBO bond ionicity parameter.

Figure 8. The electron density at the Si@O bond critical point, 1bcp(Si-O), and
the silicon–oxygen bond length, r(Si-O), of the disiloxane and n-membered
cyclic siloxane systems plotted against the Si-O-Si angle.

Figure 9. The Laplacian of the electron density at the Si@O bond critical
point, r21bcp(Si-O), of the disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane sys-
tems plotted against the Si-O-Si angle.
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where values of the ELI-D are high. The analysis yields different

types of basins that are defined by the topology of the ELI-D:
there are core basins, monosynaptic basins (in contact with

one core basin), which may be related to lone pairs, and disy-
naptic basins (in contact with two core basins), which may be

related to bonds. These ELI-D basins are different to those

from QTAIM associated with the electron density, and they also
have no direct relation to the bonds and lone pairs from the

NBO analysis, which correspond to the localized orbital picture
rather than to the real-space picture. This is because of the

completely different techniques used for dividing space.
Figure 11 shows the electron populations of the valence

basins, that is, the oxygen lone pair and Si@O bond basins,

plotted against the Si-O-Si angle. The total number of electrons
inside the valence basins of the disiloxane molecules is approx-

imately the same for all Si-O-Si angles. Starting from fSiOSi =

1058 up to fSiOSi = 1458, the lone pair population decreases

while the bond population increases. The initial trend is then
reversed until a sudden jump appears at fSiOSi = 1668, which is
in close proximity to the angle after which hydrogen bonding

becomes unfeasible. After that jump, the lone pair population
increases steeply. This is accompanied by a steep decrease in
the Si@O bond population. The total number of electrons
inside the oxygen lone pairs is lowest in the region where hy-

drogen bonding is feasible. This shows that the total charge

around the oxygen atom is not decisive for its basicity, but

that this charge must both be concentrated and localized in a
suitable way to allow the oxygen atom to act as a base.

The isosurfaces of the ELI-D may be visually analyzed to un-
derstand the way charge is localized around the oxygen atom.

In Figure 12, three isosurfaces at different Si-O-Si angles are de-

picted. At fSiOSi = 1058 (Figure 12 a), there is a cashew-shaped
lone pair domain located at the oxygen atom. The shape re-

mains that way throughout all the angles that allow stable hy-
drogen-bond complexes. Here, electrons are localized in a

region where a proton would approach in an electrophilic
attack. Starting from fSiOSi = 1668, which is the angle where the

ELI-D valence population shows a jump and close to the angle

where hydrogen bonding ceases, an additional attractor locat-
ed underneath the oxygen atom opposite to the cashew-like

lone pair appears (Figure 12 b). The localization of electrons at
this position may be related to the spl-type lone pair NBO,

which is almost of complete p character at this angle (see
Figure 5). The s character of this lone pair NBO is higher at
lower Si-O-Si angles, which explains why the appearance of

this attractor occurs only at high angles when the p character
far outweighs the s character. As the angle opens even further,
the three oxygen lone pair domains become increasingly indis-
tinguishable until they are identical at fSiOSi = 1808. Figure 12 c

shows that the three equivalent lone pair domains form a ring

Figure 10. Source function given as the sum of the percentage contributions
of the oxygen basin to the electron density at the bond critical points of all
Si@H bonds of a SiH3 group.

Figure 11. The ELI-D oxygen lone pair and Si@O bond populations of the
disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems plotted against the Si-O-
Si angle.

Figure 12. ELI-D isosurfaces showing the oxygen lone pair (V1(O)) and Si@O bond (V2(Si-O)) localization domains of the disiloxane molecules at Si-O-Si angles
of a) fSiOSi = 1058 (ELI-Diso = 1.53), b) fSiOSi = 1708 (ELI-Diso = 1.52), and c) fSiOSi = 1808 (ELI-Diso = 1.52).
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at this angle. The formation of a ring at angles fSiOSi+1688 and
a high electron population of N @ 4 is characteristic for an

oxygen atom that is involved in an ionic bond,[44] here corre-
sponding to resonance form d in Figure 1.

For the cyclic siloxane systems, the lone pair populations are
lower and Si@O bond populations higher compared with the

trend of the disiloxane molecules. Here, we cannot make the
same argument we made in the NBO analysis: a lower ELI-D

lone pair basin population does not result in a lower basicity.

2.2.5. Atomic charges

As there are many different approaches to define an atom

inside a molecule as discussed in the Theoretical Background
part, there is no unambiguous definition for an atomic charge.

The QTAIM and NBO analysis yield the Bader and NPA charges,
respectively. Another approach to obtain atomic charges are

the Hirshfeld-I charges, which are retrieved by iteratively apply-
ing Hirshfeld’s stockholder partitioning scheme.[58] It is always

beneficial to regard a variety of different approaches, because
the magnitude of these charges is conflicting, for example, the
Bader charges are known to suggest a substantially more ionic
picture compared with the other charges.[59]

Figure 13 shows the Bader, NPA, and Hirshfeld-I charges

plotted against the Si-O-Si angle. The Si charges of the n-mem-
bered rings are not shown here as the Si atoms have different

bonding partners. Despite the different methods used in ob-

taining these charges, they show the same trend as the angle
increases. The charge of the silicon atom becomes more posi-

tive while the charge of the oxygen becomes more negative.

Thus, the charge separation between the silicon and oxygen
atom increases—the Si@O bond becomes more ionic, which is

confirmed by the Laplacian values at the Si@O bond critical
point. This would suggest that Lewis formula d in Figure 1 be-

comes more significant at increasing Si-O-Si angle, which, at
first glance, is contradictory to an increase in hyperconjugative

interactions. If the increase in ionicity is related to increased
electronegativity of the oxygen atom, then electrons should

also be withdrawn from the hydrogen atoms of the SiH3

group. But in contrast, Figure 14 shows that the total charge
of the hydrogens becomes more negative with increasing Si-
O-Si angle. This increase can be related to the increase in hy-
perconjugative interactions because they result in a shift in
electron density into the s*(Si-H) bonds, thus increasing the
charge of the hydrogen atoms and corresponding to the reso-

nance form c in Figure 1.

2.2.6. Bond indices

In the following, five different types of bond indices—the

Hirshfeld-I SEDI, the Roby–Gould bond index, Bader’s delocali-
zation index (DI), the NLMO/NPA bond order, and the natural

bond order based on a natural resonance theory (NRT) analy-
sis—will be analyzed. Figure 15 shows these bond indices plot-

ted against the Si-O-Si bond angle. All values of the Hirshfeld-I

SEDI are above a value of one, whereas the DI, which is also a
SEDI, is substantially lower than one. The difference between

the Hirshfeld-I SEDI and the DI is the definition of the atom ap-
plied in each of these approaches. The charges of the respec-

tive atoms (the Hirshfeld-I and Bader charges) have been dis-
cussed in the preceding section, where the Bader charges have

been found to imply a substantial charge separation between

the silicon and oxygen atoms, that is, highly ionic Si@O bonds.
The DI shows substantially lower values compared with the

Hirshfeld-I SEDI, which directly follows from the different
nature of Bader and Hirshfeld-I charges. A highly positive

Bader charge of the silicon atom comes with a small atomic
volume, and, thus, the number of electron pairs exchanged be-

Figure 13. The Bader, Hirshfeld-I, and NPA charges of the silicon (top) and
oxygen (bottom) atoms plotted against the Si-O-Si angle.

Figure 14. The sum of the Bader, Hirshfeld-I, and NPA charges of the three
hydrogen atoms of one SiH3 group plotted against the Si-O-Si angle.
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tween the silicon and oxygen atom is lower, because they are

contained in the larger oxygen atom. The Hirshfeld-I silicon
atom is larger and the oxygen atom is smaller compared with

the corresponding Bader atoms. Consequently, more electron
pairs are exchanged between these atoms, which results in

larger bond indices.

The NLMO/NPA bond order is defined as the overlap of nat-
ural localized molecular orbitals (NLMO) and atomic popula-

tions obtained from the natural population analysis (NPA);
therefore, it is derived in a substantially different way com-

pared with the other bond indices. Its values are even lower
than the DI, and, thus, suggest an even more ionic Si@O bond.

On the other hand, the natural bond order is similar to the

Hirshfeld-I SEDI, whereas the Roby–Gould index is higher.
The Roby–Gould bond index, Hirshfeld-I SEDI, and the natu-

ral bond order increase with increasing Si-O-Si angle, suggest-
ing the partial Si@O double bond character gains in signifi-

cance. The DI, on the other hand, decreases with increasing Si-
O-Si angle, which may be attributed to the fact that the Si@O

bond becomes even more ionic with increasing Si-O-Si angle,

thus reducing the number of exchanged electron pairs. Just as
the DI, the NLMO/NPA bond order decreases with increasing

Si-O-Si angle. It is interesting that out of the five bond orders
considered in this study, three support an increase in partial
Si@O double bond character with increasing Si-O-Si angle,
whereas the other two support a highly ionic Si@O bond de-

scription. Consequently, the definition of the atom greatly in-
fluences the picture of the bonding situation provided to us
and makes meaningful chemical interpretation very difficult.

The Roby–Gould bond index has a total, a covalent, and an
ionic part as derived in the Theoretical Background part. This

allows comparison of the behavior of covalent and ionic contri-
butions to the bonding within the same definition of an atom,

avoiding the problems discussed in the previous paragraph.
Figure 16 clearly shows that ionic and covalent contributions
have about the same importance for the overall description of

the Si@O bond character, and that both increase simultaneous-
ly with increasing angle. Hence, covalency and ionicity support

and complement each other in increasing the bond order, and
consequently bond strength, of the Si@O bond.

The cyclic siloxane systems agree well with the trend of the
Roby–Gould bond index. The Hirshfeld-I SEDI, however, implies
that the nature of the Si@O bond is different in the ring sys-
tems (Figure 15). For the three-membered ring, the Hirshfeld-I

SEDI is substantially higher, whereas it is slightly lower for the
four- and five-membered rings, which may be related to the

weaker intramolecular hyperconjugative interactions. The

trend of the NLMO/NPA bond order shifts to lower values than
suggested by the disiloxane molecules. Although this shift is

also true for the five- and four-membered rings in the delocali-
zation index, the three-membered ring shows an anomalously

high delocalization index. These shifts may be attributed to
the higher ionic nature of the Si@O bond in the cyclic siloxane

systems. This does, however, not apply to the delocalization

index of the three-membered ring.

3. Conclusion

In contrast to all previous studies on siloxanes, a wide range of

bonding indicators has been used in the present study in the
sense of a complementary bonding analysis to understand the

nature of the Si@O bond and the reason for the strong de-
pendence of the siloxane basicity on the Si-O-Si angle. Various
bond indicators present different pictures of bonding and re-
lating these to each other is not simple. Especially, when signif-

icantly different definitions of an atom are used, charges and
bond indices differ so significantly in terms of absolute values

and in terms of trends in dependence of the Si-O-Si angle that
chemical interpretation becomes a gamble. If one relies on a
single one of these bonding descriptors or methods for chemi-

cal interpretation, as we and others have done in the past in
the field of siloxanes, incomplete and insufficient pictures

arise.
We have found in this study that in four different methods,

a simultaneous covalent and ionic description of the Si@O

bond and a simultaneous increase in both covalency and ionic-
ity with increasing Si-O-Si angle are present. As this is inherent

to the same method, all inconsistencies of definitions dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph are irrelevant. i) In NBO, in-

creased negative hyperconjugation with increasing Si-O-Si
angle is accompanied by an increase in the bond ionicity,

Figure 15. Five different bond indices (Hirshfeld-I SEDI, Roby–Gould bond
index, delocalization index, NLMO/NPA bond order, and natural bond order)
of the disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems plotted against
the Si-O-Si angle.

Figure 16. Covalent, ionic, and total Roby–Gould bond indices.
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which is defined through the same weighting coefficients that
determine the NBOs, which are engaged in the negative hy-

perconjugative interactions. ii) In QTAIM, electron density accu-
mulates in the Si@O bond with increasing Si-O-Si angle, and

the Laplacian indicates increased closed-shell interactions si-
multaneously. iii) The Si@O charge separation increases with in-

creasing Si-O-Si angle revealing an increase in ionicity, whereas
the hydrogen atoms become more negative, which represents

increased negative hyperconjugation. These trends are the

same in QTAIM, NPA, and Hirshfeld-I charges. iv) The total
Roby–Gould bond index is made up of a covalent and an ionic

bond index, both of which increase simultaneously with in-
creasing Si-O-Si angle. Their absolute values are also very simi-

lar, indicating that ionicity and covalency have about the same
importance for the Si@O bond. All of the findings summarized
in this paragraph clearly show that covalency and ionicity do

not oppose each other, but are two complementing properties
of the Si@O bond.

This study is an example of the fact that a single Lewis for-
mula can never fully reflect the bonding situation in a mole-
cule especially when lone pair or bond delocalizations are of
great significance. For the siloxane molecules, Lewis formula c
in Figure 1 indicates negative hyperconjugation, that is, cova-

lency, whereas Lewis formula d represents an ionic Si@O bond.
Both resonance forms have about the same importance for the

bonding situation, and both gain in importance simultaneously
when the Si-O-Si angle increases.

We plan to synthesize a systematic array of molecular com-
pounds with different Si-O-Si angles to study the tuning of ma-

terial properties based on the findings of this study. Design of

materials with hydrophilic properties might be possible if a de-
sired Si-O-Si angle can be manifested in a template ring struc-

ture. This could have implications for heterogeneous catalysis
where siloxanes are used as supports. Certainly, further insights

into the properties of minerals can be gained this way as
Gibbs has argued for many years that “molecules [are] models

for bonding in silicates”.[25]

We believe that also in chemical systems other than the si-
loxanes, more insights into bonding situations can be obtained
when the textbook notion of covalency and ionicity as anti-
podes is dropped.

4. Methodology and Theoretical Background

4.1. Geometry optimizations

Geometry optimizations of the disiloxane molecule and the n-

membered cyclic siloxane systems Si2H4O(CH2)n@3 were carried
out at the B3LYP/A’VTZ level of theory,[60, 61] by using the Gaus-

sian 09 program suite.[62] The resulting structures were con-

firmed to be equilibrium structures by harmonic vibrational
calculations (i.e. , they have all real frequencies). In addition, a

relaxed potential energy surface (PES) scan was carried out for
the disiloxane molecule between Si-O-Si angles of fSiOSi = 1058
and 1608 in 58 intervals and fSiOSi = 1608 and 1808 in 18 inter-
vals.

4.2. Bonding analysis

NBO analyses were carried out with NBO6.0.[63] The program
suite AIMAll was applied for the QTAIM analysis and the calcu-

lation of the source function.[64] The computation of the ELI-D
and its topological analysis were performed with DGrid-4.6.[65]

Related ELI-D isosurfaces were plotted with the program
Moliso.[66] The Roby–Gould bond index was calculated by using
the Tonto software package.[67] Hirshfeld-I charges and SEDIs

were calculated with self-written software.

4.3. Hydrogen-bond interaction energies

To obtain reliable absolute hydrogen-bond interaction energies
between the siloxane and HOX species (X = H and SiH3), calcu-
lations were carried out by using the high-level ab-initio W1-

F12 thermochemical protocol with the Molpro 2012.1 program
suite.[68] The W1-F12 thermochemical protocol[69] and its earlier

version W1[40] are widely used for the calculation of thermo-
chemical and kinetic properties.[70, 71]

The calculations were performed with the B3LYP/A’VTZ geo-

metries of the fully optimized cyclic siloxanes, water, and sila-
nol molecules as well as of the partially optimized disiloxane

molecules and their HOX (X = H or SiH3) complexes from PES
scans with Si-O-Si angles constrained to fSiOSi = 1058 to 1808 in

18 intervals. Energy differences according to Equation (1) at the
W1-F12 level were calculated with and without zero-point vi-

brational energy (ZPVE) correction.

4.4. Theoretical background

One of the main problems in analyzing chemical bonding is

that many of the ideas and concepts that are so central to
chemistry, for instance, identifying atoms in molecules or

chemical bonds, do not emanate so simply from quantum me-

chanics.[72] In fact, quantum mechanics does not give a unique
recipe to distinguish atoms in molecules[73] or chemical bond-

ing and the best one can do, if one values these concepts, is
to propose models or algorithms that rely on sane arguments

such as variational principles or projection operators to extract
atoms and bonds from the wavefunction. Still, this will not
lead to a unique description. As one of the main purposes of

the present study is the comparison of methods, we now in-
troduce these methods to the level of detail required here. The

NBO method is well known and has been described in detail
elsewhere,[39, 48] therefore, it is not discussed further.

A key role will be played by the density operator and matrix.
Denoting the wavefunction as Y, the density operator is given

by Equation (2):

bD ¼ YihYj j: ð2Þ

Stepwise integration over all electronic coordinates except

one or two electronic position coordinates, leads to the first-
and second-order reduced density operators, which may be ex-

pressed in the basis of the natural orbitals (NOs) as Equa-
tion (3)
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bg ¼X
i

iihihij j ð3Þ

and Equation (4)

bG ¼X
ijkl

ijiG ijklhkl
44 44 ð4Þ

where hi are the natural orbital occupation numbers, and Gijkl

are the second-order density matrices expressed in terms of

the NOs. At the Hartree–Fock level of theory, hi equal 2 or 0

for a restricted closed-shell calculation. In density functional
theory (DFT), no density matrix is defined, although we prag-

matically use the same expressions as at the Hartree–Fock
level, but with Kohn–Sham orbitals, as experience has shown

that this also gives chemically useful results.[74] At both these
levels of theory, the second-order reduced density matrix can

be easily expressed in terms of the first-order reduced density

matrix (1RDM), which will help deriving bond indices. Atoms in
molecules (AIMs) can be obtained in many different ways from

Equation (3). Most generally, for the atomic electronic popula-
tion on atom A, denoted NA, one takes the expectation value

of an operator bPA

NA ¼ hbPAi ¼ Tr bPAbg0 /
: ð5Þ

One can think of this equation loosely as “projecting” out an

atom A from a density operator. The reason why many differ-
ent AIMs exist is that different authors introduced different

forms of bPA, for example,

1. Mulliken:[75, 76]

bPA ¼
X
sEA

X
l

siðS@1Þslhlj j ð6Þ

where S@1 is the inverse overlap matrix and Greek letters signi-
fy non-orthogonal (often Gaussian) basis functions.

2. Roby:[77]

bPA ¼
X
iAEA

iAihiAj j: ð7Þ

where the functions jiAi are occupied natural orbitals for atom

A, that is, those eigenstates obtained from a spherically aver-
aged unrestricted Hartree–Fock or DFT calculation on atom A

with eigenvalue hA
i greater than 0.05.

Note the difference in these two Hilbert space operators for
the atom A. For the Mulliken case, one summation is over all

non-orthogonal basis functions centered on a specific atom
and the second summation over all basis functions. The Mullik-

en formulation is not applicable for basis functions that do not

have a natural center such as plane wave basis functions. Also,
the summation over l is over the entire basis set, which may

become arbitrarily large. The Roby operator on the other hand
always makes use of a limited number of orthogonal atomic

functions. Both the Mulliken operator [Eq. (6)] and the Roby
projection operator [Eq. (7)] are projection operators in the

mathematical sense, that is, that P̂A is idempotent, P̂2
A ¼ P̂A.

Note, however, that whereas the sum of the atomic popula-

tions NA equals the number of electrons N in the Mulliken
case, this electron population conservation does not hold true

of the Roby populations.
Besides these Hilbert-space methods, one also has real-

space methods the population operators of which can be writ-
ten in the form

bPA ¼
Z

dr riwA rð Þhrj j ð8Þ

Substituting the population operator from Equation (8) into
Equation (5) gives

NA ¼
X

i

hi

Z
drhijriwA rð Þhrjii ð9Þ

where, for example, hijri ¼ y*
i rð Þ. Different methods that work

directly in coordinate space exist. In the present paper, both

the QTAIM method[45, 78] is used where wA(r) is binary, that is,
either 1 or 0, and the Hirshfeld-I method[58, 79, 80] that uses a

model of overlapping AIM and hence has 0,wA(r),1. In both
cases, real space is exhaustively partitioned, that is,

8r :
P

A wA rð Þ ¼ 1 and electron population is conserved.

Turning to bonding indices, we use two types of methods in

the present study. These can be distinguished by the type of

density matrices used. The first type relies on the 1RDM only,
and uses the Roby populations.[54, 77] First, a two-atom (mathe-

matical) projection operator for atoms A and B is introduced
as

bPAB ¼
X

kEðA;BÞ

X
lEðA;BÞ

kiðS@1
AB Þklhl

44 44 ð10Þ

where S@1
AB is the inverse of the overlap matrix formed from the

occupied natural orbitals on atoms A and B. Then, the Roby–
Gould bond index is defined as[54]

tAB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2

AB þ i2
AB

q
ð11Þ

where

c2
AB ¼

bPA þ bPB @ bPAB

2 bPA þ bPB @ bPAB

444 444
8<:

9=; ð12Þ

and

i2
AB ¼

bPA @ bPB

2 bPA @ bPB

444 444
8<:

9=; ð13Þ

are the covalent and ionic bond indices. The Roby–Gould
bond index is best thought of as a two-dimensional quantity.

The above equations involve functions of operators; such op-
erator functions are fully characterized as having the same ei-
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genstates as the original operator, except with eigenvalues,
which are the same function of the original operators’ eigen-

values. In the present case, zero and unit eigenvalues are ig-
nored in all equations as they would lead to infinities in one or

the other denominator. As explained more fully elsewhere,[54, 81]

these formulae arise naturally from the algebra of projection

operators, and they generalize the notion of a chemical bond

order as “the number of electrons in bonding orbitals minus
the number of electrons in antibonding orbitals, divided by

two”. In practice, for simple organic or ionic compounds, they
produce numerical results that are very compatible with those

obtained by drawing standard Lewis structures.[54, 81]

In contrast, Wiberg, Giambiagi, Mayer, Bader, and co-work-

ers[52, 82–85] introduced several indices that can all be gathered
under the same umbrella[86] in the sense that they are integrals

over diatomic condensed exchange-correlation density matri-

ces (XCD). The XCD is defined as

1xcd r1; r1
0; r2; r2

0ð Þ ¼1 r1; r1
0ð Þ1 r2; r2

0ð Þ@
2
X

ijkl

G ijkly*
i r1ð Þyk r

0
1

E C
y*

j r2ð Þyl r
0
2

E C
: ð14Þ

All these bond indices can be called shared electron density

indices (SEDI)[53] and essentially come down to different ways
of projecting out the two atoms. In the present work, only po-
sition-space operators are considered, notably the QTAIM oper-
ator and the Hirshfeld-I operator. At the closed-shell single de-

terminant level of theory (Hartree–Fock and pragmatically also
Kohn–Sham DFT), the bond indices are given as:

dAB ¼ 4
XN=2

i;j

hijwAjjihjjwBjii ð15Þ

where the QTAIM and Hirshfeld-I data differ owing to the dif-
ference in w.
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Chapter 7

Investigating the Resonance in Nitric

Acid and the Nitrate Anion Based on a

Modern Bonding Analysis

In this study, a complementary bonding analysis is performed to analyze the concept of resonance

in a well known inorganic system – the nitrate anion NO3
– . The study is also performed for the

related species HNO3 and FNO3. The paper is part of the Graham S. Chandler special issue on

the occasion of his 80th birthday and was published in the Australian Journal of Chemistry in

2018. In the following my contributions to this work are listed:

• I wrote 90% of the text

• I am responsible for Figures 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7

• I am responsible for Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

• I performed the geometry optimizations

• I performed all analyses based on the geometry optimized structures and on the XWR

• I partly contributed to the X-ray diffraction measurement of the nitrate crystal (≈20%)

The following paper is printed with permission from CSIRO, © Copyright CSIRO Australia,

2018.
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The nitrate anion, NO3
�, is often regarded as a textbook example for the very fundamental concept of resonance. Usually,

three equivalent resonance structures with oneN–O double bond and twoN–O single bonds are considered. Consequently,

each of the three N–O bonds should have a partial double bond character. In this study, we analyse the resonance in NO3
�

in comparison with the related species HNO3 and FNO3 by applying a combination of the Quantum Theory of Atoms in
Molecules (QTAIM), a natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis, the electron localizability indicator (ELI), and valence bond
(VB) calculations. Despite the fundamental importance of nitrate salts and nitric acid for the environment, chemistry, and

industry, a bonding analysis is absent from the literature so far. The classical resonance structures are clearly reflected by
the bond analysis tools, but are not the only contributions to the bonding situation. The resonance in HNO3 and FNO3 is
greatly perturbed by the hydrogen and fluorine atoms. In addition to theoretical calculations, experimental electron density

and wave function refinements were carried out on a KNO3 crystal.
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Manuscript accepted: 22 December 2017.

Published online: 19 February 2018.

Introduction

A single Lewis structure is only a good representation of the true
bonding situation of a molecule if electron pairs are localized

between two atoms or at a single atom corresponding to two-
centre two-electron bonds or lone pairs, respectively.[1] How-
ever, there are countless systems where electron pairs are highly

delocalized and thus several resonance structures are required to
give an adequate representation of the bonding situation.[2,3]

Ultimately, within the Lewis model, the bonding properties of a

molecule or ion are best reflected by a weighted average of all
resonance structures. A common example for such a system is
the nitrate anion, NO3

�. Its bonding is usually described by the
resonance structures 2a–c depicted in Fig. 1. Consequently, all

N–O bonds have a partial double bond character and because
none of these structures is favoured over the others, all N–O
bonds are equivalent. A subvalent resonance structure (1) with

three N–O single bonds may also be considered (see Fig. 1).
However, it has been shown in numerous examples that well-
defined non-Lewis bonding contributions can be significant in

inorganic chemistry, e.g. (negative) hyperconjugation,[4] or that
the Lewis picture is too limited to capture the bonding in full.[5]

A combination of more sophisticated modern bonding indica-

tors from the realms of real space, orbital space, and energy
space might be necessary.[6,7]

Here, we investigate how a simple and fundamental textbook
example (NO3

�) is represented within and beyond the Lewis
notion of bonding with modern bond analysis methods. The

nitrate anion has a great impact on biological and environmental
factors, and thus an understanding of the underlying bonding
model based on experimental and theoretical analyses is long

overdue.[8] To the best of our knowledge, such an analysis is
missing in the literature; however, there are spectroscopic studies
of the nitrate anion fromwhich information about the bonding can

be inferred.[9] In the present study, the bonding situation of the
nitrate anion is investigatedwith the basis of the resonance system
depicted in Fig. 1. The same analysis is performed on two related
species –HNO3 andFNO3.Whereas nitric acid (HNO3) is a stable

species and one of the most common chemicals in the laboratory,
fluorine nitrate (FNO3) is unstable and is produced in situ when
used in a reaction.[10] For both species, resonance structures

similar to those of the nitrate anion may be formulated; see
Fig. 1.However, the resonance is expected to be greatly perturbed
by the introduction of a hydrogen or fluorine atom, respectively.

The analysis is performed on theoretically obtained wave func-
tions of NO3

�, HNO3, and FNO3. The optimized geometries are
shown in Fig. 2.

In addition, an experimental charge density dataset was
obtained for a potassiumnitrate (KNO3) crystal via high-resolution

*This paper is part of the Graham S. Chandler special issue on the occasion of his 80th birthday.
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low-temperature X-ray diffraction. Multipole modelling (MM)[11]

and X-ray wavefunction refinement (XWR)[12] of this KNO3

dataset were carried out. In both MM and XWR methods,
anharmonic atomic displacement parameters were refined to
model the residual electron density features that were obviously

caused by anharmonic motion, captured in the high-quality, high-
resolution dataset.[13] This presents the first application of anhar-
monic XWR. Methodological details will be presented in a

forthcoming study.[14] Moreover, the B3LYP functional was used
in XWR for the first time to be able to use the same level of theory
in the crystallographic refinement as in the theoretical calculations

to ensure maximum comparability of the experimental and theo-
retical results.

A multipole model guarantees the most direct link of the

modelled electron density to the experimental structure factors;
however, chemical analysis cannot go beyond the electron
density. In XWR, the molecular orbital coefficients are fitted
to the experimental structure factors so that, in principle, the

same bonding descriptors are available from XWR as from a
purely theoretical calculation. In this study, we use geometrical,
Quantum Theory of Atoms inMolecules (QTAIM), bond index,

natural bond orbital (NBO), electron localizability indicator
(ELI), and valence bond (VB) parameters. This has previously
been shown to be a meaningful combination of bond analysis

tools for a series of hydroxide compounds.[6] Geometrical and

QTAIM parameters are easily obtainable from MM and XWR.
ELI parameters were made available from XWR previously,[15]

whereas NBO analysis from an experimentally derived wave
function was applied in this paper for the first time. VB

calculations are at present not linked to the output from XWR.
In the list below, the bonding analysis methods are only outlined
briefly – a detailed description may be found elsewhere in the

literature.[16–20]

� Themost straightforward way to draw first conclusions on the

bonding situation is to consider bond lengths, which are easily
and accurately attainable from experiment and theory alike.

� A topological analysis of the electron density (QTAIM) may

be applied to gain a deep insight into the bonding situation
based on a theoretically or experimentally obtained electron
density.[18,19] In the current paper, we regard a variety of
properties at bond critical points (bcps),which are saddle points

of the electron density indicating bonded interactions.[21]

In addition, the delocalization index is used, which is a bond
index that could be considered a measure of bond order.[22]

� NBOs offer a way to analyse bonding based on localized
orbitals that may be related to features of Lewis formulae
(Lewis-type NBOs) as well as non-Lewis type NBOs such as
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Fig. 1. Possible resonance structures (type 1 and type 2) of NO3
�, HNO3, and FNO3.
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Rydberg orbitals, lone valencies or valence antibonds.[23] In

the NBO framework, natural localized molecular orbital–
natural population analysis (NLMO/NPA) bond indices are
defined.

� The Roby bond index is based on Roby’s projection opera-
tors, and maps ionic as well as covalent contributions to
bonding.[24]

� The electron localizibility indicator (ELI-D) is a measure of

electron localization.[25] A topological analysis of the ELI-D
yields basins that may be related to atomic shells, lone pairs,
and bonds. Iso-surfaces of the ELI-D show localization

domains that may be attributed to the ELI-D basins.
� VB calculations are based on a VB wave function of the

system constructed from a linear combination of wave func-

tions that may each be associated with one of the resonance
structures.[26]

Computational and Experimental Details

Geometry Optimizations and Bonding Analysis

The geometry optimizations were carried out at a B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVTZ level of theory using the Gaussian09 software

suite.[27] Frequency analyses were performed on the final
geometries (depicted in Fig. 2) to ensure that they corresponded
to a minimum on the potential energy surface. The QTAIM
analysis was performed with AIMall[28] and the NBO analysis

with NBO 6.0.[29] The valence bond calculations were carried
out with XMVB at a BOVB/cc-pVDZ level of theory.[30] For the
calculation of the ELI-D, the program DGrid-5.0 was

employed.[31]

Crystallographic Information

KNO3 crystals were obtained from a supersaturated solution of

1.264 g KNO3 in 2mL water, which was added to 2mL of a
0.4% agarose gel. This mixture cooled under laboratory con-
ditions and yielded crystals. The crystallographic data were

measured at 100K on a Bruker D8 Venture single-crystal
diffractometer fitted with a ImS microfocus radiation source
using MoKa radiation and a Photon-100 CMOS detector. Data
integration and reduction were carried out using the APEX3

software package.[32] Additional information on measurement
and refinement is given in Table 1. The structure was solved
using SHELXT[33] and refined with full-matrix least-squares

using the program SHELXL[33] within an independent atom
model (IAM).

Subsequently, the structure was further refined employing

two separate methods, starting from the same geometry
(obtained from the IAM). The first model was derived from
the multipole formalism in the software XD2006.[34] The refine-

ment was carried out on F2 up to a resolution of 0.39 Å. Initially,
the scale factor was refined, and then a refinement of the
positions of all atoms and their anisotropic displacement para-
meters (ADPs) was performed, taking into account constraints

arising from special positions. At the next stage, multipole
parameters were chosen according to the special positions and
local site symmetries of the atoms. They were refined by

progressively releasing higher terms of the multipole expansion
up to hexadecapoles for all atoms. Afterwards, the Gram–
Charlier expansion for third-order ADPs was used for all atoms

and additional fourth-order terms for potassium.[35] Henceforth,
all positions, ADPs, and multipoles were refined together.
Iterative refinement of nitrogen and oxygen expansion–

contraction parameters and positions, ADPs, and multipoles
was carried out until no significant change in parameters was

observed. A representation of the structure obtained can be seen
in the supplementarymaterial of this paper together with plots of
the probability density function (PDF).

The second model was obtained using XWR within the

software Tonto.[36] XWR is the subsequent execution of
Hirshfeld atom refinement (HAR)[37] and X-ray constrained
wavefunction (XCW) fitting.[38] A B3LYP/def2-TZVP/aug-cc-

pVTZ level of theory was used during the HAR, and a RHF/
def2-TZVP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory during the XCW
fitting. The combination of two basis sets was necessary because

potassium is not defined for the aug-cc-pVTZbasis set. A cluster
of point charges and dipoles was not applied. Additionally,
potassiumwas refined inHARusing fourth-orderGram–Charlier
ADPs. Nitrogen and oxygen atoms were described by aug-

cc-pVTZ, using third-order Gram–Charlier ADPs. The corre-
sponding PDF plots are shown in the Supplementary Material. It
has to be noted that both HAR refinement and XCW fitting rely

on the calculation of a molecular wave function, so that the
asymmetric unit, which only contains half of the formula unit
(Z0 ¼ 0.5), had to be completed to a full KNO3 formula unit. This

corresponds to the asymmetric unit and its mirrored counterpart
(see the SupplementaryMaterial for a representation showing the
mirror plane used to generate the formula unit). A final value for

the Lagrangian multiplier l of 0.32 was reached, after which the
XCW fitting did not converge, corresponding to a x2 value of
2.85. The resulting structure of one nitrate anionwith all potassium
short contacts is shown in Fig. 3. The final IAM,MM, and HAR

models together with the structure factor files are deposited with
the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database under deposition
number 433754.

Table 1. Crystallographic information and refinement statistics using

MM and XWR

Space group, Z, Z0 Pnma, 4, 0.5

Crystal system Orthorhombic

a [Å] 6.2703(2)

b [Å] 5.3935(2)

c [Å] 9.1366(3)

a [8] 90

b [8] 90

g [8] 90

V [Å3] 308.989(13)

T [K] 100(2)

Radiation MoKa
Crystal size [mm3] 0.25� 0.19� 0.10

Max. resolution [Å] 0.39

Rint 0.0314

Redundancy 14.45

Completeness 1.00

No. of reflns measured 41524

No. of unique reflns 2874

No. of observed reflns (I. 2s) 2602

CSD refcode 433754

Model MM XWR

Weighting scheme w¼ 1/s2(F2
o ) w¼ 1/s(Fo)

No. of parameters refined 123 65

R1 0.012 0.013

wR2(MM), wR1(XWR) 0.024 0.017

Max. residual density [e Å�3] 0.599 0.270

Min. residual density [e Å�3] �0.213 �0.203
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MMandXWR give similar R-value statistics for the electron

density and structure refinement (Table 1), but significantly
different maximum residual density. The highest positive resid-
ual density in themultipolemodel of 0.6 e Å�3 is located close to

the potassium cation and represents insufficient treatment of the

electron density distribution of heavier elements due to insuffi-
cient flexibility of the radial functions used.[12] In XWR, with a
much higher basis set used in the electron densitymodelling, this

residual density peak at potassium has nearly disappeared to the
level of the negative residual density. Fig. 4 shows the same
significant reduction of residual density in XWR in the nitrate
plane in comparison with theMM residual density plot, but both

methods produce very reasonable static deformation density
maps that show the same features.

Results and Discussion

Geometry

Fig. 2 contains all bond lengths of the optimized structures of
NO3

�, HNO3, and FNO3. The N–O bond lengths in NO3
� lie

between typical values of N–O single (1.40 Å) and double bonds

(1.21 Å).[39] This directly follows from the partial N–O double-
bond character indicated by the resonance structures in Fig. 1.
Although O1 and O2 in KNO3 (Fig. 3) have different interac-

tions with neighbouring cations, the N–O bond lengths are very
similar to each other and only slightly shorter compared with the
ones in the isolated NO3

� anion, suggesting that the geometry of
the NO3

� unit in KNO3 is sufficiently unaffected by crystal

effects – this ensures that the comparison with the bonding
properties of the isolated NO3

� anion is meaningful. An
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Inorganic Crystal Structure Database survey results in 147

crystal structures of nitrates, which decreases to only 19 dif-
ferent compounds with trustworthy N–O distances (e.g. all
ADPs positive, no strong disorder). The N–O bonds range from

1.20 to 1.29 Å. However, most N–O bonds lie between 1.23 and
1.26 Å (with an average of 1.25 Å), indicating that theNO3

� unit
is fairly rigid. The terminal N–O bonds (N–O1 and N–O2) in
HNO3 and FNO3 are significantly shorter compared with the

N–O bonds in both NO3
� and KNO3, indicating that their

double-bond character is more pronounced. In contrast, the
N–O3(X) bonds (X¼H or F) are highly elongated, which sug-

gests a much smaller double-bond character and thus a less
significant contribution of resonance structures 2c.

Whereas the three N–O bonds in NO3
� are required to be

equivalent based on symmetry, the introduction of an H or F
atom is followed by a loss of the 3-fold symmetry, and thus the
three N–O bonds are dissimilar. This also affects the two
terminal N–O bonds: N–O1 in HNO3 is somewhat shorter than

N–O2,whereas it is the otherway around in FNO3. In both cases,
the N–O2 bond is oriented to the same side as the O–X bond. In
KNO3, the crystallographic mirror plane intersecting atoms O1,

N, and K generates two equivalent oxygen atoms (O2 and O20)
and thus two equivalent N–O bonds (N–O2 and N–O20).

Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules

In the QTAIM approach, the topology of the electron density is
analysed to derive information on the bonding situation. Con-
ventionally, properties at bcps are considered. In the present

study, we employ the electron density (rbcp), the Laplacian of
the electron density (the second derivative of the electron den-
sity,r2rbcp), and the bond ellipticity (ebcp) at the N–O bcps. The

values are listed in Table 2.
Inmost cases, a large value of rbcpmay be attributed to a high

orbital overlap of the bonded atoms. The values of rbcp conform
to the conclusions drawn from the X–O bond lengths: generally,

they show that a short X–Obond length is associatedwith a large
value of rbcp, confirming that N–O1 and N–O2 in HNO3 and
FNO3 have a more pronounced double-bond character com-

pared with the N–O bonds in NO3
� and KNO3. In turn, the

decreased double-bond character of N–O3 in HNO3 and FNO3

is reflected by a significantly lower value of rbcp. Both XWR

andMM give slightly larger values of rbcp for the N–O bonds in
KNO3, compared with the isolated ion.

The negative values ofr2rbcp are an indication of dominant

covalent contributions to the N–O bonds. This comes as no
surprise, because the electronegativity differences of N and O

atoms are quite small. However, r2rbcp of the N–O3 bond in

HNO3 and FNO3 is substantially less negative compared with
the other N–O bonds, indicating that a significantly smaller
amount of electron density is accumulated in the bonds involv-

ing the oxygen atom to which the hydrogen or fluorine atom is
bonded. Although r2rbcp of the N–O bonds in KNO3 from
XWR agrees well with the theoretical values of NO3

�, there are
greater discrepancies for the MM, which is common especially

for polarized bonds.[12] However, a small shift of the position of
the bcp may result in considerable differences in r2rbcp if the
bcp is located in a steep region of r2r.[40]

In the QTAIM approach, the notion of an orbital is non-
existent, and so far, the double-bond character has only been
quantified indirectly, but in some cases, the bond ellipticity at

the bcp (ebcp) may be consulted to directly spot p interactions.
For single bonds, only cylindrically symmetric s interactions
contribute to the bonding (hence, e¼ 0), whereas for double
bonds, additional dumbbell-like p interactions are present

(hence, e. 0). It can be seen that even for the N–O3 bonds in
HNO3 and FNO3, e. 0 (see Table 2). In fact, the value of e for
these bonds is larger than the one of the other N–O bonds for

which a substantially higher double-bond character has been
proposed by the previously regarded descriptors. This apparent
discrepancy will be resolved at a later stage of this paper.

Whereas the XWR of KNO3 yields identical values of ebcp
compared with NO3

�, the N–O2 bond of the MM gives a
considerably lower value of ebcp.

All QTAIM properties reveal that the double-bond character
of the N–O1 and N–O2 bonds in HNO3 and FNO3 is somewhat
different. For HNO3, N–O2 has less double-bond character,
whereas it is the other way around for FNO3. The N–O2 bond

corresponds to the bond oriented to the same side as the O–X
bond, while the N–O1 bond and O–X (X¼H, F) bond have an
antiperiplanar orientation (see Fig. 2). The most straightforward

explanation for the different N–O double-bond characters is the
distinct nature of the hydrogen and fluorine atoms. Whereas the
hydrogen has a positive partial charge, the partial charge of the

fluorine is negative (see Supplementary Material Tables S2 and
S3). Thus, there is an attractive interaction between the nega-
tively charged O2 and the positively charged hydrogen atom.
However, there is a repulsive interaction between O2 and the

fluorine atom, because both atoms have a negative atomic
charge. The introduction of a negative formal charge at O2
promotes the attractive interaction between O2 and H in HNO3,

but it also promotes the repulsive interaction between O2 and F
in FNO3. Hence, the double-bond character of the N–O2 bond is
greater in FNO3 compared with HNO3.

Table 2. Bonddistances r (Å), electrondensity (qbcp in e Å
23), Laplacian (r2qbcp in e Å

25), and bond ellipticity (ebcp) at theN–Obond critical points of

NO3
2, HNO3, FNO3, and the experimentally obtained values for KNO3

NO3
� HNO3 FNO3 KNO3 (XWR) KNO3 (MM)

N–O N–O1 N–O2 N–O3 N–O1 N–O2 N–O3 N–O1 N–O2 N–O1 N–O2

rX–O 1.258 1.192 1.208 1.413 1.194 1.186 1.511 1.252(1) 1.250(1) 1.255(1) 1.252(1)

rbcp 3.14 3.71 3.56 2.15 3.60 3.66 1.71 3.22A 3.23A 3.23(2) 3.29(2)

r2rbcp �20.2 �33.5 �29.3 �4.3 �27.3 �28.1 �1.5 �24.5 �22.6 �11.4(1) �18.9(1)

ebcp 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.17 0.09 0.08 0.19 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.04

AFor the multipole model, it is a standard procedure to determine the standard uncertainties of the electron density parameters at the bcps, whereas it is not for

XWR.[41]
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Bond Indices

The partial N–O double-bond character suggested by the pre-

vious analyses may also be quantified by the analysis of bond
orders. Here, we examine three different definitions of bond
orders – the NLMO/NPA bond order (from NBO), the DI (from

QTAIM), and the Roby bond index. The NLMO/NPA bond
order is a covalent bond order. The DI accounts for the electron
pairs exchanged between two atomic basins within QTAIM, so
it also includes ionic contributions. The Roby bond index has an

explicitly defined ionic part. The N–O bonds are only slightly
polarized and, thus, the three bond orders do not differ signifi-
cantly (Table 3); however, the covalent NLMO/NPA bond order

always shows the lowest values.
All bond indices are in agreement with the previously

regarded QTAIM and geometry descriptors, but they may be

linked more directly to the N–O double bond character, because
they correspond to several electron pairs exchanged between
two atoms. All three types of bond orders of theN–O1 andN–O2

bonds in HNO3 and FNO3 and the N–O bonds in NO3
� and

KNO3 are well above a value of one, and thus these bonds may
be treated as partial double bonds (for ideal homopolar double
bonds, bond order¼ 2). However, the DI and the Roby bond

index of the N–O3 bond in HNO3 only slightly exceed a value of
one, while the corresponding NLMO/NPA bond order even falls
below a value of one. For the N–O3 bond in FNO3, all bond

orders suggest a value below one. It has been shown above that
the p interactions are less pronounced in these bonds and hence
the partial double-bond character should be lowest in these two

bonds.

Natural Bond Orbitals

A routine NBO analysis may only be performed for molecules
where a single Lewis formula has a major weight. The bonding

situation in NO3
�, HNO3, and FNO3, however, is highly

delocalized. Hence, a standard NBO analysis is not feasible,

because more than one resonance structure needs to be consid-
ered. In order to obtain sensible results for NO3

�, HNO3, and
FNO3, special treatment is necessary. NBO structures corre-

sponding to resonance structures 1 (see Fig. 1) were predefined
in the input for NO3

�, HNO3, and FNO3 (using the CHOOSE
keylist). Of course, the resulting Lewis-type NBOs alone are
only a poor representation of the true bonding situation, but

significant delocalizations emerge, which remedy the absence
of the remaining resonance structures. In the next paragraph, we
show that these delocalizations may be related to the remaining

resonance structures (2a–c) depicted in Fig. 1. An NBO analysis
was also carried out for KNO3 using the fitted wave function
obtained from XWR.

Table 4 shows the populations and hybridizations of the
oxygen lone pairs. For NO3

�, three oxygen lone pairs have been
forced onto each of the three oxygen atoms. One is of spl-type
(where l is the hybridization coefficient), while the other two are
of complete p-character. The spl-type lone pair has a population
of N E 2, so it may be regarded as highly localized. The
populations of the p-type lone pairs, however, deviate more

significantly from N¼ 2, indicating that they are highly delo-
calized. The delocalization is caused by major intramolecular
donor–acceptor interactions where the p-type lone pairs serve as

donor orbitals. There are two different types of major interac-
tions, which will be discussed in the following.

The more significant interaction involves a p-type oxygen

lone pair (LP3(O)) as a donor orbital and a lone valency located
at the nitrogen (LV(N)) as an acceptor orbital. The latter is a non-
Lewis-type orbital and is also of complete p-character (see
Table 4). Both interacting orbitals, which are depicted in the

top row of Fig. 5, are oriented perpendicular to the molecular
plane. By visually inspecting the interacting orbitals, this type of
interaction may be clearly linked to the p interactions that

introduce the double-bond character to the N–O bonds. As a
result, LV(N) is highly populated (N E 1.15). This is an
unacceptably high value for a standard NBO routine that

attempts to minimize the number of electrons in non-Lewis
orbitals. Similar results are obtained from the XWR of KNO3.
Similarp interactions are also present in HNO3 and FNO3. From
geometrical considerations and the QTAIM analysis, it has

become clear that N–O1 and N–O2 have a greater double-bond
character than theN–Obonds inNO3

� andKNO3. Consequently,
LP3(O1) and LP3(O2) have significantly lower populations

compared with LP3(O) of NO3
� and KNO3.

Table 3. NLMO/NPAbond order, delocalization index (DI), and Roby

bond index of the N–O bonds in NO3
2, HNO3, FNO3, and KNO3

NO3
� HNO3 FNO3 KNO3 (XWR)

N–O N–O1 N–O2 N–O3 N–O1 N–O2 N–O3 N–O1 N–O2

NLMO/NPA 1.335 1.602 1.343 0.880 1.371 1.620 0.753 1.47 1.20

DI 1.491 1.708 1.654 1.054 1.707 1.745 0.868 1.44 1.57

Roby 1.485 1.702 1.657 1.071 1.734 1.771 0.857 1.54 1.45

Table 4. Populations (N in e) and hybridization (%s and%p) of the oxygen lone pairs and the lone valency at the nitrogen ofNO3
2, HNO3, andFNO3

NO3
� HNO3 FNO3 KNO3 (XWR)

N %s %p N %s %p N %s %p N %s %p

LP1(O1) 1.982 78.7 21.3 1.979 75.3 24.6 1.978 74.9 25.1 1.981 79.5 20.5

LP2(O1) 1.919 0.0 99.9 1.838 0.2 99.5 1.780 0.4 99.3 1.908 0.0 99.9

LP3(O1) 1.610 0.0 99.8 1.451 0.0 99.7 1.473 0.0 99.6 1.521 0.0 99.8

LP1(O2) 1.982 78.7 21.3 1.979 76.5 23.5 1.978 74.0 26.0 1.980 78.3 21.7

LP2(O2) 1.919 0.0 99.9 1.851 0.3 99.5 1.775 0.5 99.2 1.919 0.1 99.8

LP3(O2) 1.610 0.0 99.8 1.495 0.0 99.7 1.454 0.0 99.6 1.654 0.0 99.8

LP1(O3) 1.982 78.7 21.3 1.987 61.1 38.9 1.992 81.2 18.8 – – –

LP2(O3) 1.919 0.0 99.9 – – – – – – – – –

LP3(O3) 1.610 0.0 99.8 1.881 0.0 99.7 1.913 0.0 99.9 – – –

LV(N) 1.154 0.0 100.0 1.159 0.0 100.0 1.151 0.0 100.0 1.153 0.0 100.0
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The somewhat different double-bond character of the N–O1

and N–O2 bonds in HNO3 and FNO3 relative to each other is
also reflected by the NBO analysis. For the N–O3 bonds in
HNO3 and FNO3, a significantly lower double-bond character

has been proposed by the previously regarded descriptors. The
NBO analysis shows the same type of p interaction for these
bonds (see top row of Fig. 5); however, the populations of LP3
(O3) are substantially higher than the populations of LP3(O1)

and LP3(O2). This is in agreement with the weak p interactions
suggested by the previous analyses. Consequently, LP3(O3) has
a high lone-pair character, because the resulting p interaction is

highly polarized towards the oxygen atom, suggesting that
resonance structure 2c has only a low weight. Interestingly,
the population of LV(N) is similar in all systems – in HNO3 and

FNO3, the low double-bond character of the N–O3 bond is
compensated by an increased double-bond character of the
N–O1 and N–O2 bonds.

The second major interaction involves the p-type lone pair,

which is oriented parallel to the molecular plane, as a donor
orbital and anN–O antibond (BD*(N–O)) as an acceptor orbital.
The two interacting NBOs are depicted in the bottom row of

Fig. 5. This interaction increases the orbital overlap between the
nitrogen and the oxygen atom at which the donor lone pair is
located, but, at the same time, the population of the N–O

antibond leads to a weakening of the corresponding N–O bond.
Judging from the lone pair populations, this interaction is a lot
less significant when compared with the p interactions, but it is

still verymeaningful. In fact, the lower double-bond character of
the N–O3 bond in HNO3 and FNO3 may be attributed to this
interaction as will be shown in the following.

In HNO3 and FNO3, O3 has only two lone pairs in total – the

p-type lone pair parallel to the molecular plane is absent, because
an oxygen hybrid orbital is required for the O–H and O–F bonds,
respectively.Consequently, there is noLP(O)-BD*(N–O) type

interaction involving a lone pair at O3 as a donor orbital. Table 5
lists the populations of the N–O antibonds, which may be
interpreted as a measure of the strength of these interactions.

For NO3
�, all antibonds are populated to the same extent,

because the population of each antibond results from two

identical interactions. The XWR of KNO3 gives slightly lower

antibond populations, which conforms to the slightly shorter
N–O bonds and larger values of rbcp. For HNO3 and FNO3, the
populations of the N–O1 and N–O2 antibonds are only approxi-

mately half as large as for NO3
�, because there is only one

interaction contributing to their population. The populations of
the N–O3 antibonds of HNO3 and FNO3 are very high in
comparison with the other N–O antibonds, indicating that they

are particularly suited as acceptor orbitals. Because there is no
appropriate donor orbital at O3, the N–O3 antibond may only
serve as an acceptor orbital, which results in a significant

weakening and accompanied elongation of the N–O3 bond.
The bond ellipticity discussed in the preceding section has given
larger values for the N–O3 bond in HNO3 and FNO3. When

considering the orientation of the interacting orbitals of the two
major interactions (see Fig. 5), it becomes clear that the N–O
bonds have a more cylindrical symmetry along the bond
whenever there is a p-type lone pair that is involved in an

LP(O) - BD*(N–O)-type interaction. This leads to a lower
ellipticity of the N–O1 and N–O2 bonds, although their p
interactions are stronger. For the N–O3 bond, there is only the

p interaction between the p-type lone pair at the oxygen and the
lone valency at the nitrogen, and thus its bond ellipticity is not
diminished by the LP(O) - BD*(N–O)-type interaction.

Electron Localizibility Indicator

The ELI-D is a measure of electron localization. Whereas a
topological analysis of the electron density yields atomic basins,

LV(N) LP3(O)
LV(N) LP3(O) LV(N) LP3(O)

BD∗(N–O)
LP2(O) LP2(O2)

NO3
� HNO3 FNO3

BD∗(N–O3) LP2(O2)BD∗(N–O3)

Fig. 5. Acceptor and donor NBOs for some of the most significant interactions.

Table 5. Populations of the N–O antibonds (N(BD*(N–O)) in e)

N–O1 N–O2 N–O3

NO3
� 0.114 0.114 0.114

HNO3 0.053 0.063 0.223

FNO3 0.053 0.053 0.362

KNO3 (XWR) 0.089 0.078 –
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an analogous analysis of the ELI-D yields basins that may be
related to regions of high electron localization. Such regions are
atomic shells, bonds, and lone pairs. The ELI-D basins may be

categorized according to their synapticity, which is defined as
the number of core basins they are in contact with. Monosyn-
aptic basins (connected to one core basin) and disynaptic basins

(connected to two core basins) may be related to lone pairs and
bonds, respectively.

For NO3
�, there are three disynaptic N–O basins (d(N–O))

and twomonosynaptic oxygen basins located at each of the three

oxygen atoms (m(O)). The former may be related to the three
N–O bonds and the latter may be linked to the oxygen lone pairs.
The top row of Fig. 6 shows iso-surfaces of the ELI-D, revealing

localization domains that may be attributed to d(N–O), m(O),
and the core basins of N and O. The localization domains of d
(N–O) have an elliptical shape, which may be related to the p
character of the N–O bonds. The localization domains of m(O)
can also be described as elliptical, but in contrast to the
localization domains of d(N–O), the longer axis is aligned

parallel to the molecular plane. This is reminiscent of the p-
type lone pair NBOs that have an equivalent orientation (LP2
(O), see bottom row of Fig. 5). The localization domains of d(N–
O1), d(N–O2), m(O1), and m(O2) of HNO3 and FNO3 resemble

those of NO3
�. However, different types of localization

domains are obtained for d(N–O3) and m(O3). The localization
domain of d(N–O3) has also an elliptical shape; however, its

volume is substantially smaller compared with the localization
domains of d(N–O1) and d(N–O2), suggesting a weaker bond
and less significant p interactions. This is particularly true for

FNO3. The localization domain of m(O3) has also an elliptical
shape, but as opposed to the localization domains of m(O1) and
m(O2), its longer axis is oriented perpendicular to the molecular
plane. Again, this may be accounted for by the results of the

NBO analysis in a straightforward way: LP2(O3) is absent
owing to the existence of the O–X bond and thus only LP3
(O3), which corresponds to a p-type lone pair NBO oriented

perpendicular to the molecular plane, and the spherical spl-type

lone pair are responsible for the shape of m(O3).
Table 6 gives the electron populations of the valence basins.

For NO3
�, the populations of d(N–O) differ slightly, although

the bonding properties are expected to be equivalent based on

the 3-fold symmetry. This discrepancy may be attributed to
errors of the numerical approach applied for the calculation of
the basins. The populations of d(N–O) are well below two

electrons, which is even less than one electron pair. The
monosynaptic oxygen basins have a population of approximately
six electrons at each of the three oxygen atoms, corresponding

to approximately three electron pairs. At first glance, the
populations of the valence basins of NO3

� suggest resonance
structure 1 in Fig. 1 to be of greatest significance. However, it
needs to be stated that monosynaptic basins are known to absorb

a great part of the electron density of disynaptic basins whenever
they are located directly next to each other.[42]

Interestingly, there are two additional monosynaptic basins

located at the nitrogen atom (m(N)), which may be related to the
p-orbital at the nitrogen that is involved in the p interactions.
The bottom row of Fig. 6 shows iso-surfaces of the ELI-D at an

iso-value that reveals the localization domains of m(N). This
iso-surface nicely reflects the resonance, because the disynaptic
N–O bond basins and the monosynaptic nitrogen basin are

NO3
� HNO3 FNO3 KNO3

d(N-O2)

d(N-O3)

ELI-Diso � 1.47 ELI-Diso � 1.45 ELI-Diso � 1.40 ELI-Diso � 1.47

ELI-Diso � 1.32 ELI-Diso � 1.34 ELI-Diso � 1.34 ELI-Diso � 1.31

d(N-O1)

m1(O1) m2(O1)

d(N-O3)
m2(O3)

d(N-O1)
d(N-O2)

m1(O1) m2(O1)

d(N-O3)
m2(O3)

d(N-O1)d(N-O2)

m1(O1) m2(O1)

d(N-O3)

d(N-O1)d(N-O2)

m1(O1) m2(O1)

m2(O2)

m1(O2) m2(O3)

m1(O3)
m2(O2)

m1(O2) m(H)

m1(O3) m2(O2)

m1(O2)

m(F)

m1(O3)

m2(O2)

m1(O2) m2(O3)

m1(O3)

Fig. 6. Iso-surfaces of the electron localizibility indicator (ELI-D).

Table 6. Electron populations (in e) of the monosynaptic (m(O) and

m(N)) and disynaptic (d(N–O)) ELI-D basins

d(N–O1) d(N–O2) d(N–O3) m(O1) m(O2) m(O3) m(N)

NO3
� 1.76 1.78 1.79 5.90 5.90 5.90 0.31

HNO3 2.36 2.07 1.75 5.56 5.65 4.72 –

FNO3 1.90 1.90 0.99 5.48 5.44 5.61 0.80

KNO3 (XWR) 2.08 1.71 1.70 5.73 5.91 5.91 0.17
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perfectly connected at that specific iso-value, while they are
disjointed from all other localization domains.

The greater double-bond character of the N–O1 and N–O2
bonds in HNO3 is reflected by higher populations of d(N–O1)
and d(N–O2) and lower populations of m(O1) and m(O2)
compared with NO3

�. There is no monosynaptic nitrogen basin

obtained for HNO3, but an iso-surface revealing regions of
electron localization at the nitrogen atom are obtained nonethe-
less (see bottom row of Fig. 6). As for NO3

�, this iso-surface
gives a representation of the resonance system that, however,
only involves the N–O1 and N–O2 bonds at that specific iso-
value. Of course, at a lower iso-value, d(N–O3) will also be

connected to d(N–O1) and d(N–O2), but the fact that
the localization domains are disjointed at that specific iso-value
suggests that the contribution of the N–O3 bond to the resonance

system is less meaningful. This is also supported by a lower
population of d(N–O3).

In contrast to HNO3, a monosynaptic nitrogen basin with a
significant electron population is obtained for FNO3. Again, the

iso-surface of FNO3 depicted in the bottom row of Fig. 6 implies
that only N–O1 and N–O2 significantly contribute to the
resonance system. The electron populations of d(N–O1) and

d(N–O2) are equivalent and belowa value of two. They are lower
compared with the populations of HNO3; however, no mono-
synaptic nitrogen basin is obtained for HNO3, so the electrons

are only located inside d(N–O), whereas they are located inside
d(N–O) and m(N) for FNO3. The population of d(N–O3) is
particularly small, confirming that the contribution of the N–O3
bond to the resonance system of FNO3 is less significant.

Valence Bond Calculations

VB calculations were performed only on NO3
�, HNO3, and

FNO3 from the theoretical wave functions. Only the four

p-orbitals that constitute the p system were defined as active
(there is one at the nitrogen atom and one at each of the three
oxygen atoms), because they are the only ones required to

account for the resonance structures depicted in Fig. 7. The VB
wave function is calculated from a linear combination of the four

localized wave functions corresponding to the four resonance
structures of NO3

�, HNO3, and FNO3 shown in Fig. 7. Ulti-
mately, the VB calculation yields weights for each of the four
resonance structures based on their energetic contributions to

the total wave function, which are discussed in the following.
For NO3

�, all four resonance structures are highly signifi-
cant. Structures 2a–c each make up 26% of the resonance,

accounting for a total contribution of 78%. Structure 1 is also
quite significant for NO3

� (22% contribution), whereas it is less
meaningful for the resonance in both HNO3 (7% contribution)

and FNO3 (8% contribution). The major resonance structures
for HNO3 and FNO3 are 2a and 2bwith a combined contribution
of 70 and 71%, respectively. Again, it is shown that resonance

structure 2b has a higher weight than structure 2a for HNO3,
whereas resonance structure 2a has a higher weight than
structure 2b for FNO3. Structure 2c has a slightly lower but
significant contribution to the resonance of HNO3 and FNO3,

suggesting that there is a significant N–O3 double-bond charac-
ter, although it has been more cumbersome to spot by other
descriptors.

The VB calculations further confirm the results obtained
from the previously investigated descriptors and relate them
even more closely to the resonance structures considered

throughout the study. Moreover, it has been shown that the
resonance structures depicted in Figs 1 and 7 are sufficient to
derive the complete wave function of NO3

�, HNO3, and FNO3.

Conclusions

We investigated the bonding situation in NO3
�, HNO3, FNO3,

andKNO3 using a variety of bond analysis tools from theoretical
and experimental data. From the simple Lewis model, the res-

onance structures in Fig. 1 appear to be themost significant ones.
In fact, a combination of sophisticated bond analysis tools can
quantify the significance of these structures relative to each
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Fig. 7. Valence bond structures of NO3
�, HNO3, and FNO3 and their weights.
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other. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any other

study attempting to investigate the bonding in NO3
� quantita-

tively, although it is often used as an example for the very
fundamental concept of resonance.

All analysis tools have demonstrated that there is a significant
double-bond character for the three equivalent N–O bonds in
NO3

�. The valence bond calculations have shown that it is
possible to derive a wave function ofNO3

� by defining one active

orbital at the nitrogen and one at each of the three oxygen atoms.
These orbitals, which are sufficient to account for the resonance
outlined in Fig. 1, are almost exclusively constructed by p-orbitals

perpendicular to the molecular plane. An equivalent picture is
provided by the NBO analysis where significant interactions
involving p-type lone pairs and a lone valency of p-type at the

nitrogen atom are revealed. This is in close resemblance to the p
system in aromatic species, such as in benzene. The Hückel rule
(6p electrons delocalized in a perfectly planar system through
p orbitals perpendicular to the plane) is fulfilled. In fact, a simple

Hückel calculation, which treats the p system completely sepa-
rately from the rest of themolecule, yields reasonable stabilization
energies confirming that this approach is feasible.

Besides the existence of thep interactions, the NBO analysis
also suggests another significant interaction: the oxygen lone
pair of p-type (donor orbital), which is oriented parallel to the

molecular plane, interacts with the N–O antibonds (acceptor
orbitals). This interaction leads to the strengthening of the N–O
bond, where the donor lone pair is located, and the weakening of

the other N–O bonds. For the highly symmetric NO3
�, these

effects approximately compensate each other. This may, how-
ever, not be expected for HNO3 and FNO3: the NBO analysis
shows that the N–O3 antibond is the most populated one as a

result of the LP(O) - s*(X–O) type interactions. The N–O3
antibond may only serve as an acceptor orbital owing to the lack
of an appropriate donor lone pair at O3, and thus the N–O3 bond

is significantly weakened.
Throughout this study, all descriptors have shown that the

two terminal N–O bonds (N–O1 and N–O2) in HNO3 and FNO3

have a substantially higher double-bond character compared
with the N–O bonds in NO3

�. In contrast to that, the double-
bond character of the N–O bond (N–O3) whose oxygen atom is
bonded to H or F is significantly lower. In fact, this situation

could not be unambiguously determined by some descriptors.
Interestingly, the resonance in HNO3 and FNO3 is only slightly
influenced by the very distinct nature of fluorine and hydrogen.

A negative formal charge at the oxygen oriented to the same side
as theO–F bond promotes the repulsion between both negatively
charged atoms. Thus, structure 2a is favoured over 2b. For

HNO3, it is the other way around: in contrast to the fluorine, the
hydrogen has a positive charge and thus a negative formal
charge at the oxygen promotes the attraction between both

oppositely charged atoms. Consequently, structure 2b is
favoured over 2a. However, this perturbation of the resonance
is quite small and cannot account for the high stability of HNO3

compared with the instable FNO3. Rather, the instability of

FNO3 may be associated with the F–O bond, which is known to
be highly reactive.

It has also been shown that an XWR of crystalline KNO3

gives bonding properties that are in good agreement with the
ones obtained from theory alone. TheNO3

� unit inKNO3 is only
slightly influenced by crystal effects because it is surrounded

quite evenly by interacting potassium cations. It has clearly been
demonstrated that XWR is superior toMM in terms ofmodelling
electron density from the experiment when the residual density

is considered. In addition, it offers a much wider range of

analysis possibilities based on the fitted wave function. In the
present study, for example, we introduced NBO analysis based
on the fitted wave function and applied it for the first time.

Although NO3
�, HNO3, and FNO3 are, at first glance, three

simple compounds, details of their bonding situation are rather
complex. Only a rationally chosen variety of complementary
bonding analysis methods can reveal the bonding situation in

full. This confirms the usefulness of simplemodels such as those
of Lewis andHückel, but highlightswhere departures from these
models are significant and important to consider.

Supplementary Material

Additional crystallographic information (bond lengths from
IAM, MM, and HAR as well as plots of the probability density

function), Bader and NPA charges for all atoms, additional
results from the NBO analysis, atomic coordinates from the
geometry optimizations, and the corresponding observed and
calculated structure factors of the high-resolution KNO3 dataset

are available on the Journal’s website. The crystallographic
information files (CIFs) for all three models IAM, MM, HAR
are deposited with the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database

(CSD no. 433754).
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Chapter 8

Revisiting a Historical Concept by

Using Quantum Crystallography: Are

Phosphate, Sulfate and Perchlorate

Anions Hypervalent?

In this study, the historical concept of hypervalency in phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions

is tackled by a complementary bonding analysis. For this work, we had the chance to create the

front cover of Chemistry – A European Journal, which is shown before the paper. The paper

was published in 2019. In the following, my contributions to this work are listed:

• I wrote 90% of the text

• I carried out the synthesis and crystallization of all compounds

• I partly performed the X-ray diffraction experiments

– 100% of the home measurements of MgNH4PO4 · 6 H2O and Li2SO4 ·H2O

– ≈30% of the home measurement of the potassium perchlorate crystals

– The measurments performed at SPring-8 (Japan) were carried out in a team consist-

ing of five people, including myself

• I performed the data reductions and refinements of the crystal structures

• I performed the complementary bonding analysis

• I am responsible for all figures and tables

• I designed about 90% of the front cover
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Revisiting a Historical Concept by Using Quantum
Crystallography: Are Phosphate, Sulfate and Perchlorate Anions
Hypervalent?

Dedicated to Professor Dietmar Stalke on the occasion of his 60th birthday

What is your motivation to study chemical bonding?

Chemical bonding is, undoubtedly, one of the most significant con-

cepts in chemistry. However, some aspects of this concept (such as

hypervalency) are debatable and often based on misconceptions.

In our work, we use a combination of bonding analysis methods

based on theory and experiment and based on different spaces

(real, orbital and energy space) to get a fresh perspective on chem-

ical bonding. This helps to clarify the bonding situation in systems

in which the Lewis picture of chemical bonding reaches its limits.

What was the inspiration for this cover design?
The cover picture shows hypervalent bonding representations of

phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions, which are printed on

an old parchment paper. It reflects the fact that these bonding rep-

resentations are historic and obsolete. The ripped parchment re-

veals a modern perspective on hypervalency, which we uncover

using a complementary bonding analysis. Hypervalency is indeed a

useful concept, but it needs to be seen in a new light.

How important is collaboration in science?
The eight collaborators are from six nations (Germany, Brazil, India,

China, Australia, and Japan) across four different continents. This

international team met in Japan to perform X-ray diffraction ex-

periments at the SPring-8 synchrotron for the compounds analyzed

in this study. We believe that, especially in times with increasing in-

tolerance and xenophobia, collaboration in science, which knows

no borders but only interesting topics, can help to overcome such

unbearable social tendencies. We also want to take this opportuni-

ty to remember our team member and good friend Ming, who

passed away in a car crash before this work could come to a con-

clusion, and just before he could receive his Ph.D.

Invited for the cover of this issue is the group of Simon Grabowsky at the University of Bremen. The image depicts one of

the main messages of the present study: Lewis structure representations are not sufficient to understand chemical bonding.

Read the full text of the article at 10.1002/chem.201806247.

Malte Fugel Lorraine A.

Malaspina

Rumpa Pal Sajesh P. Thomas Ming W. Shi Mark A. Spackman Kunihisa Sugimoto Simon Grabowsky
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Revisiting a Historical Concept by Using Quantum
Crystallography: Are Phosphate, Sulfate and Perchlorate Anions
Hypervalent?

Malte Fugel,[a] Lorraine A. Malaspina,[a] Rumpa Pal,[a, d] Sajesh P. Thomas,[b, e] Ming W. Shi†,[b]

Mark A. Spackman,[b] Kunihisa Sugimoto,[c] and Simon Grabowsky*[a]

Dedicated to Professor Dietmar Stalke on the occasion of his 60th birthday

Abstract: There are many examples of atoms in molecules

that violate Lewis’ octet rule, because they have more than

four electron pairs assigned to their valence. These atoms

are referred to as hypervalent. However, hypervalency may

be regarded as an artifact arising from Lewis’ description of

molecules, which is based on the assumption that electrons

are localized in two-center two-electron bonds and lone

pairs. In the present paper, the isoelectronic phosphate

(PO4
3@), sulfate (SO4

2@) and perchlorate (ClO4
@) anions were

examined with respect to the concept of hypervalency.

Lewis formulas containing a hypervalent central atom exist

for all three anions. Based on X-ray wavefunction refine-

ments of high-resolution X-ray diffraction data of representa-

tive crystal structures (MgNH4PO4·6H2O, Li2SO4·H2O, and

KClO4), complementary bonding analyses were performed. In

this way, experimental information from the new field of

quantum crystallography validate long-known facts, or

refute long-standing misunderstandings. It is shown that the

P@O and S@O bonds are highly polarized covalent bonds

and, thus, the increase in the valence population following

three-center four-electron bonding is not sufficient to yield

hypervalent phosphorus or sulfur atoms, respectively. How-

ever, for the highly covalent Cl@O bond, most bonding indi-

cators imply a hypervalent chlorine atom.

Introduction

The rule of eight,[1] more commonly known as the octet rule,[2]

accounts for Lewis’ finding that most atoms in molecules have

eight electrons or, rather, four electron pairs in their valence

shell.[3, 4] However, there are some prominent examples of

period 3 elements in molecules that, at first glance, exceed the

octet rule, because Lewis structures devoid of formal charges

exist that contain atoms with more than eight valence elec-

trons, for example, SF6 and PCl5. Such atoms are referred to as

hypervalent.[5] In the past, it was assumed that d orbitals con-

tribute to the bonding of these molecules, however, popula-

tion analyses have shown that this is not the case for bonds

containing period 3 elements.[6–8] For that reason, alternative

models have emerged to resolve the bonding in hypervalent

molecules (we are aware that only atoms can be regarded as

hypervalent; however, for simplicity, we refer to a molecule as

hypervalent if it contains a hypervalent atom).

Rundle and Pimentel have introduced explanations based

on three-center four-electron (3c–4e) bonding,[9–12] for which

Coulson has formulated a valence bond variant.[13] Accordingly,

the bonding involving two electron pairs and three atoms A, B

and C may be expressed schematically by three resonance

structures corresponding to A–B+ @C, A@ +B–C and A@ B2+ @C.

From a localized orbital perspective, this bonding type is indi-

cated through negative hyperconjugation, that is, the donation

of electron density from an occupied n-, p- or p-orbital to a

s*-orbital.[8, 14–16] According to the original octet rule, two bond-

ing electrons are assigned to the valence of both bonded

atoms regardless of bond polarization.[3, 5] However, Lewis dis-

cussed already in his seminal paper in 1916[1] that bond polari-

zation influences the valence electron count, which was later

termed the modified octet rule.[16–18] It is not rigorously de-

fined, but it includes that, if the bond is polarized towards one
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of the atoms, less than two electrons must be assigned to the

valence of the other atom, because in polarized bonds the

electron pair is not shared equally. Consequently, an atom may

follow the modified octet rule, although the original version of

the rule is violated.[17,19] Furthermore, there is the theory of re-

coupled bonding[20,21] and increased-valence structures[22] for

hypervalency, as well as a classification by Green and Parkin.[23]

For the most part, the concept of hypervalency has been

studied based on theoretical wavefunctions.[24–28] However,

quantum crystallographic techniques allow experimental

access to wavefunctions and charge densities.[29,30] Stalke and

co-workers have pioneered the idea of performing a bonding

analysis based on experimentally obtained charge densities for

putatively hypervalent molecules.[31–34] Grabowsky et al. have

studied the concept of hypervalency in SO2 through X-ray

wavefunction refinement.[35] An experimental and theoretical

bonding analysis with respect to electron density descriptors

was performed on the sulfate anion (SO4
2@), which may be re-

garded as a textbook example for the concept of hypervalen-

cy.[36]

The phosphate (PO4
3@) and perchlorate anions (ClO4

@) are

isoelectronic to the sulfate anion and hypervalent Lewis struc-

tures are also obtained for them (see Figure 1).[37] However,

non-hypervalent Lewis structures, which require the introduc-

tion of formal charges at the central atom and at the oxygen

atoms, also exist for the phosphate, sulfate, and perchlorate

anions (see Figure 1). In fact, the experimental charge density

study on the sulfate anion demonstrated that Lewis structure

2b is most significant and, thus, the central sulfur atom must

be regarded as non-hypervalent, because of the strong S@O

polarization.[36]

However, the bonding situation in the phosphate, sulfate,

and perchlorate anions remains peculiar: the formal charge of

the central atom increases in the non-hypervalent Lewis struc-

tures from phosphate (+1) to chlorine (+3). Consequently, the

charge separation should be the highest between the chlorine

and oxygen atoms of the perchlorate and the lowest between

the phosphorus and oxygen atoms of the phosphate. However,

the electronegativity increases from phosphorus to chlorine, so

the Cl@O bond should be the least polarized bond and, thus,

the charge separation between Cl and O should be the lowest.

Even from that simple assessment, it becomes clear that a

single Lewis formula is insufficient to account for the bonding

situation of these anions. Negative hyperconjugation can be

expected to be highly significant in these anions and since the

population of antibonds can potentially lead to more than

eight valence electrons, there is a possibility for the phosphate,

sulfate and perchlorate anions to be hypervalent.

Naively speaking, it should be an easy task to determine

whether an atom is hypervalent, because it “only” requires the

counting of valence electrons. However, there are many defini-

tions of an atom (such as Bader’s formalism[39] or methods

based on natural atomic orbitals[40]) and, thus, an atom may be

either hypervalent or non-hypervalent depending on the

method used to define the atom. Therefore, it is crucial to per-

form a complementary bonding analysis that combines differ-

ent bonding descriptors from real space and orbital space, so

that no aspect of bonding is neglected or missed.[41–43]

In the present paper, the bonding situation in the isoelec-

tronic phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions is investigat-

ed with respect to the concept of hypervalency. Ultimately, we

want to answer the question whether it is a good practice to

call these anions hypervalent. For that purpose, complementa-

ry bonding analyses for the isolated anions from theoretical

calculations are compared with the same analyses from experi-

mental quantum crystallographic models in the solid state

based on X-ray wavefunction refinements (XWR).[44,45] The crys-

tal structures considered for the experimental studies are stru-

vite (MgNH4PO4·H2O),
[46] lithium sulfate (Li2SO4·H2O)

[47] and po-

tassium perchlorate (KClO4),
[48] see Figure 2. They were ob-

tained from low-temperature high-resolution single-crystal X-

ray diffraction experiments.

The bond analysis methods applied in the present study

may be assigned to two different categories, namely, real-

space and orbital-space indicators. Real-space indicators ana-

lyze a real space function topologically. In the quantum theory

of atoms in molecules (QTAIM), introduced by Bader, this func-

tion corresponds to the electron density.[39,49,50] The electron lo-

calizability indicator (ELI), a real-space function that measures

how localized electrons are, can also be topologically ana-

lyzed.[51, 52] The notion of an orbital is absent in both of these

methods, but the orbital picture cannot be disregarded when

investigating hypervalency. Hence, natural bond orbital (NBO)

and natural resonance theory (NRT) techniques must be con-

sidered to complement the real space picture.[14,40, 53] A joint

application of these techniques—a complementary bonding

analysis—has been proven to be an effective approach for the

study of a variety of bonding types.[42,43]

Results and Discussion

Geometry and intermolecular interactions

The isolated PO4
3@, SO4

2@ and ClO4
@ anions have a Td symmetry,

which inflicts four equidistant X@O bond. Henceforth, we will

Figure 1. Hypervalent and non-hypervalent Lewis structures of the phos-

phate (PO4
3@), sulfate (SO4

2@) and perchlorate (ClO4
@) anions (equivalent reso-

nance forms are not depicted).
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only give a single value for the theoretically obtained bonding

properties, because they are equivalent for all four X@O bonds.

For the experimental structures, the crystal environment leads

to a lower symmetry, and, thus, the X@O bond lengths are no

longer equivalent. For struvite (MgNH4PO4·6H2O) and KClO4, a

mirror plain intersects the PO4
3@ and ClO4

@ units, respectively.

Consequently, there are only three independent X@O bonds

and, hence, only three bonding properties will be presented

for these anions. The SO4
2@ unit in Li2SO4·H2O is located in the

lowest symmetry environment—all four bond lengths are inde-

pendent. Table 1 gives an overview of all X@O bond lengths

obtained from geometry optimizations and Hirshfeld atom re-

finements (HARs). For more computational and experimental

details, see the Experimental Section.

The bond lengths obtained at the CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level

of theory are somewhat shorter than the respective bond

lengths calculated at a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. The

bond lengths obtained from HAR are, in turn, shorter than

those theoretically obtained. However, all methods agree that

the P@O bonds are the longest and the Cl@O bonds are the

shortest. We expect some of the bonding properties to be in-

fluenced by the environment, because some of the oxygen

atoms are involved in hydrogen bonds or ion-dipole interac-

tions. In struvite, the oxygen atoms of the PO4
3@ unit are in-

volved in strong hydrogen bonds involving neighboring water

and ammonia molecules (see Figure 2). In Li2SO4·H2O, the

oxygen atoms form hydrogen bonds and strong ion–dipole

complexes involving the lithium atoms. In KClO4, there are

only weak interactions between the potassium and oxygen

atoms. In the Supporting Information, we present Hirshfeld

surface fingerprint plots, which give a representation of the

strengths of these interactions. However, despite the existence

of these interactions of different strengths, the deviation be-

tween the symmetry-independent bond lengths in the experi-

mental structures is small. Therefore, the crystal environment

only has a minor effect on the bond lengths of the PO4
3@,

SO4
2@ and ClO4

@ units. It is not the purpose of this study to in-

vestigate the effect of the crystalline environment on the intra-

molecular bonding descriptors. Certainly, the results in this

study show that the intermolecular interactions do affect the

X@O bonds, but not to an extent that would impair the analy-

sis of the nature of the X@O bonding. A detailed analysis of

the intermolecular interactions can be found in the Supporting

Information.

Natural bond orbitals

The NBO analysis yields localized orbitals that may either be re-

lated to features of conventional Lewis structures or to non-

Lewis orbitals, such as extravalent Rydberg orbitals or valence

antibonds.[14] Analogous Lewis-type NBOs are obtained for the

phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions: there is one

s(X@O) orbital for each of the four X@O bonds and three lone

pair orbitals for each of the four oxygen atoms. Two of the

oxygen lone pairs are of p type, that is, they are (almost) com-

pletely made up of oxygen 2px and 2py orbitals, respectively.

The remaining lone pair is a spl hybrid orbital (in which l is

the hybridization coefficient) which exhibits a high s character

(see the Supporting Information for the composition of all lone

pair NBOs).

Accordingly, if only taking the Lewis type NBOs into account,

the non-hypervalent Lewis structures 1b, 2b, and 3b are sug-

gested for the phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions. How-

ever, the Lewis-type NBOs alone are only a good approxima-

tion of the actual bonding situation if the bonds and lone

pairs are highly localized, that is, if all Lewis type NBOs have a

population of N=2 and if the non-Lewis type orbitals are un-

occupied. However, in the phosphate, sulfate, and perchlorate

anions, the orbital populations suggest a highly delocalized

bonding situation. Consequently, Lewis structures 1b, 2b, and

3b represent it only poorly.

Figure 2. Experimental crystal structures (formula units, not asymmetric units) of a) struvite (MgNH4PO4·6H2O), b) lithium sulfate (Li2SO4·H2O) and c) potassium

perchlorate (KClO4) obtained from Hirshfeld atom refinement; the ellipsoids are given at a 50% probability level; pictures generated with Olex2, see Ref. [38] .

Table 1. X@O bond lengths in a from theory (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and

CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory) and Hirshfeld atom refinement.

Method Bond Phosphate Sulfate Perchlorate

B3LYP X@O 1.5940 1.5164 1.4792

CCSD X@O 1.5859 1.5034 1.4599

HAR X@O1 1.5416(2) 1.4785(2) 1.4485(2)

HAR X@O2 1.5438(2) 1.4801(2) 1.4320(3)

HAR X@O3 1.5494(2) 1.4788(2) 1.4401(3)

HAR X@O4 – 1.4646(1) –
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The electron populations of the p-type and spl-type lone

pairs, which are listed in Table 2, differ significantly. The spl-

type lone pairs have populations of N&2 and may therefore

be regarded as localized. In contrast, the p-type lone pairs are

delocalized because their populations are substantially lower

than N=2. A large amount of electron density is withdrawn

from the p-type lone pairs because they are involved in strong

hyperconjugative interactions, in which they serve as donor or-

bitals. The s*(X@O) antibonds are the corresponding acceptor

orbitals involved in this interaction. They are, consequently,

slightly occupied. Both the donor and acceptor orbitals are de-

picted in Figure 3. As mentioned in the Introduction, hyper-

conjugative interactions may be attributed to 3c–4e bonding.

Strong hyperconjugative interactions result in low oxygen lone

pair populations and, consequently, in high populations of the

s*(X@O) antibonds. Judging from the parameters obtained

from the theoretical NBO, which are listed in Table 2, the hy-

perconjugative interactions are the strongest in the perchlo-

rate, whereas they are slightly weaker in the phosphate and

sulfate anions. According to the NBO from XWR, the oxygen

lone pair populations are similar to those of the theoretical

NBO, although not all oxygen lone pair populations of the

phosphate are higher than those of the sulfate. However, on

average, the lone pair populations of the phosphate anion are

the highest and those of the perchlorate anion are the lowest.

The average lone pair populations from XWR are somewhat

larger than those obtained from theory and the average popu-

lations of the X-O antibonds are, in turn, somewhat lower com-

pared to theory.

Delocalization energies from the second-order perturbation

theory (E2) are an approximation of the energy stabilization as-

sociated with a specific orbital interaction.[14] This allows us to

pinpoint the main contributions to the hyperconjugative inter-

actions. The main contribution is the interaction between the

p-type lone pair and the s*(X@O) antibond aligned parallel to

it (see Figure 3), whereas the spl-type lone pairs are only in-

volved in minor hyperconjugative interactions, which has al-

ready been indicated by their populations of N&2. Although

the relative orientation is similar among the three anions, the

E2 values of these interactions suggest that the interaction is

strongest in the perchlorate and weakest in the phosphate,

see Figure 3. The depicted interactions are the most significant

ones, but there is still a very meaningful orbital overlap for

most of the other combinations of donor and acceptor orbi-

tals, as shown in the Supporting Information.

The NBO analysis shows that hyperconjugative interactions

of LP(O)!s*(X@O) (LP= lone pair) type are indubitably of

great significance in the phosphate, sulfate, and perchlorate

anions. Although they lead to an increase in orbital overlap be-

tween the oxygen atom and the element X, the population of

the acceptor X@O antibond leads to a weakening of the corre-

sponding X@O bond. As mentioned before, the hyperconjuga-

tive interactions may be related to 3c–4e bonding, which is a

common bonding motif found in potentially hypervalent mole-

cules.[9–11] From the donor and acceptor orbitals represented in

Figure 3, one can immediately grasp why hyperconjugative in-

teractions are linked to 3c–4e bonding. The three centers refer

to an O@X@O triad and the four electrons schematically refer

to the oxygen donor lone pair and the X@O acceptor bond.

Schematically, this bonding pattern may be visualized by the

Lewis formulas 1c, 2c, and 3c depicted in Figure 4. Here, the

increased orbital overlap is represented by a X@O double bond

and the weakening of the interacting X@O bond by

the transformation of a covalent X@O bond to a

closed shell X+ @O interaction.

A natural resonance theory (NRT) analysis[53] based

on the theoretical and experimental wavefunctions

can approximate the full density matrix by a linear

combination of the localized density matrices corre-

sponding to the Lewis structures 1b-3b and 1c–3c

(and the corresponding resonance forms), whereas

Lewis structures 1a–3a have no weight. The theo-

retical and experimental weights of the Lewis struc-

tures that were obtained from the NRT analysis are

given inside Figure 4.

The 3c–4e resonance forms of the perchlorate

have the highest weight, whereas they have the

Table 2. Properties obtained from the theoretical and experimental NBO

analyses: The electron populations N (in e) of the spl- and p-type oxygen

lone pairs as well as of the s*(X@O) antibond. LP= lone pair.

LPsp
l(O) LPp(O) s*(X@O)

N(LP1) N(LP2) N(LP3) N

Theory

PO4
3@ – 1.98 1.91 1.91 0.15

SO4
2@ – 1.98 1.88 1.88 0.20

ClO4
@ – 1.99 1.84 1.84 0.25

XWR

PO4
3@ O1 1.98(1) 1.92(3) 1.91(3) 0.13(2)

O2 1.98(1) 1.92(1) 1.90(2) 0.12(2)

O3 1.97(1) 1.93(1) 1.89(1) 0.12(1)

SO4
2@ O1 1.98(1) 1.91(1) 1.88(2) 0.17(1)

O2 1.98(1) 1.91(1) 1.90(1) 0.18(2)

O3 1.98(1) 1.89(1) 1.88(1) 0.16(1)

O4 1.98(1) 1.88(2) 1.87(2) 0.18(2)

ClO4
@ O1 1.99(1) 1.86(1) 1.84(3) 0.24(1)

O2 1.99(1) 1.86(1) 1.85(1) 0.20(3)

O3 1.99(1) 1.84(3) 1.84(2) 0.20(2)

Figure 3. Representation of the donor orbitals (p-orbital type oxygen lone pair) and the

acceptor orbitals [s*(X@O); X=P, S, Cl] of the strongest negative hyperconjugation (with

respect to the E2 values from theory) ; pictures generated with ChemCraft, see Ref. [54] .
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lowest weight for the phosphate, which agrees with the results

from the preceding paragraph. In fact, the theoretical weights

of the perchlorate anion suggest that Lewis structure 3c is

more significant than Lewis structure 3b. For all anions, the

weights from XWR for structures b are higher than those from

theory, but the same trends are retrieved in the row from

phosphate to perchlorate. It needs to be stated that a local

NRT was performed for the wavefunctions from XWR, that is,

only the atoms of the PO4
3@, SO4

2@, and ClO4
@ units were in-

cluded in the calculation. A regular NRT results in additional

resonance structures involving the remaining atoms in inter-

molecular interactions. Especially for struvite, a variety of

minor resonance structures emerge, because the oxygen

atoms of the PO4
3@ unit are involved in a variety of hydrogen

bonds.

Quantum theory of atoms in molecules

Considering that hyperconjugative interactions are defined in

orbital space, the NBO analysis has been a valuable tool to un-

cover and quantify these interactions in the phosphate, sulfate,

and perchlorate anions. The real space bonding indicators give

no direct access to these interactions, but it is possible to char-

acterize the X@O bonds based on properties at the X@O bond

critical points. These properties are expected to be

greatly influenced by the strong hyperconjugative

interactions. Here, the electron density (1bcp), the

Laplacian of the electron density (!21bcp) and total

energy density (Hbcp) are regarded at the X@O bond

critical points of the phosphate, sulfate and perchlo-

rate anions of the theoretical and experimental sys-

tems. The corresponding values are listed in Table 3.

The electron density at the X@O bond critical

point [1bcp(X@O)], which may be understood as a

measure of orbital overlap, is the lowest in the phos-

phate and the highest in the perchlorate anion ac-

cording to both theory and XWR. The experimental

values of 1bcp from XWR are somewhat larger than

the ones obtained from theory. Considering that the

difference in electronegativities is the lowest be-

tween Cl and O, the Cl@O bond is the most covalent

bond. Consequently, the orbital overlap between the

chlorine and oxygen atoms is the most pronounced,

which is expected to be reflected by a high value of

1bcp(Cl@O). However, hyperconjugative interactions are another

factor resulting in an increase in 1bcp, because they also en-

hance the orbital overlap. The electron density contains both

effects combined and there is no means to separate them

from each other. Therefore, it is sensible to compare the theo-

retically obtained values to values of 1bcp(X@O) of HnX@OH

model compounds (H2POH, HSOH, and ClOH), which are unaf-

fected by hyperconjugative interactions.[42] The difference be-

tween these values approximately reflects the influence of the

hyperconjugative interactions on the value of 1bcp. The ratio of

1bcp(X@O) of the phosphate, sulfate or perchlorate anion to

1bcp(X@O) of the corresponding model compound should in-

crease with the extent of the hyperconjugative interactions.

These ratios are listed in Table 4 and confirm this assumption.

The Laplacian of the electron density at the X@O bcp

[!21bcp(X@O)] gives information on the covalent or ionic contri-

butions to the X@O bonds. Negative values of !21bcp(X@O) in-

dicate that covalent interactions dominate the bonding,

whereas positive values of !21bcp(X@O) are an indication of

bonds, in which ionic contributions outweigh the covalent

ones. However, as shown previously, it is more meaningful to

regard !
21bcp in conjunction with the total energy density at

the X@O bcp, Hbcp, which is negative for bonds with a signifi-

Figure 4. Lewis structures and corresponding weights obtained from NRT. For Lewis

structures 1c, 2c and 3c only one of the equivalent Lewis structures is depicted, the cor-

responding weights are a sum of all equivalent resonance forms.

Table 3. Properties at the X@O bond critical points of the electron density: the electron density (1bcp in ea@3), the Laplacian of the electron density (!21 in

ea@5) and the total energy density (Hbpc in Harteea@3).

Phosphate Sulfate Perchlorate

1bcp
!

21bcp Hbcp 1bcp
!

21bcp Hbcp 1bcp
!

21bcp Hbcp

Theory

X@O 1.30 16.7 @0.17 1.87 7.2 @0.38 2.44 @21.0 @0.48

XWR

X@O1 1.43(1) 27.3(28) @0.16(1) 1.99(1) 16.8(6) @0.36(1) 2.61(6) @22.0(52) @0.63(7)

X@O2 1.50(6) 25.7(8) @0.18(2) 1.99(3) 17.1(23) @0.36(2) 2.61(10) @22.3(74) @0.59(11)

X@O3 1.54(11) 18.6(60) @0.20(4) 2.00(1) 16.7(11) @0.36(1) 2.64(7) @11.9(52) @0.63(9)

X@O4 – – – 1.92(4) 28.6(40) @0.31(1) – – –
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cant covalent character and positive for purely ionic

bonds.[42,55, 56] Both the theoretical and experimental values of
!

21bcp(X@O) of the P@O and S@O bonds are positive, so from

this perspective ionic contributions are dominant in the sulfate

and phosphate anions. At the same time, shared interactions

are also of significance in the P@O and S@O bonds, which is in-

dicated by a negative total energy density at the X@O bcp

(Hbcp). The XWR gives significantly more negative values of

Hbcp(Cl@O) for the ClO4
@ unit in KClO4 than the theoretical cal-

culation. For SO4
2@ and PO4

3@, there is a better agreement be-

tween the results of XWR and theory. In contrast to
!

21bcp(X@O) of the P@O and S@O bonds, !21bcp(Cl@O) is highly

negative, so covalent interactions are indicated to dominate

the bonding in the perchlorate anion. For the Cl@O bond, the

agreement between the theoretical and experimental values of
!

21bcp is excellent for Cl@O1 and Cl@O2. Overall, Hbcp is the

most negative for the Cl@O bonds of the perchlorate anion

suggesting the most pronounced covalent interactions to be

present in the Cl@O bonds.

The fact that ionic bonding is significant in the phosphate

and sulfate anions is an important implication on the forth-

coming discussion on whether these anions are hypervalent,

because ionic bonding may counterbalance the increased va-

lence of the central atom caused by the hyperconjugative in-

teractions (modified octet rule).

Population analyses and bond indices

From the analyses performed in the preceding sections, hyper-

conjugative interactions of LP(O)!s*(X@O) type, equivalent to

3c–4e bonding, have been identified to play a big role in the

phosphate, sulfate, and perchlorate anions. These interactions

lead to the population of s*(X@O) antibonds, which increases

the valency of the atom X. Consequently, hypervalent species

may be obtained even without d orbitals contributing to the

bonding. However, the QTAIM analysis has established the

P@O and S@O bonds to be highly polarized. The strong P@O

and S@O bond polarization reduces the effective number of

bonding electrons in the vicinity of X and, thus, the number of

valence electrons of X. Alternatively, the Cl@O bond is highly

covalent and only slightly polarized towards the oxygen atom.

Consequently, the number of valence electrons of the chlorine

should only be slightly reduced. In this section, different ap-

proaches to define the valency of an atom are applied to de-

termine whether the phosphate, sulfate, and perchlorate

anions are hypervalent.

A straightforward way to determine the number of valence

electrons is to examine the application of different bond indi-

ces, which account for the number of electron pairs shared be-

tween two atoms. Within the framework of the methods ap-

plied in this study, the NLMO/NPA bond order (natural local-

ized molecular orbital/ natural population analysis bond order;

from the NBO analysis)[14] and the delocalization index (DI,

from the QTAIM)[39] will be consulted. Both bond orders ac-

count for the number of electron pairs exchanged between

two atoms, but the definition of an atom is different in both

approaches. In general, both bond orders have a value below

one for polarized single bonds, because the bond polarization

reduces the number of electron pairs exchanged between the

two bonded atoms, considering that they are pulled towards

the more electronegative element. Accordingly, the modified

octet rule is fulfilled for the phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate

anions if the sum of the four X@O bond orders is below a

value of four. The NLMO/NPA bond orders and DI from theory

and XWR are listed in Table 5. For the P@O and S@O bonds, all

bond indices are below one, so in total less than four electron

pairs are assigned to the valence of the phosphorus and sulfur

atoms. Accordingly, the modified octet rule is not violated for

the phosphate and sulfate anions according to the NLMO/NPA

bond order and DI. For the Cl@O bond, both the NLMO/NPA

bond order from theory and XWR and the delocalization index

of the Cl@O bond from theory are greater than one. This sug-

gests more than four valence electron pairs located at the

chlorine atom. In particular, the DI from theory and XWR signif-

icantly exceed a value of one. The NLMO/NPA bond order from

theory suggests only slightly more than four valence electron

Table 4. Electron density at the X@O bcp (1bcp in ea@3) of H2POH, HSOH,

and ClOH model compounds from Ref. [42] as well as the ratio of

1bcp(X@O) of the oxoanions (Table 3) to 1bcp(X@O) of the model com-

pounds.

P@O S@O Cl@O

1bcp(X@O) 1.10 1.29 1.38

ratio 1.18 1.45 1.77

Table 5. The NLMO/NPA bond order (BONLMO/NPA), the delocalization index (DI), the charges of X (in e) which are used to derive gqBader and gqNPA and differ-

ent valency descriptors (g), which are outlined in the main text (descriptors indicating a hypervalent P, S, or Cl atom are given in bold).

BO(NLMO/NPA) DI Q(X) Valency descriptors

X@O S(X@O) X@O S(X@O) Bader NPA gqBader gqNPA gNBO,mod gELI

PO4
3@ Theory 0.60 2.40 0.57 2.28 3.73 2.41 2.54 5.18 4.40 5.96

XWR 0.57(8) ; 0.56(1) 2.25(9) 0.46(5) ; 0.43(3) 1.81(8) 4.07(5) 2.61(51) 1.87(11) 4.78(5) 4.09(14) 7.25(17)

0.55(5) 0.45(3)

SO4
2@ Theory 0.79 3.16 0.84 3.36 3.91 2.51 4.18 6.98 6.21 6.24

XWR 0.74(3) ; 0.71(2) ; 3.01(8) 0.67(4) ; 0.62(2) 2.66(6) 4.48(3) 2.74(11) 3.04(7) 6.53(22) 5.70(2) 6.93(7)

0.77(1) ; 0.79(6) 0.68(1) ; 0.69(4)

ClO4
@ Theory 1.01 4.04 1.37 5.48 2.46 2.44 9.08 9.12 8.32 6.56

XWR 0.94(4) ; 1.01(3) 3.90(6) 1.18(1) ; 1.25(4) ; 4.80(4) 3.60(2) 2.66(10) 6.80(4) 8.67(2) 7.73(1) 7.16(18)

1.02(2) 1.19(1)
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pairs at the chlorine atom, whereas the NLMO/NPA bond order

from XWR falls slightly below a value of four despite the esti-

mated uncertainty.

Durrant has introduced a method to quantify hypervalency

based on the charge of the central atom X.[57] The atomic

charge Q(X) is reproduced by a linear combination of the

formal charges of the hypervalent Lewis formulas (1a, 2a, or

3a) and of the non-hypervalent Lewis formulas (1b/c, 2b/c, or

3b/c), see Equation (1):[57]

Q Xð Þ ¼
X

n

i¼1

aiqi Xð Þ ð1Þ

in which the weights ai of the formal charges qi to reproduce

the atomic charge Q(X) can be calculated (
P

n
i¼1 ai ¼ 1). Using

the weights ai, the valency of the atom X is ultimately ob-

tained from Equation (2), in which gi is the formal valency of

the hypervalent Lewis formulas (1a, 2a or 3a) and of the non-

hypervalent Lewis formulas (1b/c, 2b/c or 3b/c).

g Xð Þ ¼
X

n

i¼1

aigi ð2Þ

According to this valency descriptor, an atom is hypervalent if

the formal charge of the non-hypervalent Lewis structure devi-

ates greatly from the actual atomic charge. Two different types

of charges are regarded in this study: Charges from the natural

population analysis (QNPA, part of the NBO framework) and

from QTAIM (QBader), which are listed in Table 5. The valencies

obtained from this approach (gqBader and gqNPA) are also given in

Table 5. Both gqBader and gqNPA from theory and XWR imply non-

hypervalent phosphorus and sulfur atoms in the phosphate

and sulfate anions, respectively, because g(X)<8 despite the

estimated uncertainty. Once again, the chlorine atom of the

perchlorate anion is identified to be hypervalent if gqBader from

theory and gqNPA from theory and XWR, which both exceed a

value of eight, are regarded. However, gqBader from XWR is

lower than eight despite the estimated uncertainty and, thus,

a non-hypervalent chlorine atom is implied by this descriptor.

All charges from XWR are more positive than those obtained

from theory, and the valencies from XWR are, in turn, lower. It

can be argued that the crystal environment stabilizes a more

ionic bonding situation, which favors resonance structures 1b,

2b, and 3b in Figure 1. To validate the stabilizing effect of the

crystal environment, Bader charges were obtained from peri-

odic boundary calculations, which are compared to the charg-

es discussed in the main text (see section 6 in the Supporting

Information). It can be shown that the charges from the peri-

odic boundary calculations are, in fact, more positive than the

charges from the isolated molecule calculations, and close to

the XWR derived charges.

The NBO analysis provides populations of X@O bonding and

anti-bonding orbitals which both contribute to the number of

valence electrons of the element X. Adding up the populations

of the s(X@O) and s*(X@O) bonds yields valence populations

of gNBO>8 for all the anions. However, the straightforward

summation of bonding and antibonding NBOs does not take

bond polarization into account and, thus, corresponds to

Lewis’ original octet rule. However, the hybrid orbitals (NHOs)

of X and O, which make up the X@O bond, do not contribute

equally to the X@O bond orbitals due to bond polarization.

The weights of the NHOs are the polarization coefficient (cX
and cO), which are a measure of the X@O bond polarization.

Therefore, to check whether the modified octet rule is fol-

lowed, it is required to take the polarization coefficients of the

X@O bond into account. Weinhold et al. have defined the ion-

icity of a A@B bond in terms of the polarization coefficients cA
and cB, see Equation (3).[14]

iAB ¼ cAj j2 @ cBj j2 ð3Þ

Based on that, here we suggest calculating the modified valen-

cy of the atom X [gNBO,mod(X)] according to Equation (4).[57]

gNBO;mod Xð Þ ¼
X

n

k¼1

½ð1@ iX@Ok

4

4

4

4Þ ? NsðX@OkÞ þ Ns* ðX@OkÞA ð4Þ

When taking the bond polarization into account, the

phosphate and sulfate anions are no longer hypervalent

(gNBO,mod<8 despite the uncertainty). Due to the covalent Cl@O

bond, the modified valence of the chlorine atom still exceeds a

value of eight for the theoretical calculations, whereas it slight-

ly falls below a value of eight despite the uncertainty for the

XWR. According to theory, the perchlorate anion is hyperva-

lent, whereas it only just follows the octet rule according to

the XWR of KClO4.

The topological analysis of the ELI-D gives basins that can

be related to chemical features such as bond and lone pairs. In

the supporting information, we present a topological analysis

of the ELI-D. An integration of the electron density inside

these basins yield electron populations.[51] Adding up the X@O

bond populations, a value of less than eight is obtained for all

anions, see Table 5. Consequently, none of the anions is hyper-

valent according to the ELI-D. However, it needs to be stated

that the ELI-D lone pairs are known to absorb a large portion

of the electron density of the X@O bonds, so it follows that the

population of the X@O bonds is often underestimated.[35,59]

Conclusions

We have reevaluated the textbook notions on putative hyper-

valency in some of the most common anions—the isoelectron-

ic phosphate (PO4
3@), sulfate (SO4

2@) and perchlorate (ClO4
@)—

the simple Lewis pictures of which (1a–3a, Figure 1) seem to

defy the octet rule. An extensive complementary bonding

analysis performed on the experimentally obtained wavefunc-

tions and based on computational analysis has provided sever-

al fundamental insights. We emphasize that these insights rep-

resent the first experimental verification of long-standing con-

clusions that were based on theory alone, or that were only in-

directly assessed through experimental electron-density inves-

tigations.
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1) We have shown that d-orbitals do not contribute to the

bonding in these systems based on X-ray wavefunction re-

finement confirming some of the previous propositions ex-

perimentally[6–8] and, hence, these hypervalent Lewis pic-

tures used in textbooks do not represent the bonding sit-

uation at all.

2) The alternative non-hypervalent Lewis formulas 1b–3b

(Figure 1) imply significant ionic bonding contributions, but

it is shown that they alone are only a poor representation

of the bonding situation because of a high degree of

oxygen lone pair delocalization.

3) The role of hyperconjugative interactions involving p-type

oxygen lone pairs as donor orbitals and s*(X-O) orbitals as

acceptors is significant in the assessment of possible hyper-

valency in these systems (compare with Ref. [14]). The

extent of these interactions was found to be in the follow-

ing order: ClO4
@
>SO4

2@
>PO4

3@. Lewis structures 1c–3c

(Figure 4) give a schematic representation of these interac-

tions and have about the same importance as the ionic

ones, increasing towards ClO4
@ , quantified theoretically and

experimentally based on natural resonance theory

(Figure 4), but also based on QTAIM involving reference

compounds devoid of hyperconjugation. Moreover, Lewis

structures 1c–3c also suggest non-hypervalent central

atoms.

4) On the one hand, the hyperconjugative interactions in-

crease the valence of the central atom resulting from the

population of s*(X@O) orbitals and implying partial double-

bond character. Consequently, the central atom may

exceed the octet rule even without d orbitals contributing

to the bonding. On the other hand, the X@O bond polariza-

tion lowers the number of valence electrons of the central

atom. These two competing effects have to be considered

in the modified octet rule.

5) Considering that the bonding analysis is based both on iso-

lated-molecule optimizations and X-ray wavefunction re-

finements of crystal structures, hypervalency was investigat-

ed in two different environments. Although, the previous

bullet points hold true for both environments, distinct dif-

ferences could be revealed: In the solid phase, the lone

pair delocalization is less pronounced and, thus, the valen-

cy of the central atom is reduced with respect to the gas

phase. This may be attributed to the crystal field stabilizing

the large charge separation in resonance forms 1b–3b.

The final result is that the phosphate and the sulfate anions

are not hypervalent, following the modified octet rule for the S

and P atoms, because the P@O and S@O bonds are highly po-

larized. Conversely, the perchlorate anion shows strong signa-

tures of hypervalency for the chlorine atom because of the

highly covalent Cl@O bond, where hyperconjugation overcom-

pensates bond polarization. As shown for ClO4
@ , two factors

are characteristic for hypervalent species: 1) they cannot be

sufficiently described by a single Lewis structure, and 2) they

have high formal charges suggesting a high charge separation

between two atoms involved in a rather nonpolar covalent

bond. So, ultimately, hypervalency is an artifact arising from

the deficiencies of Lewis structures, but considering that we

choose to use them as the textbook notion of our understand-

ing of bonding, we cannot disregard the concept of hyperva-

lency either.

Our study shows the significance of a joint approach com-

bining both real-space and orbital-space descriptors in eluci-

dating fundamental aspects of chemical bonding from both

theoretical and experimental wavefunctions. As the crystalline

state involves ion–dipole interactions and/or hydrogen bonds

with the neighboring moieties, the experimental analysis

based on XWR provides more realistic pictures of these anions

as they would exist in solvent media or such chemical environ-

ments.

Experimental Section

Geometry optimizations

The geometry optimizations of the isolated anions (PO4
3@, SO4

2@,
and ClO4

@) were performed at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSD/

aug-cc-pVTZ levels of theory using Gaussian 09.[60] A frequency

analysis was performed for all structures to check that they corre-

spond to a minimum on the potential energy surface. The coordi-
nates of the optimized geometries are given in the Supporting In-

formation.

Synthesis

Struvite crystals (MgNH4PO4·6H2O) were obtained by the method

described by Abbona et al.[61] Li2SO4·H2O crystals were obtained

overnight by slow evaporation of a saturated solution of

Li2SO4·H2O. KClO4 crystals were obtained in situ overnight by slowly
mixing perchloric acid (HClO4) and a saturated solution of KCl in

0.02% agarose gel.

Crystallographic measurements and refinements

Both Li2SO4·H2O and KClO4 crystals were measured with a Bruker

D8 Venture diffractometer fitted with a ImS microfocus Mo-Ka radia-

tion source and a Photon 100 detector in shutterless mode at T=

100 K. Reflections up to a resolution of 0.37/0.38 a were included

in the refinement. The struvite crystals were very small and did not

scatter far using an equivalent diffractometer set up. A high quali-

ty, high resolution (0.33 a) data set could only be obtained at the

beamline BL02B1 of the synchrotron SPring-8 in Hyogo, Japan. The
data collection was performed at a wavelength of l=0.3546 a and

at a temperature of 20 K. The reflections were detected by using a

curved image plate. Crystallographic information and measure-

ment details are given in the Supporting Information. The struc-

tures were solved using SHELXT[62] and a standard independent

atom model (IAM) refinement was performed with SHELXL.[63]

After the routine shelxl treatment, the quantum crystallographic X-

ray wavefunction refinement (XWR) strategy was employed.[35, 44] In
an XWR, a Hirshfeld atom refinement (HAR)[64–66] is followed by an

X-ray constrained wavefunction (XCW) fitting.[67, 68] HAR is an im-

proved structure-refinement procedure, in which tailor-made as-

pherical atomic scattering factors are repeatedly obtained on-the-

fly from an ab initio electron density by application of Hirshfeld’s

stockholder partitioning Scheme.[65] After obtaining an accurate ge-
ometry from HAR, a wavefunction can be fitted to the experimen-

tal diffraction data to incorporate all effects inherent to the experi-

ment.[29]
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A HAR was performed for struvite, Li2SO4·H2O and KClO4 at the

RHF/def2-TZVP level of theory. For Li2SO4·H2O, the sulfur atom was

refined anharmonically. The other two compounds showed no

signs of anharmonic motions. Point charges and dipoles represent-
ing the crystal field were applied for all structures. Residual density,

difference density and probability density plots are shown in the

supporting information. All hydrogen atoms were refined aniso-

tropically. For the resulting crystal structures, see Figure 2. The

asymmetric unit of Li2SO4·H2O coincides with the formula unit

(space group P21), whereas struvite (space group Pmn21) and KClO4

(space group Pmna) contain only half of the formula unit. There-

fore, for the latter two, it was required before HAR to grow the

asymmetric units using the crystallographic mirror plain to obtain

the formula unit. Subsequently, an XCW fitting was performed on

the geometries obtained from the HAR at the same level of theory.

It has been shown previously that this procedure adds experimen-

tal electron correlation and polarization (the crystal effect) to the
Hartree–Fock (HF) wavefunction.[69] Therefore, it is beneficial to use

the HF approach in the fitting—not a DFT functional—to obtain

unbiased electron correlation from the experiment.[69] The full XWR

was carried out with the software Tonto.[70] Table 6 lists the refine-
ment statistics after XWR.

Further details of the crystal structure investigation on

MgNH4PO4·6H2O, Li2SO4·H2O and KClO4 may be obtained from
Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopolds-

hafen, Germany [fax: (+49)7247-808-666; e-mail : crysdata@fiz-

karlsruhe.de, http://www.fiz-karlsruhe.de/request_for_deposited_

data.html] on quoting the deposition numbers CSD-1861368,
-1861368, and -1861370.

Bonding analysis

All theoretical bonding descriptors apart from the bond distances
are based on the B3LYP/aug-ccpVTZ wavefunction, because many

of the descriptors used cannot be calculated from a multireference

method. For the experimental wavefunction, HF and not DFT is

preferred, as discussed in the previous section, to include the pure

and unbiased experimental correlation effect into the wavefunc-

tion.[69] A different triple-zeta basis set was used because an aug-
mented basis set can lead to convergence problems in the fitting

process. For the isolated anions in the theoretical calculations, dif-

fuse functions are crucial, though. In summary, the levels of theory

were chosen to be as similar as possible between pure theory and

XWR, but taking into account the requirements of the different

procedures used. A more detailed discussion on the performance
of different levels of theory and on the effect of fitting to experi-

mental structure factors is given in the supporting information.

A QTAIM analysis was performed with the AIMall software suite.[71]

The NBO and NRT analyses were carried out with NBO 6.0.[72] The

computation of ELI-D grid files and the topological analysis of the

ELI-D were performed with dgrid-4.6.[73] The errors of the results

obtained from XWR are calculated by the central limit method out-

lined by Grimwood et al.[74] Gaussian error propagation was applied

where necessary.
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Chapter 9

The differences between carbon and

silicon in SN2 reactions revealed by a

complementary bonding analysis

In this manuscript, the bonding situation in SN2 reactions at silicon and carbon atoms is com-

pared to each other using a complementary bonding analysis. The intention is to understand

the different shapes of the potential energy surfaces along the reaction coordinate. The study

is based on the idea followed in the master’s thesis of Anneke Dittmer. However, none of the

results in this manuscript originate from her master’s thesis, and can therefore be regarded as

an original contribution to my thesis. In the following my contributions to this manuscript are

given:

• I wrote about 90% of the text

• I performed all optimizations and the potential energy surface scan

• I performed all analyses

• I interpreted the results

• I am responsible for all figures and tables

The manuscript is currently (June 25th, 2019) in the peer preview process of Physical Chem-

istry Chemical Physics (see confirmation on the following page).
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Abstract

SN2 reactions at carbon and silicon atoms show different potential energy surfaces (PES)

if sterically undemanding substituents are bonded to the electrophilic center. For the

symmetric SN2 reactions Cl– + H3C–Cl −−→ Cl–CH3 + Cl– and Cl– + H3Si–Cl −−→
Cl–SiH3 + Cl– , which will be examined in the present study, there is a transition state

for the carbon system, but a stable transition complex for the silicon system. Previous

studies have shown that a high Pauli repulsion in the carbon system is one factor de-

termining the shape of its potential energy surface, while another significant factor is the

different electronic nature of the Si–Cl and C–Cl interactions. The purpose of the present

study is to investigate the C–Cl and Si–Cl bonds at the transition state and the tran-

sition complex as well as along the potential energy surface by application of a variety

of complementary bond analysis methods. At the transition state of the carbon system,

covalent and dispersion interactions are weak, and ionic interactions are essentially non-

existent, which explains its instability. The transition complex of the silicon system, on the

other hand, is stabilized by covalent, dispersion and substantial ionic interactions. Along

the potential energy surface, the covalency of the incoming C–Cl bond increases rapidly

and significantly, while the covalency of the incoming Si–Cl bond increases only slightly.

1
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Hypervalent representations at both the transition state and transition complex are not

significant.

1 Introduction

The reaction mechanism of SN2 reactions involving carbon electrophiles is indubitably of paramount

importance for organic chemistry.1–9 In the course of the reaction, a nucleophile X approaches

an electrophilic carbon atom carrying a leaving group Y.7,9 The C–Y bond is increasingly

weakened, while a C–X bond is formed under inversion of the configuration of the carbon

atom. The reactants (X– + R3C–Y) and the products (X–CR3 + Y– ) are separated by a

maximum in the potential energy surface corresponding to a transition state (TS), where the

carbon atom is coordinated by five atoms (X–CR3 –Y).10∗ An equivalent mechanism may be

formulated for silicon electrophiles, but previous studies have shown that the products and re-

actants are separated by a minimum in the potential energy surface because a stable transition

complex (TC, X–SiR3 –Y) is formed if sterically undemanding substituents, such as hydrogen

atoms, are bonded to the silicon atom.12–15 Bento and Bickelhaupt found that sterically more

demanding substituents at the silicon atom, such as –OMe3, give a central reaction barrier

equivalent to carbon electrophiles.16 Bickelhaupt et al. give an overview on SN2 reactions at

silicon.17

In the present study, we investigate the symmetric gas phase SN2 reaction of two systems:

Cl− +H3CCl −−→ [Cl···CH3···Cl]− −−→ ClCH3 + Cl− (1)

Cl− +H3SiCl −−→ [Cl···SiH3···Cl]− −−→ ClSiH3 + Cl− (2)

We have chosen these systems because of the distinct shape of their potential energy sur-

faces.16 There is a TS for the carbon system, while a stable transition complex (TC) is obtained

for the silicon system. Figure 1 shows schematic potential energy surfaces of these two systems.

For the carbon system, there are two minima located to the left and right of the TS which

correspond to the reaction complexes RC1 and RC2.16It has been shown that the double-well

potential of the carbon system turns into a unimodal PES in solution,18 which is why we only

study the gas-phase reaction here.

According to Bento et al., the distinct nature of these two systems originates from sterical

(Pauli) repulsion between the substituents and from electronic effects.16 In the present study,
∗The German chancellor Angela Merkel dealt with the kinetics of SN reactions at carbon atoms based on

quantum mechanical methods.11
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Figure 1: Potential energy surfaces of the SN2 reactions of the carbon ([Cl···CH3···Cl]– ,
black curve) and silicon systems ([Cl···SiH3···Cl]– , red curve)

we focus on the investigation of the C–Cl and Si–Cl bonding nature at and beyond the TS/TC.

For that purpose, an extensive bonding analysis with a variety of complementary methods was

performed. Starting from the TS/TC, a potential energy surface (PES) scan was carried out:

One of the C–Cl or Si–Cl bonds was elongated at certain intervals, and the structure was

allowed to relax while keeping the elongated C–Cl or Si–Cl bond lengths fixed. At each of

these points, a full bonding analysis was performed in order to monitor the change in the nature

of the C–Cl and Si–Cl bonds as one chlorine atom is abstracted from the electrophilic center.

The bonding situation at the TS and TC can be represented by hypervalent Lewis structures.

These representations have more than eight electrons assigned to the valence of the carbon and

silicon atoms (1 in Figure 2).19 However, it is also possible to draw non-hypervalent resonance

structures (2a and 2b in Figure 2). The hypervalent representation of the TS (structure 1)

requires carbon to have d-orbitals and, thus, only the non-hypervalent resonance structures 2a

and 2b are acceptable. In contrast to carbon, d-orbitals are available for silicon, but it has been

shown that they do not contribute to bonds containing second and third period elements.20–24

Consequently, Lewis structure 1 is also insignificant for the TC of the silicon system.25 Both

the TS and the TC may also be represented by purely ionic resonance structures (3 in Figure

2). In the present study, the importance of all these resonance structures in the course of a

3
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Figure 2: Resonance structures at the transition state for the carbon system and the transition

complex for the silicon system

reaction is discussed.

At the heart of this study lies the analysis of the C–Cl and Si–Cl bonds. There is a

broad repertoire of bond analysis methods, which can be applied for their analysis.26–32 The

bond analysis methods may be roughly divided into three categories: Real space descriptors,

orbital space descriptors and energy space descriptors. A joint application of a variety of

complementary bond analysis methods has proven to be a feasible approach, because each

method can only elucidate certain aspects of chemical bonding and sometimes even conflicting

properties are retrieved from different methods.33,34 Here, we only provide a brief summary of

the bond analysis methods that are applied in the present study – a detailed description can

be found elsewhere in literature.26–32

The Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM), which analyzes the topology of

the electron density, corresponds to a method in real space.35 In the QTAIM approach, it is

common practice to analyze properties, such as the electron density (ρbcp), the Laplacian of the

electron density (∇2ρbcp) and the total energy density (Hbcp), at bond critical points (bcps),

which are an indication of bonded interactions.36 The QTAIM approach yields atomic basins

(Bader atoms) which are confined by a zero-flux surface, where ∇ρ(~r) · ~n = 0 (~n is the normal

vector of the surface).35 An atomic charge (Bader charge) can be obtained by integration of the

electron density inside the atomic basins. In addition, we will apply two types of orbital space

descriptors: The natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis and valence bond (VB) calculations.

An NBO analysis gives localized orbitals which are either of Lewis- or non-Lewis-type.37,38

The former is related to features of conventional Lewis structures, such as core orbitals, bonds

and lone pairs. The latter are non-existent in the conventional Lewis picture and correspond

4
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to valence antibonds, Rydberg orbitals or lone valencies. It is of particular interest to analyze

(negative) hyperconjugation, which denotes the interaction between Lewis-type and non-Lewis-

type NBOs.38 These interactions can be quantified by several NBO descriptors, such as electron

populations of the involved NBOs and delocalization energies obtained from the second order

perturbation theory.38 The NBO framework also gives charges from the natural population

analysis (NPA charges).38 In the valence bond (VB) approach, the complete wavefunction of

a system is retrieved from a linear combination of valence bond wavefunctions which can each

be related to a specific Lewis structure.39 The weights of these structures offer a direct link to

the Lewis structures representing the bonding situation of a system.

2 Computational details

The geometry optimizations were carried out with Gaussian 09 at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

level of theory.40 A dispersion correction based on the GD3BJ method was applied. An ana-

lytical frequency analysis was performed to validate the geometries at the stationary points. A

PES scan was performed to obtain the structures between the stationary points: The distance

between the silicon or carbon atom and the chlorine atom was fixed at a certain value and

the rest of the structure was allowed to optimize. A frequency analysis was performed for all

structures to validate that they correspond to structures along the reaction coordinate. For the

geometries at the TC/TS of the silicon and carbon systems and at RC of the carbon system,

single point calculations were performed based on the CCSD and MP2 methods to obtain more

accurate energies. The reaction energies were calculated relative to the isolated reactants (Cl–

and H3XCl) under application of a counterpoise correction to the basis set superposition error.

The QTAIM properties were obtained from the AIMall software suite.41 The NBO analysis

war carried out with NBO 6.0.42 The valence bond calculations were performed with XMVB

3.0 on a BOVB/cc-pVDZ level of theory.43

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Potential energy surfaces

The calculated potential energy surfaces (PES) along the reaction coordinates of SN2 reactions

of the carbon and silicon systems are shown in Figure 3. For the silicon system, a deep

minimum corresponding to a transition complex (TC) is obtained, whereas for the carbon

5
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system, a maximum corresponding to a transition state (TS) is obtained instead. This shows

the high affinity of silicon to be pentacoordinated, while pentacoordination at carbon is not

stable. For the carbon system, the global minimum corresponds to the reaction complex (RC)

at r(Si–Clleave) = 3.13 Å. Table 1 shows the energies at the stationary points of the carbon

and silicon systems obtained from different quantum chemical methods. For hybrid DFT and

post-HF methods, the energies are similar for the minima, but for the transition state, B3LYP

yields a negative value, while MP2 and CCSD show a similar positive value of ca. 20 kJ/mol

above the isolated reactants/products. The energies obtained from geometry optimizations at

the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory withouth dispersion correction are less negative by

ca. 10 kJ/mol in the silicon system and ca. 5 kJ/mol in the carbon system. This indcates that

dispersion interactions lead to an energy stabilization and that they are more significant in the

silicon system.

Figure 3: Potential energy surfaces along the reaction coordinate of the ClCH3Cl and ClSiH3Cl

systems. The dotted lines refer to the Si –Cl bond lengths in H3SiCl and H3CCl.

3.2 Geometrical aspects

Before turning to bond analysis methods that derive bonding properties from molecular wave-

functions, the Si–Cl and C–Cl bond lengths at the TC/TS and along the PES are analyzed.

At the TC/TS, both the carbon and silicon systems have a D3h symmetry, with two equivalent

6
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Table 1: Relative energies (Cl– +H3XCl) in kJ·mol−1 at the stationary points of the ClCH3Cl

and ClSiH3Cl systems obtained from different methods using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

The CCSD and MP2 energies were calculated based on the geometries obtained from the

optimizations at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ basis set with dispersion correction (GD3BJ). ZPVE

= zero-point vibrational energy.

system ∆E(B3LYP) ∆E(B3LYP) ∆E(B3LYP) ∆E(B3LYP) ∆E(CCSD) ∆E(MP2)

incl. ZPVE + GD3BJ incl. GD3BJ incl. ZPVE

ClSiH3Cl, TC -104.3 -107.0 -94.7 -97.3 -101.8 -108.7

ClCH3Cl, TS -12.0 -10.3 -5.1 -3.4 22.4 20.7

ClCH3Cl, RC -44.7 -45.2 -39.3 -39.7 -41.0 -42.8

Table 2: X–Clleave and X–Clin bond lengths (in Å) obtained from geometry optimizations

at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory with and without dispersion correction (GD3BJ).

system r(Si–Clleave) (incl. GD3BJ) r(Si–Clleave) r(Si–Clin) (incl. GD3BJ) r(Si–Clin)

ClSiH3Cl, TC 2.373 2.377 2.373 2.377

ClCH3Cl, TS 2.353 2.356 2.353 2.356

ClCH3Cl, RC 3.129 3.186 1.854 1.851

C–Cl or Si–Cl bond lengths. The optimized geometries of the TS and TC are depicted in

Figure 4 and the C–Cl and Si–Cl bond lenghts are given in Table 2. Curiously, the C–Cl and

Si–Cl bonds lengths are almost identical (2.35 Åvs 2.37 Å). Usually, one would expect C–Cl

bonds to be shorter than Si–Cl bonds due to the larger atomic radius of the silicon atom. In

fact, the bond lengths of the geometry optimized products of the SN2 reaction, H3SiCl and

H3CCl, show that the C–Cl bond length (1.80 Å) is considerably shorter than the Si–Cl bond

length (2.07 Å). This already indicates that the nature of the C–Cl bond in the TS is con-

siderably different to a conventional C–Cl bond. If no dispersion correction is applied the

bond lengths are only somewhat increased. At the reaction complex of the carbon system,

the application of a dispersion correction has a greater influence on r(Si–Clleave) (3.13 Å with

dispersion correction and 3.19 Å without dispersion correction), however, r(Si –Clin) is almost

identical. Henceforth, all analyses are based on the geometries obtained with the application

of a dispersion correction.

Along the PES, one X–Cl bond (X = C, Si) elongates causing the other X–Cl bond to

shorten in response. Henceforth, we will index the properties of the bonds involving the leaving

and incoming chlorine atoms with ’leave’ and ’in’, respectively. Figure 5 shows the C–Cl and

Si–Cl bond lengths (rin and rleave) plotted against each other. Both Si–Cl and C–Cl bond

lengths start off at approximately the same value, however, the subsequent trend differs signifi-
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Figure 4: Geometry optimized structures at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory (incl.

GD3BJ) of the transition state ([Cl···CH3···Cl]– ) and the transition complex ([Cl···SiH3···Cl]– )

Figure 5: X–Cl bond lengths (X = Si, C), r(X–Clin) and r(X–Clleave), plotted against each

other (units in Å).

cantly. As C–Clleave is elongated, C–Clin immediately responses with a drastic shortening. For

the silicon system, the decrease in the Si–Clin bond length is more moderate, which indicates

that the change in the nature of the Si–Clin bond is more subtle.

3.3 QTAIM analysis

The electron density at bond critical points (ρbcp) gives a representation of the strength of

covalent interactions. Figure 6 shows ρbcp plotted against the distance of the X–Clleave bond. At

the TC/TS, the silicon and carbon systems have similar values of ρbcp (0.349 eÅ−3 for C–Cl and

8
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0.375 eÅ−3 for Si –Cl). Normally, one would expect much higher values for conventional C–Cl

bonds (e.g. 1.185 eÅ−3 for H3C–Cl). The unusually low value of ρbcp and the long C–Cl bond

length at the TS are an indication of a weak covalent interaction between C and Cl. Following

Figure 6: Properties at the X–Cl bond critical points plotted against the elongation of the

X–Cl bond (X = C, Si): The electron density (ρbcp, left), and the total energy density (Hbcp,

right).

the elongation of C–Clleave, ρbcp of C–Clin increases abruptly, which indicates a substantial

increase in covalent interactions to C–Clin. Simultaneously, ρbcp of C–Clleave approaches a

value of zero indicating covalent interactions to disappear completely. Interestingly, ρbcp of

C–Clleave and Si–Clleave show an almost identical trend. But the increase in ρbcp of Si –Clin

is much less pronounced compared to the carbon system, and, thus, the strength of covalent

interactions increases only slightly.

The total energy density at the X–Cl bcp (Hbcp), which is another indicator of covalent

interactions, is plotted against the elongation of the X–Cl bond in Figure 6. At the TS, Hbcp

of C–Cl is only slightly negative, which indicates minor covalent interactions. Along the PES,

C–Clleave quickly approaches Hbcp = 0, while C–Clin becomes substantially more negative,

which is caused by an increase in covalent interactions. At the TC, Hbcp of Si–Cl is more

negative than C–Cl, but the subsequent decrease towards more negative values is substantially

less pronounced. Also, Hbcp of Si –Clleave approaches zero at a slower rate. Accordingly, covalent

interactions in Si–Clleave remain significant beyond the TC.

3.4 Charges

Based on the electronegativity of C, Si and Cl, significant ionic interactions may only be ex-

pected for the Si–Cl bond. Figure 7 shows the Bader and NPA charges (qBader and qNPA)
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Figure 7: Bader and NPA charges of Si, C, Clin and Clleave plotted against the elongation of

the X–Cl bond (X = C, Si)

of C, Si, Clin and Clleave plotted against the elongation of the C–Cl and Si–Cl bonds. Both

qBader and qNPA suggest a large charge separation between Si and Cl at the TC, which is more

pronounced in qBader. The charge separation between C and Cl at the TS, on the other hand,

can hardly induce attractive Coulomb interactions, because qBader of the carbon atom is only

slightly positive and qNPA even suggests a negative charge of the carbon atom. Along the PES,

the C–Clin charge separation is reduced, because the charge of Clin decreases towards less neg-

ative values and the charge of the carbon atom remains approximately constant. In qNPA, the

charge of Clin even crosses the charge of the carbon atom. In the silicon system, the charge

of Clin decreases only slightly and the charge of Si increases towards more positive values to

a similar extent. Accordingly, the Si–Clin charge separation remains approximately constant

along the PES, and electrostatic interactions remain the most substantial contribution to the

Si–Clin bond. The charges of Clleave of the carbon and silicon systems approach a value of

q = −1, which corresponds to the charge of an isolated chlorine atom.
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3.5 NBO analysis

For the systems regarded in this study, a special treatment was necessary to obtain reasonable

results from an NBO analysis. An NBO structure was predefined in the input, because a default

analysis gives NBOs with high d-orbital populations, which is contradictory to the results of the

natural population analysis.44 To avoid a faulty NBO analysis, four lone pairs were predefined

at the two chlorine atoms, schematically resulting in the NBO structures Cl– CH3
+Cl– and

Cl– SiH3
+Cl– . Due to the absence of C–Cl and Si–Cl NBOs, strong interactions between one

of the chlorine lone pairs and a lone valency of the Si and C atoms emerge. The interacting

NBOs are, for the most part, constructed of p-orbitals which are aligned with the Cl–X–Cl

axis.

The change in X–Cl bond character can be analyzed in terms of the electron populations

of the chlorine lone pairs and the lone valencies at C and Si. In case of a strong covalent

interaction, the Cl lone pair population is low and the population of the lone valency is high.

The remaining three chlorine lone pairs have electron populations of N ≈ 2 and can therefore

be regarded as localized. Figure 8 shows the population of the chlorine lone pair (N(LP(Cl)))

Figure 8: Properties from the NBO analysis: The populations of the chlorine lone pairs

N(LP(Cl)) and the lone valency (LV(X)) involved in the bonded interaction

and the population of the lone valency (N(LV(X)) plotted against the elongation of the X–Cl

bond. Starting from the TC/TS, the lone pair population of Clin decreases in the carbon and

silicon systems, which suggests an increase in covalency to the C–Clin and Si–Clin bonds.

However, the decrease is considerably more pronounced in the carbon system. The lone pair

populations of Clleave, on the other hand, increase in the carbon and silicon systems towards

a value of N = 2, which corresponds to the population of a localized lone pair which is not

involved in a bonded interaction.

The electron population of the lone valency at C and Si is a descriptor which monitors
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the electronic changes at the electrophilic center alone. The carbon and silicon systems show

an opposite trend: While N(LV(C)) increases, N(LV(Si)) decreases as the X–Cl bond is elon-

gated. The previously regarded descriptors show that the covalency increases in the C–Clin

and Si–Clin bonds. However, the populations of the lone valency show that the overall covalent

interactions increase in the carbon system, while they become less significant in the silicon

system. For the carbon system, a maximum of covalency is obtained if the carbon atom is

involved in four covalent bonds. In contrast to that, a pentacoordination gives the highest

possible extent of covalency in the silicon system. All previously regarded descriptors show

that the covalency of the Si–Clin bond increases, however, this increase cannot counterbalance

the decrease of covalent interactions resulting from the loss of the Si–Clleave bonded interaction.

3.6 Analysis of valence bond calculations

Structures 2a), 2b) and 3) in Figure 2 were considered for the valence bond (VB) calculations

of the carbon and silicon systems. Figure 9 shows the corresponding weights of these structures

plotted against the elongation of the X–Cl bond. At the TC/TS, the weights of the carbon

and silicon systems are similar. The ionic structures (3)) are most significant, and the weights

of the two covalent structures (2a) and 2b)) are identical due to the symmetric X–Cl bonds.

Figure 9: Weights of the the valence bond structures of the carbon and silicon systems

plotted against the elongation of the X–Cl bond

In the carbon system, the VB structure with a bond between carbon and Cl– in rapidly

gains in significance and quickly becomes more meaningful than the ionic structure (3)). At

the same time, the weight of the VB structure with C–Clleave decreases at a similar rate. The

VB structure with a bond between silicon and Clin also gains in significance, however, at a
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slower rate compared to the carbon system. The weight of this structure becomes larger than

the one of the ionic structure at a much later stage indicating that closed shell interactions are

more meaningful in the silicon system. The weight of the ionic structure of the carbon system

decreases only slightly, while the ionic structure of the silicon system remains approximately

constant. Ultimately, both C–Clin and Si–Clin contain covalent and ionic interactions as

indicated by the weights of the covalent and ionic structures, but overall the ionic interactions

are more meaningful for Si–Clin than for C–Clin.

According to the valence bond calculations, the bonding situation at the TC/TS can be

expressed by three non-hypervalent Lewis structures. In fact, valence bond calculations fail if

hypervalent structures are also considered. Because of the significance of the ionic structures,

the Si–Cl and C–Cl bonds contain less than two electrons.

4 Conclusions

Using a variety of bond analysis methods from the realms of real space and orbital space, we

could gain a deep insight into the distinct bonding nature at the transition state of the carbon

system and the transition complex of the silicon system. The covalency in the C–Cl and Si–Cl

bonds is low and similar to each other. In contrast to the TS, C–Cl bonds of tetracoordinated

carbon atoms show a much higher covalency. Also, ionic interactions do not play a role in the

C–Cl bonds of the TS, because the charge of the carbon atom is more or less neutral. In the

silicon system, Si is very positive and Cl very negative, so ionic interactions play a big role in

the stabilization of the transition complex. In contrast, the carbon system is only stabilized

by weak covalent interactions at the TS. At the TS and TC of the carbon and silicon systems,

the application of a dispersion correction does not greatly influence the X–Cl bond lengths.

However, the significance of dispersion interactions is reflected by lower relative energies if a

dispersion correction is applied. At the RC of the carbon system, the C–Clleave distance is

somewhat shorter for the dispersion corrected geometry optimization.

All bonding descriptors agree that the covalent interactions of C–Clin increase rapidly and

substantially in the carbon system. They also increase for Si–Clin in the silicon system, however,

less rapidly and to a smaller extent. For the carbon system, the total covalent interactions

increase as C–Clleave is elongated. This is caused by the substantial increase in covalency of

C–Clin. At the same time, the covalency of C–Clleave decreases until there is no significant

interaction between C and Clleave, but since the covalent interactions are weak at the transition

state, the drastic increase in covalency of C–Clin more than compensates for the decrease in
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covalency of C–Clleave. The opposite is true for the silicon system: At the TC, the total covalent

interactions are at a maximum and decrease from there on, because the covalency of Si –Clin

only increases slightly, while the covalency of Si –Clleave is lost completely.

The valence bond calculations have shown that the bonding situation in the carbon and

silicon systems can be sufficiently expressed by three resonance structures corresponding to

Cl– CH3 –Cl, Cl–CH3
–Cl and Cl– +CH3

–Cl for the carbon system and Cl– SiH3 –Cl, Cl–SiH3
–Cl

and Cl– +SiH3
–Cl for the silicon system. Hypervalent representations, corresponding to [Cl–CH3 –Cl]–

and [Cl–SiH3 –Cl]– , that require d-orbital participation, are of no importance.

At the transition state of the carbon system, neither covalent nor ionic interactions can

sufficiently stabilize the C–Cl bonds, which describes the nature of a TS. This is different at

the transition complex of the silicon system, which is stablized by major ionic interactions as

well as minor covalent interactions. This undelines that pentacoordination is feasible in silicon

systems and, thus, a stable transition complex can be obtained.
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Chapter 10

The role of hydrogen bonding in

gas-phase SN2 reactions at silicon

In this manuscript, the influence of hydrogen bonding on SN2 reactions at silicon atoms is

uncovered, and it is shown how they influence the potential energy surfaces of these reactions.

Just like the previous manuscript, the study is based on the idea followed in the master’s thesis

of Anneke Dittmer. Again, none of the results in this manuscripts are from her master’s thesis,

but can be regarded as an original contribution to my thesis. In the following my contributions

to this manuscript are given:

• I wrote ≈ 90% of the text

• I performed all optimizations and the potential energy surface scan

• I performed all analyses

• I interpreted the results

• I am responsible for all figures and tables

The manuscript is currently (June 25th, 2019) in the peer preview process of Physical Chem-

istry Chemical Physics (see confirmation on the following page).
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Abstract

The shape of the potential energy surface (PES) of gas-phase SN2 reactions at silicon

is determined by the type of nucleophile, leaving group and substituents which remain

bonded to the silicon. In this study, we present PES scans along the reaction coordinate

of six symmetrical SN2 reactions: X– + SiR3X −−→ XSiR3 + X– , where X = Cl or F,

and R = H, Me or OMe. While the fluorine systems and the ClSiH3Cl system only give

single-well PESs, ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl give triple and double well PESs with

stable pre- and post-reaction complexes. Energy decomposition analyses (EDA) as well

as analyses based on the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) and natural

bond orbitals (NBO) reveal that the leaving group (X– ) is stabilized by hydrogen bonding

in the XSiMe3X and XSi(OMe)3X systems. It is shown that this stabilization, along with

σ-hole bonding, is responsible for the shapes of the PESs of ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl

in the gas phase.
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1 Introduction

Nucleophilic substitutions following the SN2 mechanism are among the most important and

most investigated chemical reactions.1–9 For SN2 reactions at carbon atoms, reactants and

products are separated by a transition state corresponding to a maximum in the potential en-

ergy surface (PES).5 This is caused by the instability of the pentacoordinated species at the

transition state (X···CR3···Y). However, complexes with pentacoordinated silicon atoms often

show a high stability10 and, thus, SN2 reactions at silicon atoms can give stable pentacoordi-

nated transition complexes (X···SiR3···Y) separating the reactands and products.11 Whether

an instable transition state (TS) or a stable transition complex (TC) is formed depends on

the type of nucleophile, the leaving group and the substituents which remain bonded to the

electrophilic center.11,12 Bento et al showed that there are three distinct shapes of the PES for

SN2 reactions at silicon atoms,11 which are depicted in Figure 1:

1. A single-well potential with a stable intermediate transition complex (TC)

2. A double-well potential with a transition state (TS) and a stable reaction complex before

and after the central TS (RC1 and RC2)

3. A triple-well potential with a stable intermediate TC and a TS before and after it (TS1

and TS2), as well as a stable reaction complex before TS1 and after TS2 (RC1 and RC2)

Figure 1: Single- (black), double- (red) and triple-well (blue) potential energy surfaces of SN2

reactions at silicon atoms (TS = transition state; TC = transition complex; RC = reaction

complex)

It has been shown previously that the shape of the PES is drastically influenced by the

presence of a solvent, in that the energy of the central reaction species is raised. Consequently,

2
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the TC of the single-well PES can turn into a TS, and a double-well PES can lose its two

minima and turn into a unimodal PES.13 Therefore, we only consider gas-phase reactions here.

An energy decomposition analysis (EDA) revealed that an interplay of steric (Pauli) repul-

sion and electronic effects is responsible for the distinct shapes of the PES.11,12,14 In the present

paper, we investigate the PES of SN2 reactions at silicon centers of six model systems (see

reactions 1 – 6), which include all three PES shapes.

Cl− + H3SiCl −−→ [Cl···SiH3···Cl]− −−→ ClSiH3 + Cl− (1)

Cl− + Me3SiCl −−→ [Cl···SiMe3···Cl]− −−→ ClSiMe3 + Cl− (2)

Cl− + (OMe)3SiCl −−→ [Cl···Si(OMe)3···Cl]− −−→ ClSi(OMe)3 + Cl− (3)

F− + H3SiF −−→ [F···SiH3···F]− −−→ FSiH3 + F− (4)

F− + Me3SiF −−→ [F···SiMe3···F]− −−→ FSiMe3 + F− (5)

F− + (OMe)3SiF −−→ [F···Si(OMe)3···F]− −−→ FSi(OMe)3 + F− (6)

It was believed so far as textbook knowledge that the reaction complexes are stabilized by

σ-hole bonding between the electrophilic silicon atom and the nucleophilic atom. A σ-hole is

an electropositive region located opposite to a covalent bond (A–B), which can therefore bind

a nucleophile (Nu···A–B) in a highly-directional interaction.15 The concept of σ-hole bonding

can also be expressed in terms of negative hyperconjugation, which can be understood as the

interaction between a lone pair of the nucleophile and the σ∗-orbital of a covalent bond (LP(Nu)

→ σ∗(A−B)).16 For carbon chemistry, it was recently shown that hydrogen bonding also plays

a major and so far underestimated role.17 Hydrogen bonding can also be considered as negative

hyperconjugation, where the lone pair of a nucleophile acts as a donor, and the σ∗-orbital of

an X–H bond as a lone pair acceptor (LP(Nu) → σ∗(X–H)).

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate how the PES along the reaction coordinate

of gas-phase SN2 reactions at silicon atoms are influenced by hydrogen bonding in comparison

to σ-hole bonding. With regard to the six model systems investigated in the present study,

hydrogen bonds may be formed between the C–H bonds of the methyl and methoxy systems

(reactions 2, 3, 5, 6) and the leaving group X– . C–H···X hydrogen bonding is much weaker

than N–H···X and O–H···X hydrogen bonding,18–20 but nonetheless it plays an important role

in mechanisms of biological action21 and crystal engineering22. If a solvent, which can act as

a donor for hydrogen bonds, is present, the weak hydrogen bonds formed between R3SiX and

X– will only play a minor role, and will no longer significantly affect the shape of the PES. For
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that reason, the analysis is only performed in the gas phase without taking solvation effects

into account.

In the present paper, PES scans were performed for the model systems of reactions 1 – 6.

Starting from the TS or TC, the leaving group X– was pulled away from the silicon atom and the

structure was relaxed while keeping the Si–X distance fixed. The calculations were performed

on the isolated species with the inclusion of a dispersion correction (GD3BJ).23 A Ziegler-Rauk

EDA24,25 and a QTAIM analysis26 were performed for the species along the PES. Additionally,

an NBO analysis27 was performed for a qualitative understanding of the interactions. These

bond analysis methods are briefly outlined in the following. A more detailed description can

be found elsewhere in literature.16,28–31

In an EDA, the interaction energy between two fragments (∆Eint) is decomposed into

physically meaningful components according to equation 7.25

∆Eint = ∆Eorb + ∆Eelect + ∆EPauli(+∆Edisp) (7)

where ∆Eorb is the orbital interaction, ∆Eelect is the electrostatic interaction, ∆EPauli is the

Pauli repulsion, and ∆Edisp is the dispersion interaction. The results of the EDA depend on

the choice of fragmentation.30 Here, a heterolytical fragementation was applied: One fragment

corresponds to the negatively charged leaving group (X– ), while the other fragment corresponds

to the neutral R3SiX species.

In an analysis based on the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM), atomic basins

are obtained from a topological analysis of the electron density.29 The delocalization index (DI)

measures the number of electron pairs exchanged between two atomic basins. Therefore, it can

be regarded as a covalent bond index.32 Natural bond orbitals are localized orbitals which can

be related to features of conventional Lewis formulas (e.g. bonds and lone pairs) and non-Lewis

type orbitals (e.g. extra-valenent Rydberg orbitals or antibonds).16 The interaction between

donor and acceptor orbitals can reveal interactions, such as negative hyperconjugation.

2 Computational Details

The geometry optimizations were carried out with Gaussian 09 at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

level of theory, with inclusion of a dispersion correction (GD3BJ).33 An analytical frequency

analysis was performed to validate the geometries at the stationary points. The energies were

corrected by the zero point vibrational energy and the basis set superposition error (BSSE) with

respect to the reactands (R3SiX and X– ). A PES scan was performed to obtain the structures
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along the gas-phase SN2 reaction coordinate. For that purpose, the leaving group was pulled

away from the central atom, while keeping the Si–X distance fixed, and optimizing all other

atomic positions freely. A frequency analysis was performed for the resulting structures to

validate that they lie on the reaction coordinate. Reaction energies were calculated relative to

the geometry-optimized reactants/products of the reaction, that is, R3SiX and X– . CCSD and

MP2 calculations with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and BSSE correction were performed on the

geometry-optimized structures at the stationary points to obtain more accurate energies.

The energy decomposition analysis (EDA) was performed with ADF34 at a B3LYP/ATZP

level of theory and a diserpersion correction (GD3BJ) based on the optimized geometries from

Gaussian 09. The QTAIM analysis was carried out with AIMall35 and NBO6 was applied for

the NBO analysis.36

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Potential energy surfaces

The potential energy surfaces of the six model systems (reactions 1 - 6) are depicted in Figure 2.

FSiH3F, FSiMe3F, FSi(OMe)3F and ClSiH3Cl give single-well potential energy surfaces with a

Figure 2: Potential energy surfaces of the six model systems along the SN2 reaction reac-

tion coordinate at silicon atoms; The reaction energy ∆E is measured relative to the reac-

tants/products H3SiX and X– .

stable transition complex (TC). A TC is also obtained for ClSiMe3Cl, which gives a triple-well

PES, while a double-well PES with a transtion state (TS) is obtained for ClSi(OMe)3Cl. Close
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to the TC, the fluorine systems are energetically significantly more stable (more negative ∆E

values) than the chlorine systems, which shows the high affinity of fluorine to be bonded to

silicon. For ClSiH3Cl and the fluorine systems, the pentacoordinated species at the central

TC corresponds to the global minimum of the PES. For ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl, on the

other hand, the global minima are the reaction complexes (RC, see Figure 2). The central TC

of the ClSiH3Cl system is energetically significantly more stable than the central TC and TS

of ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl, respectively. However, the energy of the ClSiH3Cl system

increases rapidly towards less negative values until the ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl systems

show a higher stability. Beyond the RC of these systems, the energy starts increasing towards

less negative values. At its TC, the FSiH3F system is the most stable system. However,

starting from r(Si–Fleave) ≈ 2.5 Å, the FSi(OMe)3F system shows the highest stability, while

the FSiH3F system is the least stable one. Consequently, there must be some factor that results

in an energetic stabilization of the methyl and methoxy systems at high Si–Xleave distances.

The energies at the extrema of the PES were calculated with different methods (see Table

1). For the fluorine systems, CCSD and MP2 energies are generally more negative than the

DFT energies. For the chlorine systems, this trend is not confirmed. In general, the differences

between the methods are bigger than the ZPVE correction, but confirm that the trends in the

DFT energies can safely be discussed in the following chapters; the shapes of the PESs are not

altered by using post-HF instead of dispersion corrected DFT methods.

Table 1: Relative energies (in kJ/mol) of the silicon systems at the TC, TS and RC ob-

tained with different methods. The calculations were performed at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

geometries. ZPVE = zero point vibrational energy.

Method ClSiH3Cl ClSiMe3Cl ClSi(OMe3)3Cl FSiH3F FSiMe3F FSi(OMe3)3F

TC TC TS RC TS RC TC TC TC

B3LYP-D3 (ZPVE correction) -104.3 -64.4 -63.3 -67.1 -33.0 -64.1 -211.4 -167.7 -201.6

B3LYP-D3 (no ZPVE correction) -107.0 -65.8 -63.9 -68.2 -31.4 -64.6 -215.7 -168.7 -204.2

CCSD(no ZPVE correction) -101.8 -62.7 -60.4 -64.4 -25.5 -58.6 -223.1 -183.3 -221.3

MP2 (no ZPVE correction) -108.7 -74.2 -69.3 -69.6 -39.6 -62.7 -218.9 -178.6 -215.1

3.2 Energy decomposition analysis

An EDA, based on two fragments corresponding to R3SiX and X–
leave, which describe a het-

erolytical bond cleavage, can help uncover the interactions which lead to the PESs depicted

in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the bond interaction energy (∆Eint), its individual components

(∆Eorb, ∆Eelect, and ∆EPauli) and the percentage of ∆Eorb to the attractive energy components

6
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(∆Eorb, ∆Eelect and ∆Edisp) plotted against the Si–Xleave distance. A dispersion correction

(GD3BJ) was performed within the EDA, which shows that dispersion interactions also lead

to an energetic stabilization of the PES, but these interactions are only of minor importance

in comparison to the other energy components. Details for ∆Edisp are given in the Supporting

Information.

For all systems, the highest interaction energy (∆Eint) is obtained at the TS or TC. From

that point on, ∆Eint increases towards less negative values, which indicates that the interaction

of X–
leave to the R3SiX fragment decreases with the distance between the two fragments. Close

to the TC or TS, ∆Eint shows an almost identical trend for the three chlorine systems. Only

at Si–Clleave distances starting from ≈3 Å, the plots of ∆Eint start to deviate from each

other. From that point on, ClSi(OMe)3Cl shows the highest interaction energy (∆Eint is the

most negative), and, shortly after, the interaction energy of ClSiMe3Cl is also higher than the

one of ClSiH3Cl. The interaction energy of ClSi(OMe)3Cl remains relatively constant from

r(Si–Clleave) ≈ 3.0 Å onwards. In the fluorine systems, ∆Eint already deviates close to the TC:

The interaction energy is the highest in FSi(OMe)3F and the lowest in FSiMe3F. Only starting

from r(Si–Fleave) ≈ 2.7 Å, the interaction energy of FSiMe3F is higher than the one in FSiH3F.

The interaction energy in FSi(OMe)3F remains the strongest throughout the whole range of

the plot.

For the whole range of Si –Xleave distances, the strongest electrostatic interactions (most neg-

ative values of ∆Eelect) are present in the methoxy systems (ClSi(OMe)3Cl and FSi(OMe)3F),

while they are the weakest in the hydrogen systems (ClSiH3Cl and FSiH3F). This is caused by

the fact that the methoxy group is the most electron-withdrawing substituent and, thus, the

silicon atoms of ClSi(OMe)3Cl and FSi(OMe)3F are the most polarized ones, which, in turn,

inflict the strongest electrostatic interactions between R3SiX and X– . However, the methoxy

substituents are also the bulkiest ones, which causes the highest sterical repulsion to be present

in ClSi(OMe)3Cl and FSi(OMe)3F. Close to the central TC or TS, the influence of the type of

substituent on the Pauli repulsion energy (∆EPauli) is relatively small. Only when X– starts in-

teracting with the methyl and methoxy substituents, which is only the case at higher Si–Xleave

distances, significant differences start to show. Overall, the Pauli repulsion decreases for all

systems with increasing Si–Xleave distance, however, in the methoxy systems, the decrease is

the least pronounced, because the flexible methoxy groups can rearrange so that they remain

in close proximity to X– . This maximizes the sterical repulsion, however, at the same time,

the interaction between the X– and Si(OMe)3X fragments is also maximized. This is also true

for the methyl systems, however, the Pauli repulsion is lower in comparison to the methoxy
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Figure 3: Energy decompostion analysis (EDA): Plots of the bond interaction energy (∆Eint),

the electrostatic interaction energy (∆Eelect), the Pauli repulsion energy (∆EPauli), the or-

bital interaction energy (∆Eorb), and the ratio of ∆Eorb to the sum of the attractive energy

components (∆Eorb, ∆Eelect and ∆Edisp) plotted against the Si –Xleave distance. Plots of

∆Edisp can be found in the supporting information.
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system. Hydrogen is a small and inflexible substituent and, thus, the Pauli repulsion energy is

the lowest in the hydrogen systems.

Initially, the orbital interaction energy (∆Eorb) shows an almost identical trend in the chlo-

rine (up to r(Si –Xleave) = 2.7 Å) and fluorine systems (up to r(Si–Xleave) = 2.1 Å). This implies

that the hydrogen, methyl and methoxy substituents do not greatly affect the orbital interac-

tions at low Si–Xleave distances. In this region, σ-hole bonding prevails (Si···X– ). However,

the plots start to deviate at higher distances between the two fragments. For the fluorine and

chlorine systems, ∆Eorb is the most negative for the methoxy systems, and the least negative

for the hydrogen systems. Consequently, there must be some factor enhancing the orbital inter-

action in the methoxy and methyl systems at high Si–Xleave distances in addition to the σ-hole

bonding, which becomes weaker with increasing distance. Here, we argue that the orbital sta-

bilization is caused by the introduction of hydrogen bonds. While X···H–C hydrogen bonding

is well-known,18,19 X···H–Si hydrogen bonding is not feasible, which is due to the reversed

polarization of the hydrogen atoms. Consequently, the XSiH3X systems cannot be stabilized

through hydrogen bonding. From a natural bond orbitals point of view, σ-hole bonding can

be understood as negative hyperconjugation between a donor lone pair orbital at Xleave and

an Si–X acceptor antibond. Hydrogen bonding is indicated by the interaction between a lone

pair of Xleave (donor orbital) and a C–H antibond (acceptor orbital). Consequently, hydrogen

bonding can also be understood as a type of negative hyperconjugation.16 Figure 4 depicts the

interacting orbitals for some representative geometries of the reaction complexes of ClSiMe3Cl

and ClSi(OMe)3Cl.

The percentage of the orbital interaction to the sum of the attractive energy components

(∆Eorb, ∆Eelect and ∆Edisp) of ClSiH3Cl and FSiH3F decreases in a linear fashion (see Figure 3,

last row). In other words, both the orbital and electrostatic interactions decrease continuously,

however, the long range electrostatic interaction decreases more slowly than the short range

orbital interactions. Such a trend is expected if only σ-hole bonding is significant, because in

that event, there is no factor slowing down the decrease in orbital interactions. The systems, in

which hydrogen bonding is feasible (the methoxy and methyl systems), on the other hand, show

a different behaviour: After an initial decrease, orbital interactions are reinforced in relation

to electrostatic interactions, which is when the methoxy or methyl substituents are oriented

such that hydrogen bonding becomes feasible. The introduction of hydrogen bonding slows

down the decrease of ∆Eorb towards less negative values, which compensates the loss in orbital

interactions caused by σ-hole bonding. Overall, it shows that the strength of hydrogen bonding

is at a maximum close to the RCs of ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl. There are no RCs for
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Figure 4: Interacting natural bond orbitals in ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl. 1a) and 2a)

show negative hyperconjugation between a p-type lone pair at X and an Si –X antibond, which

corresponds to σ-hole bonding. 1b) and 2b) show negative hyperconjugation between the

same p-type lone pair at X and a C–H antibond, which can be related to hydrogen bonding.

FSiMe3F and FSi(OMe)3F, because electrostatic and orbital interactions are more significant

in the fluorine systems, which results in a very high stability based on σ-hole bonding alone.

This overcompensates the existence of relatively weak hydrogen bonds, and therefore, features

caused by hydrogen bonding are hidden in the PES of the fluorine systems. However, the EDA

could indeed show that hydrogen bonding is also significant for FSiMe3F and FSi(OMe)3F.

3.3 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules

For a direct analysis of the hydrogen bonding, a QTAIM analysis was performed. Figure 5

shows the sum of the delocalization indices (DIs) between the X– QTAIM basins and the

hydrogen atoms of the methyl and methoxy systems. The DI of both systems increases with

increasing Si–Xleave distance until a maximum between 3.5 Å and 4.0 Å is reached. This

indicates that covalent interactions are increased between the hydrogen atoms of the Me3SiX

or (OMe)3SiX fragments and X– , which is in line with hydrogen bonding becoming more

significant as the distance between the two fragments increases. This compensates the loss

in stabilization through Si···X σ-hole bonding. Therefore, the different trends of ∆Eorb from
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Figure 5: Sum of the delocalization indices between X–
leave (X= F or Cl) and the hydrogen

atoms of the methyl and methoxy systems

the EDA may be rationalized with the introduction of hydrogen bonding to the methyl and

methoxy systems. Both the EDA and the DI imply that hydrogen bonding is more pronounced

in the methoxy systems, which is caused by the higher flexibility of the methoxy substituents in

comparison to the methyl substituents, because a geometrical arrangement promoting hydrogen

bonding can be obtained more readily.

Within the QTAIM approach, bond paths, which indicate bonded interactions, are paths of

maximum electron density connecting two atoms. Bond paths are obtained between Si and X

for the central TC and TS of all chlorine and fluorine systems (Figure 6 and 7). At the reaction

complexes of ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl, however, Cl–H bond paths are obtained in place of

Si –Cl bond paths (Figure 6). These bond paths indicate the significance of hydrogen bonding

at the reaction complexes of the chlorine systems. At higher Si–Fleave distances, F–H bond

paths are also obtained for FSiMe3F and FSi(OMe)3F (see Figure 7).

The electron density at the bond critical point, which is associated to a bond path, measures

the strength of a bonded interaction. Figure 8 shows the electron density ρbcp at the Si–X bcps

and the sum of ρbcp at all H–Xleave bcps plotted against r(Si –Xleave). The plots of ρbcp(Si –Cl)

and ρbcp(Si –F) for the hydrogen, methyl and methoxy systems show an almost identical trend,

which indicates that the strength of the Si–X bonded interaction is almost independent of

the type of substituent R. The identical decrease of ρbcp(Si –X) indicates that σ-hole bonding

decreases with increasing Si–Xleave distance as the sole factor. Only the hydrogen systems give

bond paths for the whole range of the plot. The plots of the methyl and methoxy systems, on

the other hand, stop abruptly, because at some point Si–X bond paths are no longer obtained

(see Figure 8). At higher Si–Xleave distances, bond paths between the hydrogen atoms and

X–
leave emerge, which indicates that hydrogen bonding becomes significant. For the ClSiMe3Cl
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Figure 6: Bond paths of the chlorine systems. The small spheres correspond to bond critical

(green) and ring critical points (red).

Figure 7: Bond paths of the fluorine systems. The small spheres correspond to bond critical

(green) and ring critical points (red).
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Figure 8: The electron density ρbcp at the Si –X bcps and the sum of ρbcp at all H–Xleave

bcps plotted against r(Si –Xleave)

system, the appearance of H–X bond paths coincides with its TS. The summed up values of

ρbcp(H–X) are higher in the methoxy system in comparison to the methyl systems, which shows

that stronger hydrogen bonds are obtained between X and the hydrogen atoms of the methoxy

group.

4 Conclusions

In this study, it was shown that methoxy and methyl substituents can act as hydrogen bond

acceptors in the course of SN2 reactions at silicon atoms with F– and Cl– leaving groups.

In fact, the stabilization due to hydrogen bonding has a significant effect on the shape of

the potential energy surfaces (PES). The PES of ClSiMe3Cl and ClSi(OMe)3Cl show stable

reaction complexes before and after the central transition complex (ClSiMe3Cl) or transition

state (ClSi(OMe)3Cl). In this region, hydrogen bonding is most pronounced, and therefore,

plays a crucial role in the stabilization of the reaction complexes. Hydrogen bonding has

also a stabilizing effect in the fluorine systems (FSiMe3F and FSi(OMe)3F), however, stable

reaction complexes are not obtained. It was shown that fluorine has a higher affinity to be

bonded to silicon than chlorine, and thus, pentacoordination is more feasible. The reasons

for that are the smaller size of the fluorine atom reducing steric repulsion, and the stronger

electrostatic interactions. Accordingly, F···H–C hydrogen bonding only plays a minor role

relative to the other interactions, and in contrast to the chlorine systems, hydrogen bonding

is not the main influence on the PES. Therefore, single-well PES are obtained for the fluorine

systems. Nevertheless, the additional stabilization is clearly seen in EDA and QTAIM.

In previous studies, the influence of hydrogen boning on the PES of SN2 reactions at silicon

was neglected, to the best of our knowledge. Instead, only σ-hole bonding between Si and
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the leaving group X– was considered. In this study, we have shown that σ-hole bonding is

in competition with hydrogen bonding, which can both be understood as a type of negative

hyperconjugation from a natural bond orbital perspective. Close to the central transition state

or complex, σ-hole bonding is most significant, but at higher distances between R3SiX and the

leaving group X– , hydrogen bonding plays a more important role.
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Part V

From Structure Correlation to Bonding

Correlation – An investigation of the

formation of pentacoordinated silicon

compounds
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Chapter 11

Introduction to bonding and structure

correlations

Modeling a reaction pathway experimentally is an ambiguous endeavor, since the time scale of

a chemical transformation is in the range of femtoseconds;143 no routine method is capable of

capturing molecular snapshots at such a high time resolution. X-ray (or electron) diffraction

experiments only give access to electron densities averaged over a long period of time ranging

from a few hours to a couple of days.110 However, with the advent of free electron lasers

and ultra-bright electrons, time resolved snapshots of single molecules undergoing chemical

transformations are no longer a vision of the future.144–147 For example, Miller et al. have

invested a lot of time and money to capture a ”molecular movie” using femtosecond electron

diffraction experiments.148 As of today, this technology is not fully matured, and it is far away

from becoming a routine application. Therefore, a direct investigation of reaction pathways at

atomic scales is usually based on theoretical methods.

An indirect way to gain access to an experimental reaction pathway is the structure cor-

relation approach proposed by Bürgi in 1973.63–65,67 For the analysis of a molecular fragment

undergoing a dynamic process, a set of different crystal structures containing that specific frag-

ment are regarded.67 Resulting from the forces exerted by the crystal environment, the structure

of the molecular fragment will be deformed to some extent. Therefore, each of the deformed

molecular fragements inside the different crystal structures can be regarded as a snapshot of a

dynamical process.67 These snapshots can be brought into a reasonable chronological sequence

representing the gradual deformation of the fragment.67 A careful analysis of the sequence of

snapshots may provide correlations between structural parameters (such as bond lengths, an-

gles and torsion angles), which can be interpreted in a chemical way.67 The predictive power of

this approach was demonstrated by its accomplishment to uncover that a nucleophile attacks

the electrophilic carbon atom of a carbonyl group at an angle of ≈ 107° – the Bürgi-Dunitz

angle.64,149 The angle was determined through an analysis of a set of crystal structures con-
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Figure 11.1: The six compounds used in the original determination of the Bürgi-Dunitz
angle.64

taining a nucleophilic nitrogen atom coordinated to a carbonyl group.64 Figure 11.1 shows six

compounds which were used in the analysis.64 The N···C–O angle is approximately 107° in all

cases.64 Additionally, two structural correlations were detected: i) The C–O distance increases

with decreasing N···C distance and ii) the carbon atom of the carbonyl group increasingly de-

viates from the plane defined by the oxygen atom and the substituents of the carbonyl group

R and R’ with decreasing N···C distance.64 Correlation i) is in line with a transformation of

a C–O double bond into a single bond, while correlation ii) indicates a rehyridization of the

carbon atom from sp2- to sp3-character.

In the preceding chapters, it was shown that bond analysis methods give properties which

allow for a more comprehensive study of chemical bonding and reactivity than structural pa-

rameters, and it was demonstrated that these properties can be derived from ”experimen-

tal” wavefunctions of crystal structures obtained from an X-ray Wavefunction Refinement

(XWR).36,45,51,54 Extending the structure correlation approach to a bond property correlation

approach is therefore a logical step. In fact, bond property correlations have, in a way, already

been presented in the present thesis: In chapter 6, correlations between the Si–O–Si angle and

bond properties were presented and analyzed in a chemical way.45 However, the bond analysis

was based on wavefunctions derived from a theoretical potential energy surface scan. The bond

property correlation approach presented in this part is different, in that the procedure in Bürgi’s
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structure correlation approach, which is based on experimental crystal structures, is followed.

In order to see a bond property correlation in action, the formation of a pentacoordinated silicon

species is investigated through that approach.

Compounds with pentacoordinated silicon atoms have already been encountered in Chapters

9 and 10, where it was shown that electronegative and sterically undemanding substituents pro-

mote the formation of stable pentacoordinated species. Hence, the reaction between a tetraco-

ordinated silicon compound and a nucleophile sometimes corresponds to a nucleophilic addition

under formation of a pentacoordinated species rather than a nucleophilic substitution under

conservation of tetracoordination.150–152 This shows the ability of tetracoordinated silicon com-

pounds to act as Lewis acids. This behaviour is in contrast to reactions involving nucleophiles

and tetracoordinated carbon atoms, where tetracoordination is always conserved.153 While

tetracoordinated silicon compounds still make up the majority of known compounds, numerous

stable penta- and hexacoordinated species are found in literature.150–152 Because the coordi-

nation number of four is exceeded, penta- and hexacoordinated silicon compounds are termed

hypercoordintated. However, considering the findings in Chapter 8 and numerous other studies,

hypercoordinated species of silicon or other third-period elements are not expected to be hyper-

valent due to the predominance of ionicity in bonds involving silicon.15–18,154 The approach of

a nucleophile towards a tetracoordinated silicon center has been modelled in Chapters 9 and 10

of the present thesis and in other studies, where different shapes of the potential energy surface

were uncovered.56–59 The systems regarded in Chapter 9 and 10 showed single-, double- and

triple-well potential energy surfaces. In case of single- and triple-well potential energy surfaces,

stable pentacoordinated species are obtained, and the approach of the nucleophile results in a

nucleophilic addition to the silicon atom. However, both nucleophilic additions and substitu-

tions start off in the same way, in that a nucleophile approaches an electrophilic silicon center,

which results in the formation of a pentacoordinated species.

The nucleophilic addition to a tetracoordinated silicon atom has been subject to numerous

structure correlation studies, in which crystal structures of pentacoordinated silicon compounds

were used as snapshots along the reaction pathway.155–166 Figure 11.2 shows a selection of com-

pounds used in these studies. In all of these structures, there is an intramolecular interaction

between a nucleophilic atom (either N or O) and the silicon atom. The strength of the inter-

action can be tuned by changing the substituents which influence the electronic nature of the

nucleophilic or electrophilic region of the compound. A systematic row of these compounds with

different combinations of substituents was synthesized, and then the compounds were brought

into a chronological sequence which can be related to the approach of the nucleophile towards

the silicon atom. Logically, compounds with a long distance between the nucleophile and the

silicon atom mark the beginning of the sequence, while compounds with a short nucleophile-

silicon distance correspond to more advanced steps of the nucleophilic addition.162 The most
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Figure 11.2: Pentacoordinated silicon compounds used for an investigation of the nucleophilic
attack of the silicon atom based on the structure correlation approach. A dashed line is used
to indicate the interaction between the nucleophile and the silicon atom.160–166

typical structure correlations obtained from these studies are increased Si–X bond lengths and

a less distorted bipyramidial arrangement of substituents at the silicon atom with decreas-

ing nucleophile-silicon distance.162,166 In the present study, a very similar approach is applied

using the compounds depicted in Figure 11.3, which were synthesized by Dr. Maksym Pono-

marenko. The general structure of these compounds consists of a 8-(dimethylamino)-1-naphthyl

framework with a SiR3 group substituted in peri-position to the dimethylamino group.167 The

nitrogen atom has a nucleophilic character and therefore coordinates to the electrophilic silicon

atom. Two of the substituents of the silicon atom – a phenyl and a methyl group – are held

constant in each of the structures, while the third substituent (X) is varied. The nature of

the substituent X drastically influences the electrophilic nature of the silicon atom, and thus

a spectrum of compounds with different strengths of the N···Si interaction is obtained. High

resolution, low temperature single-crystal X-ray diffraction data sets of these compounds were

determined carried out at the synchrotron SPring-8 (Hyogo, Japan) and at a home source.

The aim of this study is to investigate the nucleophilic addition of a nitrogen atom to a

silicon atom based on experimental data using a complementary bonding analysis in conjunc-

tion with structure and bonding correlation approaches. The N–Si distance can be consulted

as a straightforward criterion to determine the chronological sequence of the reaction snapshots

obtained from the crystal structures of the compounds in Figure 11.3. In addition to a bonding

correlation study based on XWRs of the crystal structures, which are of high enough quality,
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Figure 11.3: Pentacoordinated silicon compounds regarded in the analysis of the nucleophilic
addition to a silicon atom in this thesis using the structure and bonding correlation approaches.

the same analysis is also performed for geometry optimized structures. Firstly, more data points

are generated through that approach, and secondly, the effects of the crystal environment on
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the N···Si interaction can be uncovered. Moreover, a potential energy surface (PES) scan is

carried out for each of the compounds, where everything except for the N–Si distance, which is

fixed to a set of distances at a certain interval (∆d = 0.1Å from 1.9 Å to 3.1 Å), is optimized.

This procedure is applied, in order to compare the correlations obtained from the systematically

chosen array of structures to the trends obtained from a PES scan of the respective structures.

In this study, properties from natural bond orbitals (NBO),37 the Quantum Theory of Atoms

in Molecules (QTAIM)131 and the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D)40 are regarded. The

structural and bond property correlations will be interpreted in a chemical way to draw con-

clusions on the electronic changes occurring in the course of a nucleophilic addition to a silicon

atom.

Figure 11.4: Resonance structures affecting the N···Si interaction: 1) The nitrogen lone pair
is localized resulting in the absence of an N···Si interaction; 2) Hypervalent representation; 3)
Bond between the nitrogen and silicon atom, and no bond between the silicon atom and X; 4)
Interaction of the nitrogen lone pair with the aromatic system resulting in a N – C double bond
and the absence of a N···Si interaction

For the compounds regarded in this study, a variety of resonance structures, which describe

the N···Si interaction, need to be considered. Figure 11.4 depicts four resonance structures with

different configurations of the nitrogen lone pair. In resonance structure 1) the nitrogen lone

pair is localized at the nitrogen atom and is not involved in any interaction. Resonance structure

2) contains a hypervalent silicon atom (10 valence electrons), which requires d-orbitals of the

silicon atom to participate in the bonding. Based on previous findings, the significance of this
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resonance structure will be negligible.15–18,154 In resonance structure 3), on the other hand, the

octet rule is not violated: There is a bond between the nitrogen and silicon atom, while the

silicon atom and the substituent X are non-bonded. Finally, resonance structure 4) presents the

possibility for the nitrogen lone pair to interact with the naphthalene system, which introduces

a double bond character to the N–C bond. Since the N···Si interaction corresponds to a dative

bond (all electrons originate from the nitrogen atom),72 resonance structure 1) will always be

significant. If the substituent X promotes a strong N···Si interaction, resonance structure 3) will

gain in significance. In case of a weak N···Si interaction, on the other hand, the nitrogen lone

pair is more available to interact with the naphthalene system, and thus, resonance structure

4) will be more significant.

In Chapter 12, the methodology of the experimental and theoretical procedures are outlined.

The crystal structures are analyzed thoroughly in terms of their environment in Chapter 13. In

Chapters 15 and 16, structure and bonding correlations are presented and analyzed chemically.

Finally, the results are summarized and conclusions are drawn in Chapter 17.
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Chapter 12

Experimental and computational

details

12.1 Synthesis and Characterization

Apart from the hydroxy compound (7), it was possible to synthesize all compounds depicted

in Figure 11.3. The synthesis of all compounds was performed by Dr. Maksym Ponomarenko,

and is not part of this thesis. The synthetic procedure is given in the appendix. Most of the

synthesized structures showed a low stability when exposed to air, which is why their exposure

to air was avoided or kept to a minimum. Apart from the hydro compound (9), it was possible

to crystallize all synthesized compounds as described in the appendix.

12.2 Crystallography

12.2.1 Crystal structure determination

X-ray diffraction experiments were performed for all crystal structures using home source and

synchrotron radiation (apart from the bridged fluoro compound (2), for which no synchrotron

data exists). The home measurements were conducted at a temperature of T=100 K. The syn-

chrotron experiments, which were required to obtain high-quality, high-resolution (up to d = 0.4

Å), low-temperature (T = 20 K) data-sets, were performed at the beamline BL02B1 of the syn-

chrotron SPring-8 in Hyogo, Japan. The data sets were collected at different beamtimes, which

is why different wavelengths were applied. The crystallographic information of the compounds,

and measurement details can be found in Table 12.1.

The data reduction of the home data sets was carried out with SAINT ,168 where a numerical

absorption correction after indexing of the crystal faces was applied. For the synchrotron data

sets, the data reduction was performed with the program RapidAuto under application of an

155
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empirical absorption correction. The space groups were determined with Xprep.169

12.2.2 Refinements

The structures were solved using the intrinsic phasing mechanism implemented inside shelxt.170

Refinements based on the Independent Atom Model (IAM) were performed using shelxl171 linked

to Olex2.172 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms were

added freely at the corresponding residual density peaks, and were refined without applying any

constrains or restrains. After IAM, the resulting structures were closely inspected with respect

to their quality, which showed that both methyl structures and the structure of the silyl cation

(1) obtained from the home source are not suitable for HAR, because they show a significant

degree of twinning. Hirshfeld Atom Refinements (HARs)107 were performed with tonto173 using

the IAM geometry as the starting point. The RHF/def2-TZVP level of theory was applied,

and the hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. A cluster of charges and dipoles within

a radius of 8 Å were applied to mimic the crystal field. The resulting HAR (or IAM if no

HAR was performed) geometries are depicted in Figure 12.1. The silyl cation (1) and the fluoro

compound (5) show non-positive definite (NPD) ADPs. It has been shown in the literature that

the element-hydrogen bond lengths are not negatively impacted if the corresponding hydrogen

ADPs are negative.52,125,174 This is also the case for the silyl cation (1) and the fluoro compound

(5), which show reasonable hydrogen-element bond lengths.

An X-ray constrained wavefunction fitting (XCW)53 was performed at the final HAR geom-

etry, and at the same level of theory as employed for the HAR. For each structure, an XCW

was only performed for the data sets with the highest resolution, which always corresponds to

the data set collected at SPring-8 (apart from the bridged fluoro compound (2), where only the

home data set is available). For the methyl compound (10) and the silyl cation (1), no HAR

was performed, and, thus, an XCW could also not be performed, because an even higher data

quality is required. Table 12.2 shows the final λ-values for each XCW, as well as the refinement

statistics after IAM, HAR and XCW. Figure 12.2 shows fractal dimension plots of the residual

density after HAR and XCW.175 The plots show that the residual density slightly improves

after XCW compared to HAR. According to these plots, untreated effects, such as anharmonic

motion, are not significant. Residual and deformation density plots of the crystal structures are

found in the appendix.
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Figure 12.1: Crystal structures after HAR (or IAM if no HAR structure is available) from
home source and synchrotron measurements. The anisotropic displacement parameters (ADP)
correspond to a 50% probability surface.
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12.1 (continued)
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12.1 (continued)
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Table 12.2: Refinement statistics after IAM, HAR and XCW. The minimal and maximal
residual density peaks (∆ρmin/max) are given in e·Å−3.

silyl cation (1) F, bridged (2) Chloro (3) p-Chlorobenzoate (4) Fluoro (5)
home SPring8 home home SPring8 home SPring8 home SPring8

after IAM
R1 0.1354 0.0435 0.0354 0.0394 0.0275 0.0413 0.0412 0.0362 0.0344
wR2 0.3865 0.1101 0.1082 0.1011 0.0899 0.1128 0.1095 0.0876 0.0918
∆ρmin/max -0.76/1.42 -0.50/0.97 -0.34/0.62 -0.21/0.45 -0.51/0.80 -0.28/0.60 -0.31/0.83 -0.24/0.36 -0.56/0.81

after HAR
R1 – – 0.0231 0.0288 0.0189 0.0308 0.0340 0.0243 0.0251
wR2 – – 0.0322 0.0424 0.0263 0.0362 0.0357 0.0305 0.0430
∆ρmin/max – – -0.22/0.17 -0.21/0.25 -0.28/0.34 -0.27/0.40 -0.52/0.52 -0.18/0.22 -0.28/0.37

after XCW
λmax – – 0.20 – 0.30 – 1.00 – 0.15
R1 – – 0.0169 – 0.0165 – 0.0328 – 0.0244
wR2 – – 0.0266 – 0.0211 – 0.0326 – 0.0398
∆ρmin/max – – -0.19/0.16 – -0.25/0.29 – -0.40/0.45 – -0.27/0.33

Table 12.2 (continued)

Ethynyl (6) Methoxy (8) Methyl (10) Aryl (11)
after IAM home SPring8 home SPring8 home SPring8 home SPring8
R1 0.0356 0.0316 0.033 0.0323 0.04 0.0497 0.0414 0.0415
wR2 0.0978 0.0955 0.0905 0.081 0.1042 0.1356 0.1259 0.1233
∆ρmin/max -0.34/0.31 -0.27/0.98 -0.19/0.42 -0.21/1.04 -0.25/0.79 -0.76/1.78 -0.30/0.60 -0.57/0.89

after HAR
R1 0.0213 0.0253 0.0216 0.0235 – – 0.0275 0.0331
wR2 0.024 0.0352 0.0355 0.0333 – – 0.0355 0.0476
∆ρmin/max -0.13/0.11 -0.15/0.25 -0.12/0.20 -0.19/0.49 – – -0.18/0.28 -0.42/0.52

after XCW
λmax – 0.4 – 0.6 – – – 0.55
R1 – 0.0227 – 0.0195 – – – 0.0307
wR2 – 0.0282 – 0.0246 – – – 0.0402
∆ρmin/max – -0.13/0.21 – -0.12/0.46 – – – -0.38/0.54
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Figure 12.2: Fractal dimension plots after HAR and XCW.
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12.3 Computational details

12.3.1 Geometry optimizations

In addition to X-ray refined wavefunctions, wavefunctions were also obtained from isolated

molecule optimizations of all compounds depicted in Figure 11.3 (also for the hydroxy (7) and

hydro (9) compounds, for which no crystal structures were obtained). The geometry opti-

mizations were carried out with Gaussian 09 176 on a B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory. An

empirical dispersion correction based on the D3 version of Grimme’s approach with Becke-

Johnson damping (GD3BJ ) was applied.177 A frequency analysis was performed to ensure that

the optimized structure corresponds to a minimum in the potential energy surface.

For the chloro (3) and ethynyl (6) compounds, geometry optimizations were also performed

with explicit solvent corrections using the dielectric constants of water and acetonitrile. Ad-

ditionally, geometry optimizations with periodic boundary conditions using the program Crys-

tal14 178 and a cluster of point charges and dipoles (compare to the approach used in HAR) were

performed. The purpose of these geometry optimizations is to get an impression of the role of

the crystal environment on the geometry of the two compounds.

In order to obtain a relaxed potential energy surface scan of all compounds, the N–Si

distance was fixed to a range of distances (from 1.9 Å to 3.1 Å at intervals of 0.1 Å), while all

other parameters were optimized freely. Figure 12.3 compares the structure correlation approach

to the PES scan.

Figure 12.3: On the left hand side, the structure correlation approach is visualized: Exchang-
ing the substituent X changes the electrophilic character of the silicon atom, which, in turn,
leads to a change in the nature of the N – Si interaction. The principle of the potential energy
surface (PES) scans, is visualized on the right hand side: The N – Si distance is artificially
constrained to a certain value, which affects the nature of the Si – X bond.
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12.3.2 Bond property analysis

Based on the wavefunctions obtained from XWR and from the geometry optimizations, a com-

plementary bonding analysis was performed. Properties obtained from a natural bond orbital

(NBO) analysis,37 and analyses based on the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D)40 and the

Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM)131 were computed. The NBO analysis was

carried out with NBO 6 179 linked to Gaussian 09,176 and the QTAIM analysis was performed

with the AIMall180 software package. D-grid 5.0 181 was used to compute the ELI-D.
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Chapter 13

Analysis of the crystal environment

In the forthcoming analysis of structure and bonding correlations, the N–Si interaction is of

particular interest. However, inside a crystal structure, all atoms may be involved in a vari-

ety of intermolecular interactions, which influence the intramolecular N–Si interaction. This

is particularly the case for interactions involving the nitrogen and silicon atoms. Significant

intermolecular interactions are often characterized by close contacts between interacting units.

This is the basis of a Hirshfeld surface analysis,182,183 which will be performed in this Chapter.

Also, one can expect that the electric field, in which all molecules in a crystal are embedded,

favors a more ionic bonding situation, which has a great effect on the N–Si interaction. Ac-

cordingly, the weight of resonance structures 3) and 4) in Figure 11.4, corresponding to the

bonding representations with an N–Si bond and an N–C double bond, will be increased, be-

cause in both cases positive and negative formal charges, which are stabilized by an electric

field, are obtained. In the present thesis, it is expected that the main influence on the N–Si

interaction originates from the nature of the substituent X, however, influences from the crystal

environment will also play a significant role. In the structure and bonding correlation studies

for the XWR compounds, these interactions are not expected to result in outliers, because per-

turbations resulting in structure deformations are the foundation of the structure correlation

approach introduced by Bürgi & Dunitz. Accordingly, it is expected that the geometrical and

bonding properties, which will be regarded in these correlations, are a function of the N–Si

distance, which is, in turn, influenced by the crystal environment. The purpose of the present

Chapter is to closely inspect all intermolecular interactions in terms of close contacts, and to

uncover the influence of the electric field on the N–Si interaction.

13.1 Analysis of close contacts

As seen in Figure 12.1, both the nitrogen and silicon atoms are surrounded by bulky substituents,

which impair intermolecular interactions involving these atoms. However, all other atoms,

167
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such as those of the substituent X and the naphthalene system, are freely exposed to the

environment, and thus, interactions involving these atoms can be expected. In the following,

a Hirshfeld surface analysis, which offers an efficient way to get a qualitative impression on

intermolecular interactions between molecules inside crystal structures,182,183 is performed for

all crystal structures using CrystalExplorer.184 A Hirshfeld surface is an approach to partition

the electron density of a crystal into fragments.124 In Chapter 3, a definition for a Hirshfeld

atom was provided (equation 3.8). In analogy to this approach, a molecular fragment can be

obtained from the molecular weight function, see Equation 13.1.

wA(r) = ρpromolecule(r)/ρprocrystal(r) (13.1)

The Hirshfeld surface of molecule A is defined as the surface corresponding to an iso-value of

wA = 0.5.182 The distances di and de are measured from the Hirshfeld surface to the nearest

nucleus inside (internal) and outside (external) the surface, respectively.182 A Hirshfeld finger-

print plot shows these distances in a two-dimensional histogram binned in intervals of 0.01 Å.182

Each bin is colored according to the number of surface points inside it, ranging from blue (few

points) through green to red (many points). In the following analysis, its usefulness to uncover

intermolecular interactions is demonstrated. Figure 13.1 shows Hirshfeld surfaces and finger-

print plots for the molecules inside the crystal structures regarded in this study. The normalized

contact distance dnorm, which combines de and di normalized by the van-der-Waals radius of the

atoms involved in the close contact to the surface, is mapped on top of the Hirshfeld surfaces.182

Red regions are obtained for contacts, which are shorter than the sum of the van-der-Waals

radii – they show short contacts, which may be attributed to strong intermolecular interactions.

In the following, the compounds are discussed in the order of increasing N–Si distance.

Silyl cation (1)

There are two independent silyl cations (1) and two independent B(C6F5)4
– anions in the

asymmetric unit. However, the fingerprint plots of both silyl cations (1) are quite similar

to each other, which indicates that there are comparable intermolecular interactions in both

entities. This results in very similar N–Si distances (there is only a difference of 0.007 Å,

which is in the magnitude of the experimental error). For both cations, there are very close

F–H contacts between hydrogen atoms located at the cation and fluorine atoms located at the

B(C6F5)4
– anion. The sharp tip at di, de ≈ 1.2, 0.9, which is found in both fingerprint plots,

can be attributed to the closest F–H contact, which involves a hydrogen atom located at one

amine methyl group. There are also C–F, C–H and C–C contacts, but none of them indicates

a strong interaction. No contacts involving the nitrogen and silicon atoms are obtained.
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Fluoro, bridged (2)

The fingerprint plot of the bridged fluoro compound (2) does not show any characteristic sharp

tips, but close contacts are obtained nonetheless. Overall, only C–H and F–H contacts are

obtained. There are two close F–H contacts, which are indicated by the two symmetrical tips

at di, de ≈ 1.3, 1.1 and di, de ≈ 1.1, 1.3 in the fingerprint plot. Both hydrogen atoms, which

are involved in this contact, are part of the naphthalene unit. The two symmetrical tips at

di, de ≈ 1.6, 1.1 and di, de ≈ 1.1, 1.6 can be attributed to the closest C–H contact between a

naphthalene hydrogen atom and a phenyl carbon atom.

Chloro (3)

There is only a single molecule in the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of the chloro

compound (3). There are two significant close C–H contacts: One is between a hydrogen atom

of the methyl group of the amine and a naphthalene carbon atom, and the other one is between

a naphthalene hydrogen atom and a phenyl carbon atom. Both interactions can be attributed

to the symmetrical pair of tips at di, de ≈ 1.5, 1.0 and di, de ≈ 1.0, 1.5 in the fingerprint plot.

There are also Cl–H contacts, but none of them can be considered to be a close contact.

p-Chlorobenzoate (4)

For the p-Chlorobenzoate molecule (4), there are close C–H, H–H, O–H, and less significant

C–C and Cl–H contacts. The two symmetrical tips at di, de ≈ 1.4, 1.1 and di, de ≈ 1.1, 1.4

indicate close O–H contacts between the carboxylic oxygen atom and hydrogen atoms from

the phenyl ring and the p-chlorobenzoate unit. Again, this close contact can be related to

weak hydrogen bonding. All close C–H contacts are between hydrogen and carbon atoms from

aromatic sites. The closest H–H contact at di, de ≈ 1.1, 1.1 can be attributed to hydrogen

atoms of the methyl groups bonded to the nitrogen atom. The fingerprint plot shows many

surface points at high distances, which indicate large voids in the crystal structure.

Fluoro (5)

In the crystal structure of the fluoro compound (5) , there are two racemic molecules inside the

asymmetric unit. In these molecules, the N–Si distance differs by ≈ 0.05 Å. The fingerprint

plots show quite distinct features, which reveals that the intermolecular interactions are different

in both molecules. The asymmetrical appearance of the two fingerprint plots indicates that

there are contacts between the two independent molecules. There is one close contact between

a hydrogen atom of a methyl group bonded to the nitrogen atom and a naphthalene carbon

atom, which is located at the other molecule (with the shorter N–Si distance). In fact, this is the
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only significant close C–H contact involving the molecule with the shorter N–Si distance. The

molecule with the longer N–Si distance has another close C–H contact between a phenyl group

and a naphthalene hydrogen atom (this corresponds to the symmetrical tips at di, de ≈ 1.6, 1.0

and di, de ≈ 1.0, 1.6). Other than that, both molecules show contacts between the fluorine atom

and a hydrogen atom of the methyl group bonded to the nitrogen atom. This can be attributed

to weak fluorine hydrogen bonding.

Ethynyl (6)

For the single molecule inside the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of the ethynyl com-

pound (6), there are only C–H and H–H contacts. The pronounced tip in the fingerprint plot

at di, de ≈ 1.0, 1.0 can be attributed to the close H–H contact between one phenyl hydrogen

atom and one naphthalene hydrogen atom. The other two symmetrical tips at di, de ≈ 1.6, 1.1

and di, de ≈ 1.1, 1.6 correspond to the closest C–H contact, where the carbon atom is from the

naphthalene unit and the hydrogen atom is from the ethynyl group.

Methoxy (8)

No close contacts involving nitrogen and silicon atoms are obtained for the single molecule

inside the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of the methoxy compound (8). In addition

to C–H and H–H close contacts, which were also obtained for all other crystal structures so

far, there are also close O–H contacts. In the fingerprint plots, they correspond to the two

partially hidden symmetrical tips at di, de ≈ 1.4, 1.1 and di, de ≈ 1.4, 1.1. The hydrogen atom

involved in this contact is from the naphthalene unit. The interaction, which causes this close

contact, may be regarded as a weak C–H···O hydrogen bond (smaller distances would indicate a

stronger hydrogen bond). The pronounced tip at di, de ≈ 1.1, 1.1 can be associated with a H–H

close contact between one naphthalene and one phenyl hydrogen atom. There are two pairs of

symmetrical chicken-wing-like tips, which both correspond to close C–H contacts between two

naphthalene hydrogen and carbon atoms, which may be attributed to interactions between a

C–H bond and the π system of the naphthalene unit.

Methyl (10)

There are two independent molecules in the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of the

methyl compound (10), and therefore, two distinct Hirshfeld surfaces and fingerprint plots are

shown in Figure 13.1. The fact that the N–Si distance only differs by about 0.01 Å (2.8538(8)

Å vs. 2.8653(8) Å) shows that the environment does not significantly influence the N–Si

interaction. In terms of close contacts, only C–H and H–H contacts are uncovered for both

molecules in the asymmetric unit. Another common feature is the tip at di, de ≈ 1.1, 1.1 in both
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fingerprint plots, which corresponds to the closest H–H contact between a hydrogen atom of the

methyl group, which is bonded to the silicon atom, and a hydrogen atom of the naphthalene unit.

From the shape of the fingerprint plots, it can already be concluded that not all interactions

are the same. In the fingerprint plot of the molecule with the shorter N–Si distance, there are

two symmetrical tips, which resemble a chicken wing (at di, de ≈ 1.6, 1.0 and di, de ≈ 1.0, 1.6).

The corresponding tips of the other molecule (at di, de ≈ 1.6, 1.0 and di, de ≈ 1.0, 1.6), are less

pronounced and do not have the appearance of a chicken wing. In both cases, the tips can be

related to a close C–H contact, where the carbon and hydrogen atoms are part of an aromatic

ring system. For the molecule with the shorter N–Si distance, the carbon and hydrogen atoms

are part of the naphthalene unit, while they are part of the phenyl ring bonded to the silicon

atom in the other molecule. Apart from that, the contacts are largely the same, which is

indicated by a similar appearance of both fingerprint plots.

Aryl (11)

There is one molecule in the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of the aryl compound

(11), however, there are two intermolecular N–Si interactions involving two different axial

substituents, corresponding to a phenyl group and an N,N-Dimethyl-1-naphthylamine group,

respectively. The Hirshfeld fingerprint plot does not reveal any contacts for the silicon and

nitrogen atoms, and therefore, intermolecular interactions involving these atoms are not ob-

tained. However, there are many close C–H and H–H contacts. In the fingerprint plot, the tip

at di = 1.1 and de = 1.1 corresponds to the closest H–H contact between a hydrogen atom of

the naphthalene unit and a hydrogen atom of one of the methyl groups bonded to the nitrogen

atom. The closest C–H contact is found between a hydrogen and a carbon of the naphthalene

system (the tip at di, de ≈ 1.6, 1.1 in the fingerprint plot). This interaction my be attributed to

an interaction between a C–H bond and the π-system of the naphthalene unit.

In summary, it can be stated that neither the nitrogen nor the silicon atoms are involved in

any close contacts. There are, however, intermolecular interactions involving the substituent

X and the naphthalene system. Both aspects can influence the N–Si interaction, because the

nucleophilic character of the nitrogen atom or the electrophilic character of the silicon atom are

influenced.
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Figure 13.1: Left: Hirshfeld-Surfaces mapped with dnorm of the Hirshfeld atom refined struc-
tures; and right: The corresponding Hirshfeld fingerprint plot, where di and de are the distances
from the Hirshfeld surface to the nearest nucleus inside (internal) and outside (external) the
surface, respectively.
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Figure 13.1 (continued)
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Figure 13.1 (continued)
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13.2 The influence of the electric field

The electric field exerted by the crystal environment promotes ionic bonding representations.

Consequently, it is expected that the N–Si interaction is stronger, because a N–Si bond for-

mation would come with a positive formal charge at the nitrogen and a negative formal charge

at the substituent X (see Figure 11.4). In the present section, the N–Si distances of the chloro

(3) and ethynyl (6) compounds of geometry optimizations in different environments are com-

pared to the corresponding bond lengths of the crystal structures from HAR. These compounds

have been chosen, because the N–Si bond distances of the chloro compound (3) show a great

dependence on the environment (crystal structure vs. geometry optimized structure of the

isolated molecule), while the difference between these two bond lengths is relatively small in the

ethynyl compound (6). Table 13.1 lists N–Si bond lengths in different environments, on which

the following discussion is based.

Table 13.1: The N – Si and Si – X distances (in Å) of the chloro (3) and ethynyl (6) compounds
obtained from different environments.

Chloro (3) Ethynyl (6)
Environment r(N-Si) r(N-Si)
HAR, SPring8 2.5085(6) 2.7729(4)
Geometry optimization, dispersion 2.732 2.835
Geometry optimization, dispersion, water solvation 2.542 2.789
Geometry optimization, dispersion, acetonitrile solvation 2.551 2.791
Geometry optimization, cluster charges, r = 16 Å 2.649 2.825
Periodic boundary geometry optimization (Crystal14) 2.507 –

A comparison of the structures from HAR and from the geometry optimization of the isolated

compound reveals that the N–Si bond length is in fact shorter in the crystal environment. The

decrease in the chloro compound (3) is more significant (≈0.22 Å) compared to the decrease in

the ethynyl compound (6) (≈0.06 Å). The different bond lengths are either caused by explicit

intermolecular interactions, which have been analyzed in the preceding section, or by the electric

field exerted by the crystal environment. However, if the geometry optimization is performed

with the same parameters (level of theory and dispersion correction), but an implicit water

or acetonitrile solvation correction is added, the N–Si bond lengths are decreased to a similar

extent. An implicit solvation correction mimics the effect of a solvent based on its dielectric

constant (ε(water) = 78.4 and ε(Acetonitrile) = 36.6), and thus, no explicit intermolecular

interactions based on orbital overlap are considered. The fact that the N–Si bond lengths

are similar to those obtained from HAR, if a solvent correction with a polar solvent is applied,

implies that the most significant effect on the shortened bond lengths is the electric field exerted

by the crystal. For the chloro compound (3), the effect of the electric field is more significant
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than for the ethynyl compound (6). This is caused by the high stability of the chloride anion

if it interacts with positive charges. The CCH– anion is less stable, and thus, the Si–C bond

will keep much of its covalent character, while ionic bonding is only slightly increased. If cluster

charges, which are point charges and dipoles representing the crystal environment, are applied,

the Si–N bond lengths are also decreased in comparison to the isolated molecules, however, they

are not as effective as an implicit solvent correction. For the ethynyl compound (6), the N–Si

bond length is only somewhat shorter if cluster charges are applied. For the chloro compound

(3), a geometry optimization with periodic boundaries was performed with Crystal14178 at

the B3LYP/pob-TZVP level of theory. The optimization gives an almost identical N–Si bond

length to the one obtained in the crystal structure.
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The nature of the N–Si interaction

from the perspective of a

complementary bonding analysis

In the submitted manuscript entitled ”Complementary bonding analysis on the N – Si interaction

in pentacoordinated silicon compounds”, the N–Si interaction of the non-bridged (5) and bridged

fluoro compounds is analyzed by a complementary bonding analysis. These two compounds

have been chosen for this study, because they both have a fluorine atom as their substituent X,

and therefore, the only difference between them is an additional methylene group bridging the

naphthalene unit and the amino group in the bridged fluoro compound (2). This study shows

that the N–Si interaction can be described by negative hyperconjugation between a lone pair of

the nitrogen and an Si–F antibond. The signifiacance of the interaction between the nitrogen

lone pair and the aromatic ring system is also revealed. It is shown how the N–Si interaction can

be classified by the complementary bond analysis methods. In both compounds the attractive

interaction between the nitrogen and silicon is stronger than the repulsion between these two

atoms. The compound IDs in this manuscript are different to the ones used in the other chapters

of this part.

My contributions to this manuscript:

• I wrote 80% - 90% of the text

• I performed the geometry optimizations of the compounds

• I performed the X-ray diffraction experiments for the bridged fluoro compound
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• I performed the data reduction and crystallographic refinements (IAM andHAR)

• I performed the XCW

• I performed the NBO, QTAIM and ELI-D analyses

• I analyzed and interpreted all results

• I am responsible for all figures and all tables

The paper was submitted to Daton Transactions on July 3rd, 2019 (see confirmation below).
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Abstract

The N–Si interaction in two pentacoordinated silicon compounds is investigated based on a comple-
mentary bonding analysis, which consists of bonding descriptors from real space and orbital space.
These are derived from X-ray wavefunction refinements of high-resolution X-ray diffraction data of
single crystals and from isolated-molecule theoretical wavefunctions. The compounds can be regarded
as snapshots of an intramolecular nucleophilic attack of the nitrogen atom at the electrophilic silicon
atom. Therefore, understanding the N–Si interaction gives an insight into the properties playing a
role in the course of a nucleophilic addition or substitution of nitrogen to silicon. The two pentacoor-
dinated compounds only differ in one methylene group, so that the amino substituent is more flexible
in one of the structures, hence probing the attractive or repulsive character of the N–Si interaction.
All studies suggest weak dative interactions, which do, however, greatly influence the character of the
Si–F bond: A strong N–Si interaction results in a weakened Si–F bond, which is quantified in this
study experimentally and theoretically.

1 Introduction

Numerous compounds with pentacoordinated silicon atoms are found in the literature.1–6 In some cases,

a stable pentacoordinated silicon complex is obtained in the course of SN2 reactions involving silicon elec-

trophiles, which is in contrast to SN2 reactions involving carbon electrophiles, where the pentacoordinated
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species is always a transition state.7–9 Accordingly, pentacoordinated silicon compounds in the solid state

have proven to be a suitable model system for the experimental simulation of SN2 reactions.10–16 In the

present paper, we analyze the bonding situation in two pentacoordinated silicon compounds (1 and 2),

which are depicted in Figure 1. In both of these structures, the nitrogen atom is coordinated to the silicon,

thus, inflicting a certain degree of pentacoordination. According to the philosophy of Bassindale et al.,10–16

both structures may be regarded as snapshots of an intramolecular SN2 reaction with the nitrogen and

fluorine atoms representing the nucleophile and leaving group, respectively.

Figure 1: Resonance structures involving the nitrogen lone pair of the non-bridged (1a-c) and

bridged (2a-b) compounds

The compounds only differ in that compound 2 has a methylene group bridging the amino group and

the naphthalene unit. In compound 1, the N–Si interaction is a peri-interaction, which is enforced by

geometric proximity.17 Hence, the interaction always has an attractive and a repulsive component, as

investigated in detail by Beckmann and Mebs.18–22 In compound 2, free rotation around the methylene

group allows the N–Si contact to avoid all enforced interactions, and hence it can serve as a measure

of the degree of attractive or repulsive interactions. One of the main objectives of the present paper is

to uncover the differences of the N–Si interaction resulting from the additional methylene group in the

bridged compound. There are three factors differentiating compounds 1 and 2:

1. The additional methylene group makes the R3N group rotationally flexible, so a closer approach of

the nitrogen atom towards the silicon atom is possible, or, in turn, avoidance of the contact leading

to a longer N–Si distance.

2. The additional methylene group in the bridged compound makes one of the substituents bulkier,

which causes a higher steric repulsion in the bridged compound 2 compared to the non-bridged
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compound 1.

3. Only in the non-bridged compound 1, the nitrogen lone pair is involved in a resonance with the

aromatic system of the naphthalene unit leading to resonance structure 1c depicted in Figure 1.

The N–Si interaction itself may be represented by resonance structures 1b and 2b for the non-bridged

and bridged compound, respectively. These resonance structures have a N–Si bond, while the silicon

and fluorine atoms are not covalently bonded to each other. In terms of a localized orbital picture, this

interaction can be classified as negative hyperconjugation with the nitrogen lone pair acting as a donor

orbital and the Si–F antibond acting as an acceptor orbital.23 Resonance structures with both N–Si

and Si–F bonds are not considered, because these hypervalent bonding representations suggest d-orbital

participation, which has been shown to be insignificant for bonds involving atoms from the second and

third periods.24–29

We have discussed previously that a joint application of bond analysis methods from real space (e.g.

Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules, QTAIM,30 and the electron localizability indicator, ELI-D31)

and orbital space (e.g. natural bond orbitals, NBO23,32) enhances the information value due to the comple-

mentary of the methods (complementary bonding analysis).33–35 In the present study, we apply QTAIM,

ELI-D, NBO and unconstrained ELMO-VB (extremely localized molecular orbital valence bond)36,37 anal-

yses to shed light on the N–Si interaction and related bonding properties. The results are produced

using X-ray wavefunction refinements (XWR)38,39 of high-resolution single crystal X-ray diffraction data

measured at the synchrotron SPring-8 in Japan. XWR is a novel method from the field of quantum

crystallography.40,41 For a comparison, purely theoretical calculations were performed in addition.

2 Experimental and computational details

2.1 Synthesis

Synthesis of the non-bridged compound (1)

Previously, compound 3 was synthesized by Carré et al.42 However, in this study an alternative route

was chosen. 12.52 mL (1 equiv) of n-BuLi (2.5 M, in n-hexane) were added at 0°C to a solution of N,N-

dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine (5.36 g, 31.3 mmol) in 35 mL of diethyl ether. The mixture was stirred for 48

h at room temperature. The formed precipitate of the lithiated product was filtered off, and washed with

pentane (2 x 20 mL) under argon; then it was dried for 30 min in oil-pump vacuum at room temperature.

The solid product was transferred into a 100 mL Schlenk flask, and then 40mL of diethyl ether was added.

The mixture was cooled to -60°C, and 4.46 g (23.33 mmol, 1.3 equiv) of PhSiMeCl2 was added through

a syringe. The cooling bath was removed after 30 min, and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room

temperature. The formed precipitate was filtered off under argon, and washed with diethyl ether (2 x

5 mL). Diethyl ether was evaporated, and the rest was recrystallized from a saturated hot diethyl ether

solution (under argon) giving 1.2 g (20%) of the clean product 3. The white precipitate, which was
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collected after first filtration of the reaction mixture, was mixed with 20 mL of CH2Cl2, and the mixture

was filtered to remove LiCl. The solvent was evaporated giving 3.6 g (61% yield) of 3.

Scheme 1

0.55 g (1.69 mmol) of 3 were added to a mixture of dried CsF (2.56 g, 16.9 mmol) in 20 mL of

monoglyme. The mixture was refluxed for 12 h, and cooled to ambient temperature. 20 mL of CH2Cl2
was added, and then the reaction mixture was filtered under inert atmosphere. The solvents were removed

in oil-pump vacuum. The residue was recrystallized from an n-hexane/CH2Cl2 mixture giving 0.318

g (61%) of the fluorinated product 1. Colorless good quality single crystals of 1 were grown by slow

evaporation technique (air) from an n-hexane/CH2Cl2 ( 80/20 v/v) mixture. The fluorinated product 1

becomes darker after two to three weeks of storage at ambient conditions. However, 1 is stable for a long

time under inert atmosphere.

Synthesis of the bridged compound (2)

β-Dimethylaminomethylnaphthalene was prepared according to the literature.43 3.1 mL (1 equiv) of n-

BuLi (2.5 M, in n-hexane) was added at 0°C to a solution of β-dimethylaminomethylnaphthalene (1.44 g,

7.77 mmol) in 25 mL of diethyl ether. The mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The mixture

was cooled to 0°C, and left to stay without stirring for a few hours. The dark red supernatant was removed

using a syringe, and the solid lithiated amine was dissolved in 50 mL of fresh diethyl ether. The mixture

was cooled to -50°C, and 1.98 g (10.86 mmol, 1.4 equiv) of PhSiMe(OMe)2 was added dropwise through

a syringe. The cooling bath was removed after 30 min, and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room

temperature. The solvent was evaporated, and the residue was kept for 4 h in oil pump vacuo at 200°C

giving 2.24 g (86%) of raw 4. The product 4 was used in the next step without additional purification.

0.91 g (2.71 mmol) of 4 was diluted in 15 mL of n-hexane. The solution was cooled with an ice bath,

and BF3-etherate (0.19 g, 1.34 mmol) was added. The mixture was intensively stirred for 2 h at room

temperature. The n-hexane phase was removed into another 50 mL Schlenk flask by a syringe. The solid

residue was washed with hot n-hexane (3 x 5mL). All n-hexane fractions were combined in the Schlenk
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flask containing the n-hexane phase collected from the reaction mixture. The solvent was removed in oil

pump vacuo. The white solid obtained was recrystallized three times from a hot saturated solution in

n-hexane in inert atmosphere giving 0.40 g (48%) of 2.

Scheme 2

The slightly yellow residue left in the reaction flask after washing with n-hexane was dissolved in a

small amount of CH2Cl2 (ca. 2 mL). 10 mL of n-hexane was carefully layered on top of the CH2Cl2
solution. During the solvents diffusion at room temperature white crystals of 5 were formed. The solvents

were removed using a syringe, and the product 5 was recrystallized twice in the same manner from a fresh

CH2Cl2/n-hexane mixture giving 0.156 g (14%) of 5.
1H-, 13C-, 19F-, 29Si-NMR and high-resolution mass spectrometry data of all synthesized compounds

are found in the supporting information.

2.2 Quantum crystallography

Single crystals were obtained from these compounds as explained in the preceding section. High-resolution

X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out. For the non-bridged compound 1, the X-ray diffraction

experiment was performed at the synchrotron SPring-8 (Hyogo, Japan) at a temperature of 20 K. For

the bridged compound 2, the X-ray diffraction data set was obtained from an in-house measurement

with a Bruker D8 Venture at 100 K. Crystallographic information of these structures is given in Table 1.

This table also contains the crystallographic information of compound 5, for which a measurement was

performed at SPring8.

After a structure refinement with spherical structure factors (independent atom model), an X-ray

wavefunction refinement (XWR) was carried out for compounds 1 and 2.38 The first step of an XWR

consists of a Hirshfeld atom refinement (HAR) which corresponds to a structure refinement with tailor-

made aspherical structure factors obtained from an ab initio wavefunction (level of theory: HF/def2-TZVP)
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Figure 2: Molecular structures of the non-bridged (left, 1, only one out of two symmetry-independent

molecules is shown) and bridged (right, 2) compounds after HAR (ellipsoids are shown at a probability of

50%). Free refinement of hydrogen anisotropic displacement parameters sometimes leads to non-positive

definite values (here seen for 1), but the C–H distances are most accurate nontheless. A detailed

discussion about this is found in the literature.38,46,47

by application of Hirshfeld’s stockholder partitioning scheme.44,45 Cluster point charges and dipoles in a

radius of r = 8 Å were used to mimic the crystal environment. The refined crystal structures are shown

in Figure 2. There are two molecules in the asymmetric unit of the non-bridged compound. Therefore,

properties from both units are given in the following.

In the second step, a wavefunction was fitted to the experimental diffraction data (X-ray constrained

wavefunction fitting, XCW).48 Crystallographic details of the bridged and non-bridged compounds, as

well as for compound 5, can be obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database numbers listed in Table

1.

Geometry optimizations of the two isolated molecules (1 and 2) were carried out with Gaussian 09 at

the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and application of a dispersion correction (GD3BJ). Frequency

analyses were performed to make sure that the optimized structures correspond to minima on the potential

energy surfaces.

The X-ray constrained wavefunctions as well as wavefunctions obtained from the geometry optimiza-

tions were analyzed with a variety of methods to investigate the bonding situation in these compounds.

The NBO analysis was performed with NBO 6.0,49 and for the QTAIM analysis AIMall50 was applied.

The ELI-D analysis was performed with Dgrid 5.0.51
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Table 1: Crystallographic information and refinement statistics.

non-bridged, 1 bridged, 2 bridged (protonated), 5
SPring8 Home SPring8

Empirical formula C19H20FNSi C20H22FNSi C20H23FNSi+ BF4 –

Space group P2(1)2(1)2(1) P2(1)/c Pn
Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic Monoclinic

a /Å 9.5986(19) 7.5718(3) 13.131(3)
b /Å 11.430(2) 17.2362(6) 7.7980(16)
c /Å 29.056(6) 13.0930(5) 21.291(4)
α /° 90 90 90
β /° 90 95.9760(10) 99.58(3)
γ /° 90 90 90

wavelength /Å 0.4133 0.71073 0.4015
T /K 25(2) 100(2) 20(2)

Crystal dimensions /µm3 80x60x50 137x179x212 250x180x130
sin(θ)/λmax /Å−1 0.83 0.91 1.11

Rint 0.0304 0.0439 0.0435
Nmeas, Nuniq 71871, 15418 183013, 10700 134595, 44848
Nobs (F >4σ) 15240 8971 34497
Redundancy 4.66 17.1 3.0
Completeness 1.00 1.00 0.99
CCDC no. 1937692 1937643 1937940

After IAM

R1 0.0344 0.0354 0.0602
wR2 0.0918 0.1082 0.1818

∆ρmin/max /eÅ−3 -0.56/0.81 -0.34/0.62 -0.88/1.65

After HAR

R1 0.0251 0.0231 –
wR2 0.0430 0.0322 –

∆ρmin/max /eÅ−3 -0.28/0.37 -0.22/0.17 –

After XWR

λmax 0.15 0.20 –
R1 0.0244 0.016854 –
wR2 0.0398 0.026609 –

∆ρmin/max /eÅ−3 -0.27/0.33 -0.19/0.16 –

3 Results and discussion

The analysis of structural parameters provides first hints regarding the bonding situation in the non-

bridged and bridged compounds. Table 2 gives a selection of structural parameters of the refined crystal

structures and isolated-molecule optimized structures. The N–Si distances in the crystal structures of

both the non-bridged and bridged compounds are much shorter than the respective N–Si distances of the

gas phase optimized structures. The reason for this is that the electric field of the crystal causes a charge

stabilization, which favors a more ionic fluorine atom and, thus, the weights of resonance forms 1b and 2b

are more significant in the crystal structure compared to the gas phase. Consequently, the N–Si distances

are shorter and the Si–F bonds are somewhat elongated. If a geometry optimization is performed with

an implicit water solvation without changing any of the other input parameters, the N–Si distances in
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the non-bridged 1 and bridged compound 2 are 2.677 Å and 2.415 Å, respectively, which are close to the

distances obtained in the crystal structures. This means that both the electric field in the crystal and the

water solvation can stabilize an ionic bonding situation, thus enhancing the N–Si interaction.

The N–Si interaction seems to be stronger in the bridged compound, which is implied by a shorter

N–Si distance. In turn, the Si–F bond in the bridged compound is slightly elongated. With respect

to the simulation of SN2 reactions, the shorter N–Si distance and elongated Si–F bond length in the

bridged compound coincide with a more advanced progression of the reaction. Therefore, it is suggested

that resonance structure 2b is more significant than resonance structure 1b, see discussion below. At

the transition complex of an SN2 reaction, the Si–F bond is oriented approximately 90° to the axial

substituents.7 In fact, the average of these angles is closer to a value of 90° in the bridged compound, see

Table 2. This is another indication that the bridged compound is closer to a transition complex than the

non-bridged compound, but since all R–Si–F angles exceed a value of 90°, a transition complex is not yet

achieved. For the bridged compound, the N–Si–F angle is close to 180°. For the non-bridged compound,

on the other hand, the N–Si–F angle is below 180°.

Figure 3: Molecular structures of compound 5 with two symmetry-independent C20H23FNSi+ BF4 –

units after IAM; disorder in solvent dichloromethane, anisotropic displacement parameters displayed at

50% probability.

Figure 3 shows the crystal structure of compound 5 after a refinement based on the IAM. There are

two C20H23FNSi+ BF4
– units in the asymmetric unit of the crystal structure. The compounds in the

structure are the protonated form of the bridged compound 2. The protonated nitrogen atom can no

longer serve as a lone pair donor in the hyperconjugative interaction between the nitrogen lone pair and

8
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the Si–F antibond. Instead, an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the fluorine atom and the N–H

bond is obtained for one of the symmetry independent units; for the other unit, there is an intermolecular

N–H···F hydrogen bond. Consequently, the nitrogen, silicon and fluorine atoms are no longer located on

a straight line, but span an angle of 45.40° and 44.75°. The N–Si distance is r(N–Si) = 3.669 Å and 3.683

Å, which demonstrates the high degree of freedom of the N–Si distance despite the naphthyl scaffold.

Table 2: Structural parameters from the geometry optimizations and HAR: The N-Si bond length (r(N-

Si) in Å), the Si-F bond length (r(Si-F) in Å), the N-Si-F angle (α(N-Si-F) in Å) and the average R-Si-F

angle (< α(R-Si-F)> in °). The uncertainty of < α(R–Si –F)> was derived from the standard deviation

of the three R–Si –F angles.

non-bridged, 1 bridged, 2

opt. HAR opt. HAR

r(N-Si) 2.7535 2.6593(8) 2.7103(8) 2.6478 2.4527(3)

r(Si-F) 1.6379 1.6442(7) 1.6426(7) 1.6511 1.6662(2)

< α(R-Si-F)> 101.7(26) 100.2(16) 99.3(8) 98.0(8) 95.5(8)

α(N-Si-F) 172.79 171.62(3) 173.02(3) 179.00 178.36(1)

Figure 4: Representation of the natural bond orbitals involved in the LP(N)→BD*(Si –F) and

LP(N)→BD*(C–C) negative hyperconjugative interactions with the corresponding delocalization energies

(E2) from theory based on the optimized geometries.

A natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis can provide both a qualitative and quantitative description of

the bonding situation based on a localized orbital point of view. The N–Si interaction can be linked to the

interaction of the nitrogen lone pair NBO (donor orbital) and the Si–F antibond (acceptor orbital), that
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is, negative hyperconjugation. Figure 4 depicts the interacting orbitals for the non-bridged and bridged

compounds. Delocalization energies, which are given inside Figure 4 for the optimized geometries1, provide

a measure of the strength of these interactions based on the second order perturbation theory. These values

reveal that the N–Si interaction is more pronounced in the bridged compound by ≈8 kJ/mol. Figure 4 also

shows the interaction of the nitrogen lone pair NBO with a C–C antibond of the naphthalene unit in the

non-bridged compound, which can be attributed to resonance structure 1c. Based on the delocalization

energy, this interaction is even more significant than the N–Si hyperconjugative interactions.

Table 3: Bonding properties from NBO (populations of the nitrogen lone pair and Si –F antibond

(n(LP(N)) and n(BD*(Si-F)) in e) and NRT weights of the N-Si+ F− resonance structure (wNRT) in %)

non-bridged, 1 bridged, 2

opt. XWR opt. XWR

n(LP(N)) 1.821 1.863 1.867 1.818 1.817

n(BD*(Si-F)) 0.064 0.066 0.063 0.075 0.094

wNRT(N-Si+ F−) 3.64 3.20 3.04 4.09 4.89

The population of the Si–F antibonds (see Table 3) is another measure of the strength of the N–Si

interaction. The anti-bond population is the highest in the bridged compound indicating stronger hyper-

conjugative interactions than those in the non-bridged compound. However, the populations are quite

small and do not account for all electrons withdrawn from the nitrogen lone pair orbitals, which are in-

volved in a variety of interactions. Therefore, an analysis of the nitrogen lone pair population in terms

of the strength of the N–Si interaction is not applicable. A more direct access to the resonance struc-

tures depicted in Figure 1 is obtained from a local natural resonance theory (NRT) analysis.52 Resonance

structures involving only the nitrogen, silicon and fluorine atoms are calculated and a weight is assigned

to them. Table 3 lists the weights of resonance structures 1b and 2b, which once again indicates that

resonance structure 2b is more significant than resonance structure 1b. However, it is shown that the

localized resonance structures 1a and 2a are most significant with weights far exceeding 90%. The N–Si

interaction may therefore be regarded as a dative bond with nitrogen’s electron pair largely maintaining

its lone pair character.

Valence bond (VB) calculations based on extremely localized molecular orbitals (ELMOs) also provide

an access to structural weights.36,37,53 The weights of the ELMO-VB structures depicted in Figure 1 are

listed in Table 4. Resonance structures 1a and 1b are by far the most significant ones as for NRT, but the

respective weights are lower by about 10%. The weight of resonance structure 2b of the bridged compound

is higher than the weight of resonance structure 1b of the non-bridged compound. Here, the ELMO-VB

approach shows an even more pronounced difference compared to the weights from NRT. The weight of

resonance structure 1c is ≈4% in the non-bridged compound, which indicates that the N–Si interaction

is more significant than the N–C interaction, in contrast to the delocalization energies from NBO.
1The calculation of delocalization energies from XWR is not yet applicable
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Table 4: Weights of the resonance structures (see Figure 1) obtained from the ELMO-VB calculations

(using the cc-pVDZ basis set) based on optimized and HAR geometries.

non-bridged, 1 bridged, 2

opt. HAR opt. HAR

wELMO-VB(1a/2a) 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.88 0.82

wELMO-VB(1b/2b) 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.18

wELMO-VB(1c) 0.04 0.04 0.04 – –

Figure 5: QTAIM bond paths obtained from theory and XWR (a dashed line corresponds to a weak

interaction as defined in the software AIMAll by the value of the electron density at the bond critical

point), red speres = bond critical points, green spheres = ring critical points

An analysis based on the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) provides further insight

into the character of the dative N–Si bond as well as the Si–F bond. Figure 5 shows all bond paths

obtained for the non-bridged and bridged compounds from theory and XWR. A bond path corresponds to

a path of maximum electron density which indicates a bonded interaction.54,55 In all cases, the analyses

yield an N–Si bond path. However, they differ from bond paths of regular covalent bonds in that they are

curved close to the silicon atom (compare to the straight C–C, N–C, Si–C and Si–F bond paths), with
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the exception of the bridged compound from XWR, for which a straight N–Si bond path is obtained. A

curved bond path is an indication of a weak interaction. Accordingly, the straight bond path obtained

for the bridged compound from the XWR hints at a stronger N–Si interaction. The character of the

N–Si interactions and Si–F bonds can be quantified by examining properties at the N–Si and Si–F bond

critical points (bcps, saddle points of the electron density which are intersected by the bond paths), see

Table 5.

Table 5: N-Si and Si-F bond critical point properties from QTAIM: Electron density (ρbcp in e·Å−3) and

total energy density (Hbcp in Hartree·Å−3)

non-bridged, 1 bridged, 2

opt. XWR opt. XWR

ρbcp(N-Si) 0.140 0.166 0.153 0.168 0.240

Hbcp(N-Si) -0.0014 -0.0033 -0.0023 -0.0038 -0.0114

ρbcp(Si-F) 0.847 0.844 0.849 0.821 0.769

Hbcp(Si-F) -0.0376 -0.0390 -0.0395 -0.0365 -0.0275

The value of the electron density at a bond critical point is indicative of the strength of bonded

interactions. Once again, the N–Si interactions in the bridged compound are revealed to be the strongest

ones. This is in agreement with the value of the total energy density at the N–Si bond critical points,

which is more negative for the bridged compounds suggesting a higher degree of covalency.56–58 However,

the magnitude of these values implies relatively weak interactions in comparison to the respective values

at the Si–F bond critical points. The electron density at the Si–F bond critical points of the non-bridged

compound is higher than the one of the bridged compound indicating the Si–F bonds to be weaker in the

bridged compound. Consequently, a stronger N–Si interaction comes with a weakened Si–F bond. This

is in agreement with the previous analyses which found that the Si–F bonds are elongated, and that the

Si–F antibonds are more populated in the bridged compound.

A topological analysis of the electron localizability indicator (ELI-D) yields basins which can be linked

to features of Lewis structures, such as bonds and lone pairs.31 Figure 6 depicts ELI-D iso-surfaces re-

vealing bonding and lone pair domains in the non-bridged and bridged compounds. For the non-bridged

compounds and the gas phase optimized bridged compound, a nitrogen lone pair basin is obtained. The

bridged compound from XWR, on the other hand, gives an N–Si bonding basin instead. Whether a lone

pair or bonding basin is obtained depends on the number of neighboring core basins: The nitrogen lone

pair is only in contact with a nitrogen core basin (monosynaptic), while the N–Si bond is in contact with

the nitrogen and silicon core basins (disynaptic).31 Both types of basins are located in close proximity to

the nitrogen core basin and they have a similar appearance. However, the lone pair basin of the bridged

compound already shows a hump directed towards the silicon atom, which indicates that it is very close

to forming a disynaptic bond basin (Figure 6).

An integration of the electron density inside these basins yields electron populations of the lone pair
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Figure 6: Iso-surfaces (blue) of the ELI-D showing bonding and lone pair domains and topological ELI-D

basins (red) of the nitrogen lone pair and Si –F bonds from theory. For the bridged compound 2 from

XWR, the nitrogen lone pair basin turns into an N–Si bond basin, however, the representation looks

virtually indentical (not shown).

Table 6: ELI-D electron populations (n in e) of the disynaptic Si-F and N-Si basins and the monosynaptic

N basin

non-bridged, 1 bridged, 2

opt. XWR opt. XWR

n(Si-F) 0.936 1.4311 1.356 0.914 0.556

n(N-Si) – – – – 2.148

n(LP(N)) 2.131 2.202 2.100 2.185 –

n(LP(F)) 6.829 6.359 6.441 6.846 7.223

and bonding basins, which are listed in Table 6 for the nitrogen lone pairs as well as N–Si and Si–F

bonding basins. The populations of the Si–F bonds are far below two electrons, according to which the

Si–F bonds are not fully single bonds. This is caused by the fact that the lone pair basins of the fluorine

atom absorb a large amount of the bonding electron density. This is a common feature of the ELI-D

observed for bonds involving electronegative and lone pair rich atoms.33 The Si–F bonding populations

are similar for the geometry optimized non-bridged and bridged compounds, with the population of the

bridged compound being only slightly lower. The Si–F population of the bridged compound from XWR,

on the other hand, is significantly lower than the one of the non-bridged compound from XWR suggesting
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a more ionic fluorine atom. Accordingly, the lone pair population of the bridged compound from XWR

are closer to eight electrons. Directly measuring the strength of the N–Si interaction through nitrogen

lone pair populations is not feasible. In fact, the population of the N–Si bonding basin of the bridged

compound from XWR is similar to those of the nitrogen lone pair basins, which once again indicates a

similar character.

Finally, we study two types of bond orders – the NLMO/NPA bond order (from the NBO analysis)23

and the delocalization index (DI, from the QTAIM)59 – which measure the number of electron pairs shared

between two atoms. For homopolar single bonds, a bond order of approximately one is expected. Bond

polarization reduces the number of shared electrons and, thus, bond orders of below one are obtained.

The N–Si bond orders are far below one for both the non-bridged and bridged compounds, which is

in line with its dative bond character. All NLMO/NPA bond orders are lower than the delocalization

indices, but both bond orders give the same trend. The N–Si bond orders of the bridged compound are

higher than those of the non-bridged compound, which is caused by a stronger N–Si interaction in the

bridged compound. From the aforementioned bonding descriptors, lower Si–F bond orders are expected

for the bridged compounds. However, this trend is only observed when comparing the bond orders of the

geometry optimized structures among each other. For the bond orders derived from XWR, an opposite

trend is retrieved. The fact that all Si –F bond orders are much smaller than one reflects the highly

polarized character of the Si–F bonds.

Table 7: NLMO/NPA bond orders and delocalization index (DI) of the N–Si and Si –F bonds

non-bridged, 1 bridged, 2

opt. XWR opt. XWR

BONLMO/NPA(N-Si) 0.038 0.044 0.043 0.050 0.092

BONLMO/NPA(Si-F) 0.292 0.260 0.272 0.278 0.255

DI(N-Si) 0.056 0.058 0.058 0.082 0.114

DI(Si-F) 0.337 0.255 0.253 0.324 0.259

4 Conclusions

The N–Si peri-interaction was investigated in the two naphthyl-based pentacoordinated silicon compounds

depicted in Figure 1. An investigation of structural parameters confirms that the N–Si interaction is the

strongest in the bridged compound. This is caused by the higher conformational flexibility of the nitrogen

atom due to the insertion of the additional bridging methylene group and the absence of interactions

involving the nitrogen lone pair and naphthalene unit. Hence, attractive N–Si interactions are more im-

portant than steric repulsion in the peri-contact. At the same time, longer Si–F bond lengths are obtained

for the bridged compound which imply weaker Si–F bonds. Although the analysis of structural param-

eters already allows for these conclusions, the nature of the N–Si interaction remains uncertain. This is
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remedied by a complementary bonding analyis which comprises NBO, QTAIM, ELI-D and unconstrained

ELMO-VB analyses. Apart from confirming the conclusions drawn from the analysis of structural param-

eters, a complementary bonding analysis enables a characterization of the N–Si interaction leading to the

following remarks:

1. The NBO analysis attributes the N–Si interaction to a negative hyperconjugation involving the

nitrogen lone pair as a donor orbital and the Si–F antibond as an acceptor orbital.

2. The N–Si interaction is weak and can be regarded as a dative bond – the nitrogen lone pair character

is largely maintained.

3. The Si–F bond is highly polarized. The degree of Si–F bond polarization increases even further

with the strength of the N–Si interaction.

Both compounds can be related to snapshots of a simulated intramolecular SN2 reaction involving a nitro-

gen nucleophile, an electrophilic silicon center and a fluorine leaving group. The bridged compound is closer

to a transition complex than the non-bridged compound, because the N–Si interaction is the strongest and

the Si–F bond is the weakest. In this case, the difference in the strength of the N–Si interaction is caused

by the additional methylene group, but, alternatively, the N–Si interaction can be tuned by exchanging

the fluorine atom with a variety of different substituents. In a forthcoming study, we present such a sys-

tematic array of pentacoordinated silicon compounds, in which we go beyond Bürgi’s structure correlation

attempting to find correlations with properties obtained from a complementary bonding analysis.
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Chapter 15

Structure Correlations

Before employing bond analysis methods to find correlations between bond properties and the

N–Si distance, traditional structure correlations67 are presented in the present chapter. As

mentioned in the introduction to this part, the information value provided by structural pa-

rameters alone is not to be underestimated if the properties are carefully analyzed. As seen in

Section 12.2.2, not all crystal structures had a high enough quality to make an XWR feasible.

However, even structure refinements of low quality data based on the IAM can give accurate

structural parameters for non-hydrogen atoms, and thus, these compounds can be included in

the present analysis along with the high quality crystal structures. In Figure 15.1, the labeling

of the naphthalene system, and the color scheme, which is henceforth used in all Figures, are

introduced.

Figure 15.1: The labeling of the naphthalene system, and the color code for the substituent
X as used throughout all figures.

In all correlations, the N–Si distance is used as the parameter which mirrors the progress

of the nucleophilic attack of the nitrogen atom to the silicon atom. Figure 15.2 shows the

N–Si distances obtained from the crystal structures and the geometry optimized structures.

In Chapter 13, it was shown that the crystal structures have a shorter N–Si distance than

the respective geometry optimized structures. This behavior was explained by the fact that

the electric field exerted by the crystal environment stabilizes a more ionic bonding situation,

197
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Figure 15.2: N – Si distances in the crystal structures (after HAR based on the SPring-8
dataset if available, or after IAM for the methyl compound (10) and the silyl cation (1)), and
the optimized geometries (at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory), see Figure 15.1 for the
color code used for the different compounds. For exact numbers, see Figure 13.1.

thus promoting a heterolytical Si –X bond cleavage. Figure 15.2 confirms that this is true for

all compounds, but the same sequence of compounds is obtained in both environments. The

sequence of structures from high to low N–Si distances is as follows (for the compounds in

brackets, no respective crystal structure exists): Aryl (11), methyl (10), (hydro (9)), methoxy

(8), (hydroxy (7)), ethynyl (6), fluoro (5), p-chlorobenzoate (4), chloro (3), bridged fluoro (2),

and the silyl cation (1). Of course, it does not come as a surprise that the silyl cation (1) has the

shortest N–Si distance – it can be regarded as the product of the intramolecular SN2 reaction

involving the compounds analyzed in this study, because the bond between the substituent X

and the silicon atom is fully cleaved. There is a vast gap between the N–Si distance of the

silyl cation (1) and the next structure, which is the bridged fluoro compound (2). For all

compounds starting from the bridged fluoro compound (2), there is a substituent X bonded

to the silicon atom. In Chapter 14, it was shown that the N–Si interaction can be related to

negative hyperconjugation, and an Si–X antibond corresponds to an inferior acceptor orbital

than an unoccupied orbital (lone valency) at the silicon atom. In other words, the silicon atom

of the silyl cation (1) has a significantly higher electrophilic character, which accounts for the

gap between the N–Si distance of the silyl cation (1) and the bridged fluoro compound (2).

Depending on the nature of the substituent X, the N–Si distance is greatly influenced. For

example, the chloro compound (3) has an experimental N–Si distance of r(N–Si) = 2.5085(6)

Å, while the methyl compound (10) has an N–Si distance of r(N–Si) = 2.8653(3) Å. This

shows that the N–Si distance in these system is able to respond to the nature of the substituent

X. However, the introduction of a CH2 unit bridging the naphthalene system and the amino

group increases the flexibility of the nitrogen atom, and thus, the nitrogen and silicon atoms

can get much closer to each other (see Chapter 14). From all non-bridged compounds, the

chloro compound (3) has the lowest N–Si distance, however, the N–Si distance in the bridged

fluoro compound (2) is even shorter, although the non-bridged fluoro compound (5) has a

longer N–Si distance than the non-bridged chloro compound (3). This shows that the N–Si

interaction could potentially be stronger in the non-bridged systems, but the rigid nature of the

naphthalene system prevents the N–Si distance to be even shorter.
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Figure 15.3: Correlation between the N – Si and N – C distances (the plot on the right shows
the same plot including the results from the PES scan). The bridged fluoro compound (2)
is not regarded in this correlation. See Figure 15.1 for the color code used for the different
compounds;  = geometry optimized structure, N = crystal structure.

The first structure correlation, which will be discussed in the following, is shown in Figure

15.3. This correlation shows that the N–C9 bond length decreases with increasing N–Si dis-

tance. The correlation holds for all compounds except for the crystal structure of the chlorine

compound, which can be regarded as an outlier. To understand the chemical interpretation

behind this correlation, Figure 11.4, which shows all possible resonance structures involving the

nitrogen lone pair, must be consulted. At short N–Si distances, the interaction between the

nitrogen and silicon atoms is strong. Accordingly, the weight of resonance structure 3) is high.

At long N–Si distances, on the other hand, the nitrogen lone pair is not strongly involved in the

N–Si interaction, and thus, it is free to interact with the naphthalene system. This interaction

is represented by resonance structure 4), which suggests the N–C bond to have a partial dou-

ble bond character. In all compounds, there is a competition between resonance structures 3)

and 4). If the substituent X promotes a strong N–Si interaction, the interaction between the

nitrogen lone pair and the naphthalene system will be weak, and vice versa. Since resonance

structure 4) introduces a partial double bond character to the N–C9 bond, the N–C9 distance

is shorter at high N–Si distances. At short N–Si distances, however, resonance structure 4) will

be less significant, and the N–C9 double bond character will be lower, which results in a longer

N–C9 bond length. The PES scans of all the compounds confirm this correlation. All PES

plots nearly overlap with each other, which shows that the N–C9 interaction almost entirely

depends on the N–Si distance, and that additional electronic effects exerted by the substituent

X only play a minor role. At low N–Si distances around r(N–Si) = 1.9 Å, the PES plots do not

quite match the value of the silyl cation (1), which shows that the absence of the substituent

X has a great effect on the N–C interaction.

Figure 15.4 shows the structure correlation between the average R–Si–X angle, and the
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N–Si distance. There is a total of three R–Si–X angles, which are visualized in Figure 15.5.

Figure 15.4: Correlation between the average R – Si – X angle (R refers to the three axial
substitents bonded to the carbon atom), and the N – Si distance (the plot on the right shows
the same plot including the results from the PES scan). Since the silyl cation (1) has no
substituent X, it is not included in this correlation. See Figure 15.1 for the color code used for
the different compounds;  = geometry optimized structure, N = crystal structure.

Figure 15.5: The three R – Si – X angles used in the correlation depicted in Figure 15.4.

In case of a perfectly tetrahedral arrangement of the four substituents around the silicon atom,

one would expect all angles to be ≈109°. However, if there are five substituents bonded to the

silicon, a trigonal bipyramidal arrangement of the substituents is obtained instead. In this case,

the R–Si–X angles are expected to be ≈90°. Consequently, one can anticipate that the average

R–Si–X angle is close to 90° at short N–Si distances, and close to the tetrahedral angle at high

N–Si distances. In fact, the correlation in Figure 15.4 shows that the average R–Si–X angle

increases with the N–Si distance. The lowest angle is obtained for the experimental bridged

fluoro compound (2) (95.6°), while the highest angle is obtained for the aryl compound (11) from

theory (105.6°). This correlation shows that the tetrahedral arrangement of the substituents

bonded to the silicon atom continuously transforms into a trigonal bipyramidal arrangement
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with decreasing N–Si distance. The PES scan shows that all plots, except for the one of the

bridged fluoro compound (2), are nearly identical. The plot of the bridged fluoro compound

(2) is shifted towards lower angles, which can be explainded by the additional sterical repulsion

exerted by the CH2 group. Ultimately, the decrease of the R–Si–X angles minimizes the sterical

repulsion between the substituents R and the (Me)2NCH2-group.

A strong N–Si interaction comes with a short N–Si distance, but the question arises as to

how the nitrogen and silicon atoms are able to move closer to each other. Both the nitrogen and

silicon atoms are (in case of the non-bridged compounds) bonded to the naphthalene system, and

thus, their motion is restricted. One mechanism for those atoms to approach each other is the

decrease of the N–C9–C10 and C10–C1–Si angles (see Figure 15.1). Conversely, the atoms can

move away from each other by an increase of these angles. In a naphthalene system, where two

substituents in peri-position do not interact with each other, both of these angles are expected

to be 120°. Accordingly, it is possible to define a parameter for each of these angles, which

describes the difference between the non-interacting and interacting systems. This parameter,

∆α, is defined in Equation 15.1.

∆α(N–C9–C10) = 120◦ − α(N–C9–C10)

∆α(C10–C1–Si) = 120◦ − α(C10–C1–Si)
(15.1)

The sum of these two parameters is a property which reveals some interesting features of the

Figure 15.6: Correlation between the sum of ∆α(C9-C10-N1) and ∆α(C10-C9-Si1) (∆α =
120◦ − α), and the N – Si distance (the plot on the right shows the same plot including the
results from the PES scan). See Figure 15.1 for the color code used for the different compounds;
 = geometry optimized structure, N = crystal structure.

system: If the sum is negative, the two substituents have moved away from each other; and

if the sum is positive, the two substituents have approached each other. If the interaction is

strong, the sum is expected to be positive, while, in the case of weak N–Si interactions, the
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sum is expected to be negative. In that case, the repulsion between the two substituents is

stronger than the stabilization caused by the N–Si interaction. In Figure 15.6, the sum of these

two parameters is correlated against the N–Si distance. It is shown, that the sum decreases

towards negative values in a linear fashion with the N–Si distance. Negative values are obtained

for the vast majority of compounds. Positive values are only obtained for the silyl cation (1),

the chloro, and p-chlorobenzoate (4) compounds from theory and experiment, as well as for

the ethynyl (6) and fluoro (5) (only the unit with the shorter N–Si distance) compounds from

experiment. The PES plots show a perfectly linear trend, which even intersect with the values

obtained for the silyl cation (1). Once again, the nature of the substituent X does not greatly

affect the PES plots.

It was found that the difference between the Si–C1 and N–C9 bond lengths is highly

correlated to the N–Si distance, as shown in Figure 15.7. The difference between these bond

Figure 15.7: Correlation between the difference between the Si – C1 and N – C9 distances, and
the N – Si distance (the plot on the right shows the same plot including the results from the
PES scan).See Figure 15.1 for the color code used for the different compounds;  = geometry
optimized structures, N = crystal structures.

lengths increases with the N–Si distance, which suggests that the N–Si interaction is stronger

if they are more similar to each other. In Figure 15.3, it was shown that the N–C9 bond

length decreases with the N–Si distance. In the Appendix, the Si–C1 bond length is plotted

against the N–Si distance. This plot shows that the Si–C1 bond length increases with the N–Si

distance, which explains why the difference between r(Si–C1) and r(N–C9) increases towards

high N–Si distances. However, the correlations involving only the Si–C1 and N–C9 bond

length are not as clear as the correlation involving the difference of these two bond lengths. No

definite explanation can be provided for that behavior. One possible explanation is the fact that

this geometrical distortion can maximize the orbital overlap between the silicon and nitrogen

atoms. Interestingly, the PES plots do not show the same trend as the values obtained from
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the different compounds – they show a much less pronounced increase with the N–Si distance.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the substituent X determines the difference between these

two bond lenghts. However, it is interesting that a correlation is obtained nonetheless.
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Chapter 16

Bonding correlations

16.1 Bond indices

In the previous studies presented in this thesis, it has been shown that bond indices are a

powerful tool for the analysis of chemical bonds. In general, they can be related to the number

of electron pairs that are shared between two atoms. Therefore, the bond index for a homopolar

single bond is expected to be one, because in that case a single electron pair is shared between

two atoms. In this thesis, it has already been shown that the bond index of polarized bonds and

dative bonds is below one, because the electron pair is more localized at the more electronegative

atom (in case of polarized bonds) or at the electron pair donor (in case of dative bonds). It was

shown in Chapter 14 that the N–Si interaction can be regarded as a dative bond, and thus, the

N–Si bond order is expected to be below one.

In Figure 16.1, the N–Si NLMO/NPA bond order (a)) and the delocalization index (b))

is correlated to the N–Si distance. The behavior of the two bond indices is, on the whole,

very similar to each other. The subtle differences are discussed at the end of this paragraph.

It does not come as a surprise that the N–Si bond index decreases with the N–Si distance.

At long N–Si distances, the bond index approaches a value of zero – the N–Si interaction

slowly vanishes completely. Even the bond index of the silyl cation (1), which is regarded

as the product of an intramolecular SN2 reaction with a completed N–Si bond formation, is

significantly below one, which can be attributed to the high N–Si bond polarity caused by the

high electronegativity difference between silicon and nitrogen. There is no threshold value of a

bond index, which indicates a significant interaction. However, the value obtained for the silyl

cation (1) can be regarded as the highest possible N–Si bond index, which the non-bridged

compounds can approach.

On the whole, the delocalization index is shifted towards higher values compared to the

NLMO/NPA bond order. Normally, one would expect to see a more ionic picture from the

205
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delocalization index, but here, the opposite is true. The PES plots are relatively close to each

other, but the bond index of the silyl cation (1) is not intersected by any of the plots. The

PES plots from the NLMO/NPA bond order deviate more strongly from each other than the

PES plots of the delocalization index. The nature of the Si–X bond will be analyzed at a later

stage of this section, but it can already be deduced that more polarized Si–X bonds generally

give a plot, which is shifted to higher NLMO/NPA bond orders relative to the other plots:

The plot of the hydro compound is shifted towards lower bond indices, while the plot of the

fluoro compound (5) is shifted towards higher bond indices. Consequently, the nature of the

substituent X affects the bond index, but overall the same trend is obtained for each PES plot

regardless of the type of the substituent X.

In the preceding chapter, it was shown that the N–C9 bond length decreases with the

N–Si distance, which was attributed to an increased double bond character to the N–C9 bond.

Accordingly, this should also be reflected by an increase of the N–C9 bond index with the N–Si

distance. In fact, this correlation is confirmed by the plots in Figure 16.1c) and d), which show

the N–C9 NLMO/NPA bond order and the N–C9 delocalization index plotted against the N–Si

distance. If only the theoretical values are considered, both bond indices give a clear correlation:

The N–C9 bond index increases with the N–Si distance, thus, confirming an increase in N–C9

double bond character. However, only the NLMO/NPA bond order also gives a correlation for

the results from XWR. In this plot, even the chloro compound (3) can be described by this

correlation (the chloro compound (3) is an outlier in the correlation between the N–C9 bond

length and the N–Si distance). The PES plots are relatively close to each other, however, they

neither intersect with the bond index of the silyl cation (1) nor do they intersect with most of

the values obtained from XWR. In Chapter 13, it was shown that the naphthalene system is

usually involved in a variety of intermolecular interactions with neighboring molecules in the

crystal structure, which may have an influence on the N–C9 interaction.

Figure 16.2 shows the Si–X NLMO/NPA bond order and delocalization index plotted against

the N–Si distance. For the Si–X NLMO/NPA bond order and for the Si–X delocalization index

only weak correlations are obtained. From these plots, it can be deduced, that, in most cases,

a short N–Si distance comes with a low Si–X bond index, but the correlation is too weak to

generalize this statement. Low Si–X bond indices can be related to highly polarized Si–X

bonds. Consequently, a high Si–X bond polarization is one factor promoting a strong N–Si

interaction. This does not come as a surprise, because in almost all hypercoordinated silicon

compounds, the silicon atom is bonded to at least one electronegative substituent. The PES

plots show that the Si–X bond index is not greatly influenced by the N–Si distance. It only

increases slightly towards higher N–Si distances. The highest Si–X bond index is obtained

for the Si–H bond, which can therefore be regarded as the most covalent bond out of the

compounds analyzed in this study. Even at very low N–Si distances, the Si–H bond remains
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Figure 16.1: Bonding correlations between bond indices (NLMO/NPA bond order and delocaliza-
tion index), and the N – Si distance: a) N – Si NLMO/NPA bond order, b) N – Si delocalization index,
c) C – N NLMO/NPA bond order, and d) C – N delocalization index. The plots on the right hand side
show properties obtained from various PES scans.  = geometry optimized structure, N = XWR.
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Figure 16.2: Bonding correlations between Si – X bond indices (NLMO/NPA bond order and de-
localization index), and the N – Si distance: a) Si – X NLMO/NPA bond order, and b) Si – X delocal-
ization index.  = geometry optimized structure, N = XWR.

highly covalent. However, its N–Si distance is not the longest. For example, the Si–C bond

of the methyl compound (10) shows a lower bond index, but its N–Si distance is longer.

Consequently, the Si–X bond polarization is not the only factor, which determines the strength

of the N–Si interaction. For example, sterical effects of the peri-interaction will always play

a decisive role. The higher N–Si distance of the methyl compound (10) in comparison to the

hydro compound, for instance, can be attributed to the sterically more demanding methyl group.

Another interesting case is the chloro compound (3): The Si–Cl bond indices are among the

highest, but its N–Si distance is among the shortest. Chlorine is the only substituent from the

third period, and thus, the size of its valence orbitals is increased,185 which leads to an enhanced

orbital overlap.

16.2 Natural bond orbitals

From a natural bond orbitals (NBO) point of view, the N–Si interaction corresponds to negative

hyperconjugation where nitrogen’s lone pair orbital and the Si–X antibond are the donor and
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acceptor orbitals, respectively. Figure 16.3 shows this interaction and the interaction between

the nitrogen lone pair orbital and a C–C antibond of the naphthalene system, which can be

related to resonance structure 4) in Figure 11.4. Only the NBO analysis of the silyl cation (1)

Figure 16.3: The interactions of the nitrogen lone pair and the corresponding Lewis structures.

gave an N–Si bond orbital. In the following, properties of these orbitals are correlated against

the N–Si distance.

Figure 16.4a) shows the hybridization coefficient λ of the nitrogen lone pair orbital plotted

against the N–Si distance. The coefficient λ corresponds to the ratio between p- and s-character

of the nitrogen lone pair orbital (%p/%s = λ). For example, if the p-character is 75% and

the s-character is 25%, λ = 3, which can be expressed as sp3 hybridization. According to the

correlation in Figure 16.4, λ increases with the N–Si distance, or in other words, the p-character

of the nitrogen lone pair orbital becomes more significant at high N–Si distances. According to

Coulson’s orthogonality theorem, the hybridization of an atom is related to the arrangement of

substituents around it.186 For the silyl cation (1), λ = 3.4, which is close to sp3 hybridization,

which would entail a tetrahedral arrangement of the substituents around it. This is consistent

with a tetracoordinated nitrogen atom, which indicates an N–Si bond formation. At higher

N–Si distances, the N–C9 interaction, which can be regarded as a dative double bond, gains
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in significance. In Chapter 14, it was shown that this interaction can be related to negative

hyperconjugation between nitrogen’s lone pair orbital and an C–C antibond of the naphthalene

system (see Figure 16.3). From Figure 3 in Chapter 14, it becomes clear that the overlap between

these two orbitals is maximized if the p-character of the nitrogen lone pair is high – after all, it

is a π-type interaction. Conversely, the N–Si interaction is enhanced if the nitrogen lone pair

orbital is close to sp3 hybridization, because in that case orbital lobe of the nitrogen lone pair,

which is directed towards the orbital lobe of the Si–X antibond, is enhanced, which improves

the overlap between these two orbitals (compare to Figure 3 in Chapter 14). The PES plots,

except for those of the chloro (3) and bridged fluoro (2) compounds, are very similar to each

other. The plot of the chloro compound (3) shows the same trend than the other non-bridged

compounds, but it increasingly deviates from the other plots towards short N–Si distances.

Based on the fact that the chlorine is the only substituent from the third period, this behavior

may be explained by the different nature of the Si–Cl antibond, but no definite explanation

can be given at this point. The PES plot of the bridged fluoro compound (2) deviates more

significantly from the other plots. It is shifted towards lower values of λ, and thus, it shows

the highest s-character throughout the whole range of the plot. This reveals that the increase

in p-character at high N–Si distances of the non-bridged compound is, in fact, caused by the

introduction of double bond character to the N–C9 bond. In the bridged fluoro compound

(2), this interaction does not exist, and thus, the p-character only increases slightly, which is

exclusively caused by the decrease of the diminishing N–Si interaction.

The NBO analyses of the compounds regarded in this study, give a nitrogen lone pair orbital,

and an Si–X bond orbital, but an N–Si bond orbital is not obtained (except for the silyl cation

(1)). Therefore, no N–Si bond properties can be analyzed. However, it is possible to define

an NBO structure in the input, for which the specified NBOs are calculated. For example,

a structure with an N–Si bond, but without an Si–X bond can be defined (this corresponds

to resonance structure 3) in Figure 11.4). From the N–Si bond orbital, properties can be

extracted, which would otherwise remain hidden. One of those properties is the N–Si bond

ionicity (iNSi), which can be calculated from the polarization coefficients of the nitrogen and

silicon hybrids (cN and cSi). The N–Si bond ionicity is defined in Equation 16.1.37

iNSi = c2
N − c2

Si (16.1)

If iNSi = 1, the bond can be regarded as fully ionic. In this case the electron pair is not shared

between the nitrogen and silicon atoms, but corresponds to a lone pair localized at the nitrogen

atom. If iNSi = 0, the bond is fully covalent, and if iNSi is between 0 or 1, the N–Si bond is

polarized towards the more electronegative nitrogen atom. Figure 16.4b) shows that the N–Si

bond ionicity increases with the N–Si distance. Consequently, the electron pair is increasingly
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Figure 16.4: Bonding correlations between properties from a natural bond orbital analysis, and
the N – Si distance: a) The hybridisation of the N hybrid orbital λ (spλ), b) N – Si bond ionicity, c)
population of the Si – X antibond, and d) the weight of resonance structure 3) in Figure 11.4 according
to the natural resonance theory. The plots on the right hand side show properties obtained from a
PES scan.  = geometry optimized structure, N = XWR.

localized at the nitrogen atom, that is, its lone pair character is enhanced. At high N–Si
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distances, the N–Si bond ionicity is close to iNSi = 1, which suggests that the nitrogen lone

pair is highly localized. Towards shorter N–Si distances, the lone pair character decreases, and

the bond character of the electron pair is enhanced. The lowest N–Si bond ionicity is obtained

for the silyl cation (1), which suggests a polarized N–Si bond. The PES plots show the same

trend for all compounds, however, especially at short N–Si distances they start to deviate from

each other.

The negative hyperconjugation of LP(N) → σ∗(Si –X) type, which is visualized in Figure

16.3, results in the population of the Si–X antibond. If the interaction is strong, more electrons

are shifted to the acceptor orbital, and consequently, its electron population is expected to

increase. This is confirmed by the correlation in Figure 16.4c), which shows that the population

of the Si–X antibond decreases with the N–Si distance. This uncovers that the nature of the

Si–X bond is the main influence on the strength of the N–Si interaction. If the acceptor quality

of the Si–X antibond is low, the N–Si interaction will be weak, and vice versa. In the analysis

of the correlations based on bond indices, it was shown the Si–X bond polarization is one factor

which influences the strength of the N–Si interaction. However, the high acceptor quality of

the Si–Cl antibond could not be explained by this argument.

The PES plots decrease only slightly with the N–Si distance, and they do not follow the

slope of the correlation. While they show the same trend, they do not overlap with each other.

Instead, they are stacked on top of each other. The sequence can be related to the acceptor

quality of the Si–X bond: The plot of the hydro compound (9) is shifted towards the lowest

populations, and thus, the Si–H antibond corresponds to the weakest acceptor orbital. The

p-chlorobenzoate compound (4), on the other hand, is shifted towards the highest populations –

its Si –O antibond can be regarded as the best acceptor orbital. According to this argument, the

plot of the chloro compound (3) suggests that the Si–Cl antibond is the second best acceptor

orbital. The fact that the chloro compound (3) has a shorter N–Si distance compared to

the p-chlorobenzoate compound (4) reveals that there must be a higher sterical repulsion in

the p-chlorobenzoate compound (4), which leads to an increase in the N–Si antibond. If the

chlorine compound is not considered, the Si–X bond index correlation gives the same sequence of

compounds (only the fluoro (5) and methoxy (8) compounds are interchanged). Consequently,

the Si–X bond polarization can be related to the acceptor quality of the Si–X antibond if

the elements to which the silicon is bonded are from the same period. A covalent Si–X bond

comes with a low acceptor quality, while a high acceptor quality is obtained for highly polarized

Si–X bonds. For some compounds, the N–Si interaction should be stronger, if the quality of

the acceptor orbital is regarded as the only criterion that determines the strength of the N–Si

interaction. For example, the Si–H antibond has consistently the lowest electron population –

simply based on the quality of the acceptor orbital, its N–Si distance should be the longest.

However, the methyl (10) and aryl (11) compounds have longer N–Si distances. This can be
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explained by the fact that there is a higher sterical repulsion in these systems, which prevents

the nitrogen and silicon atoms to get even closer to each other.

An analysis based on the natural resonance theory (NRT) assigns weights to a set of pre-

defined resonance forms.141,142 In Figure 16.4d), it is shown that the weight of the resonance

structure with an N–Si bond (structure 3) in Figure 11.4) decreases with the N–Si distance.

This is in line with a decrease in the N–Si interaction, which indicates a decline of the N–Si

bond character. Much like the population of the Si–X antibond, the PES plots of the NRT

weights reflect the acceptor quality. Only the sequence of the methoxy (8) and fluoro (5)

plots are interchanged at short N–Si distances, which consequently yields the same sequence

as obtained from the Si–X bond indices.

16.3 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules

Before analyzing correlations involving properties at the bond critical points, the N–Si bond

paths, which are shown in Figure 16.5, are inspected. The bond paths obtained from theory

and XWR, are arranged from long to short N–Si distances (from left to right). For the aryl

compound (11) from theory and XWR, no N–Si bond paths are obtained. The same is the case

for the hydro, methoxy (8) and hydroxy compounds (7) from theory. Instead a curved N–C1

bond path is obtained for these three compounds. Only starting from the ethynyl compound (6),

there are N–Si bond paths for the geometry optimized structures, whereas the XWR already

yields N–Si bond paths starting from the methoxy compound (8). At high N–Si distances,

the bond paths are somewhat curved close to the silicon atom, which indicates weak N–Si

interactions.

In Figure 16.6a) and b), correlations involving properties at the N–Si bond critical points

are plotted. The correlation between the electron density at the N–Si bond critical point

(ρbcp(N–Si)) with the N–Si distance is depicted in Figure 16.6a). The plot shows that ρbcp(N–Si)

decreases with the N–Si distance, which can be attributed to a decrease in the N–Si interaction

towards high N–Si distances. The corresponding PES plots perfectly overlap each other, and

nearly match the value of the silyl cation (1). Consequently, ρbcp(N–Si) is a property which

is not greatly influenced by the nature of the substituent X. Instead ρbcp(N–Si) only depends

on the N–Si distance. The same is true for the correlation between the total energy density

at the N–Si bond critical point (Hbcp(N–Si)) and the N–Si distance, which is shown in Figure

16.6b). With an increase in the N–Si distance, Hbcp(N–Si) approaches a value of zero, which

marks the point at which N–Si interactions cease to exist. According to both ρbcp(N–Si) and

Hbcp(N–Si), the strength of the N–Si distance only depends on the N–Si distance.

The total energy density at the bond critical point (Hbcp(Si –X)) can be regarded as an in-

dicator, which reveals the extent of covalency to the Si–X bond. High negative values indicate
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Figure 16.5: Bond paths, and the position of bond, ring and cage critical points (green, red
and blue balls) obtained from theory and XWR.
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Figure 16.6: Bonding correlations between properties from a QTAIM analysis, and the N – Si
distance: a) The electron density at the N – Si bond critical point (ρbcp(N – Si)), b) the total energy
density at the N – Si bond critical point (Hbcp(N – Si)), and c) the total energy density at the Si – X
bond critical point (Hbcp(Si – X)) The plots on the right hand side show properties obtained the PES
scans.  = geometry optimized structure, N = XWR.

covalent interactions to be of significance, while values close to zero indicate a high bond polar-

ization. The influence of the Si–X bond polarization on the strength of the N–Si interaction

has already been uncovered from the correlations between the Si–X bond indices and the N–Si

distance. However, the total energy density at the Si–X bond critical points is a complementary

method, which provides access to the Si–X bond polarization. The sequences obtained from
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PES plots of the Si–X bond indices and Hbcp(Si –X) are similar, but not identical to the other

correlations involving properties of the Si–X bond. The Si–Cl bond of the chloro compound

(3) and the Si–F bonds of the non-bridged (5) and bridged fluoro (2) compounds have a higher

bond polarization according to Hbcp(Si –X), which is in line with the tabulated electronegativ-

ities. Other than that, the analysis of Hbcp(Si –X) and the Si–X bond indices give the same

conclusions: The Si–X bond polarization is one decisive factor which determines the strength

of the N–Si interaction.

16.4 Electron localizability indicator

The electron localizability indicator (ELI-D) measures the localization of electrons. In Figure

16.7, iso-surfaces of the ELI-D are shown and the basins of the nitrogen lone pair and the Si–X

bond are plotted for the chloro (3) and methyl (10) compounds. Accordingly, a plot of the

ELI-D along a line comnecting the nitrogen and silicon atoms can provide information on the

nature of the N–Si interaction. Such a plot is shown in Figure 16.8 for all compounds. The

Figure 16.7: ELI-D iso-surfaces (blue) of the chloro (3) (left, iso-value = 1.63) and methyl
(10) (right, iso-value = 1.54) compounds revealing regions of high electron localization. Bond-
ing, lone pair and core domains are uncovered. The outlines of the nitrogen lone pair and Si – X
basins are shown (red).

first maximum on the left hand side of the plot can be related to the lone pair basin of the

nitrogen atom. Interestingly, its shape is nearly identical for all compounds. This is even the

case for the bridged fluoro compound (2) and the silyl cation (1) from theory and XWR. For

these compounds, this maximum corresponds to a bond basin, which is in direct contact to

the core basins of the nitrogen and silicon atoms (disynapticity). For the other compounds,

this maximum corresponds to a monosynaptic basin, because they are only in contact with
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Figure 16.8: The ELI-D plotted on a line between the nitrogen and silicon atoms (solid lines
= theory; dashed lines = XWR). The nucleus of the nitrogen atom is located at r(N – Si) = 0
and the nucleus of the silicon atom is located at the N – Si distance of the respective compound.

core basins of the nitrogen atom. For the silyl cation (1), the first maximum is more narrow

and completely overlaps with the valence basin of the silicon atom, hence causing disynapticity.

Consequently, the next maximum corresponds to a core basin of silicon. For the chloro, p-

chlorobenzoate (4) and bridged fluoro compounds (2) from XWR the first maximum mostly

overlaps with the valence basin of the silicon atom, which suggests that their N–Si interactions

are strong. For the other compounds, the valence basin of the silicon atom can be perceived as

a separate maximum, but the plots reveal that a significant amount of electrons are localized

between the nitrogen and silicon atoms, which can be attributed to the N–Si interaction.

For a covalent bond, one would expect the nitrogen atom, the attractor of the bonding basin

and the silicon atom to be on a straight line, that is, the angle defined by these three points

should be 180°. With decreasing strength of the N–Si interaction, this angle is expected to

increasingly deviate from that value. Figure 16.9a) shows this angle plotted against the N–Si

distance, which confirms this assessment. The PES plots show a zigzag trend, but overall they

decrease with increasing N–Si distance.

The nitrogen lone pair basins or the N–Si bond basins (for the bridged fluoro compound

(2) from XWR and silyl cation (1) from XWR and theory) are characterized by their electron

population and volume. The electron population does not show a correlation with the N–Si

bond length, but remains approximately constant (see Appendix). The volume of the basin, on

the other hand, shows an increase with the N–Si bond distance. However, a clearer correlation

is obtained if the ratio between the electron population of the basin and its volume is plotted

against the N–Si distance. The resulting correlation is depicted in Figure 16.8b) which shows

that the ratio decreases with increasing N–Si distance. If a large number of electrons is contained
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Figure 16.9: Bonding correlations between properties from an analysis of the ELI-D, and the
N – Si distance: a) , and b) . The plots on the right hand side show properties obtained from
a PES scan.  = geometry optimized structure, N = XWR.

in a small volume, the ratio is large, and a high localization of these electrons is indicated.

Generally, it can be expected that the electrons are more localized in a bonded interaction

compared to a lone pair, because the former requires a high directionality. Accordingly, a

decrease in the N–Si interaction is also suggested by this correlation. The PES plots confirm

this correlation, however, the ratio obtained for the silyl cation (1) is not matched, because

the plots suggest a much higher increase. It can therefore be concluded that the presence of a

substituent X comes with a higher directionality of the N–Si interaction.
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Conclusions to Part V

In this Part, it was shown that an extension of Bürgi’s and Dunitz’ structure correlation ap-

proach to a bonding correlation approach is, in fact, feasible. Using that approach, a systematic

array of pentacoordinated silicon compounds (see Figure 11.3) could be analyzed in terms of

a nucleophilic addition of nitrogen to silicon. Overall, a great variety of structure and bonding

correlations could be uncovered, which enables an analysis of the bonding situation in the course

of a simulated chemical reaction.

A wide range of different N–Si distances which can be related to the progress of the nucle-

ophilic attack, was obtained for the different pentacoordinated silicon compounds. The main

influence on this distance is the nature of the substituent X that is bonded to the silicon atom,

but not its perceived leaving group quality. However, it could also be shown that environmen-

tal effects, such as the electric field exerted by a crystal environment, have an influence on

the strength of the N–Si interaction. Consequently, a crystal environment favors a more ionic

bonding situation in these compounds, which leads to an increase in the strength of the N–Si

interaction, and an accompanied shortening of the distance between these atoms. The shortest

N–Si distance was obtained for the silyl cation (1), which contains a tetracoordinated silicon

atom. The silyl cation (1) can be regarded as the product of an SN2 reaction with a completed

bond formation between the nitrogen and silicon atoms. The bridged fluoro compound (2)

(from HAR) has the shortest N–Si distance out of the pentacoordinated silicon compounds

analyzed in this study, with the non-bridged chloro compound (3) from HAR coming in second.

In these compounds the N–Si interaction is strong, however, there is a large gap between the

N–Si distance in the pentacoordinated silicon compounds and the one in the silyl cation (1).

Consequently, the question arises if substituents can be found which give N–Si distances that

can fill in this gap. However, it is important to remember that SN2 reactions at silicon atoms

sometimes go through a deep minimum in the potential energy surface (PES) where the silicon

atom is pentacoordinated.58 At that point, the reaction comes to a halt, and, therefore, the

reaction corresponds to a nucleophilic addition, rather than a nucleophilic substitution. Because

219
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the N–Si distance can be regarded as a weak dative bond, with the Si–X bond showing a much

stronger bond character, the pentacoordinated silicon compounds, which were analyzed in this

study, can only represent the reaction pathway of a nucleophilic addition, which ultimately gives

a fully pentacoordinated silicon species. This situation was clearly reflected by the structure

correlation between the average R–Si–X angle and the N–Si distance: At long bond distances

the average R–Si–X angle suggests a tetrahedral arrangement of four substituents around the

silicon atom, while at short N–Si distance a more trigonal bipyramidal arrangement of five

substituents around the silicon atom is obtained. Compounds, which would fill in the gap be-

tween the bridged fluoro compound (2) and the silyl cation (1), would be able to represent a

full SN2 reaction, that is, the transformation of a pentacoordinated silicon compound towards

a tetracoordinated silicon compound under abstraction of the substituent X.

The structure and bonding correlations could also provide a qualitative and quantitative

understanding on how the weight of resonance structures, which represent the bonding situation

in the pentacoordinated silicon compounds, changes from high to short N–Si distances. At long

N–Si distances, the resonance structure with a N–Si bond only has a low weight (resonance

structure 3) in Figure 11.4). Instead, the resonance structure with a double bond between

the nitrogen atom and a carbon atom from the naphthalene system (resonance structure 4) in

Figure 11.4) is more significant. The weight associated with this resonance structure decreases

with a shortening of the N–Si distance, and the weight of the resonance structure with a N–Si

bond becomes increasingly significant. This was reflected by correlations between the N–C

distance and the N–Si distance, and N–C bond indices and the N–Si distance. Also, it could

be shown that the hybridization of the nitrogen lone pair changes, so that the N–C double

bond character is promoted at long N–Si distances. The weight of the resonance structure

with a N–Si bond increases at short N–Si distances, which can be related to an increase in the

strength of the N–Si interaction. This could be uncovered by the electron density and the total

energy density at the N–Si bond critical point, N–Si bond indices and the N–Si bond ionicity

from an NBO analysis. All of these properties gave clear correlations with the N–Si distance.

The N–Si interaction can be related to negative hyperconjugation involving the nitrogen

lone pair as a donor orbital and the Si–X antibond as an acceptor orbital. This entails that the

strength of the N–Si interaction is influenced by the nature of the Si–X bond. The analysis

of correlations involving Si–X bond properties revealed that the Si–X bond polarization is one

factor that influences the ability of the Si–X antibond to act as an acceptor orbital. A high

Si–X bond polarization comes with a high quality of the acceptor orbital. In the compounds

with a highly covalent Si–X bond character, on the other hand, the N–Si interaction is weak.

This can be attributed to the fact that a stabilization of a negative charge at the substituent

X is more feasible if the Si–X bond polarization is high. In case of the p-chlorobenzoate

substituent the negative charge can be additionally stabilized due to the presence of aromatic
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resonance structures. Also, the chloro compound (3) shows a stronger N–Si interaction than

expected from the polarization of the Si–Cl bond, which can be related to the high stability of

the chloride anion. However, the ability to stabilize a negative charge, is not the only factor,

which determines the strength of the N–Si interaction. It could also be concluded that sterical

repulsion between the two ”arms” of the naphthalene system leads to an elongation of the

N–Si distance. Consequently, sterically demanding substituents, such as the p-chlorobenzoate,

give longer N–Si distances, although the acceptor quality of the Si–X antibond would allow a

stronger N–Si interaction. With respect to the Si–X bond properties, the PES plots did not

overlap each other, and the nature of a particular Si–X bond does not change much with the

N–Si distance. Even at N–Si bond lengths close to the one of the silyl cation (1), the Si–X bond

character is largely maintained, which shows the high affinity of silicon to be pentacoordinated.

On the whole, the nature of the substituents X is diverse, and thus, different strengths of the

N–Si interaction could be uncovered, which comes with a great variety of different N–Si dis-

tances. Therefore, the synthesized and crystallized compounds in Figure 11.3 were a reasonable

selection for the analysis of structure and bonding correlation. Based on the analysis of experi-

mental crystal structures, it is possible to learn about aspects of a chemical transformation, if

the properties are carefully analyzed. The structure correlations, which were uncovered in this

analysis, already provided a good understanding of a nucleophilic addition. However, bonding

correlations give a more direct access to the bonding situation in these systems, and thus, an

even deeper understanding of the chemical changes in the course of a nucleophilic addition of

nitrogen to silicon is obtained. The applicability of bonding correlations could be clearly shown.
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Conclusions

A great variety of bond analysis methods, which enable an analysis of chemical bonding based

on a molecular wavefunction or charge density, have been developed up to this day. In many

studies, the analysis of chemical bonding is only based on a single method, which provides a

biased view on chemical bonding in that particular system. Due to the fact that the chemi-

cal bond is only a concept, there is no ultimate bond analysis method that can provide a full

characterization of chemical bonding. In a complementary bonding analysis, which was pre-

sented in the present study, a variety of bond analysis methods is applied on the same system,

which eventually provides a much less biased view, because chemical bonding is elucidated from

different sometimes even contradictory, certainly complementing perspectives.

In Chapter 5, the usefulness of a complementary bonding analysis was demonstrated by an

investigation of the element-oxygen bond of hydroxide model compounds. Ultimately, it was

possible to characterize the element-oxygen bonds as ionic, highly polarized, polarized covalent

and charge shift bonds. In the chapters following that study, it was shown that a complementary

bonding analysis is able to provide a clear picture of the bonding situation in a great variety of

systems. The approach, which was followed throughout this thesis, was to find a link between

Lewis’ picture of chemical bonding and the picture obtained from a complementary bonding

analysis. Lewis structures, which have been used for over a century, were revealed to always be a

good starting point when it comes to the analysis of chemical bonding. However, while revisiting

some fundamental bonding concepts of inorganic chemistry, it was shown that some rules, which

have been established in the past, must be followed in order to find appropriate Lewis structures.

For example, it has long been known that Lewis structures containing hypervalent atoms from

the third period are not reasonable, because d-orbitals only serve as polarization functions in

these molecules. Instead alternative bonding representations must be applied.

Schematically, multi-center multi-electron bonding models can be used to represent the

bonding situation in these systems. For example, [ClSiH3Cl]– , which was studied in Chapters 9

and 10, can be expressed with the two resonance structures Cl–SiH3 + Cl– and Cl– + H3Si–Cl.

The silicon atom follows the octet rule in both resonance structures, and thus, hypervalent

bonding representations must not be taken into account, even for transition structures. This

type of bonding, which is known as three-center four-electron bonding, can be related to negative

hyperconjugation in the localized orbital picture of chemical bonding. A real space method,

such as the QTAIM approach, where the notion of an orbital does not exist, can only provide

an indirect characterization of hyperconjugative interactions. This underlines the importance

of looking at a variety of bond analysis methods, because some aspects of chemical bonding

remain hidden if only a single bond analysis method is applied.

In the present thesis, the concept of hypervalency was extensively studied in systems contain-
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ing phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions. This study revealed that only non-hypervalent

resonance structures are required to represent the bonding situation in the PO4
3– , SO4

2– and

ClO4
– anions. However, population analyses of the chlorine atom of the ClO4

– anion revealed

that an electron population of eight is exceeded, and thus, the chlorine atom is hypervalent,

because the octet rule is violated. In this case, the valence electron count is raised by neg-

ative hyperconjugation, and not by d-orbital back-bonding. However, in all three anions the

same type of interactions play a role. The higher electron population of the chlorine atom can

be explained by the stronger hyperconjugative interactions and the more covalent Cl–O bond

character. So, in principle, there is nothing special about the perchlorate anion. In fact, there

are many definitions of an atom, and it is likely that the chlorine atom has less than eight

valence electrons in some of these definitions. Ultimately, it is not important if an atom is

hypervalent or not, because the molecular properties do not change abruptly once the limit of

eight electrons is exceeded. However, the Cl–O bond polarization and the extent of hyper-

conjugative interactions directly influence the properties of the perchlorate anion, which can

be measured experimentally. It is well-known that bond polarization determines the molecular

dipole moment, which affects bulk properties, such as the boiling point of liquids.

In Chapter 6, it was also shown that the extent of hyperconjugative interactions in siloxanes

influences the basicity of the oxygen atom. Consequently, the concept of hyperconjugation is

not only an artifact arising from the use of a localized orbital picture, but corresponds to a

property, which actually has an effect on molecular properties.

In Chapters 7 and 8 as well as in Part V, the wavefunction, which is required to apply bond

analysis methods, was also obtained from an X-ray wavefunction refinement. Accordingly, the

wavefunction contains experimental information, and thus, the bonding situation can be ana-

lyzed experimentally. Many aspects of chemical bonding, which have so far only been studied

by theoretical methods, can therefore be studied based on experimental X-ray diffraction ex-

periments. The analysis of the molecular geometry based on X-ray refined crystal structures

has been performed since the advent of X-ray crystallography, however, bond analysis methods

provide a much higher information value compared to the analysis of the molecular geometry

alone. This is one of the aspects that inspired the extension of Bürgi’s and Dunitz’ structure cor-

relation approach to a bonding correlation approach. In Part V, it was shown that a systematic

array of pentacoordinated silicon compounds can be used to investigate a nucleophilic addition

of a nitrogen atom to a silicon atom. Information on the reaction pathway of a nucleophilic

addition was obtained from both structure and bonding correlation approaches.
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Outlook

Of course, only a small fraction of inorganic systems could be revisited in the present thesis.

There are plenty of fundamental inorganic systems, where the bonding situation is not fully

understood. In this thesis, a complementary bonding analysis is presented as a powerful ap-

proach to extensively study the bonding situation in these systems. In the following two ongoing

projects are outlined.

There is a great variety of compounds, for which hypervalent Lewis structures are being

used. One prominent example is the SF6 molecule, for which Lewis structures with six S–F

bonds are often encountered. A complementary bonding analysis of the SF6 molecule will be

performed in the future. The S–F bond is highly polarized, and may therefore account for the

high stability of the SF6 molecule. The S–H bond in the hypothetical SH6 molecule is, on the

other hand, highly covalent. Consequently, it is interesting to compare these two systems based

on a complementary bonding analysis. In addition, a variety of crystal structures containing

a R–SF5 unit were measured, for which X-ray wavefunction refinements will be performed to

study the concept of hypervalency experimentally.

In Chapter 6, the basicity of the oxygen atom of siloxanes was studied in dependence of

the Si–O–Si angle. At low Si–O–Si angles, the basicity of the oxygen atom is enhanced.

It was proposed that cyclic siloxane systems, which have low Si–O–Si angles caused by the

ring strain, can pose as systems with an enhanced basicity of the oxygen atom. However, this

aspect was only studied by theoretical methods. For a future study, high quality, high resolution

crystal structures containing cyclic siloxane units were measured, and can be used for X-ray

wavefunction refinements, in order to study the siloxane basicity experimentally.

These are only two projects, which will be performed in the near future. There are countless

of interesting systems, for which a complementary bonding analysis can provide a deep insight

into the bonding situation. However, despite the academic interest for complicated bonding

situations, a complementary bonding analysis can also be applied on biologically active systems.

The properties obtained from that analysis can be inspected for a variety of modifications of a

system to eventually come up with the modification, which shows the highest biological activity.
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Summary

Lewis structures are used to represent the bonding situation in molecules in a simple way.

However, the Lewis picture lacks a physical foundation – a quantum chemical approach to

chemical bonding is inevitable. Bond analysis methods from the realms of real space, orbital

space and energy space attempt to provide a link between schematic Lewis structures, which are

easily comprehensible for every chemist, and the molecular wavefunction, which is delocalized

and hard to interpret. In the present thesis, some well known bonding concepts of inorganic

systems were revisited using a complementary bonding analysis. The intention is to get a better

understanding of chemical bonding in these systems, and to show how Lewis structures can be

used to represent the bonding situation in these systems.

The element-oxygen bond, where the element is from the second or third period, was inves-

tigated in Chapter 5. It was shown how the concept of bond polarity is reflected by a variety

of bond analysis methods. Ultimately, it was possible to assign the element-oxygen bond into

four categories: Ionic bonds, highly polarized bonds, polarized covalent bonds and charge shift

bonds. The usefulness of the joint application of bond analysis methods – a complementary

bonding analysis – was demonstrated.

In Chapter 6, the increase in basicity of the oxygen atom of siloxanes (R3Si–O–SiR3) with

a decrease in the Si–O–Si angle was investigated via a complementary bonding analysis. It

was found that both covalent and ionic interactions play a role in the Si–O bonds, and

that both aspects increase simultaneously with an increase in the Si–O–Si angle. The covalent

interactions can be related to negative hyperconjugation involving the oxygen lone pairs and

the Si–R antibonds. Accordingly, the higher basicity at low Si–O–Si angles can be related to

the fact that the oxygen lone pairs are more localized at low Si–O–Si angles.

In Chapter 7, it was shown how the concept of resonance in the nitrate anion and re-

lated species is reflected by a complementary bonding analysis. All resonance structures that

contribute to the bonding situation of the nitrate anion could be uncovered by theoretical calcu-

lations and X-ray wavefunction refinements. The resonance resembles aromatic systems closely.

The concept of hypervalency in phosphate (PO4
3– ), sulfate (SO4

2– ) and perchlorate

(ClO4
– ) anions was tackled in Chapter 8. The analysis was based on isolated molecule op-

timizations and X-ray wavefunction refinements. It was found that negative hyperconjugation
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between the oxygen lone pairs and the X–O (X = P, S, Cl) antibonds is significant in all an-

ions. This interaction leads to an increase in the electron population of the central atom. The

P–O and S–O bonds are highly polarized and, thus, the electron population of the sulfur and

phosphorus atoms is below eight despite the increase in electron population caused by negative

hyperconjugation. Consequently, they follow the octet rule and are not hypervalent. The Cl–O

bond, on the other hand, shows a high degree of covalency, and according to some bond analysis

methods, the chlorine atom is hypervalent. Here, hyperconjugation causes hypervalency, and

not d-orbital participation.

In Chapters 9 and 10, the bonding situation in the course of SN2 reactions is investigated

based on a complementary bonding analysis. SN2 reactions at carbon and silicon atoms are

compared to each other to uncover the reason for the different appearance of the potential

energy surfaces along the reaction coordinate. While a transition state is obtained for the

carbon system ([Cl···CH3···Cl]– ), the silicon system ([Cl···SiH3···Cl]– ) gives a stable transition

complex, which is caused by the fact that pentacoordination is feasible at silicon due to a large

stabilization through large ionic contributions. In the second study, SN2 reactions of a variety

of silicon systems were investigated to uncover the role of hydrogen bonding in the course of

the reaction. It was found that the potential energy surface along the reaction coordinate is

significantly influenced by the formation of hydrogen bonds at higher distances between the

silicon atom and the leaving group. The existence of single-, double- and triple-well potential

energy surfaces can be attributed to the formation of hydrogen bonds, which can be formed

if substituents are bonded to the silicon atom that can act as hydrogen bond donors, such as

methyl or methoxy.

In Part V, Bürgi’s and Dunitz’ structure correlation approach was extended to a bonding

correlation approach. The crystal structures and theoretically obtained structures of penta-

coordinated silicon compounds with a N–Si peri-interaction were brought into a reasonable

sequence representing a gradual approach of the nitrogen towards the silicon. This systematic

array of structures can be interpreted as a nucleophilic addition of nitrogen to silicon. Correla-

tions between structural parameters as well as bonding properties and the N–Si distance were

uncovered, and analyzed with respect to a nucleophilic addition. In that way, the N–Si bond

formation could be quantified using a complementary bonding analysis. The bonding correla-

tion approach was confirmed to be a feasible procedure to study chemical bonding during a

dynamical process based on single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments.



Zusammenfassung

Lewis-Strukturen werden benutzt, um die Bindungssituation in Molekülen auf eine einfache Art

darzustellen. Dem Lewis-Bild fehlt es jedoch an einer physikalischen Grundlage – eine quanten-

chemische Herangehensweise an chemische Bindungen ist grundsätzlich notwendig. Bindungs-

analysemethoden aus den Gebieten des Realraums, Orbitalraums und Energieraums versuchen

eine Verbindung zwischen den schematischen Lewistrukturen, die für jeden Chemiker einfach

zu verstehen sind, und molekularen Wellenfunktionen, welche delokalisiert und schwer zu inter-

pretieren sind, herzustellen. In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden einige bekannte Bindungskonzepte

aus der anorganischen Chemie mittels einer komplementären Bindungsanalyse wiederaufgegrif-

fen. Es ist die Absicht, ein besseres Verständnis für chemische Bindungen in diesen Systemen

zu bekommen und zu zeigen, wie Lewis-Strukturen trotz allem genutzt werden können, um die

Bindungssituation in diesen Systemen darzustellen.

Die Element-Sauerstoff-Bindung, bei der das Element von der zweiten oder dritten Periode

stammt, wurde im Kapitel 5 untersucht. Es wurde gezeigt, wie das Konzept der Bindungspo-

larität durch eine Vielzahl von Bindungsanalysemethoden widergespiegelt wird. Letztendlich

war es möglich, die Element-Sauerstoff-Bindungen in vier Kategorien einzuteilen: Ionische

Bindungen, stark polarisierte Bindungen, polarisierte kovalente Bindungen und Charge-Shift-

Bindungen. Die Nützlichkeit einer gemeinsamen Anwendung von Bindungsanalysemethoden –

einer komplementären Bindungsanalyse – wurde demonstriert.

In Kapitel 6 wurde der Anstieg der Basizität des Sauerstoffatoms von Siloxanen (R3Si–O–SiR3)

bei Verringerung des Si–O–Si-Winkels mittels einer komplementären Bindungsanalyse unter-

sucht. Es stellte sich heraus, dass sowohl Kovalenz als auch Ionizität in der Si–O-Bindung

eine Rolle spielen, und dass beide Aspekte gleichzeitig mit einem Anstieg des Si–O–Si-Winkels

an Bedeutung gewinnen. Die kovalenten Wechselwirkungen können mit negativer Hyperkon-

jugation zwischen den freien Elektronenpaaren am Sauerstoff und der Si–R Antibindung in

Verbindung gebracht werden. Demnach kann die höhere Basizität bei niedrigen Si–O–Si-

Winkeln so begründet werden, dass die freien Elektronenpaare am Sauerstoffatom lokalisierter

sind.

In Kapitel 7 wurde gezeigt, wie das Konzept der Resonanz im Nitrat-Anion und ver-

wandten Spezies durch eine komplementäre Bindungsanalyse widergespiegelt wird. Alle Res-
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onanzstrukturen, welche zur Bindungssituation des Nitrat-Anions beitragen, konnten durch

theoretische Berechnungen und Röntgenwellenfunktionsverfeinerungen enthüllt werden. Die

Resonanz ähnelt der Aromatizität.

Das Konzept der Hypervalenz in Phosphat- (PO4
3– ), Sulfat- (SO4

2– ) und Perchlorat-

Anionen (ClO4
– ) wurde in Kapitel 8 angegangen. Die Analyse basiert auf Optimierungen von

isolierten Molekülen und Röntgenwellenfunktionsverfeinerungen. Es hat sich herausgestellt, dass

negative Hyperkonjugation zwischen den freien Elektronenpaaren am Sauerstoff und der X–O-

Antibindung (X = P, S, Cl) in allen Anionen signifikant ist. Diese Wechselwirkung führt zu

einem Anstieg der Elektronenpopulation des zentralen Atoms. Die P–O- und S–O-Bindungen

sind stark polarisiert, weswegen die Elektronenpopulationen des Phosphors und Schwefels, trotz

des Anstiegs der Elektronenpopulationen durch die negative Hyperkonjugation, unter 8 Elek-

tronen ist. Demzufolge wird die Oktettregel befolgt und beide Anionen sind nicht hypervalent.

Die Cl–O-Bindung ist hingegen hochgradig kovalent, weswegen einige Bindungsanalysemeth-

oden eine hypervalente Bindungssituation für das Chlor-Atom zeigen. Hypervalenz kommt in

diesem Fall durch Hyperkonjuation zustande, und nicht durch die Beteiligung von d-Orbitalen.

In den Kapiteln 9 und 10, wurde die Bindungssituation im Verlauf von SN2-Reaktionen

basierend auf einer komplementären Bindungsanalyse untersucht. SN2-Reaktionen an Kohlenstoff-

und Silizium-Atomen wurden miteinander verglichen, um den Grund für das unterschiedliche

Aussehen der Hyperpotentialfläche entlang der Reaktionskoordinate aufzuklären. Während das

Kohlenstoffsystem ([Cl···CH3···Cl]– ) einen Übergangszustand aufweist, gibt das Silizium-System

([Cl···SiH3···Cl]– ) ein stabiles Intermediat, was durch die Begünstigung von Pentakoordination

am Silizium durch das hohe Maß an ionischen Bindungsanteilen zu erklären ist. In der zweiten

Studie wurde eine Auswahl an SN2-Reaktionen am Silizium untersucht, um die Rolle von Wasser-

stoffbrückenbindungen im Verlauf der Reaktion zu bestimmen. Es wurde festgestellt, dass die

Hyperpotentialfläche entlang der Reaktionskoordinate signifikant durch die Bildung von Wasser-

stoffbrücken bei großen Abständen zwischen dem Silizium-Atom und der Abgangsgruppe beein-

flusst wird. Die Existenz von Hyperpotentialfläche mit einem, zwei oder drei Minima kann mit

der Bildung von Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen erklärt werden, wenn Substituenten wie Methyl-

and Methoxy-Gruppen am Silizium gebunden sind, welche als Wasserstoffbrücken-Donatoren

fungieren können.

In Teil V wurde Bürgis und Dunitz Strukturkorrelationsansatz zu einem Bindungskorre-

lationsansatz erweitert. Die Kristallstrukturen und theoretisch bestimmten Strukturen von

pentakoordinierten Siliziumverbindungen mit einer N–Si-peri-Wechselwirkung wurde in eine

angemessene Reihenfolge, welche die graduelle Annäherung des Stickstoffatoms zum Siliziu-

matom beschreibt, gebracht. Diese systematische Strukturreihe kann als Simulation einer nuk-

leophilen Addition eines Stickstoffatoms an ein Siliziumatom interpretiert werden. Es wurden

sowohl Korrelationen zwischen Struktureigenschaften und dem N–Si-Abstand als auch Kor-
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relationen zwischen Bindungseigenschaften und dem N–Si-Abstand gefunden und in Hinblick

auf eine nukleophile Addition analysiert. Auf diese Weise konnte die N–Si-Bindungsbildung

durch eine komplementäre Bindungsanalyse quantifiziert werden. Der Bindungskorrelation-

sansatz wurde als ein realisierbares Verfahren für die Bindungsanalyse während eines dynamis-

chen Prozesses durch Röntgenbeugungsexperimente an Einkristallen bestätigt.
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1 Laplacian of the electron density

Figure S1. The Laplacian of the electron density, ∇2ρ , plotted along the X – O bond for the 2nd period model compounds.

1
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Figure S2. The Laplacian of the electron density, ∇2ρ , plotted along the X – O bond for the 3rd period model compounds.
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Figure S3. Iso-surfaces of the Laplacian of the electron density, ∇2ρ (in eÅ−5), of the 2nd period model compounds
revealing features that may be attributed to atomic shells, lone pairs and bonds; the iso-values are given inside the figures;
regions of different iso-values are separated by a red line
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Figure S4. Iso-surfaces of the Laplacian of the electron density, ∇2ρ (in eÅ−5), of the 3rd period model compounds revealing
features that may be attributed to atomic shells, lone pairs and bonds; the iso-values are given inside the figures; regions of
different iso-values are separated by a red line
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2 Local source function

Figure S5. The local source function plotted along the X – O bond for the 2nd period model compounds.
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Figure S6. The local source function plotted along the X – O bond for the 3rd period model compounds.
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3 Electron localizability indicator

Figure S7. Iso-surfaces of the ELI-D of the 2nd period model compounds revealing features that may be attributed to atomic
shells, lone pairs and bonds; the iso-values are given inside the figures; regions of different iso-values are separated by a red line
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Figure S8. Iso-surfaces of the ELI-D of the 3rd period model compounds revealing features that may be attributed to atomic
shells, lone pairs and bonds; the iso-values are given inside the figures; regions of different iso-values are separated by a red line
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4 Natural bond orbitals

Table S1. Population (N in e) of the X – O natural bond orbitals, the percentages of the polarization coefficients (%c(O) and
%c(X)) and the s- and p-character of the X and O hybrids (%s and %p)

N %c(O) %s(O) %p(O) %c(X) %s(X) %p(X)
LiOH – – – – – – –
HBeOH – – – – – – –
H2BOH 1.96935 80.29 44.74 54.83 19.71 27.48 72.24

1.95511 90.20 0.00 99.78 9.80 0.00 99.12
H3COH 1.96042 66.34 24.57 75.19 33.66 24.57 75.19
H2NOH 1.94713 57.80 17.80 81.89 42.20 17.70 81.95
HOOH 1.93568 50.00 11.76 87.90 50.00 11.75 87.90
FOH 1.93036 42.05 7.87 91.63 57.95 8.37 91.42
NaOH – – – – – – –
HMgOH – – – – – – –
H2AlOH 1.95788 91.05 43.81 55.96 8.98 23.74 74.52
H3SiOH 1.95809 84.62 38.07 61.59 15.38 19.14 78.71
H2POH 1.95474 78.05 26.58 72.96 21.95 12.55 85.42
HSOH 1.99599 69.95 20.32 79.33 30.05 12.06 86.23
ClOH 1.93884 60.55 10.79 88.74 39.45 7.82 90.61

Table S2. Population (N in e) and s- and p-character (%s and %p) of the oxygen lone pair NBOs

LP1(O) LP2(O) LP3(O)
N %s %p N %s %p N %s %p

LiOH 1.98937 71.68 28.30 1.98173 0 99.98 1.98173 0.00 99.98
HBeOH 1.97496 24.93 74.94 1.95910 0.00 99.88 1.89276 43.48 56.36
H2BOH 1.95061 35.61 64.27 – – – – – –
H3COH 1.95777 51.81 48.09 1.93205 0.00 99.81 – – –
H2NOH 1.97044 60.97 38.98 1.94859 0.00 99.86 – – –
HOOH 1.97155 67.27 32.69 1.96120 0.02 99.85 – – –
FOH 1.97162 71.47 28.50 1.96516 0.00 99.87 – – –
NaOH 1.95972 73.36 26.64 1.93587 0.00 99.98 1.93449 1.44 98.54
HMgOH 1.94912 20.86 79.11 1.94330 0.00 99.98 1.91381 50.38 49.59
H2AlOH 1.94903 33.16 66.72 1.87981 0.00 99.85 – – –
H3SiOH 1.94415 40.02 59.83 1.91185 0.00 99.81 – – –
H2POH 1.96321 51.21 48.66 1.91473 0.00 99.75 – – –
HSOH 1.99555 55.70 44.22 1.97183 0.38 99.44 – – –
ClOH 1.97010 67.33 32.60 1.95890 0.00 99.82 – – –

Table S3. Population (N in e) and s- and p-character (%s and %p) of the X lone pair NBOs

LP1(X) LP2(X) LP3(X)
N %s %p N %s %p N %s %p

H2NOH 1.95718 33.96 65.92 – – – – – –
HOOH 1.97155 67.27 32.69 1.96120 0.02 99.85 – – –
FOH 1.97387 91.76 8.24 1.97151 0.07 99.90 1.97162 71.47 28.50
H2POH 1.93711 57.88 42.10 – – – – – –
HSOH 1.95327 75.60 24.26 1.93527 0.94 98.97 – – –
ClOH 1.96757 92.44 7.53 1.95142 0.00 99.99 1.94809 0.18 99.80
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Figure S9. Plot of the polarization coefficient c(O) from the NBO analysis against the electronegativity of X

5 Tabulated properties

Table S4. Values of all plotted properties: Electronegativity (EN), X – O bond lengths (r(X – O) in Å), the Laplacian of the
electron density at the X – O bcp (∇2ρbcp in eÅ−5), the total energy density at the X – O bcp (Hbcp in Hartree/bohr3), the Bader
and NPA charges of the OH fragment (qBader and qNPA in e), the Raub-Jansen index of the oxygen atom (RJI(O) in %), the
ionic or covalent resonance energy from the valence bond calculations (REion/cov in Hartree), the parameter Q and the bond
dissociation energy (DE in Hartree)

EN r(X – O) ∇2ρbcp Hbcp qBader(OH) qNPA(OH) RJI(O) REion/cov Q DE

LiOH 1.0 1.583 16.2 0.015 -0.96 -0.90 – -0.052 -15.56 -0.165
HBeOH 1.5 1.410 26.7 -0.036 -0.85 -0.81 97.1 -0.078 -1.43 -0.240
H2BOH 2.0 1.354 23.6 -0.214 -0.75 -0.35 95.3 -0.104 1.90 -0.249
H3COH 2.5 1.416 -13.1 -0.388 -0.48 -0.25 83.4 -0.099 0.61 -0.150
H2NOH 3.1 1.436 -6.0 -0.241 -0.15 -0.12 58.5 -0.096 1.69 -0.107
HOOH 3.5 1.441 2.8 -0.188 0.02 0.02 50.0 -0.099 5.19 -0.084
FOH 4.1 1.419 6.0 -0.196 0.21 0.16 41.7 -0.112 6.71 -0.081
NaOH 1.0 1.962 10.0 0.011 -0.90 -0.92 – -0.043 -28.69 -0.117
HMgOH 1.2 1.775 17.1 0.006 -0.86 -0.89 – -0.057 -9.43 -0.173
H2AlOH 1.5 1.705 21.0 -0.009 -0.82 -0.68 96.2 -0.065 -2.63 -0.205
H3SiOH 1.7 1.655 21.6 -0.052 -0.77 -0.57 93.8 -0.089 -1.06 -0.141
H2POH 2.1 1.663 14.0 -0.127 -0.71 -0.46 90.6 -0.121 1.08 -0.201
HSOH 2.4 1.672 -0.9 -0.234 -0.51 -0.34 83.0 -0.106 5.84 -0.110
ClOH 2.8 1.696 -4.2 -0.171 -0.16 -0.18 57.8 -0.092 7.18 -0.087
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6 Coordinates of geometry optimized structures

Table S5. Atomic coordinates of the geometry optimized HnXOH model compounds (in Å)

x y z
Li -0.556293 0.462423 -0.006609
O -2.029643 1.020901 0.013102
H -2.917158 1.361753 0.025130

x y z
Be 0.041250 0.852850 0.000000
H 0.083273 2.185075 0.000000
O 0.062345 -0.557223 0.000000
H -0.602108 -1.234281 0.000000

x y z
B -1.850381 -0.104836 0.069221
H -2.284732 1.003725 0.190678
H -2.526220 -1.023006 -0.276588
O -0.547251 -0.367340 0.324440
H -0.059409 0.410704 0.597182

x y z
C -1.405722 0.767151 -0.009285
H -1.033792 -0.254621 -0.026462
H -1.046449 1.246934 0.904817
H -2.497998 0.733473 0.016112
O -0.917172 1.405023 -1.175767
H -1.239236 2.305959 -1.172245

x y z
N -2.554956 -0.453428 0.013820
H -2.128301 -1.373132 -0.004808
H -2.128292 0.022232 0.801172
O -1.991340 0.207076 -1.130055
H -2.773868 0.482056 -1.607480

x y z
O -1.488038 0.878341 0.095750
H -1.646897 1.805227 -0.102538
O -0.048045 0.851230 0.061263
H 0.094206 0.300567 -0.713453

x y z
F -2.133458 -0.450529 0.000978
O -3.551270 -0.513735 -0.001229
H -3.732889 0.4330050 0.031832

x y z
Na 0.001750 -0.933587 0.000000
O 0.030090 1.028656 0.000000
H -0.177708 1.955062 0.000000

x y z
Mg -0.135331 0.236788 -0.028322
H -1.821052 0.462798 0.044629
O 1.630580 0.070101 -0.082125
H 2.476203 -0.332742 -0.212153

x y z
Al -1.695415 -0.501383 0.066740
H -2.540587 0.811994 -0.174426
H -2.267994 -1.982421 0.005254
O -0.020760 -0.230834 0.421148
H 0.591531 -0.958384 0.586217

x y z
Si -0.827023 -0.785963 0.429001
H -0.305026 -2.165667 0.369030
H -0.348794 -0.119532 1.666072
H -2.310533 -0.809637 0.470856
O -0.264590 -0.029238 -0.931133
H -0.512901 0.885140 -1.053238

x y z
P -1.373893 0.291627 -0.000153
H -0.621650 0.916753 1.027000
H -0.622975 0.918730 -1.026716
O -0.612251 -1.186772 -0.004326
H -1.278705 -1.873080 0.004197

x y z
S -1.415771 1.002485 0.190476
H -0.602972 1.099105 -0.876302
O -2.007488 2.565844 0.187160
H -2.804859 2.555977 -0.346047

x y z
Cl 0.68935 0.127089 -0.017750
O -1.00549 0.078551 -0.019445
H -1.24208 1.010430 0.013097
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1 Details on the W1-F12 thermochemical protocol
In order to obtain reliable H-bond interaction energies between the siloxane and the HOX species (X = H and SiH3), calculations
have been carried out using the high-level, ab initio W1-F12 thermochemical protocol with the Molpro 2012.1 program suite.1

The W1-F12 thermochemical protocol2 (and its earlier version W13) are widely used for the calculation of thermochemical
and kinetic properties.4, 5 These theories represent layered extrapolations to the relativistic, all-electron CCSD(T) (coupled
cluster with singles, doubles, and quasiperturbative triple excitations) basis-set-limit energy, and can achieve ”sub-chemical
accuracy” (e.g., W1-F12 theory is associated with a mean absolute deviation of 0.32 kcal/mol from accurate atomization
energies of molecules whose wave functions are dominated by dynamical correlation).2 Nevertheless, it should be pointed out
that for H-bond interactions these theories yield even better performance due to a larger degree of systematic error cancelation
between reactants and products.6 W1-F12 theory combines explicitly-correlated F12 methods with extrapolation techniques
in order to approximate the CCSD(T) basis-set-limit energy.6 The computational protocol of the W1-F12 method has been
specified and rationalized in detail in 2. In brief, the Hartree-Fock component is extrapolated from the cc-pVDZ-F12 and
cc-pVTZ-F12 basis sets, which were specifically developed for explicitly correlated calculations,7 using the E(L) = Einf+A/Lα
two-point extrapolation formula with α = 5.00. The valence CCSD-F12 correlation energy is extrapolated from the same
basis sets, using the same two-point extrapolation formula but with α = 3.67. In all of the explicitly correlated coupled cluster
calculations the diagonal, fixed-amplitude 3C(FIX) ansatz8 and the CCSD-F12b approximation are employed.9, 10 The (T)
valence correlation energy is obtained in the same way as in the original W1 theory i.e., extrapolated from the A’VDZ and
A’VTZ basis sets using the above two-point extrapolation formula with α = 3.22 (where A’VnZ indicates the combination of
the standard correlation-consistent cc-pVnZ basis sets on H,11 the aug-cc-pVnZ basis sets on first-row elements,12 and the
aug-cc-pV(n+d)Z basis sets on second-row elements13). The CCSD inner-shell contribution is calculated with the core-valence
weighted correlation-consistent aug’-cc-pwCVTZ basis set of Peterson and Dunning, whilst the (T) inner-shell contribution is
calculated with the cc-pwCVTZ (no f) basis set (where cc-pwCVTZ (no f) indicates the cc-pwCVTZ basis set without the f
functions).14 The scalar relativistic contribution (in the second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess approximation)15, 16 is obtained as
the difference between non-relativistic CCSD(T)/A’VDZ and relativistic CCSD(T)/A’VDZ-DK calculations.17 The W1-F12
hydrogen-bond strengths were calculated using two sets of geometries. The first set consists of fully relaxed structures. These
structures were confirmed to be equilibrium structures via harmonic vibrational calculations (i.e. they have all real frequencies).
The second set of structures consists of partially constrained reference geometries. In these geometry optimizations the
H3Si – O – SiH3 angle was kept fixed at a value of α , while all other degrees of freedom were fully relaxed. The α angle was
scanned between 103◦ and 168◦. All the geometry optimizations were carried out at the B3LYP/A’VTZ level of theory,18, 19

using the Gaussian 09 program suite.20
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2 Tabulated values

Table S1. The hydrogen bond interaction energies (Ee and E0 referring to the energy at the minimum of the potential energy
surface and the zero-point corrected energy, respectively) of disiloxane···HOX and n-membered cyclic siloxane···HOX (X = H
and SiH3; n = 3, 4, 5) complexes (in kJ·mol−1) calculated from the W1-F12 thermochemical protocol in dependence of the
Si – O – Si angle

Ee E0
Si-O-Si angle /° X = H X = SiH3 X = H X = SiH3

103 17.33 23.06 11.13 18.48
104 17.26 23.00 11.08 18.44
105 17.21 22.94 11.05 18.41
106 17.15 22.88 11.00 18.37
107 17.09 22.81 10.96 18.32
108 17.03 22.74 10.92 18.28
109 16.96 22.67 10.87 18.23
110 16.89 22.59 10.82 18.17
111 16.83 22.52 10.77 18.12
112 16.76 22.44 10.72 18.04
113 16.69 22.35 10.67 17.96
114 16.62 22.26 10.62 17.88
115 16.55 22.18 10.57 17.81
116 16.46 22.09 10.51 17.73
117 16.38 21.98 10.44 17.65
118 16.29 21.88 10.37 17.57
119 16.20 21.78 10.30 17.48
120 16.11 21.68 10.24 17.39
121 16.02 21.57 10.17 17.30
122 15.93 21.46 10.10 17.20
123 15.84 21.35 10.02 17.11
124 15.75 21.23 9.94 17.02
125 15.65 21.11 9.87 16.92
126 15.55 20.99 9.79 16.81
127 15.44 20.87 9.70 16.69
128 15.29 20.71 9.53 16.53
129 15.16 20.58 9.36 16.39
130 15.01 20.46 9.32 16.46
131 14.89 20.31 9.33 16.29
132 14.79 20.15 9.19 16.13
133 14.68 20.04 9.14 16.04
134 14.55 19.87 9.02 15.89
135 14.41 19.69 8.89 15.73
136 14.27 19.51 8.75 15.56
137 14.12 19.32 8.62 15.38

Ee E0
Si-O-Si angle /° X = H X = SiH3 X = H X = SiH3

138 13.96 19.13 8.49 15.19
139 13.81 18.93 8.36 14.98
140 13.64 18.72 8.22 14.77
141 13.48 18.51 8.07 14.57
142 13.30 18.29 7.92 14.38
143 13.13 18.07 7.77 14.19
144 12.95 17.84 7.61 14.00
145 12.76 17.61 7.45 13.81
146 12.57 17.36 7.30 13.61
147 12.38 17.11 7.15 13.41
148 12.18 16.85 6.99 13.18
149 11.98 16.59 6.84 12.95
150 11.77 16.32 6.68 12.72
151 11.56 16.04 6.53 12.48
152 11.35 15.76 6.38 12.24
153 11.15 15.47 6.25 12.00
154 10.92 15.17 6.10 11.78
155 10.68 14.87 5.96 11.49
156 10.45 14.56 5.75 11.17
157 10.21 14.24 5.59 10.9
158 9.98 13.91 5.45 10.63
159 9.74 13.58 5.30 10.37
160 9.49 13.24 5.17 10.11
161 9.25 12.89 5.08 9.87
162 9.00 12.54 5.04 9.68
163 8.74 12.17 4.96 9.43
164 8.49 11.81 4.82 9.40
165 8.22 11.51 4.65 8.99
166 7.96 11.12 4.44 8.59
167 7.71 10.77 4.38 8.32
168 7.44 8.84 4.38 6.82

3-mem (80.5°) 22.00 – 15.80 –
4-mem (96.2°) 21.29 – 15.01 –

5-mem (116.1°) 18.78 – 12.78 –
freely optimized 13.63 18.90 7.85 14.59

disiloxane (141.2°) (138.9°) (141.2°) (138.9°)
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Table S2. The hybridization of the oxygen hybrid orbital of the Si – O bond and the spλ -type oxygen lone pair NBO,
λ = %p/%s, of the disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° LP(O), %s LP(O), %p BD(Si-O), %s BD(Si-O), %p
105 42.08 57.46 28.97 70.27
110 38.10 61.44 30.96 68.34
115 34.38 65.17 32.83 66.54
120 30.73 68.84 34.66 64.77
125 27.12 72.48 36.48 63.01
130 24.10 75.52 37.90 61.62
135 19.90 79.76 39.87 59.71
140 16.09 83.60 41.74 57.88
145 12.60 87.11 43.49 56.16
150 9.47 90.26 45.07 54.60
155 6.71 93.03 46.47 53.22
160 4.34 95.41 47.67 52.03
161 3.92 95.83 47.88 51.82
162 3.52 96.23 48.08 51.62
163 3.13 96.61 48.27 51.43
164 2.77 96.98 48.46 51.24
165 2.42 97.32 48.63 51.07
166 2.30 97.44 48.78 50.93
167 1.98 97.75 48.94 50.77
168 1.69 98.04 49.08 50.62
169 1.42 98.31 49.22 50.49
170 1.18 98.56 49.34 50.37
171 0.95 98.78 49.45 50.26
172 0.75 98.99 49.55 50.15
173 0.57 99.16 49.64 50.07
174 0.42 99.31 49.72 49.99
175 0.29 99.44 49.78 49.93
176 0.19 99.55 49.83 49.87
177 0.10 99.63 49.87 49.83
178 0.05 99.69 49.90 49.80
179 0.01 99.73 49.92 49.79
180 0.00 99.73 49.93 49.78

3-mem (80.8°) 44.99 54.47 27.53 71.49
4-mem (96.2°) 33.38 66.12 33.32 65.90
5-mem (116.4°) 25.29 73.99 37.25 61.99
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Table S3. The oxygen lone pair populations, N(LP(O)) (in e), and the summed delocalization energies ∑ E(2) (in kJ·mol−1),
which can be attributed to the LP(O)→ σ∗(Si – H) interactions in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° N(LP(O)), spλ N(LP(O)), p ∑E(2), spλ ∑E(2), p
105 1.94876 1.90334 17.11256 48.53440
110 1.94613 1.90488 18.91168 47.90680
115 1.94328 1.90633 20.66896 47.27920
120 1.94026 1.90764 22.38440 46.73528
125 1.93710 1.90880 25.52240 45.31272
130 1.93182 1.91046 26.98680 45.73112
135 1.92986 1.91024 29.20432 45.10352
140 1.92762 1.91060 32.00760 44.85248
145 1.92534 1.91122 34.22512 44.64328
150 1.92306 1.91208 36.23344 44.51776
155 1.92092 1.91303 38.11624 44.43408
160 1.91910 1.91389 39.62248 44.35040
161 1.91877 1.91406 39.91536 44.30856
162 1.91843 1.91424 40.33376 44.30856
163 1.91812 1.91441 40.62664 44.30856
164 1.91782 1.91457 41.00320 44.30856
165 1.91753 1.91473 41.42160 44.26672
166 1.91668 1.91553 42.38392 44.43408
167 1.91650 1.91559 42.67680 44.43408
168 1.91635 1.91560 42.88600 44.39224
169 1.91622 1.91567 43.13704 44.43408
170 1.91611 1.91570 43.34624 44.39224
171 1.91602 1.91573 43.51360 44.39224
172 1.91587 1.91577 43.72280 44.18304
173 1.91580 1.91578 44.30856 44.01568
174 1.91579 1.91574 44.35040 44.14120
175 1.91579 1.91570 44.26672 44.22488
176 1.91578 1.91566 44.26672 44.26672
177 1.91577 1.91565 44.26672 44.30856
178 1.91575 1.91566 44.26672 44.30856
179 1.91572 1.91562 44.26672 44.26672
180 1.91631 1.91534 43.97384 44.47592

3-mem (80.8°) 1.94876 1.90334 17.11256 48.53440
4-mem (96.2°) 1.97220 1.87698 4.10032 54.72672

5-mem (116.4°) 1.94892 1.89626 15.73184 48.28336
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Table S4. The electron density at the Si – O bond critical point, ρbcp(Si – O) (in e·Å−3), and the silicon-oxygen bond length,
r(Si – O), (in Å) of the disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si – O – Siangle /° ρbcp(Si – O) r(Si – O)
105 1.6835 0.8786
110 1.6746 0.8908
115 1.6676 0.8996
120 1.6616 0.9063
125 1.6564 0.9110
130 1.6520 0.9151
135 1.6477 0.9184
140 1.6437 0.9218
145 1.6402 0.9238
150 1.6371 0.9259
155 1.6345 0.9272
160 1.6323 0.9286
161 1.6319 0.9292
162 1.6315 0.9292
163 1.6312 0.9292
164 1.6308 0.9299
165 1.6305 0.9299
166 1.6302 0.9299

Si – O – Siangle /° ρbcp(Si – O) r(Si – O)
167 1.6300 0.9299
168 1.6296 0.9306
169 1.6295 0.9306
170 1.6293 0.9306
171 1.6292 0.9306
172 1.6288 0.9313
173 1.6287 0.9313
174 1.6286 0.9313
175 1.6285 0.9313
176 1.6283 0.9313
177 1.6283 0.9313
178 1.6282 0.9313
179 1.6282 0.9313
180 1.6296 0.9286

3-mem (80.8°) 0.857 1.6997
4-mem (96.2°) 0.8915 1.6805

5-mem (116.4°) 0.9077 1.6622

Table S5. The Laplacian of the electron density at the Si – O bond critical point, ∇2ρbcp(Si – O) (in e·Å−5), of the disiloxane
and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° ∇2ρbcp(Si – O)
105 17.1246
110 17.7632
115 18.2958
120 18.7753
125 19.2139
130 19.5995
135 19.9899
140 20.3562
145 20.6912
150 20.9900
155 21.2527
160 21.4768
161 21.5178
162 21.5563
163 21.5925
164 21.6262
165 21.6599
166 21.6889

Si-O-Si angle /° ∇2ρbcp(Si – O)
167 21.7202
168 21.7563
169 21.7684
170 21.7877
171 21.8045
172 21.8383
173 21.8527
174 21.8672
175 21.8792
176 21.8913
177 21.9009
178 21.9058
179 21.9082
180 21.7901

3-mem (80.8°) 16.7703
4-mem (96.2°) 17.5511

5-mem (116.4°) 18.8067
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Table S6. The source function of the oxygen basin to the electron density at the bond critical point of all three Si – H bonds of
the SiH3 group in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° %SF(O→Si-H bcp)
105 15.8442
110 15.9218
115 15.8953
120 15.8827
125 15.9079
130 15.9371
135 15.9908
140 16.0409

Si-O-Si angle /° %SF(O→Si-H bcp)
145 16.0889
150 16.1348
155 16.1757
160 16.2117
165 16.2341
170 16.2654
175 16.2783
180 16.2525

Table S7. The ELI-D oxygen lone pair and Si – O bond populations (in e) of the disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane
systems in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° N(LP(O)) N(Si-O)
105 4.6359 3.0722
110 4.5266 3.1841
115 4.4425 3.2674
120 4.3795 3.3325
125 4.3230 3.3910
130 4.2894 3.4267
135 4.2411 3.4786
140 4.2140 3.5102
145 4.1938 3.5306
150 4.2035 3.5215
155 4.2444 3.4847
160 4.3489 3.3837
161 4.3742 3.3568
162 4.4102 3.3205
163 4.4517 3.2791
164 4.5007 3.2290
165 4.5644 3.1665
166 4.2547 3.4781

Si-O-Si angle /° N(LP(O)) N(Si-O)
167 4.5647 3.1681
168 4.7476 2.9825
169 4.8827 2.8450
170 4.9942 2.7347
171 5.0768 2.6556
172 5.1554 2.5760
173 5.2181 2.5162
174 5.2657 2.4656
175 5.3101 2.4212
176 5.3540 2.3798
177 5.3791 2.3530
178 5.3956 2.3372
179 5.4032 2.3272
180 5.4275 2.3010

3-mem (80.8°) 2.9978 4.6045
4-mem (96.2°) 3.4298 4.2770

5-mem (116.4°) 3.4738 4.2477

Table S8. The Bader (qBader in e), Hirshfeld-I (qHI in e) and NPA charges (qNPA in e) of the silicon atom of the disiloxane
systems in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle.

Si-O-Si angle /° qBader qHI qNPA
105 2.8507 1.4080 1.1842
110 2.8548 1.4304 1.1989
115 2.8608 1.4496 1.2109
120 2.8645 1.4665 1.2213
125 2.8680 1.4812 1.2300
130 2.8699 1.4902 1.2350
135 2.8732 1.5041 1.2434
140 2.8770 1.5165 1.2503
145 2.8799 1.5275 1.2561
150 2.8820 1.5366 1.2609
155 2.8853 1.5443 1.2650
160 2.8869 1.5505 1.2683
161 2.8872 1.5516 1.2689
162 2.8877 1.5526 1.2694
163 2.8877 1.5536 1.2699
164 2.8887 1.5546 1.2704

Si-O-Si angle /° qBader qHI qNPA
165 2.8889 1.5555 1.2709
166 2.8889 1.5564 1.2712
167 2.8900 1.5573 1.2716
168 2.8892 1.5580 1.2720
169 2.8895 1.5587 1.2724
170 2.8902 1.5593 1.2727
171 2.8909 1.5599 1.2730
172 2.8912 1.5605 1.2733
173 2.8913 1.5609 1.2736
174 2.8913 1.5613 1.2738
175 2.8911 1.5616 1.2740
176 2.8912 1.5619 1.2741
177 2.8912 1.5621 1.2743
178 2.8917 1.5623 1.2744
179 2.8913 1.5623 1.2743
180 2.8908 1.5617 1.2742
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Table S9. The Bader (qBader in e), Hirshfeld-I (qHI in e) and NPA charges (qNPA in e) of the oxygen atom of the disiloxane
and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle.

Si-O-Si angle /° qBader qHI qNPA
105 -1.6404 -0.9518 -1.1945
110 -1.6464 -0.9735 -1.2055
115 -1.6507 -0.9934 -1.2144
120 -1.6551 -1.0145 -1.2221
125 -1.6591 -1.0341 -1.2288
130 -1.6623 -1.0484 -1.2324
135 -1.6673 -1.0663 -1.2390
140 -1.6720 -1.0837 -1.2451
145 -1.6766 -1.0996 -1.2507
150 -1.6807 -1.1130 -1.2557
155 -1.6846 -1.1237 -1.2602
160 -1.6879 -1.1322 -1.2640
161 -1.6885 -1.1337 -1.2647
162 -1.6891 -1.1351 -1.2653
163 -1.6897 -1.1365 -1.2659
164 -1.6902 -1.1379 -1.2665
165 -1.6907 -1.1392 -1.2671
166 -1.6907 -1.1403 -1.2676

Si-O-Si angle /° qBader qHI qNPA
167 -1.6916 -1.1414 -1.2681
168 -1.6921 -1.1424 -1.2685
169 -1.6924 -1.1434 -1.2690
170 -1.6928 -1.1443 -1.2694
171 -1.6931 -1.1451 -1.2698
172 -1.6937 -1.1459 -1.2701
173 -1.6937 -1.1466 -1.2704
174 -1.6940 -1.1472 -1.2706
175 -1.6942 -1.1478 -1.2709
176 -1.6943 -1.1482 -1.2710
177 -1.6943 -1.1486 -1.2712
178 -1.6945 -1.1489 -1.2713
179 -1.6946 -1.1492 -1.2713
180 -1.6942 -1.1488 -1.2713

3-mem (80.8°) -1.6464 -0.7894 -1.2101
4-mem (96.2°) -1.6443 -0.9878 -1.2308

5-mem (116.4°) -1.6513 -1.0305 -1.2451

Table S10. The Bader, Hirshfeld-I and NPA charges (∑qBader(H), ∑qHI(H) and ∑qNPA(H) in e) of the three hydrogen
atoms of one SiH3 group in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° ∑qBader(H) ∑qHI(H) ∑qNPA(H)
105 -2.0303 -0.9318 -0.5872
110 -2.0331 -0.9432 -0.5964
115 -2.0353 -0.9527 -0.6041
120 -2.0372 -0.9590 -0.6106
125 -2.0388 -0.9635 -0.6160
130 -2.0385 -0.9659 -0.6188
135 -2.0399 -0.9707 -0.6239
140 -2.0410 -0.9747 -0.6277

Si-O-Si angle /° ∑qBader(H) ∑qHI(H) ∑qNPA(H)
145 -2.0418 -0.9776 -0.6307
150 -2.0425 -0.9800 -0.6331
155 -2.0430 -0.9820 -0.6349
160 -2.0434 -0.9839 -0.6363
165 -2.0437 -0.9854 -0.6373
170 -2.0439 -0.9874 -0.6380
175 -2.0441 -0.9880 -0.6386
180 -2.0439 -0.9873 -0.6385
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Table S11. Different bond indices (Hirshfeld-I SEDI, Roby bond index, Bader’s delocalization index, NLMO/NPA bond
order and natural bond order) of the Si – O bonds of the disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems in dependence of
the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° Hirshfeld-I SEDI Roby bond index Delocalization index NLMO/NPA BO Natural BO
105 1.1116 1.3394 0.4392 0.3629 1.0171
110 1.1153 1.3592 0.4382 0.3584 1.0155
115 1.1183 1.3770 0.4348 0.3544 1.0167
120 1.1222 1.3927 0.4330 0.3508 1.0188
125 1.1264 1.4065 0.4308 0.3473 1.0206
130 1.1310 1.4207 0.4294 0.3468 1.0220
135 1.1338 1.4309 0.4269 0.3432 1.0235
140 1.1365 1.4396 0.4244 0.3404 1.0248
145 1.1389 1.4471 0.4221 0.3371 1.0259
150 1.1410 1.4534 0.4204 0.3343 1.0268
155 1.1427 1.4588 0.4185 0.3319 1.0276
160 1.1440 1.4632 0.4167 0.3298 1.0282
161 1.1443 1.4640 0.4164 0.3294 1.0283
162 1.1445 1.4647 0.4159 0.3291 1.0284
163 1.1447 1.4654 0.4159 0.3287 1.0285
164 1.1449 1.4660 0.4155 0.3284 1.0286
165 1.1451 1.4666 0.4151 0.3281 1.0287
166 1.1452 1.4673 0.4149 0.3285 1.0361
167 1.1454 1.4678 0.4149 0.3282 1.0363
168 1.1456 1.4683 0.4151 0.3276 1.0364
169 1.1456 1.4687 0.4148 0.3277 1.0368
170 1.1457 1.4691 0.4145 0.3275 1.0363
171 1.1457 1.4695 0.4139 0.3273 1.0363
172 1.1460 1.4698 0.4135 0.3266 1.0367
173 1.1461 1.4701 0.4134 0.3265 1.0365
174 1.1462 1.4703 0.4136 0.3268 1.0366
175 1.1462 1.4705 0.4137 0.3267 1.0366
176 1.1463 1.4707 0.4136 0.3266 1.0366
177 1.1464 1.4708 0.4134 0.3265 1.0374
178 1.1465 1.4709 0.4129 0.3264 1.0366
179 1.1465 1.4710 0.4135 0.3260 1.0368
180 1.1453 1.4708 0.4134 0.3264 1.0373

3-mem (80.8°) 1.2910 1.2978 0.5926 0.3593 1.0188
4-mem (96.2°) 1.0507 1.3692 0.4137 0.3444 1.0109
5-mem (116.4°) 1.0631 1.4111 0.4153 0.3382 1.0189
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Table S12. NBO bond ionicity of the Si – O bonds of the disiloxane and n-membered cyclic siloxane systems in dependence
of the Si – O – Si angle

Si – O – Si angle /° Bond ionicity
105 0.6890
110 0.6932
115 0.6968
120 0.7000
125 0.7030
130 0.7060
135 0.7094
140 0.7124
145 0.7152
150 0.7175
155 0.7198
160 0.7216
161 0.7220
162 0.7222
163 0.7226
164 0.7228
165 0.7232
166 0.7234

Si – O – Si angle /° Bond ionicity
167 0.7236
168 0.7238
169 0.7240
170 0.7242
171 0.7244
172 0.7246
173 0.7246
174 0.7248
175 0.7250
176 0.7250
177 0.7250
178 0.7252
179 0.7252
180 0.7250

3-mem (80.8°) 0.6894
4-mem (96.2°) 0.7046
5-mem (116.4°) 0.7124

Table S13. The total Roby bond index and the covalent and ionic Roby bond index of the Si – O bond of the disiloxane and
n-membered cyclic siloxane systems in dependence of the Si – O – Si angle

Si-O-Si angle /° covalent ionic total
105 0.9965 0.8985 1.3418
110 1.0062 0.9177 1.3618
115 1.0152 0.9344 1.3797
120 1.0234 0.9489 1.3956
125 1.0309 0.9614 1.4096
130 1.0413 0.9710 1.4238
135 1.0465 0.9805 1.4341
140 1.0511 0.9885 1.4429
145 1.0551 0.9952 1.4504
150 1.0587 1.0007 1.4568
155 1.0618 1.0053 1.4622
160 1.0644 1.0090 1.4666
165 1.0664 1.0115 1.4701
170 1.0679 1.0139 1.4725
175 1.0688 1.0151 1.4740
180 1.0690 1.0152 1.4742

3-mem (80.8°) 0.9413 0.8935 1.2978
4-mem (96.2°) 0.9831 0.9530 1.3692

5-mem (116.4°) 1.0237 0.9712 1.4111
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3 ELI-D of cyclic siloxanes

Figure S1. ELI-D iso surfaces (iso-value = 1.52) of the 3-, 4- and 5-membered cyclic siloxane systems.
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4 Natural bond orbital analysis of selected complexes

Figure S2. Interacting oxygen lone pair NBO of spλ -type and O – H anti-bonding NBO (BD∗(O – H)) which are related to the
O···H – O hydrogen bonding. The E2 values given inside the figure show that the hydrogen bond becomes weaker as the
Si – O – Si angle opens
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5 Total energy density at Si – O bcps

Figure S3. Total energy density of the disiloxane and cyclic siloxanes plotted against the Si – O – Si angle

6 Coordinates of the optimized structures

Table S14. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized H3SiOSiH3 molecule

x y z
O 0.00000 0.0000 0.29177
Si 0.00000 1.59778 -0.05113
H -1.20574 1.95087 -0.83499
H 0.00000 2.35345 1.21875
H 1.20574 1.95087 -0.83499
Si 0.00000 -1.59778 -0.05113
H 1.20574 -1.95087 -0.83499
H 0.00000 -2.35345 1.21875
H -1.20574 -1.95087 -0.83499

Table S15. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized H3SiOSiH3···HOH complex

x y z
O 0.13781 0.18219 0.00000
Si 0.13781 0.73073 1.55827
H -1.24429 1.03214 1.98718
H 0.71281 -0.32742 2.41104
H 0.95990 1.95871 1.65031
Si 0.13781 0.73073 -1.55827
H 0.95990 1.95871 -1.65031
H 0.71281 -0.32742 -2.41104
H -1.24429 1.03214 -1.98718
H -0.30697 -1.86797 0.00000
O -0.69519 -2.75228 0.00000
H 0.05042 -3.35879 0.00000
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Table S16. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the freely optimized H3SiOSiH3···HOSiH3 complex
x y z

O 0.24963 -1.08361 0.00000
Si 0.35741 -1.65426 1.55100
H 1.76351 -1.98367 1.86883
H -0.13441 -0.59380 2.44977
H -0.47428 -2.87061 1.68847
Si 0.35741 -1.65426 -1.55100
H -0.47428 -2.87061 -1.68847
H -0.13441 -0.59380 -2.44977
H 1.76351 -1.98367 -1.86883
H 0.23549 0.92622 0.00000
O 0.35741 1.88364 0.00000
Si -0.95475 2.87767 0.00000
H -1.80608 2.67205 1.19859
H -0.43013 4.25760 0.00000
H -1.80608 2.67205 -1.19859

Table S17. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized 3-membered cyclic siloxane
molecule

x y z
O 0.00000 0.00000 1.04343
Si 0.00000 1.10139 -0.25120
Si 0.00000 -1.10139 -0.25120
H 1.21272 1.94304 -0.32847
H -1.21272 1.94304 -0.32847
H 1.21272 -1.94304 -0.32847
H -1.21272 -1.94304 -0.32847

Table S18. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized 3-membered cyclic
siloxane···HOH complex

x y z
O 0.21305 0.25515 0.00000
Si -0.06359 -1.01820 1.10286
Si -0.06359 -1.01820 -1.10286
H 0.08596 2.18032 0.00000
O -0.06359 3.13899 0.00000
H 0.81281 3.53248 0.00000
H 1.11069 -1.34304 1.93765
H -1.26765 -0.83513 1.93700
H 1.11069 -1.34304 -1.93765
H -1.26765 -0.83513 -1.93700

Table S19. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized 4-membered cyclic siloxane
molecule

x y z
O -0.00006 -1.18849 0.00000
Si -0.00004 -0.06662 1.25119
Si -0.00004 -0.06662 -1.25119
C -0.00004 1.35717 0.00000
H 1.20599 -0.18652 -2.10034
H -1.20548 -0.18661 -2.10116
H 1.20599 -0.18652 2.10034
H -1.20548 -0.18661 2.10116
H 0.88701 1.98760 0.00000
H -0.88607 1.98896 0.00000

Table S20. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized 4-membered cyclic
siloxane···HOH complex

x y z
O 0.08031 0.50240 0.00000
Si 0.08031 -0.62579 1.25761
Si 0.08031 -0.62579 -1.25761
H -0.25951 2.41523 0.00000
O -0.50385 3.35380 0.00000
C 0.09337 -2.04006 0.00000
H -1.13087 -0.50659 -2.09548
H 1.28619 -0.49057 -2.10240
H -1.13087 -0.50659 2.09548
H 1.28619 -0.49057 2.10240
H 0.32849 3.83351 0.00000
H -0.78668 -2.67990 0.00000
H 0.98650 -2.66167 0.00000
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Table S21. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized 5-membered cyclic siloxane
molecule

x y z
O 0.00000 0.00000 1.26380
Si 0.00000 1.41232 0.38736
Si 0.00000 -1.41232 0.38736
C 0.26501 0.73352 -1.36213
C -0.26501 -0.73352 -1.36213
H 1.33751 0.74064 -1.57213
H -0.20851 1.33448 -2.13964
H 0.20851 -1.33448 -2.13964
H -1.33751 -0.74064 -1.57213
H 1.29719 -2.11123 0.55197
H -1.08212 -2.30757 0.85441
H 1.08212 2.30757 0.85441
H -1.29719 2.11123 0.55197

Table S22. Atomic coordinates (in Å) of the
freely optimized 5-membered cyclic
siloxane···HOH complex

x y z
O 0.63693 -0.01347 -0.08400
Si -0.26669 -1.42068 -0.09285
Si -0.22563 1.41461 0.03190
H 2.62065 -0.02340 0.03923
O 3.58081 -0.01759 0.16544
C -1.98089 -0.72304 0.30031
C -1.98823 0.76040 -0.17955
H -2.12662 -0.76463 1.38252
H -2.79456 -1.29607 -0.14607
H -2.73610 1.35223 0.34968
H -2.24641 0.80693 -1.24039
H 0.01613 2.03747 1.35282
H 0.20744 2.34723 -1.03101
H 0.25483 -2.36315 0.91882
H -0.18250 -2.05010 -1.43144
H 3.95250 0.06280 -0.71694
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1 Additional crystallographic information

Figure S1. Geometry obtained from the multipole refinement (the corresponding bond lengths are listed in Table S1). The
displacement parameters are visualized at 50% probability.

Table S1. N – O bond lengths and O – N – O angles of the KNO3 crystal structure obtained from the refinements based on the
IAM, MM and HAR

IAM MM HAR
r(N – O1) /Å 1.2546(2) 1.2551(3) 1.2524(4)
r(N – O2) /Å 1.2543(3) 1.2523(8) 1.2500(6)
θ (O1 – N – O2) /◦ 120.03(2) 120.12(2) 120.07(2)
θ (O2 – N – O2) /◦ 119.93(3) 119.74(4) 119.84(3)
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Figure S2. Plots of the probability density functiton (pdf): Total pdf including 2nd, 3rd and 4th order (left), and pdf including
only 3rd order for N and O atoms, or 3rd and 4th order for K atoms (right) for the MM (top row) and HAR (bottom row).
Different asymmetric units are shown for the MM and HAR.

Figure S3. Fo/Fc (top row) and fractal dimension plots (bottom row) of the MM and XWR of KNO3
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Figure S4. The KNO3 formula unit and the crystallographic mirror plane (light blue) used to generate it from the asymmetric
unit atoms. The light green lines correspond to 2-fold screw axes.
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2 Atomic charges

Table S2. Bader charges (in e) for NO3
– , HNO3, FNO3 and KNO3 (from XWR and MM)

N O1 O2 O3 F/H/K
NO3

– 0.846 -0.615 -0.615 -0.615 –
HNO3 0.890 -0.391 -0.435 -0.678 0.613
FNO3 0.919 -0.373 -0.358 -0.037 -0.149
KNO3 (MM) 0.605 -0.287 -0.288 – 0.224
KNO3 (XWR) 0.892 -0.489 -0.677 – 0.951

Table S3. NPA charges (in e) for NO3
– , HNO3, FNO3 and KNO3 (from XWR)

N O1 O2 O3 H/F/K
NO3

– 0.687 -0.562 -0.562 -0.562 –
HNO3 0.709 -0.307 -0.365 -0.522 0.484
FNO3 0.699 -0.281 -0.263 -0.046 -0.109
KNO3 (XWR) 0.675 -0.431 -0.612 – 0.979

3 Natural bond orbitals

Table S4. Delocalization energies from the second order perturbation theory (E2 energies; in kcal/mol) of the most significant
interactions in NO3

– , HNO3 and FNO3. The E2 energies correspond to the sum of the same type of interactions. The analysis
is not applicable to the XWR of KNO3.

NO3
– HNO3 FNO3

Donor Acceptor O1 O2 O3 O1 O2 O3 O1 O2 O3
LP2(O) BD*(N-O) 33.4 33.4 33.4 57.7 54.0 – 74.4 66.4 –
LP3(O) LV(N) 731.7 731.7 731.7 742.4 763.3 800.7 1069.4 975.8 338.5

Table S5. Population (N in e), polarization coefficients of N and O (c(N) and c(O), respectively) and the composition (%s and
%p) of the N – O NBOs in NO3

– , HNO3, FNO3 and KNO3

N c(O) %s(O) %p(O) c(N) %s(N) %p(N)
NO3

– N-O1 1.9975 50.2 21.2 78.3 49.8 33.3 66.6
N-O2 1.9975 50.2 21.2 78.3 49.8 33.3 66.6
N-O3 1.9975 50.2 21.2 78.3 49.8 33.3 66.6

HNO3 N-O1 1.9962 50.5 24.4 75.0 49.5 37.7 62.1
N-O2 1.9964 50.3 23.2 76.3 49.7 37.1 62.8
N-O3 1.9933 53.2 16.0 83.7 46.8 25.1 74.8

FNO3 N-O1 1.9870 51.1 24.7 74.6 48.9 39.3 60.6
N-O2 1.9950 51.3 25.5 73.9 48.7 39.4 60.5
N-O3 1.9570 54.7 11.4 88.2 45.3 21.5 78.3

KNO3 (XCW) N-O1 1.9964 49.0 20.4 79.1 51.0 34.0 65.84
N-O2 1.9976 50.5 21.6 77.9 49.5 32.9 66.9
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4 Coordinates of geometry optimized structures

Table S6. Atomic coordinates of the optimized geometry of NO3
– (in Å)

x y z
N 0.00000 0.000000 -0.000159
O1 0.00000 1.258092 0.000046
O2 1.08954 -0.629046 0.000046
O3 -1.08954 -0.629046 0.000046

Table S7. Atomic coordinates of the optimized geometry of HNO3 (in Å)

x y z
N 0.152139 0.031663 0.000141
O1 1.017828 -0.788058 -0.000059
O2 0.216098 1.237747 -0.000036
O3 -1.152162 -0.511996 -0.000003
H -1.719087 0.276816 -0.000212

Table S8. Atomic coordinates of the optimized geometry of HNO3 (in Å)

N 0.750672 -0.106053 -0.025906
O1 1.766202 -0.079431 0.602294
O2 0.071812 -0.961155 -0.490280
O3 0.296128 1.320257 -0.233133
F -0.899559 1.276323 -0.972875
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Supporting Information –
Revisiting a historic concept using quantum
crystallography: Are the phosphate, sulfate and
perchlorate anions hypervalent?
Malte Fugela, Lorraine A. Malaspinaa, Rumpa Palb, Sajesh P. Thomasc, Ming W. Shic,
Mark A. Spackmanc, Kunihisa Sugimotod, and Simon Grabowskya,*

aUniversity of Bremen, Department 2 - Chemistry/Biology, Institute of Inorganic Chemistry and Crystallography,
Leobener Str. 3 and 7, 28359 Bremen, Germany
bUniversity of Tsukuba, Division of Physics, Faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences, 1-1-1,Tennodai, Tsukuba,
Ibaraki, 305-8571, Japan
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1 Crystallographic information and measurement details

Table S1 gives a selection of crystallographic information and measurement details of struvite (MgNH4PO4), lithium sulfate
(Li2SO4 ·H2O) and potassium perchlorate (KClO4) measured at the home source (Bruker D8 Venture fitted with a micro-focus
Moκα radiation source and a Photon 100 detector) and at the synchrotron SPring-8 (beamline BL0B1 fitted with a curved image
plate and open-flow He gas cooling system) in Hyogo, Japan. Only for the best data sets, an X-ray wavefunction refinement
(XWR) was performed. For struvite, the synchrotron measurement yielded the highest quality data set, since the crystals did
not scatter far at the home diffractometer set up. However, for Li2SO4 ·H2O and KClO4 the home source gave superior data
sets compared to the synchrotron measurements, because the sulfate crystal measured at SPring8 turned out to be twinned and
the KClO4 crystal underwent radiation damage, two problems which did not occur at the home measurement. Table 1 in the
main text gives the refinement statistics after XWR. Crystallographic information files (CIFs) for the three XWRs have been
deposited with the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) together with structure factor magnitudes under deposition
numbers CSD-1861368–1861370. In addition, CIFs for the three inferior measurements after IAM refinement listed in Table S1
are available as supporting information with the journal.
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Table S1. Crystallographic and measurement details from the synchrotron SPring-8 and the home source (Bruker D8 Venture)
of struvite (MgNH4PO4 ·6H2O), Li2SO4 ·H2O and KClO4

Phosphate Sulfate Perchlorate
X-ray source home SPring-8 home SPring-8 home SPring-8
Space group Pmn21 P21 Pmna
Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic Orthorhombic
a /Å 6.9495(3) 6.9648(14) 5.4535(2) 5.4526(11) 8.7504(2) 8.7322(18)
b /Å 6.1113(3) 6.1122(12) 4.8390(2) 4.8346(10) 5.60990(10) 5.5999(11)
c /Å 11.1895(4) 11.198(2) 8.1481(3) 8.1430(16) 7.1947(2) 7.1833(14)
β /◦ 90 107.196(1) 107.20(3) 90
Volume /Å3 475.22(4) 476.70(16) 205.412(14) 205.06(7) 353.180(14) 351.26(12)
Wavelength /Å 0.71073 0.35463(5) 0.71073 0.35463(5) 0.71073 0.35463(5)
Tmeas /K 100(1) 20(1) 100(1) 20(1) 100(1) 20(1)
crystal size /mm3 0.07x0.09x0.12 0.14x0.08x0.07 0.13x0.16x0.28 0.14x0.11x0.09 0.15x0.12x0.23 0.09x0.11x0.10
sin(θ)/λ /Å−1 0.83 1.53 1.32 1.24 1.34 1.38
Rint 0.0269 0.0338 0.0252 0.0394 0.0365 0.0353
Redundancy 12.6 22.4 7.6 11.6 13.4 5.6
Compl. /% 99.9 100 99.6 100 99.9 96.2
Nmeas 32323 106113 59047 75948 49960 22397
Nuniq 2454 5912 7806 6558 3737 3974
Nobs (F2 >2σ ) 2418 5653 7721 6521 3570 3606
CSD no. N.A. 1861370 1861369 N.A. 1861368 N.A.

Table S2. Refinement statistics of the best crystal structures after the independent atom model (IAM) and X-ray wavefunction
refinement (XWR) of struvite (MgNH4PO4 ·6H2O), Li2SO4 ·H2O and KClO4

Phosphate Sulfate Perchlorate
X-ray source SPring-8 home home

after IAM
R1 0.0189 0.0100 0.0192
wR2 0.0509 0.0305 0.0566
GooF 1.04 1.12 1.14
ρmin/max /eÅ−3 -0.53/0.90 -0.58/0.33 -0.77/0.87

after XWR
R1 0.0156 0.0070 0.0155
wR2 0.0178 0.0146 0.0325
GooF 3.50 1.07 2.21
ρmin/max /eÅ−3 -0.23/0.25 -0.31/0.22 -0.40/0.21
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2 Residual density

Figure S1. Residual density maps after XWR of the phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions plotted with XDGraph[1]
(contour intervals = +/-0.05 e·Å−3)

Figure S2. Meindl-Henn plots obtained from jnk2rda[2] of the unit cell residual density of struvite (MgNH4PO4 ·6H2O),
Li2SO4 ·H2O and KClO4 from XWR
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Figure S3. 3D residual density maps of MgNH4PO4 ·6H2O (iso-value of 0.15 eÅ−3), Li2SO4 ·H2O (iso-value of 0.15 eÅ−3)
and KClO4 (iso-value of 0.20 eÅ−3) plotted with Olex2[3]
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3 DRK plots

Figure S4. DRK plots of struvite, Li2SO4 ·H2O and KClO4 obtained from and plotted with DRK-Plot implemented in
WinGX[4]
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4 Probability Density Function

To check whether the anharmonic refinement of the sulfur atom in Li2SO4 ·H2O is physically meaningful, probability density
function (pdf) plots were generated (Fig. S5). A physically meaningful total pdf plot only contains positive regions. The plot in
Figure S5 a) only contains small negative pdf regions, however, they are not significant and outside the core region of the sulfur
atom.

Figure S5. PDF plot of the sulfur atom of Li2SO4 ·H2O after HAR at 50% probability; a) 2nd, 3rd and 4th order, b) only 3rd
and 4th order, c) only 3rd order, d) only 4th order (plotted with MolecoolQT)[5]

5 Intermolecular interactions

As mentioned in the main text, the PO4
3 – , SO4

2 – and ClO4
– units are involved in a variety of intermolecular interactions in

the respective crystal structures. Figure S6 depicts the closest contacts corresponding to either hydrogen bonds or ion-dipole
complexes. All oxygen atoms of the PO4

3 – unit in struvite are involved in a variety of strong hydrogen bonds. Oxygen atom
O1 forms three hydrogen bonds to neighboring water molecules, while oxygen atoms O2 and O3 form two hydrogen bonds.
One of the hydrogen bonds involving oxygen atom O3 is of N – H···O type, while the other ones are of O – H···O type. Figure
S7 shows Hirshfeld surface fingerprint plots which reveal the interactions of the PO4

3 – , SO4
2 – and ClO4

– units.[6] The sharp
tip in the plot for PO4

3 – is related to strong hydrogen bonding. The absence of a second tip indicates that there are no further
significant interactions. For the SO4

2 – unit in Li2SO4 ·H2O, the Hirshfeld surface fingerprint plots shows two tips which can
be related to the presence of ion-dipole interactions and hydrogen bonding. Figure S6 shows that each oxygen atom of the
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SO4
2 – unit has two interaction partners: Oxygen atoms O1, O2 and O3 interact with two neighboring lithium atoms, while

oxygen atom O4 interacts with one lithium atom and forms one hydrogen bond. The only interaction involving the ClO4
– unit

in KClO4 is the ion-dipole interaction between K and O (compare with the single tip in the Hirshfeld fingerprint plot, Figure
S7). With respect to the distances, the K – O interactions are significantly weaker than the Li – O or H···O interactions in the
other two compounds.

Figure S6. Ion-dipole interactions and hydrogen bonds involving the oxygen atoms of the PO4
3 – , SO4

2 – and ClO4
– units

plotted with Olex2[3]; the distances between the interacting atoms are given inside the figure (unit in Å)
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Figure S7. Hirshfeld fingerprint plots indicating the intermolecular interactions involving the PO4
3 – , SO4

2 – and ClO4
– units

(calculated and plotted with CrystalExplorer[7])

6 Periodic boundary calculations

Table S3. Comparison of the charges of X (in e) from isolated-molecule optimizations, periodic boundary calculations and
XWR.

P S Cl

charge of X
isolated 3.73 3.91 2.46
periodic 3.75 4.10 2.60
XWR 4.07 4.48 3.60

valency of X
isolated 2.54 4.18 9.08
periodic 2.50 3.80 8.80
XWR 1.86 3.04 6.80

In the main text, it was found that the charges of the phosphorus, sulfur and chlorine atoms are more positive in XWR
compared to the isolated molecule calculations. It was argued that this is caused by the crystal environment favoring a more
ionic bonding situation. Consequently, the valency of the central atom is decreased as a consequence of the more ionic bonding
situation. In order to validate the effect of the crystal environment, periodic boundary calculations using the Crystal14 software
package (level of theory: B3LYP/pop-TZVP) were performed on the crystal geometries after HAR,[8] and a determination
of the Bader charge was carried out with TOPOND.[9] Table S3 compares the periodic charges to the charges discussed in
the paper. The periodic charges are, in fact, significantly more positive than those obtained from the gas phase optimization.
However, they are less positive than the charges obtained from an XWR. It should be noted, though, that XWR and periodic
charges refer to the same experimental geometry, whereas in the isolated state, the anions were optimized. The XWR charge of
chlorine shows the highest deviation to the periodic charge.
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7 Natural bond orbitals

Table S4. Compositions of the oxygen lone pair natural bond orbitals of PO4
3 – , SO4

2 – and ClO4
– from theory and XWR

Theory XWR
O1 O2 O3 O4

%s %p %s %p %s %p %s %p %s %p
Phosphate 66.72 33.26 63.51(22) 36.42(24) 59.31(94) 40.62(94) 60.96(170) 38.94(172) – –

0.00 99.84 0.01(1) 99.84(1) 0.00(1) 99.84(2) 0.00(1) 99.84(1) – –
0.00 99.84 0.06(4) 99.76(4) 6.24(94) 93.59(94) 4.84(128) 94.96(122) – –

Sulfate 75.11 24.87 71.92(10) 28.03(10) 70.33(20) 29.63(18) 72.55(18) 27.39(18) 72.02(26) 27.95(26)
0.00 99.74 0.00(1) 99.78(2) 0.43(4) 99.37(2) 0.03(1) 99.72(1) 0.00(1) 99.70(1)
0.00 99.75 0.14(4) 99.48(6) 0.01(1) 99.74(2) 0.01(1) 99.62(1) 0.01(1) 99.67(2)

Perchlorate 83.41 16.58 80.05(88) 19.93(86) 83.07(32) 16.90(32) 82.53(28) 17.44(30) – –
0.00 99.69 0.00(1) 99.60(1) 0.01(2) 99.57(4) 0.08(1) 99.44(4) – –
0.00 99.68 0.06(4) 99.61(2) 0.00(1) 99.67(2) 0.00(1) 99.56(1) – –

Figure S8. Interacting NBOs and the respective interaction energies (E2 in kJ·mol−1) plotted with ChemCraft[10]

8 Electron localizability indicator (ELI-D)

The electron localizability indicator (ELI-D) yields basins which may be related to atomic shells, lone pairs and bonds.
Localization domains associated with the ELI-D basins are revealed by plotting iso-surfaces of the ELI-D at appropriate
iso-values. Figure S9 shows ELI-D iso-surfaces of the phosphate, sulfate and perchlorate anions of the theoretical calculations
and the XWR. The topological analysis of the theoretically obtained ELI-D gives one X – O bond basin for each of the four
X – O bonds and three oxygen lone pair basins for each of the four oxygen atoms. The localization domains of the oxygen
lone pair basins are arranged circularly around the oxygen atoms, which is a common feature indicating the presence of three
oxygen lone pairs.[12] Equivalent to the theoretical ELI-D, a corresponding analysis of the ELI-D obtained from the XWR
gives one X – O bond basin for each of the four X – O bonds. However, the number of oxygen lone pair basins deviates between
theory and XWR. It needs to be stated that the number of oxygen lone pair basins cannot be related to the number of lone pairs
in a Lewis structure, but rather to the site symmetry of the corresponding atom.[12] Since the oxygen atoms of the isolated
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Figure S9. Iso-surfaces of the ELI-D showing localization domains of the X-O bonds, oxygen lone pairs and atomic shells
(regions of different iso-values are separated by a red line); the electron populations of the X-O bonding basins and the oxygen
lone pairs are given inside the figure; pictures generated with VMD.[11]

anions are located in a three-fold site symmetry, three oxygen lone pairs are dictated by symmetry. In the experimental systems,
the counter cations and water molecules perturb the Td symmetry of the anions and, therefore, the three-fold site symmetry of
the oxygen atoms. The localization domains of the oxygen lone pairs obtained from XWR are still arranged circularly around
the oxygen atoms, but only in few cases three separated localization domains are obtained.

The electron populations of the oxygen lone pair and X – O bond basins are given inside Figure S9. The oxygen lone pair
populations from theory slightly exceed a value of six in all anions. This is also the case for the populations from XWR, with
the exception of O1 in the PO4

3 – unit of struvite and O2 in the ClO4
– unit of KClO4. The electron populations of lone pair

basins are often somewhat larger than the anticipated values, because they absorb some of the electron density of neighboring
bonds.[12] The oxygen lone pair populations of N ≈ 6, may be related to the presence of three oxygen lone pairs. As opposed
to the populations of the oxygen lone pair NBOs, no conclusions concerning the presence of negative hyperconjugation may
be drawn. The theoretical electron population of the X-O bond basins is lowest in the phosphate anion and highest in the
perchlorate anion, however, it never exceeds a value of two. Consequently, all X – O bonds are ”less” than single bonds and
therefore indicate that the hypervalent Lewis structures 1a, 2a and 3a are not significant. The X-O bond basin populations from
XWR are also lower than two, but the populations in all anions are significantly larger and a clear trend is not discernible.
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9 Coordinates of optimized structures

Table S5. Coordinates of PO4
3 – (units in Å) at

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

No. Type x y z
1 P -0.005405 -0.513514 0.000000
2 O 0.525929 0.237887 -1.301477
3 O -1.599382 -0.513494 0.000000
4 O 0.52593 0.237888 1.301476
5 O 0.525902 -2.016336 0.000000

Table S6. Coordinates of PO4
3 – (units in Å) at

CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ

No. Type x y z
1 P -0.005405 -0.513514 0.000000
2 O 0.523250 0.234098 -1.294913
3 O -1.591344 -0.513494 0.000000
4 O 0.523250 0.234099 1.294913
5 O 0.523222 -2.008757 0.000000

Table S7. Coordinates of SO4
2 – (units in Å) at

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

No. Type x y z
1 S 0.621622 0.113513 0.000000
2 O 1.127110 0.828363 1.238167
3 O 1.127084 -1.316205 0.000000
4 O -0.894817 0.113532 0.000000
5 O 1.127110 0.828363 -1.238167

Table S8. Coordinates of SO4
2 – (units in Å) at

CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ

No. Type x y z
1 S 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 O 0.867966 0.867966 0.867966
3 O -0.867966 -0.867966 0.867966
4 O -0.867966 0.867966 -0.867966
5 O 0.867966 -0.867966 -0.867966

Table S9. Coordinates of ClO4
– (units in Å) at

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

No. Type x y z
1 Cl 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 O 0.854015 0.854015 0.854015
3 O -0.854015 -0.854015 0.854015
4 O -0.854015 0.854015 -0.854015
5 O 0.854015 -0.854015 -0.854015

Table S10. Coordinates of ClO4
– (units in Å) at

CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ

No. Type x y z
1 Cl 0.329730 0.070270 0.000000
2 O 0.816362 0.758454 1.191981
3 O 0.816337 -1.306117 0.000000
4 O -1.130142 0.070288 0.000000
5 O 0.816362 0.758454 -1.191981

10 Method and basis set dependencies

The geometry optimizations were performed at a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. The method was chosen because it
accounts for electron correlation. The diffuse functions of the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set are required for anions such as PO4

3 – ,
SO4

2 – and ClO4
– . However, the XWR was performed at a different level of theory, namely RHF/def2-TZVP. As opposed to

B3LYP, RHF does not account for electron correlation, however, the XWR retrieves this effect from experiment. So, ultimately,
the XWR wavefunction does include electron correlation. The aug-cc-pVTZ and def2-TZVP basis sets are quite similar,
however, a HAR does not converge using the former because of the diffuse functions. Of course, one may question whether the
properties are greatly influenced by the choice of different methods. Therefore, we compare a selection of properties obtained
from:

1. geometry optimization at a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory (as found in the main paper)

2. XWR at a RHF/def2-TZVP level of theory (as found in the main paper)

3. single point calculation at the RHF/def2-TZVP level of theory on the formula unit of the three crystal structures

4. single point calculation at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory on the formula unit of the three crystal structures

5. single point calculation on the theoretical geometry at a B3LYP/def2-TZVP basis set
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Point 3 serves as an indicator of the effect of the fitting to the RHF wavefunction, and point 4 reveals to what extent electron
correlation is retrieved in comparison to the application of B3LYP. Point 5 reveals the basis set dependency of aug-cc-pVTZ
versus def2-TZVP.

Table S11. NBO populations (unit in e) of sulfate obtained from different levels of theory

LPspλ (O) LPpO σ∗(X-O)
N(LP1) N(LP2) N(LP3) N

O1 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.98 1.88 1.88 0.20
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.91 1.88 0.17
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.89 1.88 0.15
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.89 1.88 0.20
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.99 1.87 1.87 0.20

O2 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.98 1.88 1.88 0.20
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.91 1.90 0.18
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.97 1.91 1.90 0.17
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.97 1.91 1.90 0.22
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.99 1.87 1.87 0.20

O3 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.98 1.88 1.88 0.20
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.89 1.88 0.16
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.88 1.88 0.15
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.88 1.87 0.19
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.99 1.87 1.87 0.20

O4 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.98 1.88 1.88 0.20
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.88 1.87 0.18
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.92 1.91 0.18
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 1.91 1.91 0.22
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.99 1.87 1.87 0.20

Table S12. Comparison of NRT weights (in %) of the S2+O4
4 – Lewis structure of sulfate from different levels of theory

opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 57.1
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 62.0
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 63.9
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 53.8
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 56.3

Generally, it shows that the results from XWR (RHF/def2-TZVP) and the single point calculation on the experimental
geometry at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory are very close to each other. On the other hand, the (RHF/def2-TZVP)
XWR and a single point calculation at a RHF/def2-TZVP level of theory show larger discrepancies. This shows that electron
correlation plays a large role and the XWR can retrieve this effect from experiment, while also incorporating other effects. A
comparison between the optimized geometry at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory and the single point calculation at the
same geometry at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory shows that the basis set only has a minor influence on the properties.
The largest deviations are obtained for the Laplacian of the electron density and the total energy density at the bond critical
points, however, they do not change any of the obtained conclusions.
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Table S13. QTAIM properties (ρbcp in eÅ−3, ∇2ρbcp in eÅ−5 and Hbcp in Hartree) of sulfate obtained from different levels of
theory

ρbcp ∇2ρbcp Hbcp

S – O1 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.87 7.2 -0.38
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.99 16.8 -0.36
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 2.02 16.6 -0.37
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.99 12.3 -0.36
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.86 5.4 -0.34

S – O2 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.87 7.2 -0.38
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.99 17.1 -0.36
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.97 17.9 -0.35
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.95 13.3 -0.35
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.86 5.4 -0.34

S – O3 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.87 7.2 -0.38
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 2.00 16.7 -0.36
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 2.04 15.7 -0.38
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 2.00 11.7 -0.37
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.86 5.4 -0.34

S – O4 opt. (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ), theo. geom 1.87 7.2 -0.38
XWR (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.92 28.6 -0.31
s.p. (HF/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.98 22.5 -0.34
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), exp. geom. 1.96 17.8 -0.34
s.p. (B3LYP/def2-TZVP), theo. geom. 1.86 5.4 -0.34
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1 Potential energy surface

Table S1. Relative energies (in kJ·mol−1) along
the reaction coordinate of the silicon system
(ClSiH3 + Cl– ) calculated at the
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory with
dispersion correction (GD3BJ).

r(Si – Clleave) /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

2.37 -104.3
2.45 -103.8
2.55 -101.3
2.65 -97.7
2.75 -93.4
2.85 -89.0
2.95 -84.4
3.05 -79.7
3.15 -75.0
3.25 -70.5
3.35 -66.1
3.45 -61.8
3.55 -57.8
3.65 -53.9
3.75 -50.3
3.85 -46.9
3.95 -43.7
4.10 -39.3
4.25 -35.5
4.40 -32.0
4.60 -28.2
4.80 -24.9

Table S2. Relative energies (in kJ·mol−1) along
the reaction coordinate of the silicon system
(ClCH3 + Cl– ) calculated at the
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory with
dispersion correction (GD3BJ).

r(C – Clleave) /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

2.35 -12.0
2.40 -12.5
2.46 -15.5
2.56 -22.7
2.66 -29.9
2.76 -36.0
2.86 -40.3
2.96 -43.0
3.06 -44.3
3.13 -44.7
3.16 -44.7
3.26 -44.3
3.36 -43.3
3.46 -42.0
3.56 -40.5
3.66 -38.8
3.76 -37.1
3.86 -35.4
3.96 -33.7
4.06 -32.0
4.16 -30.4
4.26 -28.9
4.36 -27.5
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2 Geometry

Table S3. Coordinates at the transition state of
the carbon system.

Atom no. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Cl -0.000069 0.000000 0.000000
2 H 0.534204 0.925415 0.000000
3 H 0.534204 -0.925415 0.000000
4 H -1.068634 0.000000 0.000000
5 Cl 0.000146 0.000000 -2.352452
6 Cl 0.000146 0.000000 2.352452

Table S4. Coordinates at the reaction complex of
the carbon system.

Atom no. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Cl -0.000471 0.000000 0.676046
2 H 0.513350 0.890329 0.344815
3 H 0.513350 -0.890329 0.344815
4 H -1.029010 0.000000 0.346603
5 Cl 0.001503 0.000000 -2.452048
6 Cl 0.001279 0.000000 2.528075

Table S5. Coordinates at the transition complex of the silicon system.

Atom no. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si -0.000284 0.000000 0.000000
2 H 0.735889 1.275589 0.000000
3 H 0.735889 -1.275589 0.000000
4 H -1.473171 0.000000 0.000000
5 Cl 0.000839 0.000000 -2.372625
6 Cl 0.000839 0.000000 2.372625

Table S6. The C – Cl distances along the reaction
coordinate.

fixed optimized
r(C – Clleave) /Å r(C – Clin) /Å

2.35 2.352
2.40 2.219
2.46 2.112
2.56 2.002
2.66 1.945
2.76 1.911
2.86 1.887
2.96 1.871
3.06 1.859
3.13 1.852
3.16 1.850
3.26 1.843
3.36 1.837
3.46 1.834
3.56 1.831
3.66 1.828
3.76 1.826
3.86 1.824
3.96 1.823
4.06 1.821
4.16 1.820
4.26 1.819
4.36 1.818

Table S7. The Si – Cl distances along the reaction
coordinate.

fixed optimized
r(Si – Clleave) /Å r(Si – Clin) /Å

2.37 2.373
2.45 2.338
2.55 2.303
2.65 2.273
2.75 2.247
2.85 2.226
2.95 2.208
3.05 2.195
3.15 2.183
3.25 2.173
3.35 2.165
3.45 2.158
3.55 2.151
3.65 2.146
3.75 2.141
3.85 2.137
3.95 2.134
4.10 2.129
4.25 2.125
4.40 2.121
4.60 2.118
4.80 2.114
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3 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules

Table S8. Properties at the C – Clleave and C – Clin bond
critical points (bcp) of the carbon system along the reaction
coordinate: The electron density ρbcp (in eÅ−3) and the total
energy density Hbcp (in a.u.).

C – Clleave C – Clin
r /Å ρbcp Hbcp ρbcp Hbcp

2.35 0.352 -0.00828 0.352 -0.00828
2.40 0.309 -0.00558 0.466 -0.01631
2.46 0.271 -0.00350 0.588 -0.02746
2.56 0.219 -0.00121 0.746 -0.04618
2.66 0.180 0.00007 0.848 -0.06056
2.76 0.148 0.00083 0.914 -0.07084
2.86 0.123 0.00127 0.965 -0.07922
2.96 0.102 0.00150 1.002 -0.08554
3.06 0.085 0.00158 1.030 -0.09042
3.13 0.075 0.00158 1.045 -0.09309
3.16 0.070 0.00156 1.052 -0.09414
3.26 0.059 0.00148 1.068 -0.09707
3.36 0.049 0.00135 1.082 -0.09939
3.46 0.041 0.00121 1.091 -0.10090
3.56 0.034 0.00106 1.100 -0.10235
3.66 0.029 0.00091 1.107 -0.10352
3.76 0.024 0.00078 1.113 -0.10448
3.86 0.020 0.00066 1.118 -0.10529
3.96 0.017 0.00056 1.122 -0.10597
4.06 0.015 0.00047 1.126 -0.10656
4.16 0.012 0.00040 1.130 -0.10708
4.26 0.010 0.00034 1.133 -0.10754
4.36 0.009 0.00028 1.134 -0.10749

Table S9. Properties at the Si – Clleave and Si – Clin bond
critical points (bcp) of the siliicon system along the reaction
coordinate: The electron density ρbcp (in eÅ−3) and the total
energy density Hbcp (in a.u.).

Si – Clleave Si – Clin
r /Å ρbcp Hbcp ρbcp Hbcp

2.37 0.369 -0.02574 0.369 -0.02574
2.45 0.325 -0.02099 0.392 -0.02803
2.55 0.275 -0.01483 0.418 -0.03051
2.65 0.232 -0.00976 0.441 -0.03261
2.75 0.195 -0.00618 0.461 -0.03438
2.85 0.164 -0.00379 0.479 -0.03596
2.95 0.137 -0.00221 0.496 -0.03743
3.05 0.115 -0.00118 0.508 -0.03855
3.15 0.097 -0.00051 0.519 -0.03958
3.25 0.081 -0.00009 0.530 -0.04052
3.35 0.068 0.00019 0.538 -0.04127
3.45 0.058 0.00035 0.545 -0.04195
3.55 0.048 0.00043 0.552 -0.04251
3.65 0.041 0.00047 0.558 -0.04302
3.75 0.034 0.00047 0.562 -0.04345
3.85 0.029 0.00046 0.566 -0.04381
3.95 0.025 0.00043 0.570 -0.04417
4.10 0.019 0.00038 0.576 -0.04465
4.25 0.015 0.00033 0.580 -0.04511
4.40 0.012 0.00028 0.585 -0.04553
4.60 0.008 0.00022 0.589 -0.04599
4.80 0.006 0.00017 0.594 -0.04646
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4 Charges

Table S10. Bader and NPA charges (qBader and qNPA in
e) of Si, Clleave and Clin in the silicon system.

Bader NPA
r /Å q(Si) q(Clleave) q(Clin) q(Si) q(Clleave) q(Clin)
2.37 2.717 -0.839 -0.839 0.891 -0.660 -0.660
2.45 2.710 -0.837 -0.837 0.896 -0.691 -0.640
2.55 2.705 -0.838 -0.835 0.903 -0.728 -0.617
2.65 2.706 -0.844 -0.833 0.910 -0.763 -0.597
2.75 2.710 -0.854 -0.830 0.916 -0.794 -0.580
2.85 2.716 -0.865 -0.828 0.921 -0.822 -0.565
2.95 2.722 -0.877 -0.826 0.925 -0.847 -0.551
3.05 2.727 -0.888 -0.823 0.930 -0.868 -0.540
3.15 2.732 -0.898 -0.820 0.934 -0.887 -0.530
3.25 2.736 -0.908 -0.818 0.935 -0.903 -0.522
3.35 2.740 -0.917 -0.816 0.938 -0.918 -0.514
3.45 2.742 -0.926 -0.814 0.940 -0.930 -0.507
3.55 2.744 -0.933 -0.812 0.942 -0.940 -0.501
3.65 2.746 -0.940 -0.810 0.944 -0.949 -0.496
3.75 2.748 -0.947 -0.808 0.945 -0.957 -0.491
3.85 2.749 -0.952 -0.806 0.946 -0.963 -0.487
3.95 2.751 -0.958 -0.805 0.947 -0.969 -0.483
4.10 2.752 -0.964 -0.803 0.947 -0.976 -0.477
4.25 2.754 -0.970 -0.801 0.947 -0.981 -0.473
4.40 2.755 -0.975 -0.799 0.947 -0.985 -0.468
4.60 2.756 -0.980 -0.797 0.946 -0.990 -0.463
4.80 2.757 -0.984 -0.795 0.944 -0.993 -0.458

Table S11. Bader and NPA charges (qBader and qNPA in
e) of C, Clleave and Clin in the carbon system.

Bader NPA
r /Å q(Si) q(Clleave) q(Clin) q(Si) q(Clleave) q(Clin)
2.35 0.121 -0.698 -0.698 -0.342 -0.624 -0.624
2.40 0.128 -0.753 -0.638 -0.366 -0.694 -0.533
2.46 0.134 -0.798 -0.582 -0.395 -0.756 -0.451
2.56 0.135 -0.848 -0.516 -0.432 -0.829 -0.357
2.66 0.134 -0.877 -0.476 -0.454 -0.873 -0.302
2.76 0.132 -0.896 -0.449 -0.467 -0.902 -0.268
2.86 0.130 -0.911 -0.429 -0.476 -0.924 -0.242
2.96 0.129 -0.922 -0.414 -0.482 -0.940 -0.224
3.06 0.128 -0.931 -0.402 -0.486 -0.952 -0.210
3.13 0.128 -0.937 -0.395 -0.488 -0.958 -0.202
3.16 0.128 -0.939 -0.392 -0.488 -0.961 -0.198
3.26 0.128 -0.946 -0.383 -0.490 -0.968 -0.189
3.36 0.129 -0.952 -0.376 -0.491 -0.974 -0.182
3.46 0.130 -0.957 -0.370 -0.491 -0.979 -0.176
3.56 0.131 -0.962 -0.365 -0.492 -0.983 -0.171
3.66 0.131 -0.966 -0.360 -0.492 -0.986 -0.166
3.76 0.132 -0.970 -0.356 -0.493 -0.988 -0.162
3.86 0.133 -0.973 -0.352 -0.494 -0.990 -0.159
3.96 0.133 -0.976 -0.348 -0.495 -0.992 -0.155
4.06 0.134 -0.979 -0.345 -0.496 -0.993 -0.152
4.16 0.133 -0.981 -0.342 -0.496 -0.994 -0.149
4.26 0.134 -0.983 -0.339 -0.497 -0.995 -0.147
4.36 0.134 -0.985 -0.337 -0.498 -0.996 -0.145

5 Natural bond orbital analysis

Table S12. Populations of the lone valency at silicon
(N(LV(Si))) and the chlorine lone pair populations
(N(LP(Clleave)) and N(LP(Clin)) in e).

r /Å N(LV(Si)) N(LP(Clleave)) N(LP(Clin))
2.37 0.501 1.684 1.684
2.45 0.497 1.709 1.668
2.55 0.492 1.741 1.650
2.65 0.485 1.772 1.635
2.75 0.479 1.800 1.622
2.85 0.472 1.827 1.611
2.95 0.466 1.850 1.601
3.05 0.459 1.871 1.593
3.15 0.454 1.889 1.586
3.25 0.449 1.905 1.580
3.35 0.445 1.919 1.574
3.45 0.441 1.930 1.569
3.55 0.438 1.941 1.564
3.65 0.435 1.949 1.560
3.75 0.434 1.957 1.556
3.85 0.432 1.963 1.553
3.95 0.431 1.969 1.550
4.10 0.431 1.976 1.546
4.25 0.430 1.981 1.542
4.40 0.431 1.985 1.538
4.60 0.432 1.990 1.535
4.80 0.434 1.993 1.531

Table S13. Populations of the lone valency at silicon
(N(LV(C))) and the chlorine lone pair populations
(N(LP(Clleave)) and N(LP(Clin)) in e).

r /Å N(LV(C)) N(LP(Clleave)) N(LP(Clin))
2.35 0.724 1.626 1.626
2.40 0.739 1.695 1.537
2.46 0.754 1.757 1.458
2.56 0.771 1.831 1.369
2.66 0.779 1.875 1.319
2.76 0.784 1.905 1.287
2.86 0.788 1.926 1.264
2.96 0.791 1.942 1.248
3.06 0.794 1.953 1.235
3.13 0.795 1.960 1.228
3.26 0.798 1.970 1.217
3.36 0.800 1.975 1.210
3.46 0.801 1.980 1.205
3.56 0.803 1.983 1.200
3.66 0.805 1.986 1.196
3.76 0.807 1.989 1.192
3.86 0.809 1.991 1.189
3.96 0.810 1.992 1.186
4.06 0.812 1.994 1.183
4.16 0.814 1.995 1.180
4.26 0.816 1.996 1.178
4.36 0.817 1.996 1.176
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6 Valence bond calculations

Table S14. Weights of the valence bond structures
representing the silicon system.

r /Å Cl–
in SiH3 – Clleave Clin – SiH3 Cl–

leave Cl–
in SiH3

+ Cl–
leave

2.37 0.279 0.279 0.443
2.45 0.303 0.250 0.447
2.55 0.331 0.218 0.451
2.65 0.357 0.192 0.451
2.75 0.380 0.168 0.451
2.85 0.402 0.147 0.451
2.95 0.420 0.131 0.450
3.05 0.435 0.117 0.448
3.15 0.448 0.105 0.447
3.25 0.459 0.095 0.447
3.35 0.468 0.085 0.447
3.45 0.476 0.076 0.447
3.55 0.483 0.068 0.449
3.65 0.489 0.061 0.450
3.75 0.495 0.054 0.451
3.85 0.500 0.047 0.453
3.95 0.508 0.042 0.450
4.10 0.514 0.033 0.453
4.25 0.520 0.026 0.455
4.40 0.525 0.020 0.456
4.60 0.530 0.013 0.457
4.80 0.535 0.008 0.457

Table S15. Weights of the valence bond structures
representing the carbon system.

r /Å Cl–
in CH3 – Clleave Clin – CH3 Cl–

leave Cl–
in CH3

+ Cl–
leave

2.35 0.274 0.274 0.452
2.40 0.194 0.357 0.449
2.46 0.145 0.416 0.439
2.56 0.088 0.495 0.418
2.66 0.064 0.534 0.402
2.76 0.051 0.558 0.391
2.86 0.042 0.574 0.384
2.96 0.036 0.585 0.379
3.06 0.031 0.594 0.375
3.13 0.028 0.599 0.373
3.16 0.027 0.601 0.372
3.26 0.023 0.606 0.371
3.36 0.020 0.611 0.369
3.46 0.017 0.616 0.367
3.56 0.015 0.619 0.366
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1 Potential energy surface (PES) scans

Table S1. Dissociation energies
from the PES scan of ClSiH3Cl.

r /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

2.37 -104.3
2.45 -103.8
2.55 -101.3
2.65 -97.7
2.75 -93.4
2.85 -89.0
2.95 -84.4
3.05 -79.7
3.15 -75.0
3.25 -70.5
3.35 -66.1
3.45 -61.8
3.55 -57.8
3.65 -53.9
3.75 -50.3
3.85 -46.9
3.95 -43.7
4.10 -39.3
4.25 -35.5
4.40 -32.0
4.60 -28.2
4.80 -24.9

Table S2. Dissociation energies
from the PES scan of ClSiMe3Cl.

r /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

2.46 -64.39
2.55 -64.35
2.60 -64.18
2.65 -63.92
2.86 -63.35
2.90 -63.39
3.00 -63.79
3.10 -64.41
3.20 -65.28
3.30 -65.96
3.40 -66.64
3.50 -67.10
3.55 -67.11
3.60 -67.05
3.70 -66.58
3.80 -65.63
3.95 -63.39
4.10 -60.34
4.25 -56.77
4.40 -53.06
4.60 -47.84
4.80 -42.81

Table S3. Dissociation energies
from the PES scan of ClSi(OMe)3Cl.

r /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

2.39 -33.0
2.50 -35.9
2.60 -38.5
2.70 -40.5
2.80 -42.9
2.90 -45.3
3.00 -47.6
3.10 -50.0
3.25 -53.5
3.40 -56.4
3.55 -58.8
3.75 -61.3
3.95 -63.0
4.15 -64.0
4.35 -64.2
4.45 -63.5
4.60 -61.9
4.80 -59.4
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Table S4. Dissociation energies
from the PES scan of FSiH3F.

r /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

1.76 -211.5
1.80 -211.0
1.85 -208.3
1.90 -203.9
1.95 -198.4
2.05 -185.4
2.15 -171.6
2.25 -157.3
2.35 -143.8
2.45 -131.1
2.55 -119.6
2.65 -109.1
2.75 -99.6
2.85 -91.0
2.95 -83.2
3.05 -76.2
3.15 -69.9
3.25 -64.1
3.35 -58.9
3.45 -54.3
3.55 -50.0
3.65 -46.2

Table S5. Dissociation energies
from the PES scan of FSiMe3F.

r /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

1.78 -167.7
1.85 -165.7
1.90 -161.6
1.95 -158.9
2.05 -149.1
2.15 -138.7
2.25 -128.2
2.35 -119.9
2.45 -111.5
2.55 -106.5
2.65 -101.8
2.75 -98.5
2.85 -96.0
2.95 -93.8
3.05 -91.5
3.15 -89.2
3.35 -83.8
3.45 -80.6
3.55 -77.8
3.65 -75.4

Table S6. Dissociation energies
from the PES scan of FSi(OMe)3F.

r /Å ∆E /kJ·mol−1

1.72 -201.6
1.75 -201.1
1.76 -200.7
1.85 -192.7
1.90 -187.6
1.95 -182.6
2.01 -174.5
2.05 -170.5
2.11 -161.7
2.21 -150.0
2.31 -139.2
2.41 -130.3
2.55 -124.1
2.65 -121.3
2.75 -119.8
2.85 -119.2
2.95 -119.0
3.05 -119.1
3.15 -119.2
3.25 -119.7
3.35 -120.0
3.45 -120.0
3.55 -119.7
3.65 -119.5

2 Energy decomposition analysis (EDA)

Figure S1. The dispersion interaction energy from the EDA of the chlorine (left) and fluorine (right) systems plotted against
the Si – Xleave distance.
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Table S7. Energy contributions (in kJ·mol−1) from the
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) of Cl – SiH3 – Cl.

r /Å ∆Eorb ∆Eelect ∆EPauli ∆Edisp ∆Eint % of ∆Eorb

2.37 -60.80 -77.55 90.75 -2.31 -49.91 43.2
2.45 -51.81 -67.38 75.50 -2.28 -45.97 42.7
2.55 -42.15 -56.40 59.59 -2.23 -41.19 41.8
2.65 -34.34 -47.41 47.06 -2.18 -36.87 40.9
2.75 -28.09 -40.03 37.16 -2.13 -33.09 40.0
2.85 -23.07 -33.93 29.35 -2.07 -29.72 39.1
2.95 -19.06 -28.87 23.17 -2.00 -26.76 38.2
3.05 -15.89 -24.78 18.25 -1.92 -24.34 37.3
3.15 -13.35 -21.38 14.36 -1.83 -22.20 36.5
3.25 -11.30 -18.58 11.29 -1.73 -20.32 35.7
3.35 -9.64 -16.25 8.89 -1.63 -18.63 35.0
3.45 -8.28 -14.34 7.00 -1.52 -17.14 34.3
3.55 -7.17 -12.74 5.51 -1.41 -15.81 33.6
3.65 -6.24 -11.41 4.35 -1.30 -14.60 32.9
3.75 -5.47 -10.29 3.44 -1.19 -13.51 32.3
3.85 -4.82 -9.35 2.73 -1.08 -12.52 31.6
3.95 -4.27 -8.53 2.18 -0.98 -11.60 31.0
4.10 -3.60 -7.52 1.56 -0.84 -10.40 30.1
4.25 -3.06 -6.71 1.14 -0.71 -9.34 29.2
4.40 -2.62 -6.03 0.84 -0.59 -8.40 28.4
4.60 -2.15 -5.23 0.57 -0.47 -7.28 27.4
4.80 -1.79 -4.73 0.40 -0.37 -6.49 26.0

Table S8. Energy contributions (in kJ·mol−1) from the
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) of Cl – SiMe3 – Cl.

r /Å ∆Eorb ∆Eelect ∆EPauli ∆Edisp ∆Eint % of ∆Eorb

2.46 -50.02 -76.08 84.56 -4.44 -45.98 38.3
2.50 -45.72 -70.86 77.81 -4.42 -43.19 37.8
2.55 -41.41 -65.55 70.92 -4.40 -40.44 37.2
2.60 -37.57 -60.74 64.72 -4.37 -37.96 36.6
2.65 -34.14 -56.39 59.18 -4.34 -35.69 36.0
2.75 -28.37 -48.89 49.79 -4.26 -31.73 34.8
2.80 -25.95 -45.96 46.39 -4.13 -29.65 34.1
2.86 -23.46 -42.90 42.96 -3.99 -27.39 33.3
2.90 -22.05 -40.94 40.64 -3.95 -26.30 32.9
3.00 -19.01 -36.55 35.45 -3.86 -23.97 32.0
3.10 -16.70 -32.86 31.16 -3.75 -22.15 31.3
3.20 -14.95 -29.78 27.63 -3.64 -20.74 30.9
3.30 -13.62 -27.13 24.55 -3.51 -19.71 30.8
3.40 -12.57 -24.80 21.77 -3.38 -18.98 30.8
3.50 -11.71 -22.71 19.20 -3.23 -18.45 31.1
3.55 -11.31 -21.66 17.92 -3.15 -18.20 31.3
3.60 -10.92 -20.72 16.71 -3.08 -18.01 31.5
3.70 -10.16 -18.85 14.33 -2.91 -17.59 31.8
3.80 -9.43 -17.13 12.11 -2.73 -17.18 32.2
3.95 -8.35 -14.80 9.16 -2.45 -16.44 32.6
4.10 -7.34 -12.81 6.74 -2.16 -15.57 32.9
4.25 -6.42 -11.14 4.87 -1.89 -14.58 33.0
4.40 -5.61 -9.79 3.48 -1.62 -13.54 33.0
4.60 -4.71 -8.37 2.22 -1.31 -12.17 32.7
4.80 -3.97 -7.29 1.44 -1.04 -10.86 32.3

Table S9. Energy contributions (in kJ·mol−1) from the
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) of Cl – Si(OMe)3 – Cl.

r /Å ∆Eorb ∆Eelect ∆EPauli ∆Edisp ∆Eint % of ∆Eorb

2.39 -57.71 -89.55 100.25 -4.98 -51.99 37.9
2.45 -51.11 -82.01 91.28 -4.99 -46.83 37.0
2.50 -44.87 -84.64 90.71 -5.60 -44.40 33.2
2.60 -37.57 -73.69 77.33 -5.42 -39.35 32.2
2.70 -31.95 -65.13 67.39 -5.34 -35.03 31.2
2.80 -27.60 -58.02 59.30 -5.27 -31.59 30.4
2.90 -24.32 -52.01 52.66 -5.18 -28.85 29.8
3.00 -21.95 -47.19 47.33 -5.07 -26.88 29.6
3.10 -20.22 -43.21 42.90 -4.95 -25.48 29.6
3.25 -18.48 -38.56 37.64 -4.74 -24.14 29.9
3.40 -17.42 -35.32 33.77 -4.51 -23.48 30.4
3.55 -16.79 -33.10 30.95 -4.27 -23.21 31.0
3.75 -16.28 -31.09 28.19 -3.95 -23.13 31.7
3.95 -15.84 -29.63 25.90 -3.63 -23.20 32.3
4.15 -15.28 -28.29 23.72 -3.34 -23.19 32.6
4.35 -14.52 -26.45 20.97 -3.08 -23.08 33.0
4.45 -13.91 -25.82 19.72 -2.95 -22.96 32.6
4.60 -12.91 -23.96 16.85 -2.74 -22.76 32.6
4.80 -11.14 -21.44 13.08 -2.50 -22.00 31.8

Table S10. Energy contributions (in kJ·mol−1) from the
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) of F – SiH3 – F.

r /Å ∆Eorb ∆Eelect ∆EPauli ∆Edisp ∆Eint % of ∆Eorb

1.76 -96.79 -138.92 158.88 -0.81 -77.64 40.9
1.80 -90.25 -129.23 144.36 -0.80 -75.92 41.0
1.85 -82.08 -117.36 126.98 -0.80 -73.26 41.0
1.90 -74.55 -106.65 111.74 -0.79 -70.25 41.0
1.95 -67.63 -97.02 98.35 -0.79 -67.09 41.0
2.05 -54.64 -81.03 76.81 -0.78 -59.64 40.0
2.15 -45.59 -67.02 59.15 -0.79 -54.25 40.2
2.25 -37.42 -56.05 45.93 -0.83 -48.37 39.7
2.35 -30.79 -47.11 35.68 -0.85 -43.07 39.1
2.45 -25.43 -39.81 27.72 -0.85 -38.37 38.5
2.55 -21.12 -33.84 21.55 -0.83 -34.24 37.9
2.65 -17.64 -28.95 16.75 -0.80 -30.64 37.2
2.75 -14.83 -24.94 13.04 -0.77 -27.50 36.6
2.85 -12.55 -21.64 10.15 -0.74 -24.78 35.9
2.95 -10.69 -18.92 7.92 -0.70 -22.39 35.3
3.05 -9.17 -16.66 6.20 -0.66 -20.29 34.6
3.15 -7.91 -14.78 4.86 -0.62 -18.45 33.9
3.25 -6.94 -13.21 3.83 -0.57 -16.89 33.5
3.35 -6.07 -11.89 3.03 -0.53 -15.46 32.8
3.45 -5.33 -10.76 2.40 -0.48 -14.17 32.2
3.55 -4.71 -9.80 1.92 -0.43 -13.02 31.5
3.65 -4.17 -8.97 1.54 -0.39 -11.99 30.8
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Table S11. Energy contributions (in kJ·mol−1) from the
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) of F – SiMe3 – F.

r /Å ∆Eorb ∆Eelect ∆EPauli ∆Edisp ∆Eint % of ∆Eorb

1.79 -92.54 -140.04 162.95 -1.66 -71.29 39.5
1.80 -89.99 -136.01 157.19 -1.66 -70.47 39.5
1.85 -82.17 -123.74 139.61 -1.65 -67.95 39.6
1.90 -74.82 -112.53 124.96 -1.65 -64.04 39.6
1.95 -68.51 -102.81 110.75 -1.63 -62.20 39.6
2.05 -57.03 -85.92 88.56 -1.62 -56.01 39.4
2.15 -47.61 -72.28 71.39 -1.63 -50.13 39.2
2.25 -39.97 -61.26 58.14 -1.71 -44.80 38.8
2.35 -34.04 -53.92 50.50 -1.71 -39.17 38.0
2.45 -29.30 -46.96 42.58 -1.72 -35.40 37.6
2.55 -25.88 -42.10 37.81 -1.70 -31.87 37.1
2.65 -23.30 -38.05 33.73 -1.68 -29.30 37.0
2.75 -21.44 -34.80 30.55 -1.64 -27.33 37.0
2.85 -21.77 -34.48 32.02 -1.64 -25.87 37.6
2.95 -19.02 -29.78 25.34 -1.56 -25.02 37.8
3.05 -18.06 -27.49 22.75 -1.51 -24.31 38.4
3.15 -17.03 -25.23 20.01 -1.45 -23.70 39.0
3.25 -17.74 -24.91 20.42 -1.42 -23.65 40.3
3.35 -14.81 -20.90 14.79 -1.30 -22.22 40.0
3.45 -15.55 -21.02 16.22 -1.20 -21.55 41.2
3.55 -15.40 -20.13 15.75 -1.12 -20.90 42.0
3.65 -16.22 -20.35 17.80 -1.02 -19.79 43.1

Table S12. Energy contributions (in kJ·mol−1) from the
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) of F – Si(OMe)3 – F.

r /Å ∆Eorb ∆Eelect ∆EPauli ∆Edisp ∆Eint % of ∆Eorb

1.72 -107.38 -168.04 175.30 -1.67 -101.79 38.8
1.75 -98.72 -165.93 170.59 -1.96 -96.02 37.0
1.76 -97.08 -163.08 166.79 -1.96 -95.33 37.0
1.80 -90.85 -152.30 152.66 -1.95 -92.44 37.1
1.81 -89.34 -149.73 149.35 -1.95 -91.67 37.1
1.85 -83.54 -139.97 137.01 -1.94 -88.44 37.1
1.90 -76.74 -140.90 135.81 -2.23 -84.06 34.9
1.95 -71.46 -132.12 125.02 -2.23 -80.79 34.7
2.01 -64.22 -120.19 110.83 -2.22 -75.80 34.4
2.05 -60.67 -114.36 104.09 -2.22 -73.16 34.2
2.11 -54.76 -104.67 93.21 -2.23 -68.45 33.9
2.21 -47.30 -92.34 80.01 -2.31 -61.94 33.3
2.31 -41.15 -81.95 69.47 -2.43 -56.06 32.8
2.41 -38.58 -76.28 65.31 -2.00 -51.55 33.0
2.55 -37.01 -69.78 62.63 -2.32 -46.48 33.9
2.65 -35.48 -65.47 59.56 -2.29 -43.68 34.4
2.75 -34.55 -62.17 57.19 -2.25 -41.78 34.9
2.85 -33.85 -59.44 55.28 -2.20 -40.21 35.4
2.95 -33.41 -57.24 53.75 -2.14 -39.04 36.0
3.05 -33.10 -55.47 52.41 -2.08 -38.24 36.5
3.15 -32.96 -54.22 51.40 -2.02 -37.80 37.0
3.25 -32.63 -52.75 50.00 -1.96 -37.34 37.4
3.35 -32.30 -51.45 48.63 -1.86 -36.98 37.7
3.45 -31.84 -50.11 47.05 -1.82 -36.72 38.0
3.55 -31.22 -48.67 45.18 -1.76 -36.47 38.2
3.65 -30.34 -46.99 42.83 -1.69 -36.19 38.4
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3 Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules

Table S13. QTAIM
properties of ClSiH3Cl
(ρ in eÅ−3).

r /Å ρbcp(Si – Cl)
2.37 0.369
2.45 0.325
2.55 0.275
2.65 0.232
2.75 0.195
2.85 0.164
2.95 0.137
3.05 0.115
3.15 0.096
3.25 0.081
3.35 0.068
3.45 0.057
3.55 0.049
3.65 0.041
3.75 0.034
3.85 0.029
3.95 0.024
4.1 0.019
4.25 0.015
4.4 0.011
4.6 0.008
4.8 0.006

Table S14. QTAIM properties of ClSiMe3Cl
(ρ in eÅ−3).

r ρbcp(Si – Cl) ∑ρbcp(Cl – H) ∑DI(Cl – H)
2.45 0.327 – 0.180
2.50 0.302 – 0.195
2.55 0.277 – 0.198
2.60 0.255 – 0.200
2.65 0.233 – 0.202
2.75 0.196 – 0.206
2.86 0.159 – 0.220
2.90 0.148 – 0.223
3.00 0.123 – 0.229
3.10 0.103 0.253 0.234
3.20 0.086 0.248 0.239
3.30 0.072 0.240 0.242
3.40 0.060 0.233 0.243
3.50 0.051 0.223 0.241
3.55 – 0.221 0.238
3.60 – 0.208 0.236
3.70 – 0.194 0.227
3.80 – 0.177 0.216
3.95 – 0.150 0.197
4.10 – 0.124 0.175
4.25 – 0.102 0.153
4.40 – 0.082 0.132
4.60 – 0.059 0.107
4.80 – 0.045 0.086

Table S15. QTAIM properties of
ClSi(OMe)3Cl (ρ in eÅ−3).

r ρbcp(Si – Cl) ∑ρbcp(Cl – H) ∑DI(Cl – H)
2.35 0.372 – 0.095
2.45 0.338 – 0.103
2.50 0.306 0.177 0.226
2.60 0.257 0.291 0.245
2.70 0.215 0.303 0.259
2.90 0.149 0.316 0.279
3.00 0.125 0.322 0.289
3.10 0.104 0.326 0.297
3.25 0.080 0.330 0.307
3.40 0.062 0.333 0.316
3.55 0.048 0.335 0.325
3.75 0.034 0.335 0.333
3.95 – 0.330 0.338
4.15 – 0.320 0.335
4.35 – 0.300 0.324
4.45 – 0.287 0.314
4.60 – 0.260 0.292
4.80 – 0.219 0.257

Table S16. QTAIM
properties of FSiH3F (ρ
in eÅ−3).

r /Å ρbcp(Si – F)
1.76 0.619
1.80 0.570
1.85 0.512
1.90 0.463
1.95 0.420
2.05 0.349
2.15 0.294
2.25 0.248
2.35 0.210
2.45 0.177
2.55 0.149
2.65 0.125
2.75 0.105
2.85 0.088
2.95 0.074
3.05 0.062
3.15 0.052
3.25 0.043
3.35 0.036
3.45 0.030
3.55 0.026
3.65 0.021

Table S17. QTAIM properties of FSiMe3F
(ρ in eÅ−3).

r ρbcp(Si – F) ∑ρbcp(F – H) ∑DI(F – H)
1.78 0.589 – 0.149
1.80 0.569 – 0.136
1.85 0.512 – 0.138
1.90 0.462 – 0.143
1.95 0.420 – 0.143
2.05 0.349 – 0.149
2.15 0.294 – 0.153
2.25 0.248 – 0.158
2.35 0.209 – 0.182
2.45 0.175 – 0.189
2.55 0.147 – 0.204
2.65 0.123 0.310 0.216
2.75 0.103 0.310 0.227
2.85 0.086 0.310 0.235
2.95 0.073 0.308 0.241
3.05 – 0.300 0.243
3.15 – 0.285 0.239
3.35 – 0.244 0.219
3.45 – 0.233 0.216
3.55 – 0.238 0.217
3.65 – 0.240 0.203

Table S18. QTAIM properties of
FSi(OMe)3F (ρ in eÅ−3).

r ρbcp(Si – F) ∑ρbcp(F – H) ∑DI(F – H)
1.72 0.749 – 0.104
1.75 0.651 – 0.106
1.76 0.637 – 0.107
1.80 0.576 – 0.111
1.81 0.571 – 0.111
1.85 0.515 – 0.162
1.90 0.466 – 0.168
1.95 0.428 – 0.173
2.01 0.379 – 0.181
2.11 0.318 – 0.193
2.21 0.270 – 0.205
2.31 0.228 0.312 0.216
2.41 0.188 0.401 0.263
2.55 0.146 0.525 0.319
2.65 0.123 0.545 0.334
2.75 0.103 0.569 0.347
2.85 0.086 0.578 0.358
2.95 0.072 0.590 0.368
3.05 0.061 0.599 0.377
3.15 0.051 0.606 0.384
3.25 0.043 0.607 0.388
3.35 0.036 0.604 0.391
3.45 – 0.598 0.391
3.55 – 0.588 0.388
3.65 – 0.569 0.382
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4 Atomic coordinates

Table S19. Coordinates of ClSiH3Cl at the TC.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si -0.000284 0.000000 0.000000
2 H 0.735889 1.275589 0.000000
3 H 0.735889 -1.275589 0.000000
4 H -1.473171 0.000000 0.000000
5 Cl 0.000839 0.000000 -2.372625
6 Cl 0.000839 0.000000 2.372625

Table S20. Coordinates of ClSiMe3Cl at the TC.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 0.226996 0.344767 0.005823
2 C 2.113550 0.312043 0.087568
3 C -0.681575 1.999754 -0.041316
4 C -0.749923 -1.269391 -0.077905
5 H -0.135438 -2.031684 -0.557712
6 H -1.625212 -1.119825 -0.710507
7 H -1.056489 -1.606649 0.908509
8 H 2.505867 1.176483 -0.448956
9 H 2.472164 0.318437 1.113374

10 H 2.476853 -0.576559 -0.429196
11 H -1.665222 1.877350 0.413313
12 H -0.787619 2.370532 -1.057329
13 H -0.136072 2.722145 0.566014
14 Cl 0.057615 0.394468 2.452715
15 Cl 0.396025 0.289177 -2.443116

Table S21. Coordinates of ClSiMe3Cl at the TS.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 0.200249 -0.000494 0.002879
2 C 0.017575 -1.524170 -1.082652
3 C 0.016779 1.708676 -0.757816
4 C 0.022707 -0.190469 1.864499
5 H 0.546473 -1.093189 2.183379
6 H -1.023342 -0.245048 2.149003
7 H 0.499569 0.658568 2.357324
8 H 0.470951 -1.326515 -2.055560
9 H 0.563017 -2.352573 -0.627537
10 H -1.028249 -1.785998 -1.207442
11 H 0.575859 2.427660 -0.156837
12 H -1.028239 1.996031 -0.814415
13 H 0.455479 1.703103 -1.757174
14 Cl 2.474481 0.002137 -0.009042
15 Cl -2.661384 0.001431 -0.005972

Table S22. Coordinates of ClSiMe3Cl at the RC.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 0.00020 0.00000 0.55111
2 C 1.80802 0.00000 0.08728
3 C -0.90535 1.56564 0.08963
4 C -0.90535 -1.56564 0.08963
5 H -0.93286 -1.61043 -1.00064
6 H -1.92222 -1.55683 0.48475
7 H -0.38919 -2.44308 0.48191
8 H 1.85786 0.00000 -1.00318
9 H 2.30975 -0.88549 0.48018
10 H 2.30975 0.88549 0.48018
11 H -0.93286 1.61043 -1.00064
12 H -0.38919 2.44308 0.48191
13 H -1.92222 1.55683 0.48475
14 Cl 0.00166 0.00000 2.72256
15 Cl 0.01203 0.00000 -3.00035

Table S23. Coordinates of ClSi(OMe)3Cl at the TS.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 3.088904 -0.034731 -0.142551
2 O 3.449914 1.571710 0.021900
3 O 3.273220 -0.682546 -1.645545
4 O 2.536483 -0.912350 1.144254
5 C 2.576746 -0.401329 -2.839188
6 C 2.999895 2.375163 1.086556
7 C 3.107827 -2.011497 1.815969
8 H 3.287485 3.407147 0.874114
9 H 3.465680 2.074178 2.031521

10 H 1.913595 2.322206 1.191400
11 H 3.496912 -2.757042 1.120327
12 H 2.316617 -2.464229 2.419340
13 H 3.929139 -1.702885 2.464394
14 H 2.462382 0.672387 -2.998105
15 H 1.581041 -0.846157 -2.833797
16 H 3.163000 -0.823761 -3.659235
17 Cl 0.794436 0.522147 -0.516248
18 Cl 5.329954 -0.595766 0.288066

Table S24. Coordinates of ClSi(OMe)3Cl at the RC.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 1.932102 -0.001994 0.001654
2 O 2.352555 1.570125 0.030062
3 O 2.362518 -0.761229 -1.372321
4 O 2.363443 -0.808492 1.347984
5 C 3.438862 -0.367668 -2.237537
6 C 3.422377 2.131095 0.806542
7 C 3.430644 -1.764679 1.439765
8 H 3.484157 3.186568 0.542980
9 H 4.370744 1.634835 0.589981

10 H 3.197970 2.041172 1.871422
11 H 3.206309 -2.636151 0.821151
12 H 3.489164 -2.073560 2.483065
13 H 4.380315 -1.327326 1.124548
14 H 4.383397 -0.309292 -1.692547
15 H 3.218482 0.600999 -2.690941
16 H 3.505674 -1.121401 -3.021583
17 Cl -0.159441 -0.011170 -0.000072
18 Cl 6.200686 0.007952 0.015905
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Table S25. Coordinates of FSiH3F at the TC.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 0.000000 0.000173 0.000000
2 H 0.037976 0.751464 1.301661
3 H 0.037976 0.751464 -1.301661
4 H -0.075774 -1.501196 0.000000
5 F -1.760504 0.088693 0.000000
6 F 1.760484 -0.089155 0.000000

Table S26. Coordinates of FSiMe3F at the TC.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 0.227642 0.344972 0.003871
2 C 2.139570 0.312458 0.097055
3 C -0.694771 2.021607 -0.046000
4 C -0.763262 -1.291033 -0.080697
5 H -0.159923 -2.059973 -0.570847
6 H -1.649158 -1.147607 -0.705413
7 H -1.072047 -1.650513 0.900915
8 H 2.546271 1.158324 -0.463757
9 H 2.514101 0.346855 1.120119

10 H 2.513999 -0.591650 -0.390901
11 H -1.674551 1.913323 0.427459
12 H -0.827957 2.400468 -1.059310
13 H -0.145177 2.759792 0.544385
14 F 0.105995 0.366665 1.780652
15 F 0.350787 0.317360 -1.776251

Table S27. Coordinates of FSi(OMe)3F at the TC.

Atom No. Element x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 3.219459 -0.083793 0.002890
2 O 3.748608 1.405995 0.622312
3 O 3.400823 -0.461928 -1.642509
4 O 2.520248 -1.223110 1.049795
5 C 2.410098 -0.322032 -2.621297
6 C 2.940820 2.528880 0.836171
7 C 3.231778 -2.206121 1.749535
8 H 3.556606 3.306032 1.303841
9 H 2.093690 2.315870 1.497111
10 H 2.528288 2.933294 -0.095248
11 H 3.762016 -2.893473 1.081245
12 H 2.515325 -2.786100 2.343013
13 H 3.976753 -1.778676 2.429471
14 H 2.114754 0.722288 -2.774132
15 H 1.499923 -0.881316 -2.379006
16 H 2.810138 -0.706766 -3.566719
17 F 1.638933 0.530574 -0.260961
18 F 4.784000 -0.680527 0.254816
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Supporting Information –
Complementary bonding analysis of the N – Si
interaction in pentacoordinated silicon compounds
using quantum crystallography
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Röschenthalerb, and Simon Grabowskya*

aUniversity of Bremen, Department 2: Biology/Chemistry, Institute of Inorganic Chemistry and Crystallography,
Leobener Str. 3, 28359 Bremen, Germany.
bJacobs University, Life Sciences & Chemistry, Campus Ring 1, 28759 Bremen, Germany.
cJASRI / Diffraction & Scattering Division, 1-1-1 Kouto, Sayo-cho, Sayo-gun, Hyogo 679-5198, Japan.
dUniversité de Lorraine, CNRS, Laboratoire LPCT, 1 Boulevard Arago, F-57078 Metz, France.

1 Characterization of the compounds

8-(chloro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)-N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine, 3

White crystals; melting point = 149 - 150°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.73 (dd, J = 7.0, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.97 (dd, J =
8.1, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 7.76 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.69 (dd, J = 8.1, 7.0 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.37 (m, 2H), 7.40-7.33
(m, 3H), 7.22 (dd, J = 7.4, 0.8 Hz, 1H), 2.57 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.69 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.08 (s, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 150.9, 140.1, 139.6, 134.7, 134.0, 131.3, 130.5, 129.0, 128.2, 128.0, 126.7, 126.2, 126.0, 116.5, 48.3 (NMe2), 47.9
(NMe2), 3.2 (SiMe); 29Si1H NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -14.4; HRMS (EI) calculated for C19H20ClNSi [M]+: 325.10481,
found: 325.10531.

8-(fluoro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)-N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine, 1

White crystals; mp = 84 - 85°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.34 (dd, J = 6.8, 0.7 Hz, 1H), 7.96 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.72
(d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.64 (dd, J = 7.7, 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.48-7.38 (m, 3H), 7.34-7.22 (m, 4H), 2.54 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.67 (s, 3H,
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NMe2), 0.77 (d, 3JHF = 8.4 Hz, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 151.9, 138.2 (d, 2JCF = 23.0 Hz), 137.3 (d, 3JCF
= 9.0 Hz), 135.1 (d, JCF = 2.6 Hz), 134.3 (d, JCF = 1.4 Hz), 132.4 (d, JCF = 1.0 Hz), 130.4 (d, JCF = 0.9 Hz), 129.6 (d, 2JCF
= 18.3 Hz), 129.2 (d, JCF = 1.1 Hz), 127.8, 126.5, 126.2, 125.9, 117.2, 48.3 (NMe2), 47.8 (NMe2), -2.1 (d, 2JCF = 22.8 Hz,
SiMe); 19F NMR (377 MHz, CDCl3) δ -134.5 (bs); 29SiH NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -11.7 (d, 1JSiF = 264.4 Hz); HRMS (EI)
calculated for C19H20FNSi [M]+: 309.13490, found: 309.13389.

1-(8-(methoxy(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethylmethanamine, 4

Yellow oil; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.18 (dd, J = 6.9, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.95 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (dd, J = 10.3, 7.7
Hz, 2H), 7.57–7.44 (m, 4H), 7.41–7.29 (m, 3H), 3.76 (d-AB, J = 14.0 Hz, 1H, CH2), 3.72 (d-AB, J = 14.0 Hz, 1H, CH2), 3.40
(d, J = 3.4 Hz, 3H, SiOMe), 1.88 (s, 6H, NMe2), 0.80 (s, 3H, SiMe); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ -2.50.

1-(8-(fluoro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethylmethanamine, 2

White crystals; mp = 79-80°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.41 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 7.98 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.83 (d,
J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.58 (dd, J = 7.7, 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.55-7.50 (m, 2H), 7.45-7.26 (m, 5H), 3.86 (d-AB, 2J = 14.6 Hz, 1H, CH2),
3.82 (d-AB, 2J = 14.6 Hz, 1H, CH2), 1.85 (s, 6H, NMe2), 0.84 (d, 3JHF = 9.5 Hz, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ
139.0 (d, J = 12.0 Hz), 135.7, 134.4, 133.9, 132.6, 132.0, 129.7, 128.9, 127.7, 127.7, 125.2, 124.9, 64.8 (CH2), 45.5 (NMe2),
-0.5 (d, J = 28.3 Hz, SiMe); 19F NMR (377 MHz, CDCl3) δ -112.5 (bs); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -26.5 (d, J = 262.7
Hz); HRMS (EI) calculated for C20H22FNSi [M]+: 323.15001, found: 323.14977.

1-(8-(fluoro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethyl ammonium tetrafluoroborate, 5

White crystals; mp = 119-120°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 11.23 (bs, 1H, NH), 8.16 (ddd, J = 9.6, 7.6, 1.4 Hz, 2H),
8.09 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.79 (dd, J = 7.2, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.71-7.62 (m, 2H), 7.57-7.48 (m, 3H), 7.43 (tm, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H),
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4.81 (dd-ABX, J = 13.7, 6.3 Hz, 1H, CH2), 4.41 (ddd-ABX, J = 13.7, 6.1, 1.5 Hz, 1H, CH2), 2.44 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 3H, NMe2),
2.43 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 3H, NMe2), 0.88 (d, 3JHF = 7.9 Hz, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 140.1 (d, J = 5.0 Hz),
136.5, 135.6, 135.4 (d, J = 16.2 Hz), 134.5, 134.0 (d, J = 1.7 Hz), 133.7, 132.3, 132.0, 129.4, 128.3 (d, J = 15.4 Hz), 126.9,
126.9, 125.8, 60.9 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, CH2), 43.6 (NMe2), 43.1 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, NMe2), 0.7 (d, J = 17.7 Hz, SiMe); 19F NMR (377
MHz, CD2Cl2) δ -151.63 (4F, BF4), -153.15 (q, 3JFH = 7.8 Hz, 1F, SiF); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 12.1 (d, J =
282.5 Hz); HR ESI-TOF MS (Positive mode) calculated for C20H23FNSi: 324.1584, found: 324.1581.

2 Crystallographic details

2.1 Fractal dimension plots

Figure S1. Fractal dimension plot of the HAR of
the non-bridged compound (1) from the home
measurement.

Figure S2. Fractal dimension plot of the HAR
and XCW of the non-bridged compound (1) from
the synchrotron measurement.

Figure S3. Fractal dimension plot of the HAR and XCW of the bridged compound (2) from the home measurement.
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2.2 Residual and deformation density plots

Figure S4. Residual and deformation density contour plots of the N – Si – X plane of the non-bridged and bridged compounds
after XWR. Blue and red lines refer to positive and negative contour lines, respectively. The line separation is 0.05 e·Å−3 in the
residual density maps and 0.1 e·Å−3 for the deformation density maps.

4
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3 Coordinates of the optimized structures

Table S1. Coordinates of the isolated molecule
optimization of the non-bridged compound (1).

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 10.098775 3.595633 2.791147
2 F 10.382040 3.108906 4.329202
3 N 9.843913 4.672309 0.269702
4 C 13.322215 6.031645 3.664503
5 C 9.468911 1.146900 1.478516
6 C 11.764999 5.410620 -1.083508
7 C 11.430271 4.911171 2.603378
8 C 11.739902 1.864554 1.216049
9 C 12.001469 0.754852 0.421709

10 C 11.194904 5.128783 0.134470
11 C 11.910231 5.369093 1.339748
12 C 10.991728 -0.162008 0.151714
13 C 13.040285 6.003840 -1.159896
14 C 13.837777 6.389592 2.448968
15 C 12.144927 5.260049 3.733571
16 C 9.723840 0.033597 0.686797
17 C 10.467405 2.086851 1.752638
18 C 13.707850 6.350435 -0.016584
19 C 13.161886 6.049986 1.253802
20 C 8.939270 5.824334 0.382049
21 C 9.387928 3.752732 -0.767525
22 C 8.276695 4.006657 2.898081
23 H 7.736076 3.810486 1.974439
24 H 8.438927 3.316034 -0.455730
25 H 12.535724 2.572614 1.409513
26 H 9.230652 4.248504 -1.734586
27 H 8.934569 -0.680163 0.486041
28 H 14.774804 6.929157 2.382111
29 H 8.472422 1.285064 1.881522
30 H 14.668180 6.848513 -0.066889
31 H 11.221150 5.209166 -1.996001
32 H 11.821529 4.894700 4.698564
33 H 9.244142 6.452804 1.216601
34 H 7.923248 5.476355 0.557788
35 H 8.120134 5.051435 3.169467
36 H 13.840940 6.295996 4.577194
37 H 13.470046 6.216655 -2.130160
38 H 11.192705 -1.025802 -0.469269
39 H 12.992679 0.606131 0.011952
40 H 10.109292 2.949206 -0.889333
41 H 8.950695 6.429367 -0.534028
42 H 7.838583 3.393660 3.687947

Table S2. Coordinates of the isolated molecule
optimization of the bridged compound (2).

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 4.967131 7.457496 2.479674
2 F 6.272435 6.725492 1.782263
3 N 2.864939 8.652628 3.558314
4 C 5.405173 10.347988 3.347530
5 C 6.443882 9.435931 1.359713
6 C 5.590902 9.248023 2.435851
7 C 4.462311 10.385792 4.424787
8 C 5.014795 6.580475 4.130734
9 C 6.204155 11.530096 3.155440
10 C 4.389564 4.711718 5.552013
11 C 4.281624 5.412014 4.355890
12 C 5.885080 7.010134 5.138367
13 C 5.996628 6.317093 6.337345
14 C 7.161800 10.622439 1.137053
15 C 3.456614 9.305473 4.725057
16 C 5.244030 5.167342 6.548850
17 C 7.067208 11.637852 2.041714
18 C 4.416979 11.477916 5.264135
19 C 6.131715 12.613104 4.061131
20 C 5.265473 12.584397 5.115258
21 C 2.261905 9.614964 2.636277
22 C 1.848481 7.711681 4.021418
23 C 3.693275 6.907843 1.220158
24 H 6.605536 8.619707 0.669895
25 H 3.810270 3.809628 5.704627
26 H 2.661129 9.756551 5.336552
27 H 3.017137 10.290019 2.243507
28 H 6.480752 7.902813 4.987936
29 H 3.613049 5.039040 3.588919
30 H 5.329445 4.625022 7.481883
31 H 7.642497 12.547876 1.922053
32 H 1.481157 10.211326 3.130225
33 H 3.683738 11.486564 6.061438
34 H 2.289885 7.005005 4.719821
35 H 3.910632 8.523351 5.333515
36 H 6.672433 6.671929 7.105339
37 H 3.927646 5.883106 0.925752
38 H 6.769569 13.471218 3.888675
39 H 1.809266 9.080067 1.802764
40 H 7.808066 10.705738 0.272831
41 H 1.434559 7.158045 3.180009
42 H 1.023417 8.235008 4.526577
43 H 5.202943 13.412753 5.808599
44 H 2.656106 6.948561 1.534875
45 H 3.798619 7.527182 0.326163
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Table S3. Coordinates of the non-bridged compound
(1) with an implicit water solvation.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 F 5.529848 9.535195 1.294919
2 Si 4.388115 8.905336 2.318801
3 N 2.681655 7.598786 3.914336
4 C 4.330569 11.733271 5.362906
5 C 6.40902 4.705543 2.767303
6 C 5.140816 4.292448 4.850786
7 C 6.677606 5.504613 1.687979
8 C 3.560752 6.545539 4.329395
9 C 2.099277 8.384354 5.002227
10 C 5.203114 11.20916 6.31079
11 C 4.640222 6.248102 3.454455
12 C 4.728646 9.825265 3.910181
13 C 4.098793 11.046015 4.176517
14 C 3.350356 5.790811 5.458036
15 C 5.84638 10.001145 6.061053
16 C 5.400108 5.064354 3.692527
17 C 4.161713 4.670298 5.73107
18 C 5.996708 6.729049 1.525916
19 C 5.6114 9.320493 4.871678
20 C 1.620798 7.041937 3.055629
21 C 4.992225 7.126282 2.387817
22 C 2.840235 9.451992 1.426844
23 H 7.446496 5.223976 0.979524
24 H 5.73613 3.406394 5.032616
25 H 5.380714 11.738574 7.238233
26 H 3.977919 4.089627 6.625646
27 H 2.537166 6.028707 6.129268
28 H 6.303996 7.38752 0.725025
29 H 2.88483 8.716492 5.675603
30 H 1.349502 7.822296 5.570767
31 H 3.827555 12.673673 5.55027
32 H 1.613132 9.261945 4.577332
33 H 6.969166 3.793457 2.933442
34 H 6.527724 9.588198 6.794367
35 H 0.979066 7.845236 2.701697
36 H 1.008231 6.319797 3.607943
37 H 3.405909 11.465227 3.456617
38 H 2.013613 9.671323 2.098911
39 H 2.064901 6.541093 2.197757
40 H 6.113074 8.376543 4.698705
41 H 3.072677 10.35974 0.866791
42 H 2.508064 8.697552 0.712649

Table S4. Coordinates of the bridged compound (2)
with implicit water solvation.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 4.811973 7.522685 2.536691
2 F 6.140688 6.737808 1.845386
3 N 2.91668 8.644157 3.527252
4 C 5.392283 10.372182 3.362829
5 C 6.406056 9.435932 1.377415
6 C 5.548157 9.269856 2.451994
7 C 4.450379 10.412839 4.437131
8 C 4.949989 6.600658 4.168105
9 C 6.210384 11.539979 3.174816
10 C 4.457743 4.666853 5.557779
11 C 4.271222 5.397936 4.388941
12 C 5.844451 7.034114 5.153745
13 C 6.035203 6.31037 6.325457
14 C 7.153395 10.607041 1.159586
15 C 3.444979 9.328911 4.716408
16 C 5.338044 5.124468 6.532172
17 C 7.078875 11.62818 2.062578
18 C 4.410936 11.500413 5.281924
19 C 6.146632 12.621845 4.083874
20 C 5.273418 12.598499 5.134724
21 C 2.308714 9.608524 2.595902
22 C 1.881207 7.70058 3.97354
23 C 3.626081 6.92024 1.213004
24 H 6.539844 8.621134 0.680224
25 H 3.916299 3.741112 5.707375
26 H 2.612494 9.774686 5.273944
27 H 3.065176 10.272462 2.188942
28 H 6.397216 7.955295 5.009919
29 H 3.580938 5.021272 3.643586
30 H 5.483056 4.559256 7.443973
31 H 7.673084 12.525494 1.940239
32 H 1.544934 10.207614 3.104205
33 H 3.676472 11.513983 6.077892
34 H 2.295065 7.024415 4.715829
35 H 3.878849 8.564864 5.36056
36 H 6.727566 6.67054 7.076108
37 H 3.70451 5.832219 1.156478
38 H 6.7943 13.473848 3.91839
39 H 1.837688 9.073085 1.775826
40 H 7.801662 10.677891 0.295623
41 H 1.516382 7.118135 3.130758
42 H 1.036443 8.239108 4.418181
43 H 5.21733 13.426278 5.829264
44 H 2.578769 7.180132 1.317002
45 H 3.978381 7.311504 0.255356
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Appendix: From structure correlations

to bonding correlations

Synthesis and characterization of the Pentacoordinated

Silicon compounds

This section gives a report about the synthetic procedure and characterization of the compounds

based on 13C, 1H, 19F and 29Si NMR and high resolution mass spectra. The following text was

written by Dr. Maksym Ponomarenko and slightly modified by me.

All reagents from commercial suppliers were used without purification. 1H NMR spectra

were recorded on 400 or 401 MHz instruments. 13C, 19F, and 29Si NMR spectra were recorded

on 100 or 101 MHz, 376 or 377 MHz, and 80 MHz instruments, respectively. Chemical shifts

are reported relative to TMS, CHCl3 (δ = 7.26 ppm, 1H NMR), CDCl3 (δ = 77.16 ppm, 13C

NMR), and CCl3F (19F NMR) as internal standards. All non-aqueous reactions were carried

out in an inert atmosphere of dry argon or nitrogen. All solvents used in reactions, as well as

for crystallization, were preliminarily dried. High resolution mass spectra (EI) were obtained on

a double-focusing mass spectrometer at 70 eV. High resolution electronspray-ionization time-

of-flight mass spectra (EI-TOF MS) were obtained on a Bruker Daltonics micro time-of-flight

(microTOF) mass spectrometer using the positive ESI mode.

8-(chloro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)-N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine, 1

(chloro), known

12.52 mL (1 equiv) of n-BuLi (2.5 M, in n-hexane) was added at 0°C to a solution of N,N-

dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine (5.36 g, 31.3 mmol) in 35 mL of diethyl ether. The mixture was

stirred for 48 h at room temperature. The formed precipitate of the lithiated product 12 was

filtered off, and washed with pentane (2 x 20 mL) under argon; then it was dried for 30 min

in oil-pump vacuum at room temperature. The solid product was transferred into a 100 mL

Schlenk flask, and then 40mL of diethyl ether was added. The mixture was cooled to -60°C,
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and 4.46 g (23.33 mmol, 1.3 equiv) of PhSiMeCl2 was added through a syringe. The cooling

bath was removed after 30 min, and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature.

The formed precipitate was filtered off under argon, and washed with diethyl ether (2 x 5 mL).

Figure A1: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the chloro compound (3).

Diethyl ether was evaporated, and the rest was recrystallized from a saturated hot diethyl ether

solution (under argon) giving 1.2 g (20%) of the clean product 3. The white precipitate, which

was collected after first filtration of the reaction mixture, was mixed with 20 mL of CH2Cl2,

and the mixture was filtered to remove LiCl. The solvent was evaporated giving 3.6 g (61%

yield) of 3. Colorless good quality single crystals of 3 were grown from hot saturated diethyl

ether solution under inert atmosphere.

Colourless crystals; melting point = 149 - 150°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.73 (dd,

J = 7.0, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.97 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 7.76 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.69 (dd, J =

8.1, 7.0 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.37 (m, 2H), 7.40–7.33 (m, 3H), 7.22 (dd, J = 7.4,

0.8 Hz, 1H), 2.57 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.69 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.08 (s, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz,

CDCl3) δ 150.9, 140.1, 139.6, 134.7, 134.0, 131.3, 130.5, 129.0, 128.2, 128.0, 126.7, 126.2, 126.0,

116.5, 48.3 (NMe2), 47.9 (NMe2), 3.2 (SiMe); 29Si{1H} NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -14.4; HRMS

(EI) calculated for C19H20ClNSi [M]+: 325.10481, found: 325.10531.

8-(hydroxy(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl-N,N-dimethyl ammo-

nium chloride (13)

All attempts to hydrolyze the chloro compound 3 to the corresponding silanol failed likely

due to its transformation to the siloxane. However, when the white precipitate of the 2/LiCl

mixture (1 g), collected after first filtration of the reaction mixture obtained in the previous

step, was exposed to air 2 weeks in a fritted filter funnel, its appearance did not change. This

is in contrast to pure 3 that becomes dark oil upon storage in an open flask. After 2 weeks

the 3/LiCl mixture was mixed with 10 mL of acetone and filtered. The collected filtrate was

evaporated, and the solid residue was recrystallized twice from a saturated acetonitrile solution

at -30°C giving 0.53 g of 13.
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Figure A2: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of 13

Colorless good quality single crystals of 2-OH-HCl were grown from CH3CN at -30°C.

Colourless crystals; mp = 115 - 116°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 9.08 (bs, 2H, OH, NH),

8.02 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H), 7.94 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.64 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (d, J =

7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.50 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 7.31 (m, 1H), 7.26 (tm, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 3.49 (s, 3H,

NMe2), 3.12 (s, 3H, NMe2), 0.95 (s, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.8, 138.8,

136.4, 136.0, 134.2, 133.1, 132.6, 130.8, 130.4, 129.3, 128.2, 126.0, 125.8, 120.7, 48.3 (NMe2),

48.2 (NMe2), 1.6 (SiMe); 29Si{1H} NMR (79 MHz, CDCl3) δ -0.98; HR ESI-TOF MS (Positive

mode) calculated for C19H22NOSi: 308.1465, found: 308.1471.

8-(dimethyl(phenyl)silyl)-N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine,

3 (methyl), unknown

0.5838 g (2.32 mmol) of lithiated N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine 12 was diluted with 20 mL

of THF in a 50 mL Schlenk flask. The solution was cooled down to -60°C, and 0.396 g (2.32

mmol) of PhSiMe2Cl was added through a syringe. The cooling bath was removed after 15

minutes, and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. THF was evaporated, the

mixture was diluted with 70 mL of n-hexane, and the resulting mixture was washed with water

(2 x 5 mL). After drying of the organic layer over sodium sulfate and evaporating the solvent,

the raw product was purified by column chromatography on SiO2 eluting with n-hexane, giving

10 (0.48 g, 68%). The same reaction carried out in diethyl ether for 24 h leads to the formation

Figure A3: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the methyl compound (10).
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of the product 10 only as an admixture; the starting materials were almost fully recovered.

Colorless good quality single crystals of 10 were grown from a CH3CN/Et2O (90/10 v/v) mix-

ture at -30°C under inert atmosphere. 10 is stable for a long time in inert atmosphere, but it

becomes yellow after two to three weeks of storage at ambient conditions.

Colourless crystals; mp = 72-73°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.94 (dd, J = 6.8, 1.3 Hz,

1H), 7.86 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 7.64 (dd, J = 8.1, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 7.52–7.44 (m, 3H), 7.41 (dd,

J = 7.9, 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.31–7.26 (m, 3H), 7.20 (dd, J = 7.4, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 2.08 (s, 6H, NMe2), 0.52

(s, 6H, SiMe2); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 153.4, 142.3, 137.2, 135.0, 134.7, 133.6, 132.7,

130.0, 127.8, 127.5, 125.8, 125.4, 125.3, 116.9, 47.1, 1.4; 29Si NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -11.4 (m,

3JSiH = 12.0 Hz); HRMS (EI) calculated for C20H23NSi [M]+: 325.15998, found: 305.16014.

8-(fluoro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)-N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine, 4

(fluoro), known

0.55 g (1.69 mmol) of 3 was added to a mixture of dried CsF (2.56 g, 16.9 mmol) in 20

mL of monoglyme. The mixture was refluxed for 12 h, and cooled to ambient temperature.

20 mL of CH2Cl2 was added, and then the reaction mixture was filtered under inert atmo-

sphere. The solvents were removed in oil-pump vacuum. The residue was recrystallized from

an n-hexane/CH2Cl2 mixture giving 0.318 g (61%) of the fluorinated product 5. Colorless

Figure A4: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the fluoro compound (5).

good quality single crystals of 5 were grown by slow evaporation technique (air) from an n-

hexane/CH2Cl2 ( 80/20 v/v) mixture. The fluorinated product 5 becomes darker after two to

three weeks of storage at ambient conditions. However, 5 is stable for a long time under inert

atmosphere.

Colourless crystals; mp = 84 - 85°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.34 (dd, J = 6.8, 0.7

Hz, 1H), 7.96 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.72 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.64 (dd, J = 7.7, 7.3 Hz, 1H),

7.48–7.38 (m, 3H), 7.34–7.22 (m, 4H), 2.54 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.67 (s, 3H, NMe2), 0.77 (d, 3JHF

= 8.4 Hz, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 151.9, 138.2 (d, 2JCF = 23.0 Hz), 137.3
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(d, 3JCF = 9.0 Hz), 135.1 (d, JCF = 2.6 Hz), 134.3 (d, JCF = 1.4 Hz), 132.4 (d, JCF = 1.0

Hz), 130.4 (d, JCF = 0.9 Hz), 129.6 (d, 2JCF = 18.3 Hz), 129.2 (d, JCF = 1.1 Hz), 127.8,

126.5, 126.2, 125.9, 117.2, 48.3 (NMe2), 47.8 (NMe2), -2.1 (d, 2JCF = 22.8 Hz, SiMe); 19F NMR

(377 MHz, CDCl3) δ -134.5 (bs); 29SiH NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -11.7 (d, 1JSiF = 264.4 Hz);

HRMS (EI) calculated for C19H20FNSi [M]+: 309.13490, found: 309.13389.

8-(methoxy(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)-N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine,

8 (methoxy), known

A mixture of 0.60 g (1.84 mmol) of 3 in 5 mL of diethyl ether was cooled to 0°C. 0.745 g (7.36

mmol) of triethylamine and 0.119 g (3.71 mmol) of methanol were added sequentially to the

mixture. The cooling bath was removed after 1 hour, and the mixture was stirred for 12 h at

room temperature. Then 50 mL of n-hexane was added, and the mixture was washed with water

(3 x 5 mL). After drying of the organic layer over sodium sulfate and evaporating the solvent

0.49 g (82%) of the product 8 was obtained. 8 was additionally dried for 12 h in oil pump

vacuo at room temperature and stored under argon. Colorless good quality single crystals of 8

were grown by slow evaporation technique from pentane under inert atmosphere using λ-shaped

glassware closed with a Teflon tap. All attempts to grow crystals of 8 in an opened flask failed

due to hydrolytic instability of the product exposed to air.

Figure A5: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the methoxy compound (8).

Colourless crystals; mp = 65-67°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.29 (dd, J = 6.9, 1.3 Hz,

1H), 7.90 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.67 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.59 (dd, J = 8.1, 6.9 Hz,

1H), 7.43–7.37 (m, 3H), 7.30–7.23 (m, 3H), 7.17 (dd, J = 7.4, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 3.27 (s, 3H, OMe),

2.45 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.56 (s, 3H, NMe2), 0.67 (s, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ

152.9, 138.3, 137.3, 135.4, 134.8, 132.8, 130.6, 130.1, 128.6, 127.6, 126.0, 125.8, 125.8, 117.1,

50.9 (s, OMe), 47.5 (s, NMe2), 47.3 (s, NMe2), -3.3 (s, SiMe); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3)

δ -11.0; HRMS (EI) calculated for C20H23NOSi [M]+: 321.15489, found: 321.15426.
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8,8’-(methyl(phenyl)silanediyl)bis(N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine),

11 (aryl), known

0.57 g (2.27 mmol) of lithiated N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine 12 was diluted with 15 mL of

THF in a 50 mL Schlenk flask. The solution was cooled down to -70°C, and 0.217 g (1.14 mmol)

of PhSiMeCl2 was added to the mixture. The cooling bath was removed after 15 min, and the

mixture was stirred for 48 h at room temperature. THF was evaporated, 70 mL of n-hexane

was added to the mixture, and the resulting suspension was washed with water (3 x 5 mL).

After drying of the organic layer over sodium sulfate and evaporating the solvent, the mixture

was separated by column chromatography on SiO2 eluting with an n-hexane/CH2Cl2 (1/1)

mixture. 0.25 g (48% yield) of the product 11 and 0.13 g of N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine

were isolated after the column.

Figure A6: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the aryl compound (11)

Colorless good quality single crystals of 11 were grown by slow evaporation technique (air)

from pentane.

Colourless crystals; mp = 81-82°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.93–7.50 (m, 6H), 7.48–

6.98 (m, 11H), 2.65 (bs, 3H), 2.26 (bs, 3H), 1.63 (s, 3H), 0.97 (s, 6H); 13C NMR (101 MHz,

CDCl3) δ 153.7 (bs), 143.8, 138.2 (bs), 137.0 (bs), 135.6 (bs), 135.2 (bs), 133.2 (bs), 128.8 (bs),

127.5, 127.1, 125.7 (bs), 125.2, 124.8, 117.4 (bs), 116.2 (bs), 50.4 (bs, NMe2), 48.2 (bs, NMe2),

47.3 (bs, NMe2), 45.0 (bs, NMe2), 2.4 (bs, SiMe); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -12.3 (bs);

HRMS (EI) calculated for C31H32N2Si [M]+: 460.23348, found: 460.23387.

8-(ethynyl(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)-N,N-dimethylnaphthalen-1-amine, 6

(ethynyl), unknown

A solution of 3 (2.2 g, 6.75 mmol) in 20 mL of THF was cooled to -78°C. A solution of HCCMgBr

in THF (0.5M, 13.5 mL, 6.75 mmol) was slowly added to the stirred reaction mixture through

a syringe. The resulting mixture was stirred for 12 h, while the temperature was allowed to
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increase slowly to room temperature. THF was removed in oil pump vacuo. A mixture of

CH2Cl2 (10 mL) and n-hexane (30 mL) was added to the resulting viscous oil. The formed

precipitate was filtered off under argon, and the solvents were removed in oil pump vacuo.

Then 40 mL of n-hexane was added to the concentrated mother liquor, the mixture was heated

for a while at reflux upon stirring, and the turbid solution was frittered through Celite under

argon. The solvent was removed, and the residue was recrystallized twice from hot n-hexane

giving 6 (1.13 g, 53%).

Figure A7: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the ethylyn compound (6).

Colorless good quality single crystals of 6 were grown from a hot saturated n-hexane solution

under inert atmosphere. 7 is stable for a long time only in inert atmosphere.

Colourless crystals; mp = 84-85°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.55 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H), 7.92

(dd, J = 8.1, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.68 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.58 (dd, J = 8.1, 6.9 Hz, 1H), 7.50-7.45

(m, 2H), 7.42 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.32–7.26 (m, 3H), 7.23 (dd, J = 7.7, 6.8 Hz, 1H), 2.61 (s,

1H, CCH), 2.37 (s, 3H, NMe2), 1.79 (s, 3H, NMe2), 0.77 (s, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz,

CDCl3) δ 152.5, 139.4, 138.7, 134.7, 134.6, 132.7, 130.7, 128.8, 128.5, 127.8, 125.9, 125.9, 125.8,

117.2, 94.5 (CCH), 93.5 (CCH), 48.0 (NMe2), 47.1 (NMe2), 0.3 (SiMe); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz,

CDCl3) δ -32.41 (s); HRMS (EI) calculated for C21H21NSi [M]+: 315.14378, found: 315.14402.

N,N-dimethyl-8-(methyl(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-amine, 9 (hydro),

known

LiAlH4 (powder, 0.16 g, 4.21 mmol) was added in portions to a stirred mixture of 3 (0.68 g,

2.09 mmol) in 50 mL of diethyl ether at 0°C. The reaction mixture was stirred for 2 h at 0°C,

and for additional 10 h at room temperature. The solvent was removed in oil pump vacuo,

and 20 mL of pentane was added to the mixture. All solids were filtered off and washed with

pentane (2 x 10 mL) under argon. Pentane was evaporated giving 9 (0.58 g, 95% yield) as oil

that crystallizes on standing. The product 9 decomposes after two to three weeks of storage at

ambient conditions. However, it is stable for a long time under inert atmosphere.
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Figure A8: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the hydro compound (9).

Colourless crystals; mp = 43-44°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.87 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.2 Hz, 1H),

7.69 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.61 (dd, J = 6.8, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.49-7.38 (m, 4H), 7.37-7.27 (m,

4H), 5.23 (q, 3J = 3.4 Hz, 1H, SiH), 2.62 (s, 3H, NMe2), 2.29 (s, 3H, NMe2), 0.52 (d, 3J = 3.4

Hz, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 152.5, 141.1, 137.5, 134.7, 134.7, 134.4, 131.3,

130.3, 128.3, 127.7, 125.9, 125.8, 125.8, 117.9, 47.7 (NMe2), 46.7 (NMe2), -1.17 (SiMe); 29Si

NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -23.1 (qm, 1JSiH = 220.8 Hz); HRMS (EI) calculated for C19H21NSi

[M]+: 291.14378, found: 291.14458.

(8-(dimethylamino)naphthalen-1-yl)(methyl)(phenyl)silyl-4-chlorobenz-

oate, 4 (chlorobenzoate), unknown

4-chlorobenzoic acid (0.192 g, 1.23 mmol) was added to a stirred mixture of 3 (0.40 g, 1.23

mmol) and triethyamine (0.496 g, 4.90 mmol) in 35 mL of diethyl ether at 0°C. The resulting

mixture was stirred at room temperature for 12 h. All white solids were filtered off under argon,

and washed with pentane. Pentane, diethyl ether and triethyamine were evaporated in oil pump

vacuo. The residue (ca. 0.52 g) was washed with hot n-hexane (3 x 25 mL). The solvent was

evaporated from the combined fractions, and the raw product was additionally recrystallized

from hot n-hexane giving 0.20g of 4 (37%). Colorless good quality single crystals of 4 were

grown from a hot saturated pentane solution under inert atmosphere. 4 hydrolyzes when ex-

posed to air.

Figure A9: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the p-Chlorobenzoate compound (4).
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Colourless crystals; mp = 124-125°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.42 (dd, J = 6.9, 1.2

Hz, 1H), 8.02–7.93 (m, 3H), 7.73 (dd, J = 8.2, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 7.65 (dd, J = 8.2, 6.9 Hz, 1H),

7.56–7.50 (m, 2H), 7.45 (dd, J = 8.0, 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.40–7.35 (m, 2H), 7.31–7.21 (m, 4H), 2.58

(s, 3H, NMe2), 1.59 (s, 3H, NMe2), 0.96 (s, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 166.1

(C=O), 151.7, 138.8, 137.2, 135.1, 134.4, 132.8, 131.6, 130.5, 129.0, 128.6, 128.6, 127.6, 126.4,

126.2, 126.0, 116.9, 48.6 (NMe2), 47.3 (NMe2), -1.5 (SiMe); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ

-17.4; HRMS (EI) calculated for C26H24ClNO2Si [M]+: 445.12722, found: 445.12722.

(8-(dimethylamino)naphthalen-1-yl)(methyl)(phenyl)silylium tetrakis-

(pentafluorophenyl)borate, 1 (silyl cation), unknown

[Ph3C][B(C6F5)4] was prepared by a slightly modified procedure than the one described in the

literature [Ihara, E.; Young, V. G.; Jordan, R. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1998, 120, 8277-8278]. A

solution of C6F5Br (15 g, 4 equiv) in n-hexane (250 ml) was cooled to -78°C. n-BuLi (24 mL,

2.5 M solution in hexane, 4 equiv) was added dropwise and the reaction mixture was stirred for

1.5 h at -78°C. BCl3 (15 mL, 1.0 M solution in heptane, 1 equiv) was added over 15 min. The

resulting viscous suspension was stirred and warmed to 10°C gradually over 15 h. 6.27 g (1.5

equiv) of Ph3CCl was added to the reaction mixture. The reaction occurred immediately and

a yellow powder formed. The mixture was stirred for additional 3 h at room temperature, and

filtered through a glass filter frit. The solid was washed with hexane (5 x 50 mL) and dried

under vacuum for 1 h. The yellow solid was taken up with CH2Cl2 (150 mL) and filtered to

remove LiCl. The filtrate was concentrated to ca. 70 mL and pentane (150 mL) was added.

Phase separation occurred, the resulting mixture was stirred until the oily lower layer gradually

solidified. The supernatant was removed by a cannula and the remaining powder was dried in

oil pump vacuo giving a brownish-yellow powder of [Ph3C][B(C6F5)4] (12.7 g, 92%).

Figure A10: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the silyl cation (1).

Two layers of a mixture of [Ph3C][B(C6F5)4] (0.20 g, 0.217 mmol) and the silane 9 (0.07 g,

0.240 mmol) in dry benzene (2 mL) was stirred for 2 days at room temperature in a 25 mL

Schlenk flask. The dark lower layer becomes colourless in a few minutes of vigorous stirring.
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After 2 days the stirring was stopped, and then the upper layer was removed by a syringe. The

bottom layer left was washed twice with benzene. 1 mL of benzene was added into the flask,

and the suspension was stirred ca. 1 min. Then the stirring was stopped, and the upper layer

was removed. The rest of the solvent was removed in oil pump vacuo giving 0.20 g (98%) of

white solid 1. Colorless good quality single crystals of 1 were grown by diffusion of n-hexane

(3 mL) into a 0.1 g sample diluted in 0.8 mL of CH2Cl2 at room temperature. n-Hexane was

carefully layered on top of the solution of 1 in CH2Cl2. All manipulations (weighting, washing,

crystallization, etc.) were carried out in inert atmosphere of argon.

Colourless crystals; mp = 62-63°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.31 (dd, J = 8.4, 0.9

Hz, 1H), 8.16 (dd, J = 8.3, 0.7 Hz, 1H), 8.14 (dd, J = 6.8, 1.0 Hz, 1H), 7.93 (dd, J = 8.3, 6.8

Hz, 1H), 7.79 (dd, J = 8.2, 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.75–7.68 (m, 2H), 7.58–7.53 (m, 4H), 3.41 (s, 3H,

NMe2), 2.96 (s, 4H, NMe2), 1.29 (s, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CD2Cl2) delta cation:

145.6, 136.1, 135.1, 135.1, 133.3, 133.3, 132.3, 130.3, 130.3, 130.1, 128.3, 125.2, 121.4, 117.1, 53.4

(NMe2), 51.8 (NMe2), -3.78 (SiMe), anion: 150.0 (bm), 147.6 (bm), 140.0 (bm), 138.1 (bm),

137.6 (bm), 135.7 (bm); 19F NMR (376 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ -132.7 (m, 8F), -163.2 (td, J = 20.5,

6.6 Hz, 4F), -167.1 (m, 8F); 11B NMR (128 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ -17.4 (s); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz,

CD2Cl2) δ 42.6; HR ESI-TOF MS (Positive mode) calculated for C19H20NSi: 290.1360, found:

290.1365.

1-(8-(methoxy(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethylme-

thanamine, 16, unknown

The amine 13 was prepared according to the literature [Gay, R. L.; Hauser, C. R. J. Am. Chem.

Soc. 1967, 89, 2297–2303]. 3.1 mL (1 equiv) of n-BuLi (2.5 M, in n-hexane) was added at 0°C to

a solution of 14 (1.44 g, 7.77 mmol) in 25 mL of diethyl ether. The mixture was stirred for 24 h

at room temperature. The mixture was cooled to 0°C, and left to stay without stirring for a few

hours. The dark red supernatant was removed using a syringe, and the solid lithiated amine

15 was dissolved in 50 mL of fresh diethyl ether. The mixture was cooled to -50°C, and 1.98 g

(10.86 mmol, 1.4 equiv) of PhSiMe(OMe)2 was added dropwise through a syringe. The cooling

bath was removed after 30 min, and the mixture was stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The

solvent was evaporated, and the residue was kept for 4 h in oil pump vacuo at 200°C giving 2.24

g (86%) of raw 16. The product 16 was used in the next step without additional purification.

Yellow oil; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.18 (dd, J = 6.9, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.95 (dd, J =

8.1, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (dd, J = 10.3, 7.7 Hz, 2H), 7.57–7.44 (m, 4H), 7.41–7.29 (m, 3H), 3.76

(d-AB, J = 14.0 Hz, 1H, CH2), 3.72 (d-AB, J = 14.0 Hz, 1H, CH2), 3.40 (d, J = 3.4 Hz, 3H,
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Figure A11: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of 1-(8-
(methoxy(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethylmethanamine (16).

SiOMe), 1.88 (s, 6H, NMe2), 0.80 (s, 3H, SiMe); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ -2.50.

1-(8-(fluoro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethylmeth-

anamine, 2 (fluoro, bridged), unknown, and 1-(8-(fluoro(methyl)-

(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethyl ammonium tetrafluorob-

orate, 17, unknown

0.91 g (2.71 mmol) of 15 was diluted in 15 mL of n-hexane. The solution was cooled with an

ice bath, and BF3-etherate (0.19 g, 1.34 mmol) was added. The mixture was intensively stirred

for 2 h at room temperature. The n-hexane phase was removed into another 50 mL Schlenk

flask by a syringe. The solid residue was washed with hot n-hexane (3 x 5mL). All n-hexane

fractions were combined in the Schlenk flask containing the n-hexane phase collected from the

reaction mixture. The solvent was removed in oil pump vacuo. The white solid obtained was

recrystallized three times from a hot saturated solution in n-hexane in inert atmosphere giving

0.40 g (48%) of 2 . The formed crystals were used in the structural study.

Figure A12: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of the bridged fluoro (2) compound and 1-(8-
(fluoro(methyl)(phenyl)silyl)naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N-dimethyl ammonium tetrafluoroborat (17).

The slightly yellow residue left in the reaction flask after washing with n-hexane was dis-

solved in a small amount of CH2Cl2 (ca. 2 mL). 10 mL of n-hexane was carefully layered on top

of the CH2Cl2 solution. During the solvents diffusion at room temperature white crystals of 17
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were formed. The solvents were removed using a syringe, and the product 17 was recrystallized

twice in the same manner from a fresh CH2Cl2/n-hexane mixture giving 0.156 g (14%) of 17.

The formed crystals were used in the structural study.

2: Colourless crystals; mp = 79-80°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.41 (d, J = 7.1 Hz,

1H), 7.98 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 7.83 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.58 (dd, J = 7.7, 7.5 Hz, 1H),

7.55–7.50 (m, 2H), 7.45–7.26 (m, 5H), 3.86 (d-AB, 2J = 14.6 Hz, 1H, CH2), 3.82 (d-AB, 2J =

14.6 Hz, 1H, CH2), 1.85 (s, 6H, NMe2), 0.84 (d, 3JHF = 9.5 Hz, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101

MHz, CDCl3) δ 139.0 (d, J = 12.0 Hz), 135.7, 134.4, 133.9, 132.6, 132.0, 129.7, 128.9, 127.7,

127.7, 125.2, 124.9, 64.8 (CH2), 45.5 (NMe2), -0.5 (d, J = 28.3 Hz, SiMe); 19F NMR (377 MHz,

CDCl3) δ -112.5 (bs); 29Si{H} NMR (80 MHz, CDCl3) δ -26.5 (d, J = 262.7 Hz); HRMS (EI)

calculated for C20H22FNSi [M]+: 323.15001, found: 323.14977.

17: Colourless crystals; mp = 119-120°C; 1H NMR (401 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 11.23 (bs, 1H, NH),

8.16 (ddd, J = 9.6, 7.6, 1.4 Hz, 2H), 8.09 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.79 (dd, J = 7.2, 1.4 Hz,

1H), 7.71–7.62 (m, 2H), 7.57–7.48 (m, 3H), 7.43 (tm, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 4.81 (dd-ABX, J = 13.7,

6.3 Hz, 1H, CH2), 4.41 (ddd-ABX, J = 13.7, 6.1, 1.5 Hz, 1H, CH2), 2.44 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 3H,

NMe2), 2.43 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 3H, NMe2), 0.88 (d, 3JHF = 7.9 Hz, 3H, SiMe); 13C NMR (101

MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 140.1 (d, J = 5.0 Hz), 136.5, 135.6, 135.4 (d, J = 16.2 Hz), 134.5, 134.0 (d, J

= 1.7 Hz), 133.7, 132.3, 132.0, 129.4, 128.3 (d, J = 15.4 Hz), 126.9, 126.9, 125.8, 60.9 (d, J =

8.6 Hz, CH2), 43.6 (NMe2), 43.1 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, NMe2), 0.7 (d, J = 17.7 Hz, SiMe); 19F NMR

(377 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ -151.63 (4F, BF4), -153.15 (q, 3JFH = 7.8 Hz, 1F, SiF); 29Si{H} NMR

(80 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 12.1 (d, J = 282.5 Hz); HR ESI-TOF MS (Positive mode) calculated for

C20H23FNSi: 324.1584, found: 324.1581.
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Residual density maps of the crystal structures

Figure A13: Residual density contour plots of the of the N – Si – X plane of the pentacoordi-
nated silicon compounds after XWR. Blue and red lines refer to positive and negative contour
lines, respectively. The separation between two lines is 0.05 e·Å−3.
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Deformation density maps of the crystal structures

Figure A14: Deformation density contour plots of the N – Si – X plane of the pentacoordinated
silicon compounds after XWR. Blue and red lines refer to positive and negative contour lines,
respectively. The separation between two lines is 0.1 e·Å−3.
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Coordinates of the optimized geometries

All optimizations (except for the Crystal14 optimization) were peformed at the B3LYP/def2-

TZVP level of theory using Grimme’s dispersion correction (GD3BJ).

Table A1: Coordinates of the isolated
molecule optimization of the ethynyl
compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 9.666193 8.417338 8.595707
2 N 11.634214 6.642624 7.589396
3 C 11.209968 8.522538 6.105518
4 C 9.989353 8.838792 6.782024
5 C 11.154565 8.824650 9.658300
6 C 10.631472 10.121050 4.340382
7 C 9.120102 9.718114 6.164876
8 C 12.118906 7.537685 6.588547
9 C 11.570304 9.237615 4.922210
10 C 11.310451 8.234653 10.916037
11 C 13.373411 7.418583 6.038106
12 C 12.142959 9.713105 9.224312
13 C 8.384881 9.665449 9.100523
14 C 12.859082 9.066484 4.363540
15 C 13.756182 8.207086 4.936589
16 C 13.401201 9.378869 11.251203
17 C 12.420479 8.505489 11.706800
18 C 9.413263 10.323282 4.927072
19 C 13.257335 9.985579 10.008562
20 C 8.852662 6.800079 9.093616
21 C 12.629834 6.151151 8.532330
22 C 7.555436 10.448445 9.496373
23 C 10.901913 5.534289 6.966013
24 H 10.560091 7.546094 11.286074
25 H 8.692126 10.993124 4.476321
26 H 12.521367 8.034611 12.676808
27 H 14.014652 10.670904 9.648859
28 H 10.900412 10.638010 3.427142
29 H 9.574058 6.026268 9.345642
30 H 8.204107 9.997733 6.666932
31 H 13.124484 9.636573 3.481873
32 H 13.199319 6.985608 8.933666
33 H 10.473315 4.898393 7.738470
34 H 11.562810 4.922849 6.336436
35 H 14.749120 8.094072 4.520870
36 H 10.095989 5.924115 6.347270
37 H 14.269730 9.588869 11.862494
38 H 12.116439 5.659245 9.358843
39 H 14.065362 6.684123 6.425688
40 H 12.050989 10.190052 8.256857
41 H 6.831075 11.144598 9.845094
42 H 8.209979 6.426168 8.295101
43 H 8.219960 6.980461 9.963667
44 H 13.320541 5.423204 8.084452

Table A2: Coordinates of the isolated
molecule optimization of the methyl
compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 13.633145 3.355449 8.999494
2 N 16.057306 4.308165 7.654731
3 C 15.077818 1.421556 5.520610
4 C 15.454023 3.506554 11.195627
5 C 12.655341 1.935429 6.791874
6 C 17.167693 1.899487 11.721173
7 C 15.003206 2.407107 6.553754
8 C 13.891092 0.787504 5.084345
9 C 16.777270 1.141197 10.623255
10 C 15.052492 2.765419 10.079457
11 C 12.693886 1.074769 5.677494
12 C 16.331655 1.079046 4.960959
13 C 17.473462 1.701065 5.385116
14 C 16.498658 3.083396 12.008971
15 C 13.376203 5.213770 9.156689
16 C 15.729476 1.569771 9.816854
17 C 15.617336 5.444401 6.841463
18 C 17.397379 2.755818 6.313549
19 C 13.774628 2.594280 7.266648
20 C 16.191429 3.138350 6.854949
21 C 12.076418 2.608760 9.772539
22 C 17.205423 4.654273 8.477510
23 H 14.953087 4.438153 11.432599
24 H 11.713236 2.038074 7.312517
25 H 17.985443 1.569098 12.349086
26 H 13.952544 0.067787 4.277006
27 H 17.291328 0.216368 10.392623
28 H 11.783183 0.599339 5.335910
29 H 16.369263 0.309168 4.200244
30 H 18.435089 1.422433 4.973623
31 H 16.793219 3.678278 12.864787
32 H 14.307438 5.762871 9.275496
33 H 12.749808 5.417872 10.027787
34 H 12.857037 5.611671 8.282960
35 H 15.447925 0.969179 8.961018
36 H 14.695903 5.193236 6.320036
37 H 16.376302 5.723342 6.096470
38 H 15.430343 6.303774 7.483326
39 H 18.297026 3.298585 6.566906
40 H 12.041044 2.904690 10.824079
41 H 12.077818 1.518217 9.736605
42 H 11.156421 2.966642 9.303657
43 H 16.904703 5.419291 9.194137
44 H 18.049041 5.052968 7.895441
45 H 17.536225 3.780443 9.033684
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Table A3: Coordinates of the isolated
molecule optimization of the aryl com-
pound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 0.188076 0.757182 0.561602
2 N 3.054643 -0.204691 0.603185
3 N -1.592071 -1.477441 1.392761
4 C -2.763519 0.349529 0.265955
5 C -5.028900 -0.084885 -0.608391
6 C -4.004186 0.828092 -0.264071
7 C 2.175905 -3.957482 -1.074783
8 C 1.173669 2.612916 -1.384616
9 C -1.908189 2.596956 0.190692
10 C 0.332069 -2.931506 -2.342026
11 C -4.187418 2.217603 -0.456314
12 C 2.671378 -1.509650 0.196382
13 C -2.686746 -1.039036 0.588912
14 C 1.847345 3.734832 -1.848031
15 C 1.502722 -1.631620 -0.621037
16 C 0.499731 -0.613044 -0.721119
17 C 3.438698 -2.620494 0.472454
18 C -1.655258 1.253290 0.399206
19 C -0.447977 -0.748607 -1.718922
20 C -3.691963 -1.900059 0.212938
21 C -3.173208 3.090557 -0.185100
22 C 1.717691 3.199454 0.865378
23 C -4.856842 -1.428176 -0.417970
24 C 2.394422 4.328097 0.412932
25 C -1.115112 -2.828717 1.132982
26 C 2.465460 4.596765 -0.948037
27 C 1.342065 -2.848387 -1.355355
28 C 3.163752 -3.860757 -0.134302
29 C 0.677232 0.427715 2.344173
30 C 3.876242 -0.116112 1.796899
31 C -1.911077 -1.304695 2.812221
32 C 3.674942 0.538467 -0.499525
33 C -0.508972 -1.875705 -2.560188
34 C 1.100571 2.311931 -0.019953
35 H 1.676111 3.013952 1.931333
36 H -5.946832 0.301611 -1.033963
37 H -1.269462 -1.927395 -3.328767
38 H 1.893647 3.937360 -2.910996
39 H 0.705536 1.949698 -2.102160
40 H 4.305852 -2.531983 1.111225
41 H -3.608637 -2.952659 0.445028
42 H -5.143012 2.569782 -0.825844
43 H 2.995016 5.470961 -1.305083
44 H -3.313292 4.156087 -0.316711
45 H -2.734042 -1.966506 3.119430
46 H -1.779519 -3.603694 1.542633
47 H 2.866267 4.996165 1.123071
48 H -1.011887 -2.984671 0.063708
49 H 3.036715 0.509090 -1.376951
50 H 4.906431 -0.468761 1.638999
51 H -1.098537 3.308445 0.268218
52 H -5.632357 -2.127948 -0.702009
53 H 2.009985 -4.882747 -1.612566
54 H 3.785164 -4.715968 0.098858
55 H -2.207312 -0.275649 3.005001
56 H 0.239348 -3.845297 -2.916381
57 H -1.216920 0.002610 -1.830651
58 H -1.035211 -1.536596 3.416414
59 H 4.654160 0.109895 -0.758973
60 H 3.930876 0.929277 2.103757
61 H 1.574114 0.980261 2.610427
62 H 0.878080 -0.629168 2.509625
63 H 3.806417 1.578253 -0.206590
64 H -0.134258 -2.952725 1.593760
65 H 3.430551 -0.693285 2.604685
66 H -0.121219 0.732349 3.019123

Table A4: Coordinates of the iso-
lated molecule optimization of the silyl
cation.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 8.868735 18.256955 1.118764
2 N 10.690018 18.422825 1.820702
3 C 10.426642 20.198116 0.180325
4 C 9.218491 19.536656 -0.160240
5 C 8.477599 20.011531 -1.218396
6 C 8.919740 21.135797 -1.948106
7 C 7.738620 18.835702 2.451587
8 C 10.075651 21.794719 -1.604875
9 C 7.533769 20.208867 2.649832
10 C 10.868153 21.349548 -0.520915
11 C 11.195102 19.699994 1.251294
12 C 6.079407 19.748025 4.509482
13 C 6.712838 20.661096 3.672969
14 C 7.086861 17.929937 3.299537
15 C 12.062341 21.976246 -0.091727
16 C 6.263152 18.382507 4.320756
17 C 12.770710 21.478192 0.972774
18 C 12.345435 20.316071 1.656379
19 C 8.595993 16.496407 0.612240
20 C 11.550758 17.301141 1.311378
21 C 10.713514 18.413430 3.316382
22 H 6.560269 21.722732 3.814669
23 H 12.412205 22.858098 -0.612604
24 H 7.542966 19.541396 -1.496948
25 H 7.575799 16.417165 0.227588
26 H 8.011470 20.927944 1.995747
27 H 5.435968 20.100774 5.304622
28 H 7.213269 16.862899 3.162646
29 H 8.328024 21.490101 -2.781313
30 H 10.391660 22.666921 -2.162620
31 H 5.761471 17.673511 4.965700
32 H 10.165221 19.271539 3.689664
33 H 11.531476 17.302592 0.224983
34 H 12.940986 19.935506 2.474431
35 H 11.742729 18.442795 3.666374
36 H 10.241676 17.499342 3.669786
37 H 11.174009 16.354997 1.691368
38 H 12.571150 17.456763 1.654042
39 H 13.678394 21.968584 1.295988
40 H 9.272996 16.178237 -0.179277
41 H 8.678014 15.798069 1.446534
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Table A5: Coordinates of the isolated
molecule optimization of the chlorine
compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Cl 5.871290 9.821960 0.999301
2 Si 4.424169 8.928566 2.293766
3 N 2.668107 7.606212 3.915114
4 C 4.299304 11.673152 5.399202
5 C 6.372029 4.690369 2.761386
6 C 5.177528 4.362403 4.897137
7 C 6.604959 5.443236 1.643654
8 C 3.577513 6.587501 4.343215
9 C 2.063774 8.395599 4.983050
10 C 5.144108 11.123604 6.356742
11 C 4.642497 6.276571 3.454055
12 C 4.739075 9.805130 3.912023
13 C 4.102333 11.018243 4.189962
14 C 3.400686 5.869434 5.501086
15 C 5.797668 9.925620 6.091445
16 C 5.401356 5.094338 3.706745
17 C 4.225719 4.766101 5.793600
18 C 5.943881 6.675209 1.469876
19 C 5.598794 9.276361 4.879079
20 C 1.634825 7.016631 3.050992
21 C 4.983665 7.125361 2.354343
22 C 2.849345 9.470350 1.436386
23 H 7.340167 5.127406 0.914694
24 H 5.779287 3.482721 5.088913
25 H 5.297234 11.629400 7.301600
26 H 4.070933 4.215683 6.712496
27 H 2.600322 6.124924 6.181238
28 H 6.242156 7.304476 0.644023
29 H 2.837054 8.757693 5.655105
30 H 1.318713 7.829839 5.557474
31 H 3.794545 12.610962 5.594839
32 H 1.562223 9.256950 4.541560
33 H 6.928179 3.778546 2.942230
34 H 6.463007 9.495994 6.829772
35 H 0.979802 7.800395 2.676150
36 H 1.028537 6.285681 3.601252
37 H 3.439080 11.460641 3.456187
38 H 2.018841 9.591305 2.128288
39 H 2.102381 6.515547 2.205801
40 H 6.113197 8.342943 4.690686
41 H 3.030690 10.423385 0.940308
42 H 2.559248 8.750919 0.669550

Table A6: Coordinates of the isolated
molecule optimization of the fluorine
compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 10.098775 3.595633 2.791147
2 F 10.382040 3.108906 4.329202
3 N 9.843913 4.672309 0.269702
4 C 13.322215 6.031645 3.664503
5 C 9.468911 1.146900 1.478516
6 C 11.764999 5.410620 -1.083508
7 C 11.430271 4.911171 2.603378
8 C 11.739902 1.864554 1.216049
9 C 12.001469 0.754852 0.421709
10 C 11.194904 5.128783 0.134470
11 C 11.910231 5.369093 1.339748
12 C 10.991728 -0.162008 0.151714
13 C 13.040285 6.003840 -1.159896
14 C 13.837777 6.389592 2.448968
15 C 12.144927 5.260049 3.733571
16 C 9.723840 0.033597 0.686797
17 C 10.467405 2.086851 1.752638
18 C 13.707850 6.350435 -0.016584
19 C 13.161886 6.049986 1.253802
20 C 8.939270 5.824334 0.382049
21 C 9.387928 3.752732 -0.767525
22 C 8.276695 4.006657 2.898081
23 H 7.736076 3.810486 1.974439
24 H 8.438927 3.316034 -0.455730
25 H 12.535724 2.572614 1.409513
26 H 9.230652 4.248504 -1.734586
27 H 8.934569 -0.680163 0.486041
28 H 14.774804 6.929157 2.382111
29 H 8.472422 1.285064 1.881522
30 H 14.668180 6.848513 -0.066889
31 H 11.221150 5.209166 -1.996001
32 H 11.821529 4.894700 4.698564
33 H 9.244142 6.452804 1.216601
34 H 7.923248 5.476355 0.557788
35 H 8.120134 5.051435 3.169467
36 H 13.840940 6.295996 4.577194
37 H 13.470046 6.216655 -2.130160
38 H 11.192705 -1.025802 -0.469269
39 H 12.992679 0.606131 0.011952
40 H 10.109292 2.949206 -0.889333
41 H 8.950695 6.429367 -0.534028
42 H 7.838583 3.393660 3.687947
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Table A7: Coordinates of the isolated
molecule optimization of the bridged
fluorine compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 4.967131 7.457496 2.479674
2 F 6.272435 6.725492 1.782263
3 N 2.864939 8.652628 3.558314
4 C 5.405173 10.347988 3.347530
5 C 6.443882 9.435931 1.359713
6 C 5.590902 9.248023 2.435851
7 C 4.462311 10.385792 4.424787
8 C 5.014795 6.580475 4.130734
9 C 6.204155 11.530096 3.155440
10 C 4.389564 4.711718 5.552013
11 C 4.281624 5.412014 4.355890
12 C 5.885080 7.010134 5.138367
13 C 5.996628 6.317093 6.337345
14 C 7.161800 10.622439 1.137053
15 C 3.456614 9.305473 4.725057
16 C 5.244030 5.167342 6.548850
17 C 7.067208 11.637852 2.041714
18 C 4.416979 11.477916 5.264135
19 C 6.131715 12.613104 4.061131
20 C 5.265473 12.584397 5.115258
21 C 2.261905 9.614964 2.636277
22 C 1.848481 7.711681 4.021418
23 C 3.693275 6.907843 1.220158
24 H 6.605536 8.619707 0.669895
25 H 3.810270 3.809628 5.704627
26 H 2.661129 9.756551 5.336552
27 H 3.017137 10.290019 2.243507
28 H 6.480752 7.902813 4.987936
29 H 3.613049 5.039040 3.588919
30 H 5.329445 4.625022 7.481883
31 H 7.642497 12.547876 1.922053
32 H 1.481157 10.211326 3.130225
33 H 3.683738 11.486564 6.061438
34 H 2.289885 7.005005 4.719821
35 H 3.910632 8.523351 5.333515
36 H 6.672433 6.671929 7.105339
37 H 3.927646 5.883106 0.925752
38 H 6.769569 13.471218 3.888675
39 H 1.809266 9.080067 1.802764
40 H 7.808066 10.705738 0.272831
41 H 1.434559 7.158045 3.180009
42 H 1.023417 8.235008 4.526577
43 H 5.202943 13.412753 5.808599
44 H 2.656106 6.948561 1.534875
45 H 3.798619 7.527182 0.326163

Table A8: Coordinates of the iso-
lated molecule optimization of the hy-
dro compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 H 5.567122 9.446513 1.295951
2 Si 4.507583 8.952136 2.226848
3 N 2.657680 7.597191 3.959776
4 C 4.268972 11.683212 5.360570
5 C 6.377099 4.694451 2.746333
6 C 5.168138 4.328404 4.862355
7 C 6.636330 5.470637 1.650867
8 C 3.568964 6.569918 4.346727
9 C 2.081131 8.376692 5.045779
10 C 5.109337 11.144066 6.327469
11 C 4.633779 6.268887 3.448135
12 C 4.770118 9.836091 3.861128
13 C 4.104362 11.033219 4.143113
14 C 3.400749 5.832518 5.495456
15 C 5.788575 9.959934 6.063407
16 C 5.393197 5.082155 3.686223
17 C 4.220282 4.720944 5.767652
18 C 5.973738 6.704185 1.494401
19 C 5.622035 9.317852 4.842302
20 C 1.618728 7.055029 3.079271
21 C 4.989078 7.131944 2.364996
22 C 2.909259 9.497434 1.400153
23 H 7.387371 5.170149 0.931378
24 H 5.767706 3.443701 5.037508
25 H 5.236085 11.644098 7.279346
26 H 4.064977 4.155747 6.677646
27 H 2.604640 6.080909 6.183277
28 H 6.285595 7.356015 0.687833
29 H 2.870968 8.725298 5.706833
30 H 1.339170 7.816554 5.632469
31 H 3.739651 12.607576 5.556233
32 H 1.581604 9.248915 4.622987
33 H 6.927209 3.777215 2.918613
34 H 6.446856 9.534531 6.810700
35 H 0.984315 7.863418 2.719922
36 H 0.988405 6.323409 3.604197
37 H 3.435915 11.464796 3.407379
38 H 2.090409 9.635827 2.103085
39 H 2.078099 6.565259 2.222831
40 H 6.152135 8.391772 4.658872
41 H 3.087861 10.448361 0.893580
42 H 2.592999 8.780400 0.640722
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Table A9: Coordinates of the isolated
molecule optimization of the methoxy
compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 8.465207 4.012352 8.819658
2 O 9.936366 3.644789 9.525708
3 N 5.851404 4.509830 7.804978
4 C 5.882976 2.784814 9.517080
5 C 6.887909 1.819971 11.947213
6 C 7.975510 1.916426 6.911178
7 C 5.265234 3.330054 8.354767
8 C 9.060379 3.864579 6.040103
9 C 7.189312 3.180804 9.939251
10 C 5.169585 1.787565 10.249018
11 C 5.694920 1.337508 11.482987
12 C 3.473211 1.713311 8.529582
13 C 4.110043 2.774529 7.857161
14 C 7.646065 2.703421 11.153212
15 C 9.099299 3.285826 4.777166
16 C 8.011226 1.330034 5.651446
17 C 10.556397 2.376040 9.478264
18 C 8.489080 3.198911 7.129646
19 C 5.716936 4.671197 6.363887
20 C 3.966898 1.259073 9.722146
21 C 5.370260 5.699157 8.516377
22 C 8.569393 2.016055 4.578792
23 C 8.570516 5.878956 8.755154
24 H 5.136418 0.601980 12.049327
25 H 3.657860 3.177942 6.961946
26 H 3.451665 0.483055 10.274595
27 H 2.564765 1.292705 8.117910
28 H 7.280222 1.484694 12.899017
29 H 7.600830 0.338426 5.506304
30 H 11.501823 2.437136 10.019484
31 H 8.636016 2.982830 11.488908
32 H 8.594878 1.562692 3.595954
33 H 9.476253 4.856615 6.173535
34 H 7.526310 1.370429 7.731107
35 H 6.023600 3.757790 5.860527
36 H 4.693489 4.927630 6.056151
37 H 6.375258 5.477791 6.039772
38 H 9.541594 3.824495 3.948229
39 H 9.624593 6.159828 8.743672
40 H 8.092004 6.297509 7.871564
41 H 10.760739 2.072075 8.447392
42 H 5.895322 6.579825 8.150771
43 H 5.560508 5.596126 9.582731
44 H 4.291740 5.845944 8.365668
45 H 9.938471 1.601856 9.946102
46 H 8.115488 6.335414 9.634905

Table A10: Coordinates of the iso-
lated molecule optimization of the hy-
droxy compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 8.467448 4.019566 8.823161
2 O 9.947802 3.687810 9.542797
3 N 5.856130 4.515363 7.810803
4 C 5.883926 2.784321 9.519755
5 C 6.910415 1.766345 11.920978
6 C 7.994186 1.909360 6.930972
7 C 5.261061 3.341777 8.366180
8 C 9.074879 3.852768 6.042644
9 C 7.198649 3.162832 9.934154
10 C 5.168372 1.784843 10.247596
11 C 5.703962 1.309112 11.467453
12 C 3.449096 1.747818 8.549795
13 C 4.093101 2.804785 7.878304
14 C 7.667228 2.655317 11.131769
15 C 9.113744 3.262946 4.785191
16 C 8.030248 1.311974 5.676116
17 C 8.506536 3.194586 7.138768
18 C 5.730830 4.665058 6.367285
19 C 3.952802 1.276373 9.731314
20 C 5.372218 5.709967 8.510989
21 C 8.586486 1.990082 4.597756
22 C 8.552442 5.887022 8.752345
23 H 5.142334 0.573559 12.030665
24 H 3.637583 3.219960 6.990154
25 H 3.435840 0.501078 10.283162
26 H 2.530225 1.342733 8.145841
27 H 7.312115 1.410738 12.861428
28 H 7.619768 0.319235 5.539392
29 H 8.664124 2.919233 11.459816
30 H 8.611463 1.529156 3.618426
31 H 9.488063 4.846946 6.167290
32 H 7.543405 1.370265 7.754781
33 H 6.036754 3.745880 5.874126
34 H 4.710665 4.923025 6.050426
35 H 6.394855 5.465468 6.039560
36 H 9.553839 3.795277 3.951011
37 H 9.603063 6.180418 8.764188
38 H 8.089086 6.297206 7.857090
39 H 5.897701 6.588502 8.141076
40 H 5.560488 5.614622 9.578486
41 H 4.293885 5.854429 8.357247
42 H 8.071700 6.340264 9.619992
43 H 10.243821 2.774975 9.501363
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Table A11: Coordinates of the iso-
lated molecule optimization of the p-
chlorobenzoate compound.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Cl -7.610201 -0.300953 -0.365830
2 Si 0.696796 0.455459 0.564420
3 O -1.013889 0.279024 0.371683
4 O -1.298049 -1.626911 1.523297
5 N 3.438109 0.654533 0.565862
6 C 0.833265 -2.853871 -1.929200
7 C 0.479927 -1.635997 -1.316462
8 C 4.074518 1.216068 1.751267
9 C 2.051456 -3.421270 -1.673217
10 C 1.044564 3.298850 0.702707
11 C -3.201462 -0.581730 0.552178
12 C 3.000203 -2.750541 -0.866936
13 C -3.699181 0.498129 -0.176416
14 C 4.252300 -3.331632 -0.555174
15 C -5.430793 -1.494001 0.716120
16 C 1.138010 4.580484 0.170882
17 C -5.053474 0.589392 -0.460806
18 C 1.006999 0.291270 2.398358
19 C 0.778353 3.685453 -2.030625
20 C -4.076388 -1.573503 0.994758
21 C 0.685465 2.409017 -1.491344
22 C -5.907467 -0.409537 -0.011356
23 C -1.752568 -0.710349 0.874136
24 C 5.161522 -2.653861 0.210619
25 C 2.677022 -1.459133 -0.353450
26 C 4.894518 -1.334972 0.628150
27 C 1.009839 4.775839 -1.199001
28 C 3.696243 -0.733587 0.324826
29 C 1.358384 -0.936051 -0.513843
30 C 3.800192 1.445756 -0.621457
31 C 0.825998 2.189425 -0.117395
32 H 3.874093 0.587875 2.615806
33 H 0.113815 -3.363181 -2.557396
34 H -0.528929 -1.271530 -1.453377
35 H 1.145053 3.168333 1.773280
36 H 3.659495 2.208420 1.929298
37 H 4.474195 -4.323914 -0.927746
38 H 0.514715 1.567420 -2.152870
39 H 2.307552 -4.391270 -2.081720
40 H 1.562841 1.136453 2.799900
41 H 1.309755 5.426041 0.825229
42 H 0.673006 3.831066 -3.098444
43 H 0.059068 0.213938 2.929335
44 H 5.161129 1.325460 1.637558
45 H 5.661284 -0.784374 1.155135
46 H 1.085993 5.772005 -1.615829
47 H -5.447686 1.423690 -1.023214
48 H -3.019248 1.266112 -0.515422
49 H 6.110998 -3.108096 0.462617
50 H 1.569430 -0.619134 2.606088
51 H 4.881995 1.401225 -0.802774
52 H -6.114793 -2.258789 1.055219
53 H 3.282288 1.058619 -1.494775
54 H 3.502323 2.481220 -0.472392
55 H -3.676028 -2.404349 1.558914

Table A12: Coordinates of the chlo-
rine compound with cluster charges (r
= 16 Å).

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Cl 5.810299 9.852272 1.050706
2 Si 4.363370 8.897586 2.355149
3 N 2.662329 7.584295 3.904663
4 C 4.372791 11.739474 5.381325
5 C 6.418659 4.707006 2.810020
6 C 5.146822 4.308307 4.891576
7 C 6.677100 5.484956 1.713373
8 C 3.550350 6.540210 4.333232
9 C 2.073365 8.374045 4.984011
10 C 5.225596 11.199847 6.338030
11 C 4.643074 6.253196 3.473440
12 C 4.710988 9.805214 3.952034
13 C 4.120800 11.047851 4.202533
14 C 3.323861 5.781486 5.455442
15 C 5.823554 9.966499 6.103793
16 C 5.407491 5.074702 3.729116
17 C 4.145562 4.675502 5.751045
18 C 5.995707 6.706507 1.534972
19 C 5.569720 9.279383 4.921866
20 C 1.605460 7.011462 3.050864
21 C 4.999515 7.123309 2.395910
22 C 2.796449 9.427738 1.477523
23 H 7.437251 5.203429 0.995589
24 H 5.759199 3.437163 5.094770
25 H 5.423769 11.745620 7.251562
26 H 3.955493 4.096676 6.645471
27 H 2.488100 6.005326 6.104180
28 H 6.305140 7.342266 0.718481
29 H 2.853750 8.712464 5.659901
30 H 1.320680 7.812378 5.551700
31 H 3.908411 12.700862 5.562033
32 H 1.586781 9.249727 4.554303
33 H 6.982295 3.800410 2.994933
34 H 6.489195 9.538983 6.843733
35 H 0.955770 7.805074 2.688824
36 H 1.003168 6.285523 3.610238
37 H 3.453225 11.483728 3.468230
38 H 1.995553 9.670388 2.173597
39 H 2.049906 6.508778 2.194678
40 H 6.039414 8.317769 4.757993
41 H 3.002448 10.309087 0.872136
42 H 2.431315 8.641479 0.815852
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Table A13: Coordinates of the ethynyl
compound with cluster charges (r = 16
Å).

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 9.663365 8.402895 8.595174
2 N 11.627285 6.641605 7.589571
3 C 11.208269 8.525019 6.112648
4 C 9.980201 8.827677 6.781061
5 C 11.153526 8.816116 9.654489
6 C 10.628126 10.122900 4.346945
7 C 9.103357 9.693337 6.155364
8 C 12.118476 7.542246 6.598914
9 C 11.572616 9.250313 4.937081
10 C 11.323377 8.218116 10.907247
11 C 13.380284 7.438200 6.061317
12 C 12.135480 9.710326 9.217144
13 C 8.391379 9.667479 9.103840
14 C 12.870049 9.095882 4.392241
15 C 13.767968 8.239698 4.970148
16 C 13.413415 9.370976 11.230900
17 C 12.440858 8.488664 11.688118
18 C 9.398929 10.301971 4.919464
19 C 13.255976 9.984674 9.992685
20 C 8.848243 6.789726 9.095724
21 C 12.618126 6.135880 8.530729
22 C 7.566716 10.459037 9.494513
23 C 10.887245 5.540883 6.958917
24 H 10.582912 7.519933 11.279435
25 H 8.670367 10.953856 4.454480
26 H 12.557139 8.003365 12.649293
27 H 14.007510 10.672892 9.625985
28 H 10.898755 10.649062 3.439470
29 H 9.576096 6.032931 9.380845
30 H 8.176696 9.955200 6.647574
31 H 13.139051 9.672878 3.516153
32 H 13.188404 6.964298 8.943760
33 H 10.447878 4.909619 7.728833
34 H 11.545583 4.924150 6.332782
35 H 14.766225 8.137640 4.564146
36 H 10.086760 5.937781 6.338449
37 H 14.285469 9.578076 11.838446
38 H 12.100487 5.635556 9.349215
39 H 14.074783 6.705960 6.448758
40 H 12.036872 10.186609 8.249896
41 H 6.848033 11.164511 9.838281
42 H 8.237335 6.388743 8.285354
43 H 8.191833 6.973202 9.947292
44 H 13.306957 5.409465 8.079124

Table A14: Coordinates of the opti-
mization of the chlorine compound with
implicit water solvation.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Cl 5.792072 9.837885 1.057645
2 Si 4.305916 8.875724 2.376524
3 N 2.685439 7.603213 3.865031
4 C 4.357153 11.702990 5.411514
5 C 6.402656 4.702190 2.789294
6 C 5.163517 4.346482 4.906607
7 C 6.637201 5.467991 1.677821
8 C 3.568717 6.569928 4.330308
9 C 2.053039 8.393640 4.925913
10 C 5.247736 11.172059 6.338907
11 C 4.645601 6.256858 3.462741
12 C 4.704298 9.791548 3.954714
13 C 4.091269 11.017771 4.231701
14 C 3.361137 5.848053 5.479062
15 C 5.875281 9.959218 6.074364
16 C 5.411668 5.084035 3.723571
17 C 4.184970 4.743047 5.779844
18 C 5.953671 6.687989 1.494431
19 C 5.606497 9.278559 4.892100
20 C 1.649490 6.992391 3.003421
21 C 4.975670 7.113020 2.370505
22 C 2.782176 9.466351 1.465238
23 H 7.386831 5.166724 0.957488
24 H 5.763215 3.468474 5.111379
25 H 5.452980 11.701280 7.260631
26 H 4.009170 4.186400 6.690970
27 H 2.546462 6.096209 6.144424
28 H 6.242754 7.319776 0.667425
29 H 2.809392 8.747164 5.620428
30 H 1.298185 7.819258 5.472052
31 H 3.867407 12.648186 5.609138
32 H 1.562495 9.255276 4.475537
33 H 6.971882 3.798638 2.969537
34 H 6.572349 9.541947 6.790135
35 H 0.981152 7.764810 2.633115
36 H 1.063236 6.260153 3.567543
37 H 3.389143 11.444552 3.525526
38 H 1.926881 9.604983 2.122870
39 H 2.119809 6.493687 2.158878
40 H 6.100447 8.333473 4.705714
41 H 3.004095 10.418583 0.985889
42 H 2.505163 8.756848 0.684393
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Table A15: Coordinates of the opti-
mization of the chlorine compound with
acetonitrile solvation.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Cl 5.794762 9.836861 1.053817
2 Si 4.311433 8.878389 2.372329
3 N 2.684295 7.603295 3.867056
4 C 4.355190 11.701383 5.411265
5 C 6.401204 4.701682 2.788528
6 C 5.163992 4.347572 4.906698
7 C 6.635782 5.466742 1.676694
8 C 3.568812 6.570895 4.330929
9 C 2.052903 8.393814 4.927921
10 C 5.243797 11.169355 6.339880
11 C 4.645237 6.257847 3.462485
12 C 4.706337 9.792254 3.952445
13 C 4.092266 11.017818 4.229871
14 C 3.362664 5.849412 5.480274
15 C 5.872490 9.957237 6.074884
16 C 5.411036 5.084677 3.723187
17 C 4.186610 4.744579 5.780927
18 C 5.953258 6.687263 1.493537
19 C 5.606759 9.278305 4.890985
20 C 1.648786 6.993146 3.005221
21 C 4.975890 7.113525 2.369781
22 C 2.784837 9.466795 1.464165
23 H 7.384878 5.164771 0.956096
24 H 5.763857 3.469568 5.111055
25 H 5.446833 11.697307 7.262830
26 H 4.011783 4.188377 6.692525
27 H 2.548594 6.097995 6.146239
28 H 6.242906 7.318836 0.666566
29 H 2.809909 8.748298 5.621285
30 H 1.298619 7.819867 5.475599
31 H 3.864839 12.646233 5.609075
32 H 1.561581 9.255089 4.477549
33 H 6.969863 3.797801 2.968980
34 H 6.568235 9.539229 6.791515
35 H 0.981071 7.765907 2.634329
36 H 1.061529 6.260993 3.568691
37 H 3.391790 11.445473 3.522583
38 H 1.930741 9.604479 2.123542
39 H 2.119234 6.494214 2.160860
40 H 6.101646 8.333822 4.704146
41 H 3.004861 10.419205 0.984194
42 H 2.507111 8.757052 0.683788

Table A16: Coordinates of the opti-
mization of the ethynyl compound with
implicit water solvation.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 9.666193 8.417338 8.595707
2 N 11.634214 6.642624 7.589396
3 C 11.209968 8.522538 6.105518
4 C 9.989353 8.838792 6.782024
5 C 11.154565 8.824650 9.658300
6 C 10.631472 10.121050 4.340382
7 C 9.120102 9.718114 6.164876
8 C 12.118906 7.537685 6.588547
9 C 11.570304 9.237615 4.922210
10 C 11.310451 8.234653 10.916037
11 C 13.373411 7.418583 6.038106
12 C 12.142959 9.713105 9.224312
13 C 8.384881 9.665449 9.100523
14 C 12.859082 9.066484 4.363540
15 C 13.756182 8.207086 4.936589
16 C 13.401201 9.378869 11.251203
17 C 12.420479 8.505489 11.706800
18 C 9.413263 10.323282 4.927072
19 C 13.257335 9.985579 10.008562
20 C 8.852662 6.800079 9.093616
21 C 12.629834 6.151151 8.532330
22 C 7.555436 10.448445 9.496373
23 C 10.901913 5.534289 6.966013
24 H 10.560091 7.546094 11.286074
25 H 8.692126 10.993124 4.476321
26 H 12.521367 8.034611 12.676808
27 H 14.014652 10.670904 9.648859
28 H 10.900412 10.638010 3.427142
29 H 9.574058 6.026268 9.345642
30 H 8.204107 9.997733 6.666932
31 H 13.124484 9.636573 3.481873
32 H 13.199319 6.985608 8.933666
33 H 10.473315 4.898393 7.738470
34 H 11.562810 4.922849 6.336436
35 H 14.749120 8.094072 4.520870
36 H 10.095989 5.924115 6.347270
37 H 14.269730 9.588869 11.862494
38 H 12.116439 5.659245 9.358843
39 H 14.065362 6.684123 6.425688
40 H 12.050989 10.190052 8.256857
41 H 6.831075 11.144598 9.845094
42 H 8.209979 6.426168 8.295101
43 H 8.219960 6.980461 9.963667
44 H 13.320541 5.423204 8.084452
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Table A17: Coordinates of the optimization of the ethynyl compound with implicit acetonitrile
solvation.

x /Å y /Å z /Å
1 Si 9.666193 8.417338 8.595707
2 N 11.634214 6.642624 7.589396
3 C 11.209968 8.522538 6.105518
4 C 9.989353 8.838792 6.782024
5 C 11.154565 8.824650 9.658300
6 C 10.631472 10.121050 4.340382
7 C 9.120102 9.718114 6.164876
8 C 12.118906 7.537685 6.588547
9 C 11.570304 9.237615 4.922210
10 C 11.310451 8.234653 10.916037
11 C 13.373411 7.418583 6.038106
12 C 12.142959 9.713105 9.224312
13 C 8.384881 9.665449 9.100523
14 C 12.859082 9.066484 4.363540
15 C 13.756182 8.207086 4.936589
16 C 13.401201 9.378869 11.251203
17 C 12.420479 8.505489 11.706800
18 C 9.413263 10.323282 4.927072
19 C 13.257335 9.985579 10.008562
20 C 8.852662 6.800079 9.093616
21 C 12.629834 6.151151 8.532330
22 C 7.555436 10.448445 9.496373
23 C 10.901913 5.534289 6.966013
24 H 10.560091 7.546094 11.286074
25 H 8.692126 10.993124 4.476321
26 H 12.521367 8.034611 12.676808
27 H 14.014652 10.670904 9.648859
28 H 10.900412 10.638010 3.427142
29 H 9.574058 6.026268 9.345642
30 H 8.204107 9.997733 6.666932
31 H 13.124484 9.636573 3.481873
32 H 13.199319 6.985608 8.933666
33 H 10.473315 4.898393 7.738470
34 H 11.562810 4.922849 6.336436
35 H 14.749120 8.094072 4.520870
36 H 10.095989 5.924115 6.347270
37 H 14.269730 9.588869 11.862494
38 H 12.116439 5.659245 9.358843
39 H 14.065362 6.684123 6.425688
40 H 12.050989 10.190052 8.256857
41 H 6.831075 11.144598 9.845094
42 H 8.209979 6.426168 8.295101
43 H 8.219960 6.980461 9.963667
44 H 13.320541 5.423204 8.084452
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Table A18: Coordinates of the Crystal14 optimization of the chloro compound (level of theory:
B3LYP/pob-TZVP).

x /Å y /Å z /Å
Cl -1.205110 -6.542081 1.162700
Cl 1.205110 1.620420 5.674300
Cl 1.205110 6.542081 -1.162700
Cl -1.205110 -1.620420 -5.674300
Si -2.523776 -7.453179 2.423443
Si 2.523776 0.709321 4.413557
Si 2.523776 7.453179 -2.423443
Si -2.523776 -0.709321 -4.413557
N 3.270477 7.659690 3.930044
N -3.270477 -0.502810 2.906956
N -3.270477 -7.659690 -3.930044
N 3.270477 0.502810 -2.906956
C -2.341538 -4.694091 5.449089
C 2.341538 3.468410 1.387911
C 2.341538 4.694091 -5.449089
C -2.341538 -3.468410 -1.387911
C -0.601834 4.653278 2.738902
C 0.601834 -3.509222 4.098098
C 0.601834 -4.653278 -2.738902
C -0.601834 3.509222 -4.098098
C -1.490011 4.350286 4.888455
C 1.490011 -3.812214 1.948545
C 1.490011 -4.350286 -4.888455
C -1.490011 3.812214 -1.948545
C -0.488422 5.427410 1.651136
C 0.488422 -2.735091 5.185865
C 0.488422 -5.427410 -1.651136
C -0.488422 2.735091 -5.185865
C -3.038531 6.616686 4.380466
C 3.038531 -1.545814 2.456534
C 3.038531 -6.616686 -4.380466
C -3.038531 1.545814 -2.456534
C 2.799298 -7.902606 5.006872
C -2.799298 0.259894 1.830128
C -2.799298 7.902606 -5.006872
C 2.799298 -0.259894 -1.830128
C -1.366643 -5.192493 6.405585
C 1.366643 2.970007 0.431415
C 1.366643 5.192493 -6.405585
C -1.366643 -2.970007 -0.431415
C -2.116662 6.275983 3.495348
C 2.116662 -1.886517 3.341652
C 2.116662 -6.275983 -3.495348
C -2.116662 1.886517 -3.341652
C -2.008661 -6.526898 3.985971
C 2.008661 1.635602 2.851029
C 2.008661 6.526898 -3.985971
C -2.008661 -1.635602 -2.851029
C -2.653421 -5.351498 4.247008
C 2.653421 2.811002 2.589992
C 2.653421 5.351498 -4.247008
C -2.653421 -2.811002 -2.589992
C -3.103678 5.904753 5.521835
C 3.103678 -2.257748 1.315165
C 3.103678 -5.904753 -5.521835
C -3.103678 2.257748 -1.315165
C -0.689057 -6.338018 6.147967
C 0.689057 1.824482 0.689033
C 0.689057 6.338018 -6.147967
C -0.689057 -1.824482 -0.689033
C -1.396583 5.078055 3.711534
C 1.396583 -3.084446 3.125466
C 1.396583 -5.078055 -3.711534
C -1.396583 3.084446 -3.125466
C -2.291975 4.781919 5.792717
C 2.291975 -3.380581 1.044283
C 2.291975 -4.781919 -5.792717
C -2.291975 3.380581 -1.044283
C -1.084195 6.683292 1.529710
C 1.084195 -1.479208 5.307290
C 1.084195 -6.683292 -1.529710
C -1.084195 1.479208 -5.307290
C -1.013637 -6.999834 4.947663
C 1.013637 1.162667 1.889337
C 1.013637 6.999834 -4.947663
C -1.013637 -1.162667 -1.889337
C 2.110530 7.059420 3.119997
C -2.110530 -1.103080 3.717003
C -2.110530 -7.059420 -3.119997
C 2.110530 1.103080 -3.717003
C -1.899722 7.132882 2.427819
C 1.899722 -1.029618 4.409181
C 1.899722 -7.132882 -2.427819
C -1.899722 1.029618 -4.409181

C 3.083838 -6.959348 1.477612
C -3.083838 1.203153 5.359388
C -3.083838 6.959348 -1.477612
C 3.083838 -1.203153 -5.359388
H 0.005050 5.160333 0.973589
H -0.005050 -3.002168 5.863411
H -0.005050 -5.160333 -0.973589
H 0.005050 3.002168 -5.863411
H -0.988387 3.565380 5.052543
H 0.988387 -4.597120 1.784457
H 0.988387 -3.565380 -5.052543
H -0.988387 4.597120 -1.784457
H -1.129791 -4.779960 -6.447291
H 1.129791 3.382540 -0.389709
H 1.129791 4.779960 6.447291
H -1.129791 -3.382540 0.389709
H -2.289161 4.265723 6.552581
H 2.289161 -3.896778 0.284419
H 2.289161 -4.265723 -6.552581
H -2.289161 3.896778 -0.284419
H 3.506247 6.134935 6.091767
H -3.506247 -2.027565 0.745233
H -3.506247 -6.134935 -6.091767
H 3.506247 2.027565 -0.745233
H -0.893155 7.245035 0.778051
H 0.893155 -0.917465 6.058949
H 0.893155 -7.245035 -0.778051
H -0.893155 0.917465 -6.058949
H 3.545205 -7.599288 5.622749
H -3.545205 0.563213 1.214251
H -3.545205 7.599288 -5.622749
H 3.545205 -0.563213 -1.214251
H 2.207637 7.894770 5.501050
H -2.207637 -0.267730 1.335950
H -2.207637 -7.894770 -5.501050
H 2.207637 0.267730 -1.335950
H -2.847563 -3.921265 5.613177
H 2.847563 4.241235 1.223823
H 2.847563 3.921265 -5.613177
H -2.847563 -4.241235 -1.223823
H 2.264632 -7.112803 4.586260
H -2.264632 1.049698 2.250740
H -2.264632 7.112803 -4.586260
H 2.264632 -1.049698 -2.250740
H -0.149340 3.870658 2.842825
H 0.149340 -4.291843 3.994175
H 0.149340 -3.870658 -2.842825
H -0.149340 4.291843 -3.994175
H 0.014429 -6.667130 6.801448
H -0.014429 1.495370 0.035552
H -0.014429 6.667130 -6.801448
H 0.014429 -1.495370 -0.035552
H 1.502059 7.698870 2.820946
H -1.502059 -0.463630 4.016054
H -1.502059 -7.698870 -2.820946
H 1.502059 0.463630 -4.016054
H 1.727873 6.417358 3.627712
H -1.727873 -1.745143 3.209288
H -1.727873 -6.417358 -3.627712
H 1.727873 1.745143 -3.209288
H -3.322999 -4.995450 3.619508
H 3.322999 3.167050 3.217492
H 3.322999 4.995450 -3.619508
H -3.322999 -3.167050 -3.217492
H 2.400264 -6.704678 2.008711
H -2.400264 1.457823 4.828289
H -2.400264 6.704678 -2.008711
H 2.400264 -1.457823 -4.828289
H 2.375735 6.632848 2.351928
H -2.375735 -1.529653 4.485072
H -2.375735 -6.632848 -2.351928
H 2.375735 1.529653 -4.485072
H -0.538923 -7.783760 4.773593
H 0.538923 0.378740 2.063407
H 0.538923 7.783760 -4.773593
H -0.538923 -0.378740 -2.063407
H 3.198188 -6.162688 0.883340
H -3.198188 1.999813 5.953660
H -3.198188 6.162688 -0.883340
H 3.198188 -1.999813 -5.953660
H 2.771089 -7.671118 0.887443
H -2.771089 0.491383 5.949557
H -2.771089 7.671118 -0.887443
H 2.771089 -0.491383 -5.949557
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Tabulated values of the structure and bonding correla-

tions

Table A19: The N – Si and N – C distances
(in Å) obtained from theory and the crystal
refinements (HAR or IAM).

Theory Crystal
r(N-Si) r(N-C) r(N-Si) r(N-C)

Aryl, 1 2.975 1.427 2.955 1.447
Aryl, 2 3.024 1.412 2.895 1.439
Methyl 2.931 1.423 2.865 1.433

– – 2.854 1.431
Ethynyl 2.835 1.428 2.771 1.432
Methoxy 2.848 1.427 2.800 1.435
p-Chlorobenz. 2.749 1.432 2.645 1.437
Fluoro 2.754 1.432 2.656 1.443

– – 2.708 1.446
Chloro 2.732 1.431 2.508 1.417
Silyl cation 1.959 1.487 1.936 1.489

– – 1.940 1.498
Hydro 2.874 1.427 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 1.428 – –

Table A20: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the average R – Si – X angle (< α > in °).

Theory Crystal
r(N-Si) < α > r(N-Si) < α >

Aryl, 1 2.975 104.1 2.951 103.9
Aryl, 2 3.024 105.6 2.889 105.3
Methyl 2.931 105.1 2.862 104.8

– – 2.850 104.3
Ethynyl 2.835 103.2 2.771 103.1
Methoxy 2.848 103.6 2.805 103.1
p-Chlorobenz. 2.749 101.5 2.642 100.4
Fluoro 2.754 101.7 2.665 100.1

– – 2.711 99.6
Chloro 2.732 101.6 2.548 99.4
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 98.0 2.450 95.6
Hydro 2.874 103.6 – –
OH 2.844 103.6 – –

Table A21: The N – Si distance (in Å) and∑
∆α (in °, for definition see Equation 15.1).

Theory Crystal
r(N-Si)

∑
∆α r(N-Si)

∑
∆α

Aryl, 1 2.975 -3.84 2.955 -6.78
Aryl, 2 3.024 -2.96 2.895 -5.30
Methyl 2.931 -2.26 2.865 -2.09

– – 2.854 -2.25
Ethynyl 2.835 -0.42 2.771 1.36
Methoxy 2.848 -1.24 2.800 -1.37
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 1.45 2.645 0.43
Fluoro 2.754 -0.05 2.656 0.03

– – 2.708 -1.76
Chloro 2.732 2.24 2.508 5.49
Silyl cation 1.959 17.24 1.936 16.63

– – 1.940 16.95
Hydro 2.874 -2.31 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 -1.53 – –

Table A22: The N – Si distance (in Å)
and the difference between r(Si – C1) and
r(N – C9) (in Å).

Theory Crystal
r(N-Si) r(Si−C1) r(N-Si) r(Si−C1)

−r(N−C9) −r(N−C9)
Aryl, 1 2.975 0.4762 2.955 0.478
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.4837 2.895 0.474
Methyl 2.931 0.4745 2.865 0.464

– – 2.854 0.469
Ethynyl 2.835 0.4623 2.771 0.458
Methoxy 2.848 0.4627 2.800 0.451
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.4483 2.645 0.448
Fluoro 2.754 0.4487 2.656 0.441

– – 2.708 0.435
Chloro 2.732 0.4579 2.508 0.430
Silyl cation 1.959 0.3560 1.936 0.357

– – 1.940 0.344
Hydro 2.874 0.4612 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.4634 – –

Table A23: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the N – Si NLMO/NPA bond order.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) B.O. r(N-Si) B.O.

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.0189 2.9581 0.0209
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.0144 2.8978 0.0228
Methyl 2.931 0.0185 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.0226 2.7729 0.0316
Methoxy 2.848 0.0250 2.8020 0.0309
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.0434 2.6450 0.0506
Fluoro 2.754 0.0380 2.6593 0.0438

– – 2.7103 0.0426
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.0502 2.4530 0.0922
Chloro 2.732 0.0401 2.5080 0.0686
Silyl cation 1.959 0.2690 – –
Hydro 2.874 0.0202 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.0274 – –

Table A24: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the N – Si delocalization index.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) DI r(N-Si) DI

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.0268 2.958 0.0260
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.0209 2.898 0.0274
Methyl 2.931 0.0300 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.0429 2.773 0.0532
Methoxy 2.848 0.0394 2.802 0.0530
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.0577 2.645 0.0596
Fluoro 2.754 0.0557 2.659 0.0508
x – – 2.710 0.0582
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.0817 2.453 0.1137
Chloro 2.732 0.0607 2.508 0.0773
Silyl cation 1.959 0.3014 – –
Hydro 2.874 0.0376 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.0402 – –
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Table A25: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the N – C9 NLMO/NPA bond order.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) B.O. r(N-Si) B.O.

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.8274 2.958 0.8232
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.8398 2.898 0.8014
Methyl 2.931 0.8332 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.8302 2.773 0.8153
Methoxy 2.848 0.8306 2.802 0.8201
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.8245 2.645 0.8053
Fluoro 2.754 0.8233 2.659 0.8066

– – 2.710 0.7772
Chloro 2.732 0.8226 2.508 0.7951
Silyl cation 1.959 0.7399 – –
Hydro 2.874 0.8267 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.8284 – –

Table A26: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the N – C9 delocalization index.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) DI r(N-Si) DI

Aryl, 1 2.976 0.9871 2.958 0.9573
Aryl, 2 3.024 1.0047 2.898 0.9319
Methyl 2.931 0.9924 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.9859 2.773 0.9539
Methoxy 2.848 0.9861 2.802 0.9479
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.9818 2.645 0.9440
Fluoro 2.754 0.9780 2.659 0.9570

– – 2.710 0.9237
Chloro 2.732 0.9786 2.508 0.9506
Silyl cation 1.959 0.9062 – –
Hydro 2.874 0.9874 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.9855 – –

Table A27: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the Si – X NLMO/NPA bond order.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) B.O. r(N-Si) B.O.

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.5040 2.958 0.4577
Aryl, 2 3.023 0.5206 2.898 0.5151
Methyl 2.931 0.5477 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.5554 2.773 0.5198
Methoxy 2.848 0.3303 2.802 0.3242
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.2754 2.645 0.2692
Fluoro 2.754 0.2919 2.659 0.2601

– – 2.710 0.2723
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.2775 2.453 0.2554
Chloro 2.732 0.4866 2.508 0.4399
Hydro 2.874 0.7535 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.3504 – –

Table A28: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the Si – X delocalization index.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) DI r(N-Si) DI

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.4341 2.958 0.3731
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.4368 2.898 0.3859
Methyl 2.931 0.4515 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.3913 2.773 0.3810
Methoxy 2.848 0.3737 2.802 0.4197
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.3213 2.645 0.2778
Fluoro 2.754 0.3373 2.659 0.2548

– – 2.710 0.2534
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.3235 2.453 0.2586
Chloro 2.732 0.3934 2.508 0.3075
Hydro 2.874 0.4598 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.3808 – –

Table A29: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the hybridization coefficient of the nitrogen
lone pair from an NBO analysis.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) λ r(N-Si) λ

Aryl, 1 2.975 5.77 2.958 4.53
Aryl, 2 3.024 6.25 2.898 5.46
Methyl 2.931 6.12 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 5.74 2.773 5.27
Methoxy 2.848 5.77 2.802 4.74
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 5.34 2.645 4.82
Fluoro 2.754 5.40 2.659 4.59

– – 2.710 5.55
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 4.22 2.453 4.15
Chloro 2.732 5.46 2.508 5.13
Silyl cation 1.959 3.40 – –
Hydro 2.874 5.91 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 5.72 – –

Table A30: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the N – Si bond ionicity from an NBO analysis.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) i r(N-Si) i

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.971 2.958 0.970
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.988 2.898 0.964
Methyl 2.931 0.971 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.959 2.773 0.949
Methoxy 2.848 0.964 2.802 0.962
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.948 2.645 0.933
Fluoro 2.754 0.952 2.659 0.941

– – 2.710 0.944
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.932 2.453 0.887
Chloro 2.732 0.937 2.508 0.898
Silyl cation 1.959 0.725 – –
Hydro 2.874 0.959 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.964 – –

Table A31: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the electron population of the Si – X antibond
(in e) from an NBO analysis.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) N r(N-Si) N

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.0592 2.958 0.0583
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.0602 2.898 0.0639
Methyl 2.931 0.0424 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.0499 2.773 0.0565
Methoxy 2.848 0.0624 2.802 0.0579
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.0831 2.645 0.0844
Fluoro 2.754 0.0634 2.659 0.0661

2.710 0.0629
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.0900 2.453 0.0936
Chloro 2.732 0.0785 2.508 0.0949
Hydro 2.874 0.0421 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.0545 – –

Table A32: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the weight of the N+ – Si X– resonance struc-
ture obtained from an NRT analysis.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) wNRT r(N-Si) wNRT

Aryl, 1 2.975 2.69 2.958 2.41
Aryl, 2 3.024 3.31 2.898 1.71
Methyl 2.931 2.96 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 3.11 2.773 2.88
Methoxy 2.848 3.48 2.802 2.66
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 4.08 2.645 3.84
Fluoro 2.754 3.64 2.659 3.20
x – – 2.710 3.04
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 4.09 2.453 4.89
Chloro 2.732 3.96 2.508 4.44
Hydro 2.874 2.83 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 3.32 – –
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Table A33: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the electron density at the N – Si bond critical
point (in e·Å−3) from QTAIM.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) ρbcp r(N-Si) ρbcp

Methyl 2.931 0.106 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.123 2.773 0.142
Methoxy 2.848 0.119 2.802 0.125
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.142 2.645 0.164
Fluoro 2.754 0.140 2.659 0.156

2.7103 0.149
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.168 2.453 0.240
Chloro 2.732 0.146 2.508 0.206
Silyl cation 1.959 0.590 – –
Hydro 2.874 0.117 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.120 – –

Table A34: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the total energy density at the N – Si bond
critical point (in Hartree/Å−3) from QTAIM.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) Hbcp r(N-Si) Hbcp

Methyl 2.931 0.0005 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 -0.0005 2.773 -0.0025
Methoxy 2.848 -0.0002 2.802 -0.0006
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 -0.0015 2.645 -0.0041
Fluoro 2.754 -0.0014 2.659 -0.0034

2.710 -0.001948
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 -0.0038 2.453 -0.0114
Chloro 2.732 -0.0019 2.508 -0.0077
Silyl cation 1.959 -0.0413 – –
Hydro 2.874 0 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 -0.0002 – –

Table A35: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the total energy density at the Si – X bond
critical point (in Hartree/Å−3) from QTAIM.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) Hbcp r(N-Si) Hbcp

Aryl, 1 2.975 -0.0711 2.958 -0.0610
Aryl, 2 3.024 -0.0681 2.898 -0.0626
Methyl 2.931 -0.0731 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 -0.0594 2.773 -0.0706
Methoxy 2.848 -0.0489 2.802 -0.1209
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 -0.0399 2.645 -0.0387
Fluoro 2.754 -0.0376 2.659 -0.0189

2.710 -0.0263
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 -0.0365 2.453 -0.0275
N Si-Cl 2.732 -0.0432 2.508 -0.0411
Hydro 2.874 -0.0747 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 -0.0490 – –

Table A36: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the angle defined by the nitrogen atom, the
attractor of the nitrogen lone pair or N – Si
bond basin and the silicon atom (in °) from
the ELI analysis.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) Hbcp r(N-Si) Hbcp

Aryl, 1 2.975 162.9 2.958 162.5
Aryl, 2 3.024 158.3 2.898 161.2
Methyl 2.931 162.3 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 164.0 2.773 167.7
Methoxy 2.848 164.2 2.802 164.6
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 164.6 2.645 164.1
Fluoro 2.754 166.4 2.659 165.6
x 2.710 174.4
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 171.2 2.453 176.1
Chloro 2.732 165.8 2.509 169.6
Silyl cation 1.959 174.9 – –
Hydro 2.874 164.0 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 164.7 – –

Table A37: The N – Si distance (in Å) and
the ratio between the electron population and
the volume of the nitrogen lone par or N – Si
bond basin (in e·bohr−3) from the ELI anal-
ysis.

Theory XWR
r(N-Si) Hbcp r(N-Si) Hbcp

Aryl, 1 2.975 0.0617 2.958 0.0586
Aryl, 2 3.024 0.0610 2.898 0.0607
Methyl 2.931 0.0631 – –
Ethynyl 2.835 0.0643 2.773 0.0657
Methoxy 2.848 0.0638 2.802 0.0637
p-Chlorobenzoate 2.749 0.0638 2.645 0.0657
Fluoro 2.754 0.0649 2.659 0.0661
x 2.710 0.0610
Fluoro, bridged 2.648 0.0658 2.453 0.0678
Chloro 2.732 0.0660 2.509 0.0715
Silyl cation 1.959 0.0761 – –
Hydro 2.874 0.0634 – –
Hydroxy 2.844 0.0638 – –
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Table A38: N – C9 distances (in Å) obtained from the PES scan.

r(N-Si) Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 1.477 1.479 1.478 1.476 1.477 1.478 1.478 1.476
2.0 1.468 1.470 1.470 1.468 1.469 1.469 1.469 1.467
2.1 1.461 1.463 1.462 1.460 1.461 1.462 1.461 1.459
2.2 1.454 1.456 1.456 1.453 1.455 1.455 1.454 1.452
2.3 1.448 1.450 1.450 1.447 1.449 1.449 1.448 1.446
2.4 1.443 1.445 1.445 1.442 1.444 1.444 1.443 1.441
2.5 1.439 1.441 1.441 1.438 1.439 1.440 1.439 1.437
2.6 1.435 1.437 1.437 1.434 1.435 1.436 1.434 1.433
2.7 1.432 1.434 1.434 1.431 1.432 1.432 1.432 1.430
2.8 1.429 1.431 1.431 1.428 1.430 1.429 1.429 1.427
2.9 1.427 1.428 1.429 1.426 1.427 1.426 1.426 1.424
3.0 1.425 1.425 1.427 1.423 1.424 1.423 1.424 1.422
3.1 1.422 1.423 1.425 1.421 1.422 1.421 1.422 1.420

Table A39: N – C distances (in Å) obtained from the PES scan.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 88.2 89.5 90.1 90.7 90.8 91.6 91.5 90.8 91.9
2.0 89.5 91.0 91.6 92.0 92.2 92.8 92.8 92.1 93.2
2.1 90.8 92.7 93.0 93.4 93.7 94.2 94.2 93.5 94.6
2.2 92.2 94.3 94.5 94.8 95.1 95.6 95.6 95.0 96.0
2.3 93.5 95.8 95.9 96.1 96.5 97.0 97.0 96.4 97.5
2.4 94.8 97.2 97.2 97.5 97.9 98.4 98.4 97.9 98.9
2.5 96.2 98.6 98.5 98.8 99.3 99.7 99.7 99.2 100.3
2.6 97.4 100.0 99.8 99.9 100.5 100.9 100.9 100.6 102.2
2.7 98.5 101.2 101.0 101.1 101.7 102.1 102.1 101.7 103.4
2.8 99.6 102.4 102.0 102.2 102.8 103.1 103.1 102.7 103.8
2.9 100.5 103.3 102.9 103.1 103.8 104.1 104.1 103.8 104.8
3.0 101.3 104.2 103.7 103.9 104.7 104.9 104.9 104.7 105.7
3.1 102.0 104.9 104.4 104.6 105.5 105.6 105.5 105.5 106.5

Table A40:
∑

∆α (in °, for definition see Equation 15.1) obtained from the PES scan.

r(N-Si) Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 19.9 20.3 18.5 19.1 18.8 19.2 18.2 19.6
2.0 17.8 18.0 16.3 17.1 16.6 17.0 15.9 17.3
2.1 15.6 15.7 14.0 14.9 14.3 14.7 13.8 15.1
2.2 13.4 13.5 11.8 12.8 12.1 12.5 11.7 12.9
2.3 11.2 11.3 9.7 10.7 9.9 10.8 9.5 10.7
2.4 9.1 9.0 7.6 8.5 7.8 8.1 7.5 8.5
2.5 7.0 6.7 5.4 6.4 5.8 5.9 5.2 6.4
2.6 4.9 4.6 3.2 4.3 3.6 3.7 3.2 4.4
2.7 2.8 2.5 1.1 2.3 1.4 1.7 1.2 2.3
2.8 0.9 0.4 -1.0 0.2 -0.7 -0.4 -0.8 0.2
2.9 -1.1 -1.7 -3.0 -1.6 -2.5 -2.3 -2.8 -1.7
3.0 -2.9 -3.6 -4.9 -3.5 -4.4 -4.1 -4.7 -3.5
3.1 -4.6 -6.7 -5.3 -6.2 -5.9 -6.5 -5.2
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Table A41: The difference between r(Si – C1) and r(N – C9) (in Å) obtained from the PES
scan.

r(N-Si) Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.429 0.421 0.431 0.443 0.445 0.441 0.440 0.461
2.0 0.434 0.425 0.432 0.444 0.445 0.442 0.441 0.460
2.1 0.438 0.428 0.435 0.445 0.447 0.443 0.442 0.459
2.2 0.442 0.432 0.435 0.447 0.447 0.445 0.443 0.459
2.3 0.445 0.435 0.438 0.449 0.448 0.447 0.446 0.460
2.4 0.448 0.438 0.440 0.451 0.450 0.448 0.447 0.461
2.5 0.451 0.440 0.442 0.453 0.453 0.450 0.449 0.462
2.6 0.454 0.443 0.445 0.456 0.456 0.453 0.453 0.464
2.7 0.457 0.446 0.447 0.458 0.459 0.457 0.454 0.466
2.8 0.460 0.450 0.450 0.462 0.461 0.461 0.458 0.469
2.9 0.463 0.455 0.453 0.465 0.465 0.465 0.462 0.473
3.0 0.467 0.460 0.457 0.469 0.470 0.470 0.466 0.477
3.1 0.471 0.465 0.461 0.474 0.475 0.474 0.471 0.481

Table A42: The N – Si NLMO/NPA bond order obtained from the PES scans.

r(N–Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.1875 0.173 0.186 0.189 0.171 0.183 0.180 0.160 0.169
2.0 0.1625 0.162 0.169 0.166 0.152 0.160 0.156 0.138 0.150
2.1 0.1458 0.140 0.145 0.143 0.130 0.137 0.134 0.119 0.127
2.2 0.1242 0.119 0.123 0.120 0.109 0.117 0.114 0.099 0.107
2.3 0.1051 0.101 0.104 0.101 0.087 0.095 0.091 0.081 0.083
2.4 0.0872 0.084 0.086 0.080 0.070 0.074 0.074 0.062 0.067
2.5 0.0713 0.067 0.070 0.064 0.052 0.059 0.060 0.049 0.053
2.6 0.0525 0.054 0.057 0.051 0.041 0.047 0.048 0.038 0.042
2.7 0.0466 0.043 0.048 0.043 0.032 0.037 0.037 0.028 0.032
2.8 0.0365 0.032 0.037 0.034 0.025 0.030 0.028 0.024 0.025
2.9 0.0283 0.025 0.030 0.028 0.021 0.025 0.021 0.019 0.019
3.0 0.0223 0.020 0.025 0.023 0.015 0.020 0.016 0.015 0.017
3.1 0.0167 0.017 0.020 0.018 0.012 0.017 0.013 0.012 0.013

Table A43: The N – Si delocalization index obtained from the PES scans.

Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.249 0.249 0.242 0.239 0.237 0.235 0.234 0.237 0.233
2.0 0.224 0.223 0.217 0.214 0.212 0.209 0.209 0.211 0.206
2.1 0.201 0.199 0.193 0.191 0.187 0.185 0.185 0.187 0.181
2.2 0.179 0.175 0.170 0.168 0.165 0.162 0.161 0.164 0.158
2.3 0.157 0.152 0.147 0.145 0.142 0.139 0.138 0.142 0.136
2.4 0.134 0.129 0.125 0.123 0.120 0.117 0.115 0.118 0.112
2.5 0.112 0.105 0.103 0.101 0.098 0.095 0.094 0.097 0.091
2.6 0.090 0.084 0.083 0.081 0.078 0.075 0.075 0.077 0.072
2.7 0.072 0.066 0.065 0.064 0.061 0.059 0.058 0.060 0.056
2.8 0.056 0.051 0.050 0.050 0.047 0.046 0.045 0.046 0.043
2.9 0.043 0.038 0.039 0.038 0.036 0.035 0.034 0.037 0.033
3.0 0.033 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.028 0.026 0.026 0.027 0.025
3.1 0.025 0.022 0.019 0.022 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.021 0.019
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Table A44: The C – N NLMO/NPA bond order obtained from the PES scans.

Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.747 0.753 0.751 0.752 0.752 0.751 0.750 0.753
2.0 0.761 0.768 0.764 0.764 0.766 0.764 0.766 0.767
2.1 0.775 0.779 0.777 0.778 0.779 0.778 0.779 0.780
2.2 0.786 0.790 0.789 0.789 0.790 0.789 0.791 0.792
2.3 0.796 0.800 0.798 0.799 0.800 0.799 0.801 0.802
2.4 0.805 0.808 0.806 0.807 0.808 0.807 0.810 0.810
2.5 0.811 0.814 0.812 0.813 0.814 0.813 0.815 0.816
2.6 0.817 0.820 0.817 0.819 0.819 0.819 0.821 0.822
2.7 0.821 0.822 0.822 0.823 0.824 0.823 0.825 0.826
2.8 0.827 0.827 0.825 0.829 0.827 0.829 0.825 0.829
2.9 0.830 0.830 0.825 0.832 0.826 0.832 0.827 0.832
3.0 0.833 0.834 0.827 0.835 0.830 0.836 0.830 0.831
3.1 0.837 0.837 0.830 0.838 0.833 0.838 0.833 0.833

Table A45: The N – C delocalization index obtained from the PES scans.

Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.920 0.923 0.922 0.924 0.924 0.925 0.924 0.926
2.0 0.930 0.932 0.931 0.934 0.934 0.934 0.934 0.936
2.1 0.939 0.941 0.940 0.942 0.943 0.942 0.943 0.945
2.2 0.947 0.949 0.948 0.950 0.951 0.951 0.951 0.953
2.3 0.954 0.956 0.955 0.958 0.958 0.958 0.959 0.961
2.4 0.961 0.963 0.961 0.964 0.964 0.964 0.966 0.968
2.5 0.967 0.969 0.967 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.971 0.973
2.6 0.972 0.975 0.972 0.976 0.975 0.975 0.977 0.979
2.7 0.977 0.979 0.976 0.980 0.979 0.980 0.981 0.983
2.8 0.982 0.984 0.980 0.984 0.983 0.984 0.984 0.987
2.9 0.986 0.988 0.984 0.989 0.987 0.989 0.988 0.991
3.0 0.990 0.994 0.987 0.993 0.991 0.993 0.992 0.995
3.1 0.995 0.998 0.991 0.998 0.996 0.997 0.996 0.998

Table A46: The Si – X NLMO/NPA bond order obtained from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
2.4 0.266 0.446 0.259 0.278 0.537 0.328 0.302 0.716 0.505
2.5 0.271 0.459 0.264 0.282 0.542 0.333 0.307 0.725 0.514
2.6 0.275 0.472 0.269 0.286 0.548 0.339 0.312 0.734 0.522
2.7 0.280 0.483 0.273 0.290 0.552 0.343 0.317 0.742 0.531
2.8 0.284 0.493 0.278 0.294 0.554 0.348 0.328 0.749 0.538
2.9 0.288 0.502 0.282 0.297 0.558 0.353 0.333 0.755 0.546
3.0 0.292 0.510 0.287 0.301 0.566 0.357 0.337 0.761 0.552
3.1 0.295 0.517 0.289 0.304 0.569 0.361 0.342 0.766 0.558

Table A47: The Si – X delocalization index obtained from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
2.4 0.308 0.358 0.294 0.317 0.359 0.353 0.345 0.423 0.412
2.5 0.315 0.369 0.303 0.324 0.367 0.360 0.353 0.431 0.421
2.6 0.321 0.381 0.310 0.329 0.376 0.367 0.360 0.441 0.429
2.7 0.326 0.391 0.318 0.335 0.383 0.372 0.366 0.449 0.437
2.8 0.331 0.400 0.323 0.340 0.389 0.378 0.372 0.456 0.444
2.9 0.334 0.406 0.329 0.345 0.395 0.383 0.377 0.463 0.450
3.0 0.338 0.412 0.334 0.348 0.400 0.387 0.381 0.468 0.456
3.1 0.341 0.417 0.337 0.351 0.404 0.391 0.385 0.473 0.460
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Table A48: The hybridization of the nitrogen lone pair from NBO obtained from the PES
scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 3.216 3.737 3.584 3.475 3.505 3.420 3.455 3.433 3.416
2.0 3.281 3.836 3.658 3.566 3.611 3.515 3.560 3.526 3.515
2.1 3.374 3.945 3.761 3.692 3.736 3.637 3.687 3.651 3.623
2.2 3.496 4.083 3.901 3.847 3.889 3.773 3.842 3.805 3.777
2.3 3.631 4.254 4.073 4.058 4.076 3.972 4.025 3.992 3.979
2.4 3.775 4.463 4.268 4.270 4.304 4.196 4.229 4.224 4.183
2.5 3.940 4.716 4.508 4.532 4.569 4.457 4.468 4.492 4.427
2.6 4.129 5.007 4.804 4.842 4.859 4.757 4.764 4.764 4.721
2.7 4.336 5.337 5.154 5.192 5.196 5.094 5.121 5.124 5.057
2.8 4.537 5.725 5.537 5.597 5.592 5.510 5.544 5.561 5.455
2.9 4.733 6.163 5.994 6.073 6.048 6.013 6.037 6.027 5.944
3.0 4.913 6.675 6.548 6.605 6.576 6.593 6.576 6.542 6.519
3.1 5.002 7.279 7.233 7.192 7.231 7.198 7.204 7.164 7.143

Table A49: The N – Si bond ionicity obtained from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.796 0.788 0.792 0.792 0.777 0.793 0.802 0.758 0.789
2.0 0.809 0.799 0.807 0.808 0.793 0.809 0.817 0.775 0.804
2.1 0.827 0.816 0.826 0.829 0.815 0.831 0.837 0.797 0.824
2.2 0.848 0.836 0.848 0.852 0.839 0.854 0.859 0.823 0.848
2.3 0.869 0.857 0.871 0.875 0.864 0.877 0.881 0.849 0.872
2.4 0.890 0.878 0.892 0.896 0.887 0.899 0.902 0.875 0.894
2.5 0.909 0.899 0.911 0.916 0.908 0.919 0.920 0.898 0.914
2.6 0.925 0.917 0.927 0.932 0.927 0.935 0.936 0.919 0.932
2.7 0.940 0.933 0.942 0.946 0.942 0.949 0.949 0.936 0.946
2.8 0.952 0.946 0.954 0.957 0.955 0.960 0.960 0.950 0.958
2.9 0.963 0.958 0.963 0.967 0.965 0.969 0.969 0.961 0.968
3.0 0.971 0.967 0.972 0.975 0.973 0.977 0.976 0.970 0.976
3.1 0.978 0.975 0.978 0.981 0.980 0.982 0.982 0.977 0.982

Table A50: The Si – X antibond population obtained from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.133 0.161 0.260 0.134 0.118 0.128 0.132 0.113 0.114
2.0 0.125 0.150 0.148 0.124 0.109 0.118 0.123 0.103 0.105
2.1 0.116 0.138 0.135 0.114 0.099 0.108 0.113 0.093 0.095
2.2 0.106 0.126 0.124 0.103 0.089 0.098 0.103 0.083 0.086
2.3 0.098 0.114 0.114 0.094 0.080 0.088 0.095 0.074 0.077
2.4 0.090 0.104 0.105 0.085 0.072 0.080 0.087 0.066 0.069
2.5 0.083 0.095 0.098 0.078 0.065 0.072 0.080 0.059 0.062
2.6 0.077 0.087 0.091 0.071 0.060 0.066 0.074 0.053 0.056
2.7 0.072 0.080 0.085 0.066 0.055 0.061 0.069 0.048 0.051
2.8 0.068 0.075 0.081 0.061 0.051 0.056 0.064 0.044 0.047
2.9 0.064 0.070 0.077 0.058 0.048 0.053 0.061 0.041 0.043
3.0 0.060 0.066 0.073 0.055 0.046 0.050 0.058 0.039 0.041
3.1 0.057 0.063 0.069 0.052 0.044 0.048 0.056 0.037 0.039

Table A51: NRT weights of the N+ – Si X– resonance structure (in %) obtained from the
PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
2.4 5.14 5.30 4.99 4.21 4.73 4.82 3.78 4.11
2.5 4.67 4.82 4.52 3.85 4.28 4.40 3.45 3.75
2.6 4.27 4.40 4.12 3.55 3.91 4.06 3.21 3.47
2.7 3.92 4.05 3.79 3.33 3.62 3.78 3.02 3.25
2.8 3.61 3.78 3.53 3.16 3.39 3.57 2.90 3.09
2.9 3.36 3.57 3.33 3.04 3.23 3.41 2.81 2.98
3.0 3.14 3.42 3.18 2.97 3.12 3.29 2.76 2.92
3.1 2.95 3.33 3.10 2.94 3.05 3.23 2.75 2.89
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Table A52: The electron density at the N – Si bond critical point (in e·Å−3) obtained from
the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.610 0.613 0.610 0.606 0.608 0.604 0.604 0.605 0.604
2.0 0.506 0.509 0.506 0.503 0.505 0.500 0.500 0.502 0.501
2.1 0.423 0.426 0.424 0.421 0.423 0.419 0.418 0.421 0.420
2.2 0.358 0.360 0.358 0.356 0.358 0.353 0.353 0.357 0.355
2.3 0.303 0.306 0.304 0.302 0.305 0.300 0.300 0.304 0.303
2.4 0.257 0.260 0.258 0.256 0.259 0.255 0.254 0.258 0.257
2.5 0.217 0.219 0.218 0.217 0.219 0.215 0.215 0.219 0.218
2.6 0.182 0.184 0.183 0.183 0.184 0.182 0.182 0.185 0.184
2.7 0.153 0.155 0.154 0.154 0.155 0.153 0.153 0.156 0.155
2.8 0.128 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.130 0.132 0.131
2.9 0.107 0.110 0.109 0.110 0.110 0.110 0.111 0.113 0.111
3.0 0.090 – – – – – – – –
3.1 0.076 – – – – – – – –

Table A53: The total energy density at the N – Si bond critical point (in Hartree/Å−3) obtained
from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 -0.0369 -0.0374 -0.0370 -0.0363 -0.0368 -0.0359 -0.0359 -0.0361 -0.0360
2.0 -0.0312 -0.0317 -0.0313 -0.0307 -0.0312 -0.0304 -0.0303 -0.0307 -0.0306
2.1 -0.0264 -0.0268 -0.0264 -0.0260 -0.0266 -0.0257 -0.0257 -0.0262 -0.0260
2.2 -0.0221 -0.0224 -0.0221 -0.0217 -0.0223 -0.0215 -0.0215 -0.0220 -0.0219
2.3 -0.0177 -0.0177 -0.0176 -0.0173 -0.0176 -0.0169 -0.0169 -0.0173 -0.0172
2.4 -0.0128 -0.0126 -0.0125 -0.0122 -0.0124 -0.0119 -0.0119 -0.0119 -0.0119
2.5 -0.0083 -0.0080 -0.0080 -0.0070 -0.0078 -0.0074 -0.0074 -0.0074 -0.0074
2.6 -0.0050 -0.0047 -0.0046 -0.0045 -0.0045 -0.0042 -0.0042 -0.0042 -0.0042
2.7 -0.0027 -0.0024 -0.0024 -0.0023 -0.0023 -0.0021 -0.0021 -0.0021 -0.0021
2.8 -0.0012 -0.0010 -0.0009 -0.0008 -0.0008 -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0007 -0.0007
2.9 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
3.0 0.0003 – – – – – – – –
3.1 0.0006 – – – – – – – –

Table A54: The total energy density at the Si – X bond critical point (in Hartree/Å−3) obtained
from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro p-Chlorobenzoate Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
2.4 -0.0351 -0.0387 -0.0362 -0.0357 -0.0548 -0.0468 -0.0459 -0.0707 -0.0688
2.5 -0.0357 -0.0402 -0.0373 -0.0363 -0.0560 -0.0474 -0.0467 -0.0716 -0.0698
2.6 -0.0362 -0.0416 -0.0384 -0.0368 -0.0571 -0.0479 -0.0474 -0.0726 -0.0707
2.7 -0.0367 -0.0429 -0.0394 -0.0373 -0.0582 -0.0484 -0.0481 -0.0734 -0.0715
2.8 -0.0371 -0.0439 -0.0403 -0.0377 -0.0591 -0.0488 -0.0486 -0.0742 -0.0723
2.9 -0.0375 -0.0449 -0.0411 -0.0381 -0.0599 -0.0492 -0.0491 -0.0748 -0.0729
3.0 -0.0378 -0.0456 -0.0416 -0.0384 -0.0606 -0.0496 -0.0495 -0.0754 -0.0735
3.1 -0.0381 -0.0463 -0.0421 -0.0387 -0.0612 -0.0498 -0.0498 -0.0759 -0.0740
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Table A55: The angle defined by the nitrogen atom, the attractor of the nitrogen lone pair
or N – Si bond basin and the silicon atom (in °) obtained from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro, bridged Chloro Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 177.3 175.6 173.5 175.1 173.1 173.1 177.3 174.8
2.0 177.5 178.5 177.4 179.3 178.2 178.2 175.3 178.7
2.1 177.6 177.0 174.3 175.1 173.5 173.5 173.6 175.7
2.2 177.2 173.5 171.9 175.4 174.2 174.2 172.8 175.7
2.3 174.8 175.5 171.8 170.1 173.1 173.1 172.1 170.0
2.4 172.9 171.3 171.0 171.1 171.4 171.4 169.9 172.3
2.5 176.6 170.7 170.8 165.9 170.0 170.0 171.8 167.3
2.6 172.3 168.4 168.9 167.0 164.8 164.8 169.2 169.0
2.7 169.4 166.3 166.9 164.6 165.9 165.9 168.3 166.2
2.8 170.5 164.9 168.3 161.6 165.1 165.1 167.7 165.9
2.9 164.9 161.5 163.9 162.5 164.7 164.7 164.8 161.0
3.0 163.8 162.7 162.6 161.4 163.2 163.2 163.2 162.1
3.1 158.6 159.7 161.7 159.5 158.6 158.6 161.0 157.3

Table A56: The ratio between the electron population and the volume of the nitrogen lone
pair or N – Si bond basin (in e·bohr−3) obtained from the PES scans.

r(N-Si) Fluoro,bridged Chloro Fluoro Ethynyl Hydroxy Methoxy Hydro Methyl
1.9 0.0969 0.0960 0.0969 0.0978 0.0962 0.0942 0.0933 0.0956
2.0 0.0908 0.0902 0.0908 0.0917 0.0903 0.0885 0.0874 0.0895
2.1 0.0855 0.0852 0.0855 0.0865 0.0853 0.0836 0.0822 0.0844
2.2 0.0812 0.0810 0.0812 0.0825 0.0813 0.0795 0.0781 0.0799
2.3 0.0778 0.0774 0.0778 0.0789 0.0777 0.0762 0.0744 0.0765
2.4 0.0748 0.0746 0.0748 0.0760 0.0746 0.0734 0.0715 0.0734
2.5 0.0719 0.0719 0.0719 0.0733 0.0719 0.0708 0.0690 0.0708
2.6 0.0696 0.0696 0.0696 0.0708 0.0697 0.0686 0.0666 0.0684
2.7 0.0673 0.0673 0.0673 0.0684 0.0675 0.0666 0.0645 0.0660
2.8 0.0649 0.0650 0.0649 0.0660 0.0651 0.0644 0.0626 0.0637
2.9 0.0626 0.0626 0.0626 0.0637 0.0628 0.0622 0.0606 0.0616
3.0 0.0606 0.0604 0.0606 0.0615 0.0606 0.0600 0.0583 0.0596
3.1 0.0583 0.0583 0.0583 0.0592 0.0582 0.0577 0.0561 0.0572
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